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F OEWORD

Appraisal Guidelines f:.r Development of AID assisted activities set forth re-

comnendcd method for acco:i-nlishing an appraisal to explore and substantiate the need

for an activity or project. The activity may include improving an existing

o rgiaton c facility, adding a new organization, or constructing and in-

stalling new facilities or systems.

/

The guidelines ar6 dasigned to help planners accomplish an early appraisal,

or evaluation, to determine whether or not the activity being considered

warra.nts the expenditure of time and -noney to render the assistance, or in

some cases to undertake a more detailed study. The detailed study may involve

performancP of field examinations to glean further information, or undertaking

a prelimihary project proposal or a feasibility study.

Ideal planning conditions exist when an initial proposal can be singled out

as an element of a scheme of development often referred to as a sector plan.

This plan embraces a group of related activities that may or may not include

any construction, to impr .e the social, economic, and political life of a

country or region. Howev. r. activities involving large projects and programs,

although part of a particular sector plan, affect more than one sector. For

example, a telecoLmmunication management improvement program would have impacts

on agricultural, economic, and social development of a country, although

initially proposed for the purpose of improving the industrial sector. A

complete appraisal would examine these collateral sector impacts and benefits.

An important phase of the appraisal is the examination of promising a4ernate

methods of meeting the developmental needs and identifying the most suitable
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for closer evaluation. For example, a cotaplete appraisal of a proposal to

improve the safety on the highway and street transportation system requires

examinaticn of alternate physical facilities, patrol schemes, and other

measures that could satisfy the basic traffic demand possibly at much less cost

and have the minimum adverse social effect. In this case consideration of

alternatives involves reviewing previous studies or making brief field studies

of secondary road systems, as well as proposals deemed practical for the

development of safety systems for railroads, coastal shipping, barge canals,

or other alternatives.

Activities or projects to be initiated under a program already underway

may in some instances prevent the realization of some or all of the

benefits of a newly proposed activity or project. Both may be economically

justified but when they are undertaken at the same time the drains on the

economy might act to delay the development of a needed undertaking in

another sector. For example, the total of the foreign exchange amounts

required to buy fuel for a, fossil fuel oriented agricultural program

already under developmeri and for a proposed new highway building program.

may seriously upset other plans that require foreign exchange. A delay

in t availability of foreign exchange for imoortation of materials and

equipment needed to foster mining and industrial development could delay

an expected rise in earning foreign exchange by sale of ores or industrial

products.

In summary, the early steps in assessing project development involve

finding answers to these kinds of questions:
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a. Is the -propozed activity or project approriate zo foster national

or institutional aims and how does it relate to and meet the apparent

need?

b. Is the course pro].osed realistic in terms of financial, physical, and

human resou'ces that would be made available for acco-mlishment?

c is there an organization in being eyithin the country with a

demonstrated capability to bring to bear the potential of the

proposed activity?

d. What are the economic and social benefits to be gained relative to

the costs?

e. What are the beneficial and adverse effects to further development

in the country and region?

The work requires the combined efforts of specialists and skilled experts.

The study is highly important as it considers courses that can have a

lasting impact on a society and country development.

The need for this handbo:-. has long been recognized. Too many AID supported

projects and activities -,hre not as successful as hoped for because the

application for financing was not consistefntly based upon the early assess-

ment planning principles covered in these guidelines. Many such projects

showed favorable ben.ffit cost ratios in the feasibility study but have been

unsuccessful due to limiting factors arising in other sectors. It is vital

that a feasibility study not be developed if the project is considered out

of phase with the more desirable program activities.

The project appraisal, to be useful, should fully answer the question on

why the project or course of action should be pursued further or dropped.
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it is a basic rferencc document for review during periodic project evaluations

and program reviews.
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lA. Introduction

1. Purnose

The gaidelines presented in this handbook cover the recommended

techniques and methods for proceeding at minimnur expense with pre-

liminary planning of a developmental activity to satisfy a need.

The principals which are universally applicable can be used

effectively by a borrower or grantee from a developing country

to support a request for assistance in developmental activities

of any nature.

2. Ob.jectives of the Development Appraisal

a. To examine the need for assistance expressed by the borrower or

grantee to insure an understanding of the interrelationship with

existing and planned organizational units and developmental

projects, and national, institutional, or business aims.

b. To study singly or concurrently an engineering project, a skilled

manpower endeavor, or any other activity acceptable to the

borrower or grantee and agreed to by a financing soarce to

satisfy tha needs.

c. To show details of the basic information and analyses in a con-

ventional form or as deemed appropriate; i.e., narrative,

charts, graphs, drawings, etc.

d. To arrive at a judgment, based upon the foregoing, as to the

probably worthiness of the activity or activities in fostering

development acceptable to all concerned.

1



e. To give detailed instructions as to any addfiicnal planning

needed such as feasibility studies or a preliminary project

proposal for technical assistance activities, or ether follcw-up

action for construction activiies in order to provide the

relatively firm estimate of costs needed to establish financing

requirenents.

3. Princia1l Features of the Develooment Aonraisal

a. The appraisal is the first step and in some cases may be the

only step in the process of identifying and checking the prudence

of the proposed activity.

b. Qualified personnel are required to perform the appraisal; i.e.,

they must have appropriate experience and training and must come

from each of the educational or specialist fields needed to cover

all aspects of the activity to assure a dependable appraisal.

c. Readily available basic data often can be used in the appraisal

to arrive at a decision to drop the proposed activity or to pro-

ceed immediately with a naxt phase such as the preliminary project

proposal or a feasibility study. Meager basic data usually causes

an appreciable time lag to either obtain or to synthesize the data.

d. It is recognized tha a special format or me-hod of study is not

practicable. However, the guidelines should serve aS a convenient

tool to promote thoroughness in the process of apprais-l.

e. Important elements of developmental activities that often in the

past have been checked at a later stage and found to adversely

affect the planned activity are covered in the appraisal in time
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to avoid a proble:m Outstanding exaples of this nature are

the lack of enouigh skilled managers or other professional people,

as well as skiiied workmen, technicians and accountants; the

inadequacy of housing, transportation, handling and storage

facilities; ind inadequate recognition of the influences of

social, ecological, or seismic forces on the proposed activity.

f. Alternative schemes to provide the assistance requested are

studied in an effort to meet aims that are of the greatest im-

portance to country, institution or business. For example, the

accomplishment of work on an activity by the employment of people

rather than au0ing labor saving machines may be the most economical

method of meeting the need, notwithstanding the financial advantage

claimed for machine operations. Usually several alternate schemes

of proceeding are studied and covered in some detail in the

appraisal document.

g. Advisory type assistance to improve organizations or institutions

can be appraised in those instances where the need is difficult or

impractical to fully define or where judgment as to the wisdom of

the proposed activity cannot be based upon an analysis expressed

only in monetay~ terms. As one example, such a situation would

exist where trained or experienced local people a'e not available

within the required time limits to effectively manage a new

agricultural produce marketing plan. The five objectives of the

aT ,.rni'al, enump'ated in paragraph 2 above, are applicable.

h. Appraiso.1 th-,t Treet the five objectives become a valuable source

of information for the preparation or review of forwaird-looking
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program of activities. Thus the "programm ing" of the human

and financial resources of a country and of the assistance

available from the various national and internaticnal sources

can be better allocated in an overall plan for development of

.the country, institution, or business within that country.

4. Arrangement of Guidelines

a. The basic study techniques are set forth in the guidelines

and certain detailed studies or procedures are included by

reference to other sources. Only those techniques that are

unique or not commonly avai!ble to the user of the guidelines

are fully identified as to source.

b. The complete guidelines consist of this main document and a

series of annexes each of which covers a field of endeavor

-having characteristics that set it apart from all others for

reasons that are readily apparent. Modifications may be made

to the main document or annexes at any time and new annexes

can be added as experience requires.

c. It is contemplated that the revised annexes might be:

(1) Advisory Assistance - Advice in any field wiftut burden

of activity responsibility; i.e., government agency or

institution manages and directs the activity and advisors

usually wcrk with a counterpart person.

(2) Management - Assisting with actual operational details of a

department, institution or business; usually trains managers.

(3) Education - All aspects of the fields of formal and vo-

cational training programs and facilities for same.
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(4) Agriculture -- Covers all aspects.

(5) Transportation -- do.

(6) Water and Sewerage - do.

(7) Electric Power - do.

(8) Public Health - do.

(9) Teleccrmunicaticns - do.

(10) Manufacturing - do.

d. Aspects of the development process such as environment and

social considerations are treated in this document and in

each of the annexes as appropriate to the subject matter.

e. It is recognized that many specific operational problems have

needed special attention In the development of many of the

assistance activities or projects naeded by a country or a

business. These problems which may arise in essentially aJ1

fields include accounting and auditing, taxes, customs, export

promotion, public administration, foreign exchange rates, and many

others.. Technical assistance of these types needed usually are

identifiable with one of the fields of endeavor covered in the

annexes.

5. Progressive Steps Followed in the Studies and Relationship to

Follow-up Action

a. The developmental activity to be assessed may or may not be

mentioned in the forecast of needs for assistance or projects

contained in the development plan of the country, institution,

or business that desires assistance. The fact that an activity

is mentioned in the plan does not necessarily mean-that an
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appraisal has beer, ma do in the detail envisioned in these

guidelines. A borrower or 2r n~ee may en )-37e appraisers to

assist in performing the studies needed. The important pro-

gressive steps theft usually recuire attention are:

(1) Discussion with lcoal o1"J s and others.

(2) Collectlion of record data and informaion from all sources.

(3) Exajination of record data and hir i was comoiled.

(4) Identification of a.ternative developmental schemes that

might be used to fulfill the needs.

(5.) Relation of the desired effect or product to the overall

political, social and economic aLms or needs (purposes to be

served) of the country, institution, or business.

(6) Estimation of the worth of the most promising developmental

* plan or schemes in meeting the overall purposes to be served.

This step includes the special economic and financial

analyses suggested in the guidelines.

(7) Formulation of conclusions and plan of action, if warranted

to proceed with follow-up activities.

b. Any project plan or activity that is found to be worthy of further

consideration will require follow-up action by the borrower or

grantee. The plan of action then usually falls into one of the

following categories:

.(l) Continuation of detailed examination and analyses to more fully

define the activity or project in the detail required to meet

exacting requirements, as appropriate, of interested parties;

i.e., the country, institution, or business and any outside



financing soiurce. This may be a Feasibility Study for a

Capital Project, a Preliminary Project Proposal for a

Technical Assistance Project, or a Sector Plan covering

a group of interrelated Projects and activities.

(2) The initiation of work on impleentation of the plan or

project can be done ordv ,,hen:

(a) All interested parties agree that the Assessment

covers the important points required to support the

Assistance Project axd sufficient detail to pioceed

with thu procurement of the specialists and related

materials, equipment and supplies; and,

.(b) The nature of the development involved and in some

instances the aceptability of previously prepared

preliminary plans make it possible for the financ~ig-to

be approved in principle and for the borrower/grantee to

proceed with the detailed engineering plans and specifi-

cations phase on some parb or all of the construction

work. This engineering work may be temporarily "self-

financed" by the borrower or grantee and later reimbursed

from the loan or grant when made. If self-financing is

not possible because of a lack of necessary foreign

exchange a loan or grant can be made to cover the

engineering only. In either case the amount of the

loan for the construction work undertaken can be more

accurately arrived at as bid prices can be solicited as



a bazis for eztabiizhlng the expected cost of con-

struct!in, t:-Uxi e,. iI.atinm r7'h of the uzcertainty

that exi:;z . e : lishing th; zrcunt of financing

needed for the o<x projct.

6. Inf'ormatioi fid r . .' o rm A nrais7

The importance of rood infor,: aion r(: exPert personnel as components

in the appraisal proceas2 c-r-.c-. br overemphasized. Access to good

information along with th3 eqeirtise necessary to appreciate its

worth in the required studies and in the performance of those studies

will assure sound and consistent appraisals. The fact that the

quality of available information is best judged by each expert

engaged on an appraisal strongly emphasizes the need to look for

certain educational and experience qualifications in the individuals

that will be used in performing the appraisal. These are:

a. Educational background, whether formal or informal in nature,

should pertain specifically to the principal field under study

by that individual.

b. Experience background should be such that he has familiarity with

most aspects of the activity to be assessed. He may be the expert

appraiser in one of the fields because of his education and

experience background and also serve as appraisal leader because

of his actual past experiences on other appraisals.

c. He should also know how to examLe and if appropriat6 , test the

validity of record data and other information, synthesize data

and information using analagous source material, and how to
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establish the systems appropriate to fill the continuing needs

for informalion in his field of excortise.

d. He should have the ability to commlnicate at all social levels and

as appropriaeL, when available, proficiency in the language of

the borrower or grantee's country.

e. He should have an appreciation of the qualities required in

himself and in other me:w.ucrs of the assessment team and of the

need for each member to arrive at a judgment in his aspect of the

appraisal based upon all of the pertinent information regardless

of source.

lB. Examining the Development Needs

1. Borrower or Grantee Identification of the Purposes to be Served

Agreement must be reached among borrower/grantee authorities in

identifying the broad purposes to be served. At a national level and

among the greit number of possibilities a Purpcse to be Served might

be stated as, opening up for developeent an unsettled area of the

country or improving agricultural production. At the institutional

level possibilities may be improvement In management, marketing,

accounting, etc., and for a business the foregoing or production of

a new resource or items of manufacture. Each of these will require

a number of needed activities which are interrelated and may be

competitive in terms of available personnel and funds, not only to

ultimately accomplish the purpose, but to study needed activities

within the purpose.

2. Techniques of Weihing and Defining Purposes to be Served.

a. In order to weigh and define purposes to be served there must

therefore, as mentioned above, be an agreement on the development
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strategy of the country, inshitution, or business. Elements

to be considered in accompishina the purpose will be the

availability of ezential m2npc'wer, serzicESs, supplies, equip-

ment and machinery. One or more of these usually is insufficient

and must be augented. The availability of financing, credit,

economic and technical assistance with which to initiate the

expressed purposes Iru3t be conoidered. Information on these

items may exist in varying degrees of quantity and quality

and must be assembled.

(1) Reports prepared for similar activities or even those with

a different objective may contain useful information. Case

histories of exreriences of other countries faced with

similar problems will be helpful. Expert guidance will

have to be sought in order tc identify deficiencies and

to marshall data in usable form for consideration.

(2) Advisers ray be obtained from international lending agencies

and from foreign assistance agencies of the industrialized

countries.

b. There are no prescribed formulas or procedures to be followed in

defining the national or business purposes. However, there

is a host of literature published by international lending agencies,

foundations and universities which deal exhaustively with 
methods

and procedures.

c. Each Purpose to be Served will yield benefits and incur disad-

vantages as compared to another Purpose as well as within itself.
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Not all can be achieved within the same time ILmits. It will be

necessar to select Purposes which will be mutually supporting,

will offer the least competition for scarce funds, personnel and

raw materials, and will yield positive benefits at an early date.

3. Excres5ing the Purroses to be Served in Terms of a Needed Activity

a. AccomplishT.ent of a purpose will be brought about by a nunber of

necessary activities of different types. As a rule such activities,

particularly in technical fields are costly. It is essential,

therefore, that the activity be well considered for the acuteness

and urgency of its need in order to justify its competition for

funds.

b. Such an activity will usually contribute to two or more of the

Purposes to be Served, and will therefore contribute to or support

another sector of the nat;onal economy.

c. The demand for more detailed information on which the interested

parties can base decisions increases with each successive level

of refinement in analysis. For this reason programs of data

collection occur early among Needed Activities. Examples are

establishment or improvement of networks for collection of

information on the availability of natural resources, their use

or sale, on industry and commerce and on meteorological and

hydrological data, their analysis and tabulation. The compilation

of maps on geology, soils, topography and land ownership are also

important aspects of data collection records. These data, the end

products of Needed Activities, are'useful to nearly all sectors.
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d. Similarly the r:ed for technical and managerial personnel to

carry on the activities will appear early in considerations.

Training of people to staff the activity will be an early and

high priority needed activity. It may be possible to obtain,

during an interi period, expatriate staff to initiate the

activity a.Ld conduct on-the-job training of local people. It

must be recognized that strenuous efforts must be put forth

by the interested parties to keep this interim period as short

as possible because if it is prolonged it is costly and 
has

an adverse effect upon developing institutional competence.

Also, the laws or customs of the country must be examined closely

to avoid training to meet an imLrnediate need, then finding that

the trainee cannot be utilized until other obligations such as

prolonged military service are satisfied.

e. Formal education, as well as vocational training and technical

assistance, which will be beneficial across sectoral lines,

often will be required. Also, this requirement may include the

need for equipment and buildings to house the activities.

Organizations or individuals to assist in carrying out these

activities can be sought from international agencies and

assistance granting countries. There must be good coordination

to minimize time and financial nxpenditures and maximize the

cqpabilities and availability of those trained.

4. Relating the Needs to National or Institutionl Aims

At this point it is well to reconsider the "Needs" and whether



they are truly needs or merely desires. Alternatire metbods such

as the following of accomplishing the established national purpose

must be considered:

a. Improvement of the organizaticn handling water borne transport on

irrigation canals and rivers may be encouraged and improved rather

than the organization handling the network of farm-to-market roads.

Or, this may be an interim measure until a more rapid and

sophisticated transport system such as high speed highways or

railroads can be justified. The sophisticated transport system

is the national aim in this ex-'mple. It cannot be adequately

satisfied by either the canals or farm-to-market roads.

b. The educational program may require construction of school

buildings. If so, modern teaching and sanitation facilities

would be desirable. As an alternative, at least on an interim

basis, school houses with acceptable but simple facilities

may meet the immediate need and be more in harmony with the

social and cultural pattern of the country.

c. A need may exist for iron and steel products in the country and

a deposit of iron ore exists in the hinterland. Alternatives

would be continued importation of the commodities, negotiating

concessionary development of the deposit, as well as the pro-

duction facilities to a foreign firm or firms, or developing the

resource to the extent possible with the country's own capa-

bilities and either importing or granting concessions for the

rest. Each alternative will present a different array of needs

to be met.
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5. Deve~coi.:: A roor12tC :'thods of Studvyjn_ WPhether ard How the

4:eeds can be Satisfied.,

a. The rsiplcst nethod of studying how a need that ca~i be satisfied

orly by goverrnent action and'can helmet is to assign the task

to the suitable govern-ment miniatry or the plann ug organization

to undertake the work with its own staff. Usually, for govern-

ment developmental activities more than one ministry or sector

is involved or the professional expertise i-. not available in

the ,taff of the ministries or the planning organization, An

effective method of studying needs involving more than one

ministry or sector is to establish a commission, government

corporation, or appoint a planning group and charge it with

making the study. Often it is necessary to either procure

specialist services from other local or oudtside sources.

b. Where the developmental need is to be satisfied by a business

activity with or without financial support by the government

the appraisal should be performed by qualified personnel.

c. Performance of studies to examine needs for services or

physical development will likely require experienced personnel

in a number of professions who, if available in ministries, or

a business hoping to expand, normally would be fully occupied

doing routine duties. Hence, the employment of a firm of private

consultants qualified to undertake the task should be considered.

Alternatively, the aid donating countries, various U.N. agencies

or international lending agencies can be requested tc undertake
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the study. If the need is concerned with exj citation of a

resource one method of securing a study is to contract with a

commercial firm on the basis of granting certain concessionary

rights to the developed resource. The seriousness of this aspect

of the assessment studies to the borrower/grantee's long-term

interests or aims illustrates why persons performing the

appraisal must be exceptionally well qualified.

d. Whether the need can be satisfied will depend on its profitability

and its priority, as mentioned in paragraph 2, in commanding scarce

national funds and credit, manpower, services and commodities.

Other factors will be the existence or passage of suitable

legislation favoring investment, favorable tax structures and

transport or realistic markets for the service or commodity and

the cultural and social patterns. As an example of the last two,.

efforts to persuade nomadic herdsmen to abandon their ancestral

way of life and to become irrigation farmers, within a fore-

seeable span of years, has not been a wholly successful enterprise.
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I. N T RE D CHARACTERSTLICS OF A CAPITAL PROJECT APPRAISAL (CPA)

Foreword

A Capital !roji'ct Appraisal (CPA) as described' herein is an
ecor.,.i/t.ica! fcazibilitv r'-rvey -.rith primaary emphasis on non-

hct ese as-c:cts include economic anid social benefits,
tec.i i an mar_;'_,rial capabilities required, etc. Secondary emphasis

is .ivr....1 ieng qnaizis in that it 2s g.ared, at this

... ~z o.alr-of-.....,.tude estimates of project costs and

a gin'±: i-.trm'in of tecilcal feasibility. The major cbjcctive

of .C'; . ts to afford those concorned with roject identification,
formula. icn and d.olo....nt tho opportunity and analytical framework

within which to expicre and analyze investment alternatives at an

early sta-e in the capital project decision process. For capital pro-

jects that require substantial engineering, the CPA may be supplemented

by additional engineering analysis.

Th ,gfidelines are presented in two parts. The distinguishing

features of a CPA, its relations to other types and stages of analysis

and the "asic principles and appraisal techniques applicable to all

projects, are presented in Part I, General Guidelines. Part II com-

prises eight volumes, which present guidelines that deal in a more..

specific fashion with the factors to be considered in the prerT.,rition

of CPA's in the following sectors:

Agriculture
Educ ation
Electric Power.
Health
Manufacturing
Telecommunic ations
Transportat ion
Water Supply and Sewerage

Most of the material included' in these Guidelines were prepared

by Robert R. Nathan & Associates (RPNA) under contract to A.I.D. Some

revisions in the ROA final report were made by AID/W. In the General

Guidelines ( t I), Chapter IV (Social Criteria) was added to the RMNA

final report by AID/W, portions of Chapter 1 (Foreword) were reorganized

and rewuitten and some revisions were made in the Appendices. AID/W

inputs into the Part II volumes were relatively minor.
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It will be re, 1ily Tnoted that the economic aualysis

appears to have rece".ved more emphasis in the CPA guidelines
than other types of non-technica an-a-Lvss. This is more

apparent than real, -, "rs have progressed further than
other social scientists i. dcveloping acceptable quantitative
measures cr: tical to the CPA. Ecc-c1nic analysis is only one
segment of the CPA. Maaa::C.ri-a.- com1eren!ce, institutional
development and social con,-eque rces ars other aspects which
require careful consider ti.oa and ,.ehti.g in the presenta-
tion of altcrnatives to P, kei osrs. Serious deficiencies
in these areas can readily offset the apparent economic bene-
fits and the financial profitability derived in the CPA. The

CPA requires a multi-disciplinary approach in which both
engineers and social scientists actively participate.

Analysts of the types envisaged in the preparation
of the guidelines may be USAID Mission personnel engaged in
the development lending program, consultants, economic. and
technical personnel in the goverruments of LDC's, and private
organizations interested in lending to or investing-in LDC's.

The guidelines are rLOt directed primarily to- the atypical
analyst with extensive experience in the variegated aspects
of project appraisals. Ye-t such analysts may find the. guide-

lines useful ifn suggesting ways in .hich a capital project.
appraisal may be conducted to provide an earlier (and.possibly

less expensive) basis for staged decision-making.- For the

highly specialized analyst -- in a certain type of project,

or a narrow aspect of the overall appraisal process ---the

present document may provide useful guidelines in areas

outside his own field of specialization.

It cannot be over-emphasized that the guidelines for CPA's

do not provide a set of formulas which can be applied mechanically.

Rather, the guidelines ,re intended to provide the analyst with a

suggested approach that will be generally useful -- a way of

thinking about projects in relation to the pDroject objectives,
the functions to be performed, the concepts, logic and tools to

be applied in appraising alternatives, and the critical elements

to be considered in the CPA. No two projects are amenable to

exactly the same rreatment, or are influenced by the same. set

of factors. Thus, there is no set of hard, fast and inflexible

rules that can substitute for judgment, based on training and

experience, in selecting those aspects of the CPA that are of

major significance in appraising a specific project. The scope
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a:il depth cf the CI-A for any specific pro ect cannot be determined

in the -bztract or by i..,zorocr-at nf zhee -i idel_nes by reference

in -%h-g2' times of reference or scope of work for a CPA. It

re s uro.ssiona! ccmpetence, cc,on sense anid adequate knowledge

of the capita! project to use these guidelines intelligently.

Soqunce of Steri in Pro ,-ct APrr-isal

In the typical sequence of ste's leadilg to the implemen-

tation of capital prcjects, thf CPA follows the identification of

a need to be met, or an economic function to be performed in order

to facilitate o2 , acc-l-rate economic or social development. The.

identification may come in a number of ways: from a country review

by an international crganization, from economic studies conducted

within the LDC by government with or without the assistance of foreign

consultants, macroeconomic planring or sectoral stud'es and/or plans,

or from prospective plivaze investors seeking goverunent approval

for specific projects. The approval sought may, for example, be for

tax concessions, government guarantees for foreign loans or subsidie.

of various kinds.

?roposed projects will show a wide range of variation in the
.extent to which analysis has been undertaken prior to the point at'

which a CPA is to be made. In some cases, a proposed project may

represent little more than an intuitive judv~nent, or hunch, that the

proposed capital investment will make a significant contribution to

national economic de-elopment or provid.e a profitable investment for

the promoters. In other instances, a proposed project may have been

developed on the basis of a more detailed examination of the physical

reauirements and the economic and financial prospects. Obviously,

projects in the former category will require a somewhat different

approach in the CPA than will be appropriate in the case of projects

in the latter category. The latter may require only the verification

of earlier analyses, anexamination of alternatives and, most impor-

tantly, the application to the proposed project of criteria and

standards that v.ll perait its evaluation, relative to other projects,

in terms of its contribution to national economic development. Regard-

less of the degree of background information with which the CPA begins,

one of its rmajor objectives is to bring the analyzis to a point that

will permit decision-makers to make sound comparisons among the various

projects under consideration.

A CPA will come early in the life cycle of a project, after the

identification of an economic function, or need. At this stage, the

results of the CPA will serve a6 the basis for the decision on future-

action on the project. The results may take one of the following forms:
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. A', iave bean show adequate
tc . !i~ . oi"c ' -'oic-ly, socially, andfinanc~ay b, 'iy feasble and it i the

be,-t .r.-- .' .-1 -O 2' , r, - c .or perform LflC

d cd -o rs a rate of return
su.e:'i'or .r- . o- th ecornomy; and that

-,!,- .. ' cost: ar,, beaefits are so
... r . cn-t anaiysis will not

mater-it "',. 8e :7.-%..:ro. of "orn-.oc returns from the pro-
jecr. £n tha-<ct; .'ut'-ces, .rcuriate recomniendation,
might be to proceed t' tLc final and appraisal stage.

2. On the basis of the. a'-- il ble data, the project will
have been show.ri to e C,' irble; buit only conidijonally so.

ar .... L r: lc co~s- or value of outputs cannot
be ...cr.... 'L T. c'j>7'I- t J- th,. CPA. In these circumstances,
the project shouIdb be s i'mited to further study- if serious
consideration is to b v en to project implementation. In
this case, the CPA shou ld r,mJke e:,,licit the data requirements
or condetoons an6.d L scoe. of work for the additional
study.

3. The CPA mav :1Ovc disclosod that the'proposed project
fails to meet tinimum litO'-tds by a margin sufficiently large
to indi ate it: should 1)'2 r :j, ic -:hout further analysis.

An exo-,s~r of the 2cndit_',,s unde-_r which item 2 above
is il-ely to occur would includo the following situations:

1. The FoiSCO. real net: economic benefits (the
internal rate oF return) of several mutually exclusive projects
differ by such smiall amo.mits that margins of error in the data
could influence the rankifn of he projects; Therefore, more
precise data, particularly -niering cost data, are probably
required in order to make the final r--,ject recommendation.

2. ' ,.Cf1 t'e sci Of aea. net ,cnom.c benefits of
the "best" -vailable project are ont than
the real economic costs, a..l the cost dac- u2cc in tue CPA are
deficient.

3. Wen the project in auestionis a highly complex
one, or involves a large capital outlay for which more precise
(than available from the. CPA) cost: data are required in order
to obtain finacing.

In other circumstances, it is feasible to reach a decision
to go directly from a CPA to the detailed engineering and final
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de24ign stage of project preparation. The three exceptions

noted abovc are likely to ba encountered fairly frequenly in
CPA 's

Rc ietSon to T, rditioua] A. I.D. Feaibility Study

A CA is a fea.,.'Iility study which differs from the

tradn:icnal A.I.D. fcasibility study (see 14.0. 1221.2 - Feasi-

bi'lity Studis, Ecorncmic and Tecnnical Soundness Analysis,
Cpita' Projects) in the following respects:

I. The CPA is undertaken as an initial stage in the

consideration of a project. The traditional feasibility study,

as outlined in M.O. 1221.2 may or may not follow a CPA, depend-

nng on conditions discussed earlier;

2. The CPA permits greater consideration of various

alternatives at a much less cost than could be done in the

traditional feasibility studies;

3. Greater flexibility in modification of projects
Is possible at the CPA stage, and;

4. The CPA must be based on sufficiently comprehensive

engineering and technical analysis to permit reliable order-of-

magnitude estimates of project costs. The major emphasis in

the CPA, however, Is on the analysis of economic, social and

oth.r non-eng ineering factors that enter into the project

appraisal. In contrast, feasibility studies as prescribed in

M.O. 1221.2 place much heavier emphasis on engineering and
technical analysis.
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n-e St i n Canftal ProJect Ac r1risa1

1;: .... . - :-hr A Lained by a brie-f description of the
steps a- : and by noting certain limitations ol

the CIA.

.. A zrt.... acd nves tigates the principal t4chnica!
an-;- en-i4 V 1 r;.c;ir;-its tor the project and determines
that the -  nable prospect that these requirements
can Ta me. ff cuestions of technical feasibility are not
resilved_1he CPA su,.cifies the nature of the investigatioii re-
quired to r~csolve them.

2. Identifies, quantifies and places alvalue on in-
puts including construction, machinery and equipment as well
as labor, materials, and suoolies for operations; and major
outputs, including intangible, indirect and external benefits
insofar as .nese can be quantified or at least evaluated in
meaningful terms.

•3. Determine-- the technical manpower and managerial
•capabi.ities rE ,iuirad to implement the project ahd ascertains
the availabiJitv of thle skills and experience available to
meet the reouiremenns

4. Establishes the relationship of the project. to
other projects -- baciKward and forward linkages, multibusiness
complexes, and infrastructure. It establishes what must be
done in related fields if the project under review is to
-succeed. It also mal'es clear what benefits the project will
-bring to related activities.

5. Indicates the rough order of financing needed for
the project -- in domestic and foreign currencies.

6. ' Lkes explicit the principal public policy deci-
Siois rle.{nL to the project, e.g., tax exemptions, tariff
protectioun, ....ort subsidy, com.mitments to financing and in-
frastructure.
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7 Examines the political and social context in which

c: prc>c r L.-,t 1)Q appraised insofc:' as they are likely to

affect z!c implc:.;,ntation of the project, as well as the social

ccnsecuens of the outco[.;e.

8. Assesseis technolooica! ,nd envircnmental effects

Lf thr Cr .. Iect; indicates those aspects requiring more thorough

study; arnd estimates the costs required to eliminate or minimize

adverse c.:nvironmencdl effects.

9 Examines alternative means of meeting the economic

and tech.nical functions spec ified in the project, including

modific:ticn in scale or tining of the project.

1,0. Draus a conclusion regarding the project's soundness

based not only on the analytical techniques employed to determine

technical, economic and financial feasibility, but also on the

analyst' -cerceptibn of other critical factors. Qualitative

judgmentS, are callod for in preliminary appraisals, e.go, in

appraisal ofmana -;a ._ cap bilitiaIr;i u -ional constraints,

etc.

11. Based on the nature of the conclusions, the reliability

of the dato base, and the cha-racteristics of the. project, formulates

recommenc t ions for the "next step" in t:le process of project-

selection.

-A CPA denands clarity and preciseness in the compre-

hensive approach to the project: what costs, policies, timing,

inputs and outputs, and linkages must be considered; what key

hurdles h v2 to be identified; what impact will the project

have; which groups are most likely to be affected; and. which

methods of analysis are most relevant? It does not demand a

high order of precision of the engineering aspects of projects.

I.t &'oes recquire some measures of sensitivity -- w'hat margins of

errur can be tolerated without upsetting the conclusion of .the

CPA?

AdvantagMes of the Cavital Project Appraisal

The lrajor advantages of the CPA are several. 
The possibility

Of analyzirg olternative ways of ";ei" the project objective is one of

the Imost important. Project definition and formulation uder the CPA permits

various option to remLUTni oen. More expensive technical study inputs are

delayed in the CPA, permitting alternatives to be compared, 2zithoui the

finanCP-l pross,_res impos'. by the cc.aitmenft to Justify technical study;

expjeditures. E-.lzy readouts of project souaniless May also result from the

&doption of the CPA. Thie 'other lvwit3es of the CPA would include the

following:



!, A sci bra-s is created f:r"election anong the many

c r A.......... .. o r.c m r.-izing a
rccnsc ._dratilon sooner than or.,,

proz~v', ,..r-Cflt r-L _-r'--o;r sP ztanti -' "v2 natters bein,:

C-ua.: of me'r2_ . .. . nu=.er7 m-a-n t' same thing. Use

of a co-. 4st. oa:: o he n.k lnc o_-iy in these guide-

2. CnE : acil-tate: consiCL-ratilon of a wider range of
te+ ..... th ..... :.nb~... . .cticai with feasibility studies (as

trad.itionaly c.:'iined by A..D.); tLe :corc of the investigation

can b - ror: !z.'At. draw:, a-_i 7re ro-ects analyzed with given

.f :.-iI . -- the CPA is a valuable means

for sreenir rocts _nd concentrat-ng feasibility studies on

only those ;rc: -' tz for .i h the circumstances discussed.abovt

require such r11i.

3. fhe critical considerations involved'in a project

appraisal beccme clear sooner to the- interested parties -- the

progenitor and the d cison-r .t::er, the borrower and the lender. A

dialog.1 can tnen aev-21o .cuickJy on what additional information.

is needed ePnd Yhat policies need to be settled.:

4. The CPA can helo zemev aL oo: on failing of some feasi-

bility studies -- .he faiue of the scope of work to define realstic

pbjecti'.Uz and the v zr .... work pro-raras, the depth of explora-

tion required, ana the c-r of precision neded. The knowlCr.e

develo,)-,d by the CPA'_ is usf-_,'- in ruttir; these -matters into kr; per.

Perspective, and in sroviiin, a bet-.or baSis for allocation of

Scarce techni,_a oersonnel 2nd financia. resources to feas~bi.,lty

studies (as tracditiona!-ly c6cfined by A.I.D.

Relation of C-7-ital Pr-oiect .nraIsals to Macro Econor'c

A CPA *.s made in the litght of the .ogoing developnent process

and of goner! econor-lc. t.:!-+"cal. and institutional factors,

.Annual bu4.et rze~saqeZ, econc develorment, plans end programs,

.nput-oe.tptit "Z tio)l inco.c.w and GNP Odata, and reports of

M'iistries and voerrnmenv U ...... tuents c"" i cprovide much of the general

back.grournd maturi l useful ina CFA. Political and,soci.ological.

studies can also providCe relevLnt b:'ound.

The analyst must cons-e--cr how the project will b6 affected by

general economic develoL--ents, noliltics. and by cultural patterns
nab I dt. -- r . .... .,-mi pla ni or V D,

in the counatry. A. rescsat)v , dl.ld. a;;croco -lood

sector pin" in w"hich the rcjct falls car be most useful. But

frequently axch p'ans _-e :,.-t a.rai.b ; the analyst may himself have

to make .. t.. of pasL and prssec-ive economic data vital to the

project aypraisal.



what kinds o; macrocconamic data and auidance should
the project aznalyst be looking for? They are of two kinds:

Past and prcjet, cttd ..2asures; of econom2.c aggregates

. An und-erstanding ol the development strategy
for the contry.

The CPA should exarmine only key aggregative data.
Examples are:

1. Fiscal, monetary, and foreign exchange data. These
will point to tax burdens, crecdit availability, ease of access

to foreign exchange, exchange controls, and so on.

2. GNP and national income data. Such data are use-
ful as a basis for estimating market demand for many final
products and services. If input-output (or interindustry
relation) studies are available, these can be useful in
estimating future requirements (demands) for intermediate
goods, e.g., raw materials, machinery, equipment, supplies
and services used in production.

3. The size, content, and deficit or surplus position
of the budget. These will affect th, availability of govern-
ment funds to finance public. projects.

4 Regional development plans'as they. influence the
location and size of projects.

5. Policies affecting the "openness" of the economy --

tariffs, licensing,, investment controls..

The strategy of development must also be considered
in the CPA, as it will establish conditions and constraints
that will affect how projects can be put together and be
implemented. Ilcw does the project fit into the strategy?
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Some important elements of strategy that affect sec-
trs and projects are:

* Imoort substit.ition, "export emphasis

. inflation

. Incentives and disincentives for new activities

* Relative emohasis on industry,'agriculture,
inf ras t ructu re

Reliance on market orices or..price controls,
fixed and overvalued exchange rates

* Domestic and foreign borrowing

. State ownership ,of 'enterprises.

. Nationalization' of enterprises, diminution of
foreign control over local enterprises

Emphasis on creation Of empl'oymeht opportunities,
extent of unemployment, underemployment.

A few examples Will point 'up the significance of th e
elements of development strategy for' the CPA:

* The strateqy on "prices." will the government let
the free market point the way to decisions by consumers and
investors, or will it. seek' to shape t'hose decisions by price
ceilings, subsidies, fixed exchange rates, allocations of
foreign exchange, etc.? Can the effects of such shaping be
predicted? And what Will be the 'impact on the project if the,
government should take a greater or' lesser hand in the shaping
of such decisions than the analyst foresees?

* Foreign exchare- rite policv. If 'the government
follows a policy of maintaining an official rate of exchange
that overvalues the domestic currency -- perhaps'-in the hope
that such a policy will restrain domestic prices of imports
or make it easier for borrowers to repay foreign loans -- the
analyst must take this into account" Where foreign exchange
is rationed, there-will be great uncertainty regarding supplies
of imported materials and equipment unless the industry con-
cerned is accorded high priority. Such policies will also
make it more difficult to develop export markets on a long-
term basis.



Incentives and disincentives for projects will affect
their via i t. .v is the r ec o( the kind to merit exemption
from imoort duties, tariffs, limits on imports of competing
goods, easy credit, subsidies, etc.?

Does the strateq, saver concentration in certain
fields? Is a:cuiture a ne...-y .',has:zed sector? Does
the irrigation or livestcck- project fit well into the overall
stratcgy for agriculture?

. KRionalism. Does the industry project reflect the
country's strategy to engage in regional i.itegration as in
Central and Latin America and in East Africa?

To the extent that the policies underlying the govern-
ment's development strategy can be known, they should be re-
garded as part of the socioeconomic framework into which a
project must fit if it is to.have a reasonable chance for
survival.

The Sector Study

The term" "sector," as applied to economic studies 'or
plans, means a part or component of the economic system iden-
tified in terms of the nature of the output of the units com-
prising the sector. In the simplest sectoral studies, the
economy may ie broken.down into only two subaggregates: (1)
agriculture, forestry, fishing and huntinV, and (2) all other
activitias. Two-sector an.lysis may Drovide some limited
insights into the economy not available from the aggregates.
As disaggregation is carried further, the number of sectors

increases, and the analyst iz usually able to have more know-
ledge of the operations of the various economic sectors.

Typically, sectoral studies include:

1. Demand-supply estimates, including analyses of the
determinants of-demand, existing and planned capacity and con-
straints on increases in supply.

2. Unit cost.and price..*nformation..

3. Import-export relations in the. sector.



4. Sntersectora rd tions-16s, e.g., sources of sup-
plies of raw mat crial and ,"terediate goods, and sources
of demand for outout by other producing sectors, final con-
suming units and by foreign buyers.

Where satisfactory sectoral studies have been made, they
may constitute sources of directly useful information, e.g.,
estimates of future demands for a relevant category of goods,
cost and price data, and, the more important backward and for-
ward linkages.+ In fact, a-.careful examination of sect6ral*"-
studies, particularly if such studies. have incorporated irnter-
sectoral demand-SuFply relationships, may provide the "iden-
tified economic functions" for which sound projects can be
'designed.

Sectoral studies and'llans are* especially "Vseful i.... a
CPA as a guideline in the systematic~examination of alternatives,
Should the proposed project be postponed to a later stage in
development? Should a proposed chemical plant be modified to
produce more raw materials for man-made fibers, and less for
fertilizers? The existence of unutilized capacity in''*a'sector
may suggest a project that can provide a (socially) profitable
alternative to idle plant and equipment. Sectoral projections
may .suggest the modification that will enhance the c6ontribution
the project can make to economic growth.

While sectoral studies are receiving increasing attehi "

•tion in LDC's, .the analyst is-not.likly, t" find a relevant'
study of the sector in whi.ch the project falls. If"'this' is

'the case, it will -be ne.cess a.ry to reso-et Ed wihatevC '
data are available,-,.g., "records 'of iflporrts (bxpor.:

of. goods similar to those -to be:produced by the p'rojcct; or ".
surveys, samples, or census enurteratiQxis' that may Provide at
least a limited basi.s for estimates. Chapter II outlines, in
general terms, the -nature :of--iie-S da-a 'requirements 'and

• possible data sources.
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II. FUNDAMENTALS OF PROJECT PREPARATION AND APPRAISAL

Project preparation requires essentially three sets

of estimates:

1. Estimates of annual outputs over the life of the

project, based on the planned capacity of the project, the

levels of future "demand" for the output, and the existing

sources of supply.

2. The estimated annual flow of resources, or inputs,

required to produce the estimated outputs.

3.:. The physical quantities of inputs and outputs,

multiplied by appropriate unit prices to obtain an estimate

of annual money flows, or annpal costs and benefits expressed

in monetary terms.

From the economic and financial po: .,t of view,

projects are evaluated in terms of their-rates of returu.l /

In order to receive further consideration, a particular

project must not only meet a specified minimum rate of

return, it mwast also offer the best rate of return of ang

available, alternative form of. the project to supply the good

or service.

Estimation of Outut,.'for Salable
Products or Services

In general, projects fall into two categories:

Those producing outputs of goods and services

that can be sold for a-price to buyers who
can take or leave the -good as their individ-
ual preferences dictate, and

1/ Various measures of "rates of return
' are discussed in

Appendix A; the rates of return recommended in these guide-

lines are defined andexplained in Chapter III.
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Those producing goods arid/or services for which
the demand is determined through some form of
collective decision -- usually through government,

e.g., public education and health projects. Deci-

sions with respect to the quantities and kinds of

these services to be produced are not based on market
price demands. Rather, such demands or needs are
based on population trends, the !ability of the

country to provide the service, and the decision -
makers' views of the's6ciety's ranking of priorities.

Market Demand for OutpUt

Estimation of future market demands for partibula..
outputs must begin with data (or estimates) of quantities'

demanded in relevant past periods. These can usually be

obtained from one, or some combination, of the following-.

pources:

1. Domestic producers' and/or importlers and-other'
middlemen

2. Tax records, if the article is one on which-

taxes are imposed and collected

3. Import statistics, if.in sufficient commodity

detail, and if there are not too many exemp-
tions from duties and nonrecorded imports

4. Household budget studies-

5. Requirements of industria* and "governmental

users. (This .source; of informaion. is essen-
tial for intermediate goods.)

6. If other sources are inadequate, estimates
may be made from data available for other
countries having similar industrial struc-
tures, per capita incomes and population, and
politic4l .and cultural characteristics.that
would af-fect demand for the. product in
question.



Estimation of future . -or specific products,
or groups of produc-s, is difficuit .,der the most favorable

, atistica circumstances. Thc d.._' .. :ulties are compounded
-.n most UP's by the lack of hii.tor_:cal data and especialy

.
' ° the discontinuities in 3,t,;fhlonci i_,2tionships that occur in

a rapidly developing economy. Noirea Iless, the task must be

undertaken. The following approaches are suggested:

1. Projection of past trends, with adjustments for

anticipated changes that are expected to alter historical

relationships. Extrapolations of time trends are notoriously
hazardous; past relationships between the demand for a parti-

cular good and some other economic variable, such as projected

GNP, total consumption or industrial production, usually pro-

vide a better base for extrapolation than projection of a

time series.

2. If available, coefficients derived from an input-

output matrix can be used in i.he projection of demand, parti-

cularly for intermediate and primary goods. It is well to

bear in rin69 however, that economic development implies new
technologies and changing structure of the economy. Both can

affect the reliability of coefficients derived from historical

interindustry relationships.

3. For consumers' goods, family budget studies by

income groups and by rural-urban categories can be used to

extrapol)ate present patterns of consumption, providing projec-

tions of future income patterns and the rural-urban composi-

tion of households are available.

4. International comparisons may also be helpful in
.:?jc't. future demands, The f4 °ye level of demand for

,;rticular goods in the subject country, say, in 1990, may

be inferred from the demands in other comparable countries

that reached -- in the recent past -- the level of economic

development (per capita GNP, industrial structure) projected'

for the subject country in 1990. Several countries, rather

than one, should be used in such comparisons.

5. Total demand should also reflect potential foreign

demand if the project is one having an export potential. The

quality, price and celiability of delivery are critical

factors in appraising the potential for exports.
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When ,-ro ect .ons o4 tJz dcmIand for t:- _ nrcduct (s)
have been rade, the ."share e_ t.' maret" that can be Cxpect-
ed to be avaJ:lable to the. projec must be estinated. From
the tota;l ro-ected demand, the'rccted c a-.t:ies to 'c
availb I from eX4 s-i, and definitcl' planned sources of
supply shc)uId be 2subracted. The remainder is the supply gap
which %he project- is to fil, in whole or in part.

If curre& demands for the product are being met by
imports, the feasibility of import substitution requires to
be.considered. Can the project under consideration produce
a sabstitutc fcr the .imported product that will be competitive
in quality and price? in terms of the economy as a whole,
what will be the real cos,-s of subsidies, tax concessions,
tariff and nontari-f restrictions on imports requiredto make'
import substitution viable?

P":ojectinb of Requirements for
Nonmnar etabli Outputs

.As noted previously, .many. pro3ects will involve out-
puts which are not sold for a price, or are assigned only
nominal charges that are not expected to cover total cos.ts.
Typically, such projects are public projects -- education,
health facilities, public amenities and some economic in-
frastructure, such as 2roads and communications facilities.

Estimates of the "demand" for such. oitputs are gener-
ally based on: . -

Estimates' of the&-unmber" Of future Users of
the service, e.g.-,!Vthe* school-ag! p0opula-
ion, ei: ject6 r traffic, 'populatiWon densi-

"ties, .

" .rherequired'leve 'of service, e.g., tIhe
quality of education; the speed, safety and
economy of vehicle operation provid~d, by a
road, etc.

The lievel:' of service is generally determined in the
light of budgetary constraints, 'availability and terms of
borrowed funds, prevailing 6ttitudes.n the society' and the
competing requirements for public expenditures.



Tihe --articular :.:thod I'>r" ,: tion of t.nc demand.

c neeu for siervicus o. th i.: . e ifferent for :-ost
... o,-. "'e__ fcl )owin a:, 12 U s:t:.£ve rather than .-aus -

I. EducatLon servic-s. Projecced school-aqe pupula-
tions, percent ot the pro o .'.,p:7. "io n ex E C, o a ttend

(based on location of puLv. ..... i placed .1 ecuca-

tiOi in the society, econ.mac constraints on at-teniance),
anticipated employment opportunities tor zchool leavers, and

.expected changes in incoG, .. . . .. u -term forec' ts of school-

age population are relaLi!clIy _imp]e i.'- present pnpulation

by age levels is known anl r-,nsonably accurate mortality

lables are available. Att!aaance ratios are less readily

re-1icte.d. In projectiq; tii- current attendanc,:! rates into

. :ture vears, effects of ,-, c. ;ate -ural-urbas. poplation

. ts, im.roved transporc tacilta:T and risir. i2one-
vels, especially among loe-r income families, .h',uLd be

• ,:kcn into account.

2. Public health facilities. In most LDC's, the

availability of health services is tar below. acceptable standards.

Evaluation of the "demands " for suci ,ervices i-- more properly

Zocused on the Qovernment's ;,.iitv. .i nance, <t.-ff and

-;.zate th:, proposed fa.ii . , -and ' "appropr.i - toness" of

proposed facility, for thii iccor.c .hment of the program.

3. Transportation facil'tie W . hile the use of
pulicly p.ovided transpox t iacili L. -- such as roads and

ports -- frequently involves a paymncL a the form of a toll.,
:. .:thet user charge, the :,ina:-v of the "demand" for

facilities is not macie -hrough c r7nventional market
.els. Rather, projects are appraj--ed in terms of such

-,s anticipated incJ;.cs --te demand for trans-
:;nc, servi.ces; their contrjb'3tior to reductions in costs ot

pi ssenger and freight transport, including -- where rele-

vant -- savings ia time; economic development, where lack of

transportation is a critical constraint; and political,

s()cial and economic integration- .-

The valuation of outputs of this type presents very dif-

ficult problems. These arc discussed in greater detail in

chapter Vland in the individual sector guidelines. Hero it

is noted that CPA's for projects of this type are sometimes

confined to a determination of the least-cost alternative



capable of supplying the quantity and level of service re-

S..-or, _reerably, a cost estination for a ranoce of

quantitLe; c.nid!or service levels should be. prepared by the

an;., lys On the basis of such esti, ate, , decision-makers can

Eval ,ate F- '-ii/ scale of projects to "rc -,; a given

servicc, and the opportunity cos±.s, t; the public authorities,

of different services.

,Physical Resource Flow Plan:
• stimatinlg inputs

The study of the "market" or the "need" for the goods

or services, utilizing one or some combination of the ap-

proaches described earlier, wi.ll indicate the nature and sizes

of projects meriting further analysis. The next step involves

the preparation of a physical resource 
flow plan indicating

the physical inputs and outputs during each year over the life

of the- Project. The composition of inputs will be determined'

b, Kv.. nartu r, of the good or service to be produced, the

te.:chctology selected for application in the project, the method

and time schedule for construction, etc.

Cost Est Lmation

Although CPA's require significantly less detailed and exten-

sive engineering data than a feasibility study, the data base must

be adequate to permit at least ordzer-of-ma-gnitude estimates of

c-nstruction and operating costs. The amount of engineering requirt.d

in the PPA will depend, in part, rn the type, quantity and rcliability.

.of data aoreaC.y available.

Cost estimates should be prepared in such a mannr:r as to Show
sep rately the foreii and d6mestic currency costs. Thc- checklist
presented in Apperidi:: D cites the principal factors to which ,rugineorin4'.
expertise sl' '4, be directed in the CPA.

EstimaTtion cl, operating and maintencance costs durl.ag the life

of the project should. also be based on engineering aszsments of
ph,.sical inputs aond probable requirements for repairs, overhauls and

genera]. mains:n-Ce. In order to obtain reasonably accurate! ;sti-
mates of these inputs, it is



sntia± 4 at-, at en.--ne_- :te o, '.c-
tfon or czerat n : "rocrcf , r ':l cocr-u_*7- "_,' on

In a CPA, the units X-,* timation of costq should b,
in ti. lorm of modules or -Iqr-ecatez that lend thexselires t,

zrz , t-cut estimation, e.t. t St eCr mile of road construc-
tion, Lv -v, of te riain -- sr'.:c stand.z-d However,

.,.;t ._.r,. muEst he e>-r-c .,nverting modulec" Costs to
a •:i t.rons. The USU! . ln(:ss of mod-les [or e.tiniatinT

.. o~es vill vary con;.'- v c-:., sec,.or t - -

Colstruc7tion -sts .-1 A n,,Jr'. _re someti., -. estimated
i / app).yiz,-i "country co!r;,:, - , ,.,, , : to) ''..t -- :ot . cm..
,,> U.ed f-..Com actual x e z '.e .' .i,.countri(.s.3

0 f detai -i , " j.,

t; C,.. CPA -- th,2 ;, ,., basis for .stimation
- srz {.s from similtr , .,t ,t have bf.nn rarrer." ''

within thn country in the rt.!cc.nt past. Even dissimilar r,..
ects r.:iy orntain many commn ,- -!- .nts for which unit co'.
I;.,.ri~d LEOjIS will be valid, , , . ation, lunj . .,-Jr",4
:.pY 3i0 :, -,"rection of oener. *,-. b:uildings, sup.lies o'.
J.aveL, s.and, cerent and otl.ok&i building materiais.
,_nue it is the local elem,. .-. ts-- not the unit cos+

:-- imported materials, machinery, eruipment and supplies --
,.'nich shcas the greatest cnuntry-to-country variation, the
LLC-ree of accuracy rornuirei in cPA cost estimation can fre-

-" .,Ciy place comparatively heavy reliance on local, in-
country relevant cost experience.

Pricing Innuts and Outputs

If a project is being appraised from the standpoint
of the profitability or rate of return to the enterp ise,
all inputs and outputs are priced at market prices. 1  Taxes
paid are treated as costs, while subsidies received are
zrtered as receipts (benefits) in cc.niutation of the rPte I,)

r..  rn.

I/ Averaging of prices mLay be undertaken to avoid distortio.z
See appendix B.



To d .te,-ine the net bv,' tt:, t-. rate of

,cp. econom';y nputs and outputs ': fr

COSt.3" an-d -al benzfits". Thesc may or may not k2 r','Isvrcd
accurately by harkot: rices. IL .ot, ":2 ?.w" or Ir. , ing,

cc are used in pic of market Drjces C" of

th - rate of r-,turn which projects contribute to the ivtional
economy excludes taxes :ra the costs of inpuLs and subsidies

c '.f outpur-- t i.l bing regarded "1 trans fer"
pay ,flc rather- than payments for the use of productive
factors-, or 1:0 7 benefits floiu, fr-om the output.

In LDC's, mrkets for maw, products are ,,,..y imper-
& L as a rCesult of im-_0 i t u: t,-e of buyo r s o r

, ice d Iterniation by administrative action, and coapart-
alization of markets becausa of inadequate transport and

"or.mnicatiouL. Prices in such markzets ire an imr-.rfect guide,

at b ,t, to the estimation of therw nationaL economc vatue oi
.)ir-, from prospective projec. By ; i.ng accciv)t1,g prices
k,- than actual prevailing prices, i.stimates can ', - *m-

t.'L,( "s e circumstancre-.

Where output will consist of 'luarke e.. L-e products VL.Q.,

divisionable goods which can be sold for a pri-,e). and such gcods

P.re traded in world mar: ats. the c.i.f. p.ice (excluive ef dutties)

i,,,vjres a satisfactor'y base for V,u iro . ,cu; ---

i 'orrect" .hnn.e rate is employe.l u, c1 ,,. ting the foreign to

tii u mest3c currency value. if both ',eW'Inputs and outputs

:,,,i.I largely of goods traded in wonr,', marke'ts, it may be desirable

*!., world prices for the camputaion of f project's rate of 
return

'. economy, with labor and other omestic inputs convexted to

,--nriej orices by use of the accounting rate of foreign exchange.

In general, inputs and outputs should be valued at

constant prices over the life of the project. But it is impor-

tant to make allowance for probable future price changes that

ui.ll result if the project underlreview will provide a large

a3'd tion to the short supply of 'a good having an inelastic

,--.nand. For example, the value of output of large-scale

agricultural projects can all- too easily be overestimated by

failing to take into account the effects of .increased agricul-

tural output on prices, during the life of the project'.

/ The estimation and use of shadcw, or accounting, price-s

are discussed in appendix B. The concepts Orate of return to

the enterprise" and "rate of return to the economy" 
are con-

trasted in the following chapter.
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External Costs and Benefits

There are certain inuuts (discussed in deta4I in a !a-

ter scction) the costs of which are not actually paid by an

enterprise. The inclusicn of such costs is appropriate if

the project is beino aDpraised frcm the standpoint of the

rate of return to the economy, because these costs are borne

somewhere in the econo:y. For example, air and water pollu-

Lion may impose real costs on the population in the form of

loss of production through illnesses and medical expenses.

An analogous situation exists with respect to outputs

(benefits) on which an enterprise is not able to impose 
a

price and, therefore, collect revenues. In some types of

projects, e.g., development roads, the external benefits may

be so important that the proposed road can be properly evalu--

ated only by consolidation with the land development schemes

or other development it will serve.



Ml. APDL:7CATTON 01 2OF U.2 :ACILCIE

The 2 ti-ate -- ofc' of r , et evaluticns is to provide a
basis for th-,e election fCr i.i.rrntaticn of those prcj'rcts that
vllZ m her r~imur. c ontri ici - tu dIeveloprent ob.jectives. Th,.

process of i'icain Of sel.c'.ion is facilitated to the extcnw
th:-% quantifiable costs r-d "enefi-.z attributabl;0 to projects --

.. t~f:ring in zize, d'at2, .-f zatput and technology emDloy,..-

e ee n tet:,s 0i" V cn ireazure or m:~sus. This will
pt.!rrt me en jt'u! cc'parizon :f tiu financial a, ,: ,mc aspectr
of projects having widely varying :haracteristics.

The pricing of phsal ['-.uts and outputs, discusse-i
ir ca -ter IT and in aP..n-, , "t'-hhe firz't step in the.
piorL u of providing a c,:zim-n - 2or aggiagating inputs z.
:u tp)AL and for comparizton of diirilar projects. Unlikk
physical inputs, e.g., man-ho,r-, uf unskilled labor, ton c
cemei , transformers and office mahines, aggregate input ,
ce L.ciud to a meaningful tc.al o4.iy if each is multiplied 1:-
a p3ic;' to obtain a value. Yn.he a basis for aggregatibc i.,
appli:&ble to outputs.

A second step in the development of a "comon denomina-
tor" in texns of which projects can be compared involves dis-
.. Unting.

Discounting

Discounting is the process by which the monetary valz.a
of inputs and outplts, or the differences between inputs ane.
outputs, occurring at different points in time are expressed J,
terms of a common denominator: their present values.

An output (receipt) this year is more valuable thbn
the same output 10 years hence. Similarly, a cost iurrz.'
10 years hence is less burdensome than today's. Discount rI

provides measures-of the present value of inputs and outpu;_
no matter when they occur during zhe life of a project. i
essence, discounting makes it possible to answer the questicoi:
How -tuch is a specified rxt earning x years hence worth tcf'
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T- -: 't et t v values of inputs and outputs

throi .b1 ......- .... :e . .cr r , !Sos roJccts. Proiects

y4 el ' . t: j . ,: r. are mo. e desirable tr'1, n

t. count .' :;u:l.- in the .'ore distant
fut,. .<.-. - 1 )iountnc f)r cC.'Wure is essential

if t;,O " .. " &re to no rankcd, or if a particular

proj. co:. it1 7r, ecr c 'y-wide standard of

acce t 1iiA Lv

. --"-e basi o. the comocund interest con-

C EQ t re 1 ati :d ut . rc values. Letting Vo repre-

sent • -re- :nt vue, an.. V,. the value of V0 n vears in the fu-
tuiro, the :!..J' .r' :, on,'hilps mav be noted:

V V (1--r
n A

then
V0  VnV V- n

(1 + 1 )

or present vaiuc = value n years in the future

divided by the "discount rate," ...,
(l+r)n'

In prac!tice, the. values of --- the discount rate,

are rea'd 'Lr,, , ta b1chs for the selected r and number

of yars. iLC C t1 ch,"irue i" s applicable to any
series rati-:g ;:lo of values_4 ( ilt)Lut:s, outputs or

outpu .. £nrru lu 1 <  ov a piod oF tj. For -onvenience,outputs civ ,i a" ,e _ - I ....

it " ,' d t-br - , o'vc.-ver time pe riod should be used in
thce :. o s tLasu1s are presented in appendix E:

tabl:_ , -.. , 3 iag]. P --vL'..tL Present ,,orti, Factors"; and table

E-2 _ " - :'.;;ci.t i]Orth -actors at Annual Rates".

Selecition of Discount Rate

Th~e -a~-oriato discount rate depends upon the cortext

in which a nro-ct is 0o be appraised. If the appraisal is
...... ... cO'2fltC benefit-cost relationship viewedin terms 0 t-h.e ... .."

from the s.. .... ii r -ihe national economy as a whole, the
.. , 3r shadow rate

apWr)o:-it> d ccrurt rate is the account' r
ofi- ., h ....ginal o-portiunity cost of capitalcf j 1nt,.r' , S- .. f a the ""

in the ec0~ionomy (2c artendiX B) , On the other hand, if a proj-
ct is biao -"-, l! i 't-d from the :tandpoint of its "profitabi-

lity" s an, c..rpr2.s, the discount rate should be the rate
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required to attract the i- the examoles
that follow, it .. _jsur,:" t-  , C!4 scount rate represents
the Marginal oppctunitv co:.t of Capital.

The disccurnt. rit- m 'n , e sectod in advance in the
application of thc di;cc,-t:n, , : iL-cost... ratio, and the dis-
counted *.sent Vp!'U2 of n.t b:-nfit2S crite:ia; inf principle,
it is not necessary to :eiect a discount rate in order to com-

pute the internal r'tc of recun Cn a project.

Pro~c ,n 2'1r. icutration

The aDplication of cdiccouating, and computation of in-
ternal rate 0: return, are i!ust-ated in the following para-
graphs. More detailed illus--rations of computational proce-
dures and descripti.on of the cr tcria generally employed in
project appraisals are pres-. tea in chapter VIII and Appendix
A.

Assume the following annual values for inputs, outputs

and surpluses (deficits) for a proposed project, A:

Project A

ii.-thousands of dollars)

" " " IDiscounted surplusa /

Year Inputs Outputs Surplus at 10% at 12%

1 300 0 -300 -272.73 -267.87
2 400 0 -400 -330.56 -318.88
3 75 150 75 . 56.35 53.39
4 70 150 80 54.64 50.84
5 75 200 125 77.61 70.93
6 85 225 140 79.03 70.93
7 90 250 1"60 82.111 72.37
8 110 300 190' 88.64 76.74
9 110 300 190 80.58 68.51

10 110 350 240 92.52 77.28

Total 1,425 1,925 500 -8.19 -45.76

1
. / The discount rates, expressed as n are shown tor

(1+r
various values of r in appendix D.



In Project A it is assumed that all inostmet r

$700,000 occurs in the first and second years, with no 'ut--

put in either year; that the e:.pected
1 life of the prosjcct is

10 years; and that the plant and equipment will have a scrap

value of $50,000 at the end of the tenth year. This amount

has been added to revenue from sales of output ( 000) in

the final year. It is also asu.red that the capacity or the
project at the projected unit iriCe is $300,000 per annum; andoroee aatc -thir ,yeart, ULpojc

that in the initial vear of coeraticn (third year of project

life) production reaches only 50 percent or capacity, rising

gradually to reach full capacity in the sixth ytar of opera-
tion.

Over the life of the project, :-e !-oa!J value ol uu-

discounted inputs, is $1,425,000; total revenues, including
scrap value, are SI,925,000. The undiscounted surplus flow

is $500,000 -- with a present value of only S8.19 thousand

if discounted at 10 percent, and a negative present value
of $45.76 thousand if the discount rate is 12 percent.

Several features of the procedure illustrated above

Terit comment.

i Tt is not necessary in this analysis to
draw a distinction between capital outlays
and currenir :-utlays, both being treated as

inputs in the Ve'- in which the occur.

. Interest paid and &..reciation are not
recorded as inputs, i.e., as costs.

"If the economically useful life of the

project will extend beyond the period for
which the discounting is being done, the
estimated value of assets at the end of the
final discounting period can be enterad as
a negative input or as an addition to output.

The Internal Rate of Re turn

The internal rate of return (IRR) is the discount rate

which equalizes the present values of the streams of inputs

and outputs. If the algebraic sum of the flow of discounted

surpluses and deficitp is zero, the internal rate of return

..on the project is equal to the discount rate; if negative, the

"internal rate of return is less than the discount rate;, and if

positive, the rate of return is higher than the discount rate.



0n thi b ->_ s . - , al.flows, Froject A is
worthy of : ,," r, ,--,- . :1 . . .. . ts:, . he or-'.ia1l opporturi -v

cost o. c:ap_.' iD - pr,-t or loss. The apDroxi-
ma u c _n~ernal ,: c>-ct is just over 10
percent, as srowrr by Lhc inrc:)r;tion.beLow:- -

ri = .10 4 .02 ( 8.19 ) = .103
( I.19 + 45.76)

e~ct .: A7n ;Jternative

Hypothetical data for -oject B, assumed to be an
alternate project prock'.cinq the same product, are presented
below for comparative purpcscs.

Note that total inputs, tota± outputs and total
(undiscounted) surpluses are identical in Projects A and B.

Project B

(in thousands of dollars)

Surplus discounted

Year Inputs Outputs Surplus at i0% J at 12% at 15%

1 200 0 -200 -181.82 -178.58 -173.92
2 330 0 -330 -272.71 -263.08 -249.51
3 75 150 75 56.35 53'39 49.31
4 100 225 125 85.37 79.44 71.48
5 120 250 130 80.72 73.76 64.64
6 120 250 130 73.37 65.86 56.20
7 120 250 130 66.72 58.80 48.87
8 120 250 130 60.64 52.51 42.50
9 120 250 130 55.13 46.88 36.96

10 120 300 180 63.39 57.96 44.50

Total 1,425 1,925 500 93.16 46".94 -8.97

l/ The values in the equation are the algebraic sums of the
Ziscounted values of the streams of surpluses in Project A,
i.e., $8.19 at r. = 10 percent and -$45.76 at ri = 12 percent.1
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At a d4iscou. :t rate of 12 percent, the present value ot the
.... am of ..... u es -trcn Prc c. A is .e.cative; for Project

B it is posizive. ? ,B pro:ies a hi,he inter-
naI rate of rcturn than P-ro--ct . 1 The higher internal
rate of return :o,. Project B arises from the difference in
the timina of the annui llow of suruluses. The discounting
procecure measures in terms o. present value -- or, alterna-

tively, in terms of an inte-rn a]. rate of return -- the dif-
fering pattern of distribution of surpluses and deficits on
all potential projects being appraised.

The Criteria for Project Anpraisal

There are several criteria in terms of which the eco-
nomic and financial returns or benefits of capital projects
may be measured and comnpared. Three of the more commonly
used criteria have been noted earlier. These are discussed,

contrasted and illustrated in appendix A.

In the guidelincs, i is recommended that the inter-
nal rate of return criterion be employed and that projects
be appraised from the standpoint of the national economy and
from a business enterprise point of view. The former will -
be referred to as the net national rate of return (NNRR), and
the latter as the business enterprise rate of return (BERR).

The Profit and Loss Rate of Return and the BERR

Before considering the technical distinctions between
the two criteria recommended in the guidelines, it is desir-
able to note that the -ERR differs in some important ways
from rates of return calculated from annual statements of
profit and'loss, or income statements. The analyst may be
confronted wJ.th project proposals showing rates of return
that have been calculated from annual profits in a "normal
year." In any case, in presenting the results of the PPA,
the analyst will very like>y find in his audience individuals
whose way of thinking a..t rate of return matters will run
in terms of conventional accounting profit and loss state-
ments, rather than tho criteria recommended for the CPA. For
these reasons it is iyportant to note the principal differ-
ences between the BERP and the profit and. loss statement rate
of return.

1 The interpolated internal rate of return on Project B
is approximately 14.5 percent per annum.



The annual, pro-:=t and ]-_-s 3tatement reflects an alloca-
tion to discrete (u:'_, m:atc., qiuarterly, or mont.y)

te 4c'; o ai econonic un-it over 4ts

"n t i r e b.v c_ ... ar_.ingi,, as inTuts the
economi.c value .aca ocriod, subtracting these

from out1ut- dur... i , " Tins recuires that assets
lastin- over 9evo_ -], accei n iin- oennjodls be c racually "used up"
i.e., thc input for ,) ericlf thc depreciation, depletion,
or othar allowance easurnl t're value of the asset charged
against the output of he period. It is, therefore, an
expense (r.ducinr profit). But it may also be a source of
funds -- to be used to pay for purchase of other assets; fox

investment in secur.i.tics; and for debt retirement.

Conversely, in conventional accounting a machine that

will last several years is not: considered as an expense when
purchased, but as an asset to be written off (depreciated) as

an expense over i~s useful. life.

Annual interest payments on borrowed funds are anex-
pense, a charge against cutout in the profit and loss state-
ment. Neither depreciation nor interest payments are
recorded as charges against output in computing the BERR;

rather, outlays for assets are treated as inputs in the year
in which the outlay is made, while interest is treated as a

part of the rate of return on total assets.

The Net National Rate of Return and the Business'
Enterprise Rate of Return

Both the NNRR and the BERR are internal rates of re-
turn, computed in the manner illustrated earlier in the pre-
sent chapter, and in appendix A. The two criteria differ in
respect to: (1) the prices used in valuation of inputs and
outputs; (2) the items included in inputs and outputs, and
(3) the treatment of taxes, subsidies and certain other trans-
fers.

The principal differences are as follows:

. The BERR is computed from inputs and outputs valued
at actual market prices; in the computation of the NNRR, ac-
counting, or shadow, prices are employed in lieu of market
prices if the latter are clearly inaccurate measures of real
costs and/or the real value of output.



Accounting or shadow prices are most likely to be
r -red as substitutes for actual prices in the case of un-skilled labor, capital and foreign exchange. The circtumstances
giv'inc rise to the need for shadow;,, pricing are discussed, andsuggestions .. r estimatjon of accounting or shadow prices are
put forward i_ appendix B.

Internal taxes, as well as customs duties paid by
the enterprise, are treated as costs (inputs) in the computation
of the BERR, and sub s idies received are treated as benefits
.(receipts), or are netted out against the cosi- of an input; in
computing the NNRR, taxes and subsidies are emitted, being re-
garded as transfer payments rather than payments for current
factor inputs or outputs.

in certain instances, real costs and real benefitsattributable to projects may not appear as inputs or outputs
of the enterprise, and therefore are excluded from the computa-
tion of the 3ERR because there is no explicit market trans-
action for them. However, where substantial amounts of real
costs and real benefits are omitted from enterprise outlaysand receipts, respectively, and where there is some means of
placing a value on the costs and/or benefits, they should be
included in the value of inputs and outputs used in computation
of the NNRR.

The NNRR is a measure of the national economic rateof return; the BERR is a measure of the financial commnerical
enterprise rate of return from a project. Decision-makers needboth measures to select projects that will yield the optimum
contribur.ion to development, and also to provide a guide for the
design of appropriate measures for meeting the financial
requirements of the project.

A project that is financially profitable -- from theenterprise point of view -- may be less than the "best" proj-
ect from the standpoint of the national economy for a number
of reasons, the most important of which follow:

* If the exchange rate overvalues the domestic cur-rency, projects utilizing significant amounts of imported
inputs to produce for domestic markets may result in an
unacceptable NNPR but a relatively high BERR.
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TD Ca r 7; orre-r -a irore Oo-
it. 0 -rn to the econo.fl" just-

L fies . s t Ls\ e w I ' ernment, for what-
ever re-:,., sct: int-r&:; _  tu:: at arti icia1 , "1 low levels;

when fc~ciz. ca itc,3 is ,.,ible 1-t rates low'er than the
ear:__ic-iencv off mi i] in th- e cuun tr; and when

serious ri',,ii-_, . and/or ip.erfections cxist in the domes-
tic caital .. ar.t.

- There mav be imnortant real costs arising from the

project which are nob reflected in the costs borne by the

enterprise, e.g., adverse efects on the health of the

workers; air, water and other environmental degradations;
and real costs IL"r butabl to the project but borne

by other economic units --- public and/or private.

In the latt .r ctecvrv, the cost of upplvi nublicly finan-

ced infrastructur requirod to LmDement the project is a

common source of understatemcent of total economic costs at-

tributable to Tprojects. Through taxation, governments may

attempt tc bring the financial costs incurred by the enter-

prise closer to the real costs of the project to the economy.

There arc also possible irastanues in which Projects

that are unpr-oficable. froi an enterprise viewpoint can be

demonstrated to be very beneficial in terms of a net rate of

return to the national economy. These occur, most commonly,
where the inarket va.Lue of inputs is substantially above the

marginal orportunity cost of applying the input in the project
in question.

, For exampole, the money wage rates of unskilled labor
in developiin countries (typically experiencing serious un-

emnlovmert in urban areas and underemloyment in both urban
and rural areas) are frequently above the marginal opportunity

cost of this tvue of labor. Since it is market wages --

..rather than the mareinal opcortunity..cost of unskilled labor --

at whic. the enterprise must value labor input, the enterprise
.rate of return will be less than the rate of return to the

national economy, all other things being equal.

4 Where project output includes benefits for which the

enterorise is unable to charge a price equal to the full

social value, the enterprise net rate of return will be less

than the net national rate of return to the prolect.
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If substantial excess (idle) capacitv exists in another
industry su' -,,n an important noject input such as trans-
port, electric power, or a raw material, the rate of return
to the national economy ma., "-bc higher than the rate of return
to the enterorise. If the warket .>rice of th input is higher than
the increnental cost of prcducing it, a benefit arising from
the project accrues to the sup-plier.

On the other hand, a project that removes a bottleneck
in the supplv of a raw material critical to the operation of
another incustry may make a greater. contribution to national
economic qrcwth than is reflected in the market value of the
project's output. .. ..

* Lilka-es and Multiplier Effects of Projects

The preceding illustrations of external benefits "aris-
ing from a project but accruing to suppliers of inputs and',
users of outputs arise from backward and forward linkaes
respectively. Linkage effects are the increases in income
generated by tha additional activity occasioned by a project

.in the industries which supply the project's -inputs and process
• its outputs.

. Normally, it is not considered oecessary to make a
special allowance for linkage effects in.calculating the NNRR.

Suhh effects will normally have been taken into account
by the method of valuing inputs described above.

For one thing, comparable linkage
effects may be expected to flow from a number of similar
projects; therefore, explicit consideration of the linkage
effects would not add any important measure useful in differen-
tiating the flow of net benefits from the projects. Also, if
* market prices are determined in a comparatively free, competi-

t tive manncr, the benefits from forward and backward linkages
attributable to a Drolect will tend to be reflected in the
market value of inputs and outputs of the project, and tl-.:is
no special allowances for "external benefits" are requir e&,

Explicit allo,'ances for the linkage effects in a CPA
would be lustific~d only if:

The funds available for investraent in the
project would not be available for investment
in any other project,, or
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The ;i-'a ,i ' , ri'' to the benefit or

Cos .. crvarr_ cr .is unicuely attribu-
table to tI n- t."- -t- D'ject under analysis,

-i.e., it would not occur at al!, or in the same

degree, if some alternate project is selected.

.-" ier affects are defined herein as the shortrun
increa .- "n .nce throuo,-- the eccnomy in which there is sur-
plus caac_--y brouh: about by the additional consumption caused
by the inizial .cons1truct4on of a project, The conditions under
which an x ... _, measure of the multiplier effect should be in-,

,cluded in t anal,si4 are even more restrictive. In addition
to'the two conditions noted above for linkage effects, the in-
clusion of an allcw.ance for the multiplier effect in the NNRR
requires that the only factor preventing an increase of output in
the economy is inadequate effective domestic demand and that there
is some factor intibiting an increase in demand by other means
than this specific project

Reconciliation of Priorities: Business EnterDrise
ana 11ationai Rates of Return

.Projects promising an enterprise iate of return in.
excess of rates from alternative investm_,nts will genecally"
be left to the ivatc sector for impleinentation; i.e.,
prospect - , earnincs -,ill genera ly provide e'-h incentive,

and -- if the prospects have been correctly. appraised --

-revenues r the alo of outputs will pro, ide the means to
meet caoit-_ an cerating costs. This xes;ult will be more
likely if" the Droiects are of modest size and prospective
entrepreneurs are assured of access to the required foreign

exchange. If the N R. is also favorable, then the task of
the financial--econ.:hic analysis is successfully concluded.
If NN LRR is unfavorable, then this fact should be emphasized
and the reasons for such a divergence outlined and explained
to those responsible for decision making.

There will also be projects on which a higher rate of

ieturn to the national economy is in prospect, but-which
offer an enrerprise rate of return too low to attract private
entreprenhu-rs or Lenders. These discrepancies are most
likely to be found in the following circumstances:

1. The project involves large inputs of unskilled

or semiskilled labor for which the accounting wage

rates (i.e., real wage costs) are substantially

below the market wage rates.
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2. The project will yield substantial indirect and/

or intangible benefits for which a private entre-

preneur cannot exact payments.

3. Output from the project is to be exported and
the domestic currency is overvalued, and there is

no special-export subsidy .

4. Taxes comprise such an important element of cost

to the enterprise that the BERR is unattractive.

The analyst engaged in a CPA shouid formulate, in

broad terms, the measures required to induce implementation

of projects for which the national rate of return indicates

a high priority,-hut for which the enterprise rate of return

is too low to attract an investor. The administrative skills

and costs, and the general effects of the income transfers

(from taxpayers to entrepreneurs) should be considered.
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IV, SOCIAL CRITERIA

Introduct ot

Project appraisals normally require analysis of the
econc".ic, financial and technical feasibilities of the pro-

~a1. Th. primary emphasis in the economic area is on
in gross national product and the attainment of

:1 oft>s c return. Far *..ss attention is given, however,
t - tatic aialysis of social and cultural elements

. eft thu iuipletmeutability of the project or to the
:' : -n- political consequences which flow from the project.

?'hi K!.t.er will endeavor to outline these social criteria
A: id thir relationship in the CPA

It is recognized that the concepts discussed below re-
erescnt an uncharted area in project analysis. Operating
exoerience as to the most suitable methods of approaching this

area are very limited. Quantification of the social
henefits and costs of projects has hardly begun. Such diffi-
,:ctivs indicate that proper caution and selectivity must be
t;ikcn arnalyzing social criteria and incorpo-ating the rle-
:ults in the project report. They do not mean that social

criteria are to be neglected and avoided because of such
difficulties or complexities.

The incorporation of social criteria in the CPA does
clor: tir r that these criteria will necessarily determine the

i, ,csio in favor of proposals which contribute most to the
<,.,LhU 'r- luast to the aggravation of social problems; what
9_ loIs 1"an is that these social implications should and will
.en,:er into the CPA an will play a role in. reaching a decision.

Preconditions

This range of questions is concerned with whether
r-cnlistiC asumpt ions are made about the behavior'(or changed
bc.hvior? of the actors on whose activity realization of a
.IZJect n physical terms and its success in economic terms
depends. Projects have run into difficulties because they
were posited upon unstated assuaptions concerning values, atti-
tudos, motivation, and social institutions which turned out to
W Wrolg. In the absen~ce of ttia type ot social organizaLion

antd behavior which had been takan for granted either projecLs
have not been implementable or the economic returns which had
iormed the basis of the justification did not materialize.
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An ir'o Lv'cn Prc c a.k t re: s an exa!ple of the

need [or so:-rarc n-' its p)articipants
if. A .. _:on project consists offuthe more Ch~ suo ," ._an'
much !uc rz a sp.,:a .- a w r to :<a area: -which previously
depe . a fa it V oir .... i a physical system (water
coft--c-j );a s ).'. -c1. cntrol), and an economic
system (os'cdu -o._ ae i :: T .. -)" the ..c ..itabilty of which

depends on 1-e .fficnc :Cnctionin of the physica! and
social .systen. rit cul:ure requires a high degree
of social 'ar:ic on c soc; aL conrtrol to assure that
(a) thke rt ar{ :ul T _-r d iva:, svsiems and drainage systems
are prov,.rlv 1,,:':te maai4d (b) fi1ds are 1ev-
elled, anld ral-evei-Ied we iI nII es';arv, to ocrmit efficient use
of water, (c) ;.:a-Cr is proi civ a1ocated among users, and
(d) water char<;es are assessed anJ collected. None of these
is required in dL-y-lanJ £' r-.i.L;, yet all of them affect
physical iropei-:nr.abiiuy anq the-cconornic rate of return.

For capital projects in Which the purpose is to reach a
sector of the population which has not previousi.y participated
to any significant extant in the development process it is
important to analyze the conditions uhich must be established
and the types of po]icv and institutional change (e.g., land
tenure arransements) required to involve such groups, and
assure that -h _ resources made available actually reach them
and that they arc able Jo utiize them productively. If 'the
purpose, for instance, is to assis- isolated, subsistence
peasants who Icve had little previous exoosure to the national
market, to fin.ancial institutions, and to improved inputs,.
caution shouLd be exercised in makiaz assum.pions about the
receptivity of such a target group to new ideas and technical
advice, their allbility ,-c take ri.sk, their preparedness to
form and toerate viabl e cooperatives, and the rare at which
they are likely -o at'opt other types of changed behavior on
which tha, to ._.. ' "d economic success of the project depends.
Special ieasures ,_11 probhaby be naeded to assure that the
resources actualilv reachi this groLip and are not.diverted to
other batter pre.parad farmers.

Social ad Political Consecuences

Proje.cts-: have differential benefits; they help some
Sgroups more than others antd may reduce the welfare of some seg-
ments of the pcqtulation, aTi least :n relative and sometimes in
absolute' terms. A first step in extending the analysis to
encompass social projocz consequence-s is to examine what social
groups are affected, and how. Normally the primary group
toward which the project is direct-ad, and which is expected
to reap the main benefits, is often identified, if at all, only
in the most generai terms, such as "sm- 1 . farmers"; more precise



' .-_U a * ..... S1.' • : . ... .. thi s term
.s .. r:: ::. It i, a o to e:.-vze what other

rC a r". c>:hr ," ac . S - negatively --

Exw ,j d cl- dffe.ent s.,ctors may help to il-
u'trata t' cr feo-ial. e-crs of a variety of projects
" -1: "Lc'. - 1' 1 r Pc . ,IC _ acceSr to rsoucces and oppor-

t:,lj.~V .... l s = . ii.-oo, o,.nC L .... )uts as wall as
c:edit w,*:h hic. t, tinance :I plus .m_-kqts, !idulcation, and

technical a,1 the resulting con:ecuences for the dis-
tuti",o~n rf 'ualth ill inc, (2) enploment, (3) and dis-

e,, ..... ., ' io ad, n urb.:ni"ation, and (4) t-e redistribu-
tioL of powar and th. capacity to infLuence public policy.

Agricultural credit projects" can in principle benefit
any or all strata of far>±i's, but in practice the larger
farmers tend to get a disproportionate rihare of loan resources
urtless specil care is taken to assure access for other cate-
gories of cultivators. Yet hay are normally the members of
the agricuLcral coimuiity who, because of theim greater
financial sLren!7th, least need concessional credit. Moreover,
o-nS to < fariers Eav -:c - contribute to increasing
concentration of land holding and -o the use of labor-replacing
types of m rn:hiery Thbus furthering polarization in rural aeas.
It is, of co'rse, more difficuli, tim-consuming and risky to
work with s:!l farrmers " especially thosa* in the lower de'ciles
i n terms of .1 ncom-e, b1u- t it ..s this group for whom credit is
likely to rake the critical difference in the adoption of new
tcchniqules aud improved inpul:s; without credit, such farmers.

are likev ,to uve little or no access to improved inputs.
Agricultu:raL credit pc'ojects can identify aarnet rrouDs of

potentiai borro..,ers oucd include ceilings of tenure conditions
(e.g. tenants) on w:hat types of farmers are eligible.

Loans for tractors and other types of equipment which
r-eplace labor enco,'_-i:e landowners to shift from tenancy and
snaiccroDpin- arr.,,c .,-,nts to direct cultivation with minimal
amployment. The landc.;ner'a private rate of return may be high
but the social racc of return sLould take into account the need
that is thus created for capital to .relocate and reabsorb the
displaced tennants and landless l,borcrs elsewhere-in the econom,'
and to house thei acar,.! provide services farthem in, the urban cor,-
aiun.ties 7-o which mi,-rate. Moreover. the use of scarce
capital to replace peasants detracts from the capital available i
finance investment elsewhere in ..: economy. In such cases .the
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costs of relocation and reabsorpion should be taken into
account (o:r ac leas;t discussed) in evaluating the overall
econom.c and -ocia- Iefefits aLd costs of the project.

In sum, w. iicltu,.l i lects _. r'b ch make access to
produc tive resourcs :nc:e Uraicual., promote the concentration
of land in th 2 an r s :,- a feC- a S and enourage labor
replacing :c,-n.za , .z' - a L:.V U ::, gavt. discreoancies in
levels of liing. ruco eClsymenZ oTp,tuniiies, and
accele ate mgraticn to Lhe cities. All of these probable

results involve social an-d ofcn economic costs which need
to be tal.ken into cons .... raton.

idustrial projects also have implications for access to
resources, employment, and mi ration. Loans to finance capital
intensive methods of producti.on clearly have less employment--
creating impace than those involving more labor intensive
technologies.

Loans from inaustrialized countries, with their bias
toward capital-intensive techniiques, generally encourage factor
proportions inappropr'iate for LIDCs and thus have less employment
creating effect than they might. The designation of target
groups and appropriate loan ceilings in intermediate credit
loans (ICI) might broai de.n acce-ss to industrial credit and at
the same time encourage (given certain geographic limitations)
the developmeznt of scondary industrial centers. Such decen-
tralization of indust-y also has important implications for
the geographic distribution of population and the rate of

migration to the main cormmercial center(s).

Education offers one of the best means for increasing

social mobility; as a major factor in the formation of human
capital it can lead co significant redistribution of opportunity

and income. Whather this in fact happens or whether, on the
contrary, education serves to reinforce existing patterns depends
largely on. which' groups have access to education at different
levels and who pays for the schools.

Proposals in the education sector shoul 7 therefore
increasingly include analysis of what groups are e.-Dpected to

participate together with discussion of measures to broaden

access to education on the part of the less previleg~d socio-
'economic groups and to finance education in more equi.able
ways.

or roat projects have consequences extending
far beyond increasing the volume of goods moved and reducing

ton-mile and passenger mile costs. These include integrating
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?reviously iso!atod regions arid communities into the national,social and Political system, broadening the horizons and rangeOf exerience O+' vilagers, bringing politicians and politicalactivity to villags, iancreasing the mobility of agriculturaland health workers so they can cover more territory, expanding,the access of villagers both to the supply of agriculturalinputs and markets, and stimulating migration to towns andcities. The benefits of extending the road network are likely,however, to be unequally distributed among the socio-economicgroups within a given region. These differential benefitsshould be considered in evaluating highway projects or inweighing alternative highway construction schcmes. The em-ployment implications of alternative (i.e., more labor inten-sive) technologies of highway construction and maintenance
are also relevant.

At aminimum,. pressing- social-problems.such as- income-distribution, unemployment, and urbanization should not be.inadvertantly aggravated. Recognition and analysis of thesocial implications would make it possible either to(1) reject the project if it ran hopelessly contrary to such.objectives, (2) modify the project to make it more compatiblewith such objectives, or (3) devise appropriate compensatorydevices to rectify the damage or losses to those who would .be.adversely affected. Such compensatory-programs might properlybe considered as an integralielement in the cost structure ofa project just as resettlement of those flooded out by coft-struction of a dam is an element in the cost of the dam.

To some extent; the accounting price concept intro-duced in Chapter II of these General Guidelines provides a.partial correction for'some of the distortive items noted
above. 

."

* The use of shadow rates to correct for the under--pricing of foreign exchange and capital and for the over-pricing of unskilled labor will increase the attractiveness
of projects -- and of alternative 'versions of. a given project --which utilize less capital intensive* techniques, and will -thus.encourage a more rational use of resources. In some countrysituations it may be appropriate -- and could be an explicitDolicy of governments -- to go a step beyond correcting fordistortions in factor prices and specifically penalize theuse of capital and foreign exchange and reward (subsidize) theuse of unskilled labor. This would mean paying an economicprice in"order to achieve what is regarded as a.desirablesocial goal, increased employment. Shadow prices are muchless useful, however, in dealing with income-distributionand

- o .. .. .. ... . . t i b t@n n

' . . . - ' ..I ,
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migration/urbanization effects s"-ce these, unlike labor, are
not factors of production and thu: do not enter into the rate
of return calculation.

It will, therefore, be ncessary to develop additional
methods of analysis, largely in terms of individual projects,
especially in determining institutional requirements for
reaching target groups and analyzing social an6 political
consequences of particular changes in the affected part of
the economy. Missions may wish to draw on special social
science expertise where these issues appear to be significant

.and where the relevant data is not readily ascertainable.

Summary

The most conspicuous need under preconditions is for
those preparing or appraising the project to identify the
type of involvement expected of the participants and the nature
of the social organization and institutional mechanisms neces-
sary to make such participation active, continuing and fruitful.

In dealing with social consequences it is most practi-
cal at this stage to select a limited number of criteria which
seem especially important for assessing social costs and
benefits and focus with as much precision as possible on how
a capital project affects different social groups with respect
to them. These criteria are as follows:

1. Access to resources and oonortunities (e.g., land,
capital, credit, education, markets) and inwhat ways
and to what extent such access is broadened (or nar-
rowed). The questions to be identified and analyzed
under this heading would include, in the case of an
agricultural loan, trends in land tenure arrangements
and how they would be affected; the availability of
improved inputs (seeds, fertilizers) and implements
and of the credit with which to finance them to
farmers with different sizes of holding, in different
r&,-,ions, etc.; access of such different groups to
tec'hnical information and to markets, including the
existence and extent of farm-to-market roads; and
how price policy, including taxes and subsidies,
affect different groups. This criterion measures
the potential effect on the distribution of wealth and
income.



2. D a.loyent. in- a sense this is a special case of access
to resourceL and oort-nit'es (i.e., productive work) but
because of its special imr-:tnce it deserves to be treated
se).arately. ion:r the izu-es to be covered here are factor
intens -ty- and th- relat.d,2, cuescion of the amouxnt and type of
employ-..enc o be ienerated or elLminated as a result of' the
project, a: for instance by tE introduction of labor-absorbing
or iabcr-replacin'- pracZ4.. and equipnment. It is especially
impor=t.i to cc-nsidr the i:L.plications for those groups which
are already characterized by serious unemployment/underemploy-
ment, such as both urban and rural unskilled workers and the
educated unemployed.

3. Rural displacement, migration. and urbanization.
This criterion is concerned with what groups might
be pushed off the land or in other ways uprooted as
a result of the project, where they would be likely
to move to, and how they w4ould be reabsorbed into the
economic and social life of the country.

4. Chanzes in Dower and participation as betweejn
different socio-economic, regional, ethnic, and
other groupings and the implications thereof for.
public policy. Each of the three preceding cri-
teria is relaced to the redistribution of power and
of opportunities for participation, but it is also
necessary to recognize how such shifts affect the
capacity of different groups to influence public
policy.

In analyzing the social implication of a loan proposal
under eachcf these four criteria, precision should be stressed
and quantitative data should be developed wherever possible.
Quantificaticn is clearly easier for some criteria, such as
the employment effect and the, access to resources of target
groups, than for say the effect on the distribution of power
and influence. Despite the difficulties of measurement,
quantification, even if only in orders of magnitude, remains
important to support the qualitative analysis. Where quanti-
fication is not possible, specificity should still be stressed
as much is possible.



V. SHAPING THE PROJECT.

Decision-making implies the availability of alternative

courses of action. If the scarce resources of a nation are
to be used in a manner that will make the maximum contribution
to growth, project selections must be made only after a reasonablc
range of alternatives have been examined. As noted earlier,
one of the more valuable functions to be performed in the CPA
is the systematic search for the best possible project to meet
the objective.

The search for alternatives will probably cover a wide range
in a sector study and a somewhat narrower range in a CPA. While

the specific alternatives to be examined will depend on the

nature of the objective to be met by the project, the follow-

ing list suggests several ways in which projects may be shaped,

or modified, to enhance their economic and/or financial feasi-

bility:

* Changes in legal or regulatory framework

affecting the operations of projects

. Variations in size or scale of projects

. Timing of project implementation
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. Modification in technology of production

. Redesign of project to minimize risk by increasing
flexibility or adaptability

Changes in project characteristics designed to
reduce real costs arising from damage to the
environm.e nt.

Modifications Affecting Operations

A checklist of considerations requiring attention in.'

a CPA is presented in appendix D. Although it is not an ex-

haustive list, it serves to call attention to irany factolrs

that could be altered to improve a project.

The checklist will assist the analyst in answering the

question, "What kind of change in this specific project might
make it better?" In addition to changes, there may be alter-

natives that' are radically different or involve changes .that

are not physical. For exanple, alternative solutions may
involve:

& Changes in regulatory practices and coordination
of all elements that would increase the effective
capacity of existing or proposed projects

. Rationalization of existing price, rate and tariff
structures toward more efficient utilization of

existing and projected facilities

a Improvements in administrative and operational
efficiency of existing facilities or the proposed

project

* Alternative locations of industrial activities

to take advantage of more abundant labor sup-

plies, excess capacity in power, transport,
education, health or other infrastructure.
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Modification of Proiect Characteristics

Some DotcuLi!y rm-,arding types of project modifica-
tions are di ,ct:; eLow.

ariations in ;.e and Scale

The size n1 scale of projects are quite crucial. A
project that i ove. :siz ed in relation to domestic and export
market pos... Li... will generally have a poor rate of re-
turn. The -:;io for deter7ining the best size and scope is
the incr(m);t7 ' ,: r-eeurn on the difference flow of two
differena-s~ccd ;ruj,:c~ts. Tho method for applying this test.
is presenter] neI w.

I:n cons.Uei ng the size of a project, one should be
alert to the potL:ntial advantages of alternatives that in-
volve earlier or more intensive utilization of facilities.
In this c(Lnnect n th scarcity of capital -- as reflected
in the marcJ:! c11tnitv cost of this resource -- is the
critical determinant uf the exten,. to which the scale of the
project can be se:t to anti-cipate future demands.

In manulfactur-in , multishift operations of facilities
can reduce the it'v.3Umh -K reiui rement substantially.. In a
road project, a low--grade road can be used at the start, with
improvements made as the volume of traffic reaches specified
levels. The economc advantages of all projects depend in
part on other developments, but. this is particularly so in
the areas of transportation, education, and health.

There is little economic return to a road which car-

ries a low volume of traffic, unless it opens up to develop-
ment a hitherto unproductive area, and the rate of increase
in traffic is rapid. Similarly, school and health projects
will not yield their full potential economic benefits unless
job opportunities are available for the educated and those
with improved health.
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Variations in T1iinc of PrOcts

Some projects that are not feasible at current and
rcar-terin fu!re levels of du:.rand may yield favorable returns
at a later time. Thus, if prospectivc demand rules out the
izp__.menttion of a project of a size that would permit eco-
rTormies of scale, and the dmand is growing, the project may
be deferred for later consideration.

Development projects, such as roads, communications
and other infrastructure, should be timed so as not to "lead"
.)y acn appreciable period of time the other inputs in the de-
v0lornMnt. Interdep'endent projects, in general, require
Jose coordination lest the unutilized investment sunk in the-
"lead" projects absorb resources that could have been more
,:roductively invested elsewhere.

Similarly, it is important to coi,-ider ways of getting
output as early as possible. ParticuLarly for large, com-
plex projects, special attention to planning and implementa-.
tion can make the rates of return more favorable by minimizing
delays in completion of construction and run-in time. For
exunple, projects are very sensitive to governmental delays
involving licenses, custom clearances, and other government
procedures. By calling atten.tion to these factors at an early
date, it may be possible -o reduce delays quite substantially;
necessary legislation or administrative rulings may be obtained
i.n advance. Some design alternatives may permit more
favorable phasing (as measured h difference flows). The use
of modern scheduling techniques, e.g., PERT, and project con.-
trols are effective means of achieving better phasing of in-
puts and outputs and, thereby, more beneficial projects..

Technolo_0v

The choice of technology should be. made in light of
the relative factor costs in the country 'in question, avail-
ability of technical, and managerial skills,, and conditions
under which the project will be operating. For example, a
countrv that has abundant supplies of labor but is short of
capital will find labor-intensive methods of production offer
some (but not unlimited) advantages. Each technological
alternative will have an associated cash flow; by means of
comparisons of the discounted values of the differences in
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Consideration of alternative locations of the project
should take into account: the effects of respective locations
on transpo..:t anid on access to raw materials and markets as
these are reflec~ed in money flows. -The effects of the proj-
ect on increa.,ed eimiloyment and income in a region in need
of deIzarIU<cntr and L.. attract.ion and retention of persons
with re.- Kiie I il.s, also require consideration in the
search for higher rates of return. Where the generation of
income in a .e,U;on s; pr,.-ferred for social and political rea-sons, it is important that the money flows of the best alter-
native be compared with those likely to be realized in the
proposed location of the project.

Standards of Desiqn

In desiyning a project, the engineer is constantly
faced withl options that require more capital but give greater
durabil ity, lower maintenance cost, less cost of expansion
at a later date, or better service. These decisions sometimes
come in the form of standards or specifications in the scope
of work. Imbedded in the decision is the tradeoff of more
capital investmnent now versus savings or benefits at a later
date. Such decisions are best made with regard for the rate
of growth of demand, the cost of capital expressed as an
annual rase, and the relative costs of the alternative stan-
dards.

Flexibility

In the face of uncertainty, it is-particularly impor-
tant to give consideration to alternative project designs
that have hedging characteristics, i.e., designs that can
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., co t, often aesub se-
.uernL n ks . -ing plans o educational
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a r K gcr f- hange: im usf ci.1u facility. The building
... , r~o~:: on go:.d .I~i'ns.ts facilitates later up-

.jra.iri ta-ic growth ".,rrants higher standards.

'Kvirc.nt , Considerati ons

The examination of alternatives cannot be viewed as
."Ainq n.... c without uxplici: - consideration of the effects
o-. the rojec- (s) on the omn-irnnment. For each of the various
'!tern-ti:ve Forms of the project, the environmental effects
sh uli 1.,-. td, and the economic and financial costs of pre-

n-. r".Iucing to tlcrmbl_ levels -- the undesirable
-flV' iC2K~i~f . t F. .ct.: shou! ,I considered. These costs, in

, sbid be compared wiLh estimate, of the real economiccs ts of inipre nting the p-ojec!: without effective measures
S 'o Irevent deterioration of the environment.

Many projects may yield attractive rates of return
o.tly by excluding real costs in the form of noise, air, dr.
w ater pol.lution, soil erosicn or loss of aesthetic values.
In the C{A, consideration should be given to the shaping of
piroject, in such a way as to minimize the real costs; if the
real costs of environmental damage are greater than the real
co:st of oreventive or remedia] measures, the NNRR will be
.ncreRd' by modification of the project to incorporate the

hIcas urn -'2.S

However, as the benefits of environmental protection
are not likely to yield revenue to the enterprise bearing
the costs of the preventive or remedial measures, the BERR
is alm ost certain to be adversely affected. Some form of
governmental regulation or subsidy may be necessary to in-
duce enterprises to incur the necessary costs.

irrigation, manufacturing and power projects are
among the more common environmental orfenders. Although not
necessarily involving capital projects, programs providing
chemical fertilizers and insecticides are capable of bring-
ing about profouna changes in the ecology of large areas.
Power plants may contribute not only to pollution of the
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atmosphere, but by thermal pollution of streams, they may
also profoundly alter stre:rz ecology.

It is not ceasonabl,- to expect that a CPA can antici-
pate all of t*".. envilron:!nL implications of projects, much
less place a :alue on the "costs" of pollution or the "bene-
fits" of prevention or rcstoration. However, the analyst
.;houlc1 at lcart idn-:i -airu environmerital hazards associ-
ated with alternatives, and suggest the nature and extent of
additional study required.

Testing for the Preferred Project

The discounting procedure, together with'the criteria
for project evaluation discussed in chapter III and illus-
trated in appendix A, provides measures in terms of which
the best of a number of alternative formulations of a proj-
ect can be identified and the degree of its superiority as-
sessed.

2 n application of tne criteria is illustrated ij. table
1, utilizing the surplus flows from the hypothetical Project
A and Project B introduced in chapter III (pp. 24-27).

Project B is accepted as the preferred project in
terms of the internal rate of return criterion; the same
ranking is arrived at by application of the "discounted value
of net benefits" criterion, i.e., the algebraic total of
column 6, table 1, is larger than that of column 5. The dis-
counted net difference in surplus flows, shown in column 7,
indicates that Project.B is superior -- on economic grounds --
to roject A. The- comparison of discounted val?,e of net bene-
fits or of the discounted value of the difference in net bene-
fits is the most convenient technique for assessing the rel-
ative merits of alternative projects.

The different time patterns in the distribution of the
$500,000 surpluses in Projects A and B reflect differences
in the assumed circumstances and technologies underlying the
two projects. These merit further comment, as they may sug-
gest factors to be considered in the formulation or modifi-
cation of projects, and in the alternatives that may be
examined.



Table 1. Comparative Surplus F'1Dws, Project A P- rcj(cL B

Undiscounted surplus Discounted surplus
Discount (at 12 pct.)Year 
rate

Difference: 12 pct. Differonce.:Project Project Project B- Project Project Project B-A B Project A A B Project A(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

-300 -200 100 .8929 -268 -179 89
-400 -330 70 .7972 -319 -263 56

75 75 0 .7118 53 53 0
80 125 45 .6355. 51 79 28

5@*0 ... 125 130 5 .5674 71 74 3

140 130 '-10 .5066 71 *66 -5
7..o....... . 160 130 - 30 .4523 73 59 -14

.190 130 - 60 .4039 77 53 -24
190 130 - 60 .3606 69 .47 -22
24 0 180 --60 .3220 77 58 -19

Total ...... .500 500 0 -45 47 92

S)
Source: Chapter III, pp. 31 and 33.
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1. Project A is more capital-intensive than Project
B in the sense that total invest ent in the former is $700,
000, as compared with only $530,000 in the latter. In Proj-
ect B, it is assumed that less machinerv, or less expensive
machinery, is employed than in Project A. In circumstances
of abundant labor and high capitai costs, .this type of factor
input adjustment can be made, for example, by using manpower
rather than machinery for movement of materials, work in pro-
cess and finished products with no effect on the quality of
product. Other opportunities for substitution also exist,'
but the range of variation in factor proportions is limited.

2. The size of Project B,.that is, the maximum: capac-
ity, is more closely related to the size of the immediate7
market. Hence ProjectB, with a smaller capacity, will reach
capacity sooner (in the third year. of .its operation) than Proj-
ect A (in the si~cth year 'of its operation). Thus during the
early years of operation the excesses of revenues over current
expenditures are greater for Project B than 'for.Project A.

The practical implication of this feature is "that proj-
ects which may not yield a satisfactory rate of return at an
early stage of devel'opment may do so at a later stage when the
demand for their output has increased because of economic and
population growth. Alsoi projects that- are ."overbuilt"'- rela-
tive to the size of the market will be'less beneficial than
those implemented on a more modest scale. unless economieh of
scale are large._

3. It will be noted that the'current inputs in years'..3 through 10 are higher per unit of output 'for Project B than
.for Project A. It is assumed that this reflects the higher
,variable unit costs arising from the smaller capital invest-
ment in Project B. This feature has several-important impli-
cations .for, project formulation. First, if demand' is un-,
-stable, Project B may have an additional advantage because
of the greater flexibility in the flow of inputs in years of
..curtailed demand. Co'nversely, if demand grows faster than
projected, the advantage lies with Project A, as unit costs
'of inputs fall significantly up to an output approximating
'its designed capacity.

The "sensitivity analysis," explained in a subsequent,
section, can be applied in. determining the impact of uncer-
'tainties with Tespect to future prices of .inputs. Project B, *

for example, will be very vulnerable to increases in prices
W of inputs in future yars because of the greater importance

of current (future) inputs,,relative to initial,,fixked inputs.

~ ~ I~ V. &.4
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4. Note that there is no posit ve rate of discount
or marginal opportunity cost of capital at which the hypo-

thetical Project A would have a -higher present net value
than Project B. This is because the undiscounted flows of.
surpluses have been arbitrarily equated to highlight the
importance of -timing in project evaluation. However, the
priorities accorded to projects may be quite different at
different rates of discount (different marginal opportunity
costs of capital). In general, the lower the marginal oppor-
tunity cost of capital, the higher the more capital-intensive
projects or those with longer" gestation periods will rank,

. and-vice--versa. . This, is. because ..the lower__th e,.rate, L o f. dis-
count, the lesser will be the real costs of deferring the
benefits from large investments in the gestation period,

Evaluation of Mutually Exclusive
Alternative Investments

The project analyst may be considering.two mutually exclusive

alternative installations. One requires a larger investment than the

other, but offers lower current costs with greater undiscounted returns

over ,the life of the project .(table 2)..,Is it worth investing $500 more
to obtain an additional $850 of output over the life of the project
(the undiscounted sum of column 3 of -table 2)? Assuming a 10 percent shadow

price for capital and applying the discount ,factors to the difference flow,

've find that the present value for both alternatives are positive, indicai lg

that the return on the additional investment is more than 10 percent. It

should be noted that 'both alternatives have a return In excess of 10 percent

as indicated by positive present values, but Project B has the higher net

.present value :And is the economic choice. (An equivalent .deciaion would be

select that alternative with the higher return on the incremental investment).

The type of computation illustrated in table' 2 can be used to
.1test a variety of options open to the project analyst, such as size, phasing,
.:technology, location and- starting time..



Table 2. Illustrative.Computation-sfbr Choosing Investment Options Assuming
"- hado, '.Pri'.e,of Capital of 10 Percent

I 2 - -. .° - ioA*- ~ r."" '- , - , .'.. NDISCOUNfED

Year Surplus fl1 •'7 , -p us flow, DifferenceProje ' t A ,Project B flow 10 Pior>-lft
. .. Ti (2) (col. I - co-. 2) D scoui,1L Rate

.. ____ •_ _ __ .__ :(3 )
1 .. .. -I, .O .,. 1 00 -50-0 9..

........ . ...... I- 0 •- .,200 - 50 0.9091
3........ 25 0 250 0 5 '3

4 e .50 ..- 3 300 - 50 0 .0 83 0
4-00 +100 0 .6 ) 09

6 . .. . . . . . . ... . t. 5 5 0 : + " 32 5 0 , +1 5 0

4 3 +150 0.5132
.................. 50 "'- t150 0.,h665

9 + 450 '300 +i50 0 -[24 L

7. ....... .... ..... . '50 -. 300 +150 0.53

B .. .. .. .. .... . . "0 " 300 +150 0 6

Present value of - 'poti tive values..,..... + L;,'466 1 : .i.1450. 4 16

Present value of ,
negative values..... A . 909 -.455

NetLpresent value.... , .502, + 5413• :: ; .. 39
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V1. APPRAISAL OF PROJECTS HAVING OUTPUTS
DIFFICULT TO VALUE

Many projects produce outputs the valuation of which
presents special problems. Some of these projects, such as
flood control and to some extent education and public health,
yield benefits that are indivisible; other projects yield
indirect benefits for which market valuations are not prac-
tical. In still other cases, governments may decide as a
matter of policy that certain services shall be distributed
on a "free" basis, or for only a nominal charge. In all of
these cases, the analyst will find it necessary to carry on
the appraisal without the benefit of a direct market assess-
ment of the value of output.

Valuation in Terms of Cost of Alternatives

The estimated value of a flood control project, for
example, may be based, in part, on the average annual lQsses
incurred from flooding over a representative period of time.
To these values might be added such other quantifiable bene-
fits (e.g., prevention of erosion) as might arise from the
flood control project.

* Some types of governmentally provided "free" services
may enable individuals to avoid payments made to private
suppliers of the same or a similar service. The savings in.
private expenditure could thus be considered as one component
of the value of the government service. The estimated value
bf the "output" of projects to provide (more adequate) police
or fire protection may include the savings in insurance costs,
ana reductions in privat- expenditures for fire protection,
guards, night watchmen, and protective systems.

Estimated Value of Effects on Comple-
mentary Activities

Wherever a nonpriced service has important effects
on a complementary activity the output of which can be
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valued, it may be asihle to 7ieasure indirectly what it is
not possible to value dire(tly. For example, the "output"7 - of a bridge that permits a substantial reduction in time anddistance of travel between points generating and receiving
a heavy volume of traffic may be valued in terms of savings
in vehicle operating costs made possible by the use of the
bridge rather than the longer alternate route. -The valuation
of most projects for governmental provision of transportfacilities will involve estimates based on some measurablebenefits to users, usually of private cost-reduction type.

Valuation a~r output of educational and public.health
projects will include the value of additional productionatt bu table to,-better trained physica l. more- alert--workers
and to reduced absenteeism. Additional suggestions for the
valuation of outputs of projects of this type. are. offered in
the individual sector guidelines.

- If as will usually be the case,. the valuation of out-puts of this type of project reflects important subjective
judgments, it is well to use a range of values rather than asingle value.' If, under the regular procedures for computa-tion of an internal rate of return, the project yields a rate
equal to or in excess of the accounting rate of interest usingthe lower linit of the range of value, the project probably
merits further consideration.

Minimum Cost and Alternative
Levels of Service

Ingenuity Iwill enable the analyst to place a value on',many types of outputs not sold for a price. Still', there will,.be other projects and components of the output of still other:projects in which this will .not prove to be possible. In.these cases, project appraisal takes a more limited, form: the*search for the least-cost project that will provide specified
•levels of service.

The technique involved is illustrated in Table 3, with hypothetical,.inputs being used for alternative projects to supply school facilities.
The more durable building has a higher initial cost, while the less durable
building has higher future maintenance costs. Which alternative offers'the least costly way of providing the required physical components? Asq
shown in Table 3, the choice requires the application of the discountiLlC:
procedure.

At a discount rv+.t. of 10 percent, the more durable biutldin -
is the least-coit alter native. However, at h -' .. - ft'1rountConsistent wvrJ- *'ess atbundant sutr,:-"es of capi I!, c u "building vould .rovic'.- the least.ort altern.tiv,.. ..... .. ...

"'44. - - ~ ~ ~ ~: 'i;ii ,.i ______________-_______



Valuatior of Output ar.-
Pricinq Policv-

.here should be no confusion between the task of output
valuation, and the question of selling the output fcr a
price.- The former should be carried as far as practicable
to facilitate an assessment of the project's contribution to
the national economy, i.e., to perini' computation -- if pos-
sible -- of an NNRR. Computation of a BERR for such prcjects
is usually not meaningful. in any case, the process cf
estimating the value of output is not usually directed to a
price determination. However, such cstiates may be reev;.nt --

along with *other data - in fixing user charges for facilities
provided at governmental expense.
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Table 3. Investment and Maintenance Costs for

Alternative School Buildings

Undiscounted

Costs of 10 PercentCosts of less Cost dif- Discount
durable durable ference flow f ctor

Year -building building (col. I - col. 2)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

L
1.... -5,500 -3,700 -1,800 0.90912 .... - 500 700 + 200 0.8264
3 .... - JO0 - 700 + 200 0.7513
4 .... - 500 - 700 + 200 0.6830
5 .... - 6QO -1,000 +.. 400 0.6209

6.... - 500 - 700 + 200 0.5645
7.... - 500 - 700 + 200 0.3132
8.... - 500 - 700 + 200 0.4665
9.... - 500 - 700 + 200 0.4241

10 .... - 500 -1,000 + 400 0.3855

11.... - 500 - .700 + 200 0.3505
12.... - 500 - 700 + 200 0.3186
13 .... - 500 700 + 200 .0.2897
14 .... - 500 -. '700 + 200 0.2633
15.... - 600 -1,000 + 400 0.2394

16 .... - 500. - 700 + 200 0.2176
7.... -. .500 -700 + 200 0.1978

Present
value
of costs
at 10
pct... -8,644 -8,715 + 71"
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VI*I. SENSITIVITY ANALYSI'S

The NNRR, as described previously, reflects the best
estimate of future outputs, prices'and-other factbrs-that
will affect the benefits expected from the project. But
uncertainty attaches to these %estimates. Therefore,.. it is
necessary that CPA's include an evalu-ation 'of the effects of
divergence of values from the best estimates of values of
inputs and outputs on which..rate, of .rturn calculations have-

been based. The purpose is to determine the "sensitivity"
of the best estimates of the CPA to. prices, levels' of demand;
etc.

Sensitivity analysis need beundertaken only for
major inputs and outputs. The objectives are to:

1. Identify ways in which the project can be
modified to minimize risks arising from diver-:
gence of realized prices, etc., from best
estimates;

2. Identify those areas' in. which more infor-
mation is required in orde.r'to narrow the range
of uncertainty; and to whic-h special attention
should be directed in more detailed analyses of
the project;

3. Incorporate the risk factor in the CPA.-- For
example, between two projects with the same NNRR
based on best estimates, the project for which
the risk element is smaller should receive
priority.

The computed NNRR (or the BERR) on a project is prop-.
erly regarded as the best estimate -- the mean -- of a
range of po sible values. In turn, each of the
values for inputs and outputs is likewise a best estimate
from a range of values; each value in the range has its
"probability" of being realized.
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Eources and Types of Risks

Controllable Risks,

.Careful project planning and supervision .of-implemen--
tation can reduce or eliminate some risks.-.- For example,.
early provision for import licenses,, construction permits,
customs clearance, etc. will be of assistance in avoiding,
delays in' completion of projects; this will lower the prob-
ability that construction costs will be at the higher end ofthe range.. A review of projects that have encountered delays
and bott].enecks in the past will suggest .other !causes of un-..
satisfactory performance or of. delay-in the completibn.of.
construction that can be avoidedby planning and/or modifi-
cation of the project.

Risks may be reduced by providin4 built-in flexibility
in projects: for example, designs to facilitate shifts in
putput or to permit utilization of-substitutefuels-nd'
materials. If" the availability'of manageriil and techni'cal
skills poses -a risk.,--he project may be redesigned-to .rini-<
mize the requiremer.s for such skills, or.-to include as proj..-
ect inputs the provision of the required skills from an out-,
side source. From the standpoint of the project -- but-not
necessarily of the economy -- risks may be shifted by long7
term contracts.

A CPA does not require the development of the. full
range of measures to control risks, but estimates-'of -the,.
-.administratiye and other costs attributable to reduction of
!risks and uncertainties should be included in inputs for an
alternative form of the project;- if these -additional..costs.
-reduce risks sufficiently to-raise the expected iNNRR,the"
"preferred project" I.s -that form which includes the:risk-"
.reducing outlays.



Uncertainty Resultinc From
Uncontrollable Fac.ors

The physical resource flow and the money flows of aproject will include factors and parameters affecting rates
of return of the project that are not subject to control by
project design or marnagement., By computing the rates of
return under alternative values of these parameters and their
respective probabilities, one can determine the probable
range of rates of return of the project, and the "best
estimate" rate as shown in table 5. The same general pro-
cedure can be applied to the values of inputs and outputs.

For example, annual, growth rates of demand for elec-
tric power and the respective piqbabilities of their occur-
rence are estimated as follows:_

Table 4. Computation of "Best Estimate" Rate of Growth
in Demand for Electricity

Annual growth' (Pct.) Estimated Growth rates
probability times probability

Range Mid-point

5 to 7 6 .20' 1.20
7 to 9 8 .40 3.20
9 to 11 10 .30 3.00.
11 to 13 12 .10 1 20 a
Total 1.00 8.60a /

a/-'Best estimate" growth rate..

-/ The growth *rates in demand for ele-vtc power and therespective probabilities 'would normally be derived from pro-
jected rates of growth and changes in structure .of GDP.
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For an e.eni , project, the rate of growth
o.dem.a........ n o trac. the effects

of difertii -, the ra rc of return from
specified alI -t-ne,, th *e A iE
scale of the erj dh,, ( b ai over a range. The
(hypothetical) ,  

L 'r , 4 own in table 6 are illustra-
tive of the pattern o reces t.e, might erge from this test-
ing of alternative c{caT.e fer projects to' proviae electric
power.

As shown in tlhe hypo:hetica! case -.above, the best
estimate of the rate of -rc;;th 2n demand for electric power
is 8.6 percent p(2e annuI. I th c rate of grow:th in demand
is only 6 percent. t-le rc-, - . roject for qeneration of
electric power is the 51211 pro-iect; if the rate of growth
is 8 percent, the oreflec( ro ct is Lhe medium-sized one;
arid if the rate o : crowth i, cc:iLnd is 10 percent or over.
the large-scale pro-c*- tokf- he highest prospective rate
of return.

The matrix of annual rates of return shown in table
6 would be worked out for each alternative (size) project,
at each of the growth rates in demand.

Table 5 Annual Rates of Return for Various Scales of Ptoject.
at Assumed Demand Growth Rates

Ev it (percent demand growth pe-. year)

6 pct. 8pct. 10 pct. _12 pct.

Probability.... .20 .40 .30 .10

(Annual internal rates of return on project:

percent per annum)

Scale of project:

Sma I1 ........ 14 12 10 .8
Mcdium ..... , 0I5. 13 10
Large........ 6 8 ,14 .18



in ter--is -l t],tc illutration, the prob-abiityn of the cn .... -in ckc ei -east7 percent, but ..- , urcnt, .is 70 t.ent; thus, theselection o the -- - ]'- P roject .Ls indic:at:cd.

TheRR on a,, goJc~s will depend on the overallrate ofcr0.t.h in thre '. Hence, a sensitivity (to(ZIP growiLh r,te) 1 iilar to the illustration foran electiric qeneratinr t , is appropriate for such
projects.

Risks Arisr-.- fF-Or mna _t:.T Z.) I IInformati n

Vncerta!nties exist because of in-.adequate information : ]cl'QlIig a critical input, or output,.value. In such cases .i _i- venerally possible to establish
a orobability distribuLtiori oh the possible values that mayoccur.

For example, a nror-b, b.lity distribution might be de-
velo)ed in estimating .e cos t of excavation of a potentialsite for a dam. The ocjindc:r might- have visited the siteand talked to a geoloq:t '-io was familiar with the area.On the basis of this liumi.t(.1(u information his estimates of thepossibilities and their rcspective probabilities might be asfollows:

Event Estimatd L robabilitv Estimated cost

-Sand A0 $140,000Clay .60 150-,000Rock .3Q 300,000

If the cost of excavatibn connected with the occur-rence of rock, together with its probability, is significant,it becomes important to note this and either to undertake

1/ The 70 percent is the sum c- the probahi vie of 0
-- -_ ---.... r -... .. . 0percent for a growth rate of 7 percent to 9 percent, and 30percent for a growth rate of 9 percent to 11 percent per

annum.
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borings in connection with the CPA analysis, or to warn that
such borings need to be undertaken before the decision is
made to proceed with the project.

Key Factors to Which Projects Are Sensitive

The key items of se-nsitivity will vary from project to
project. The principal classes that merit the analyst's atten-
tion in.a CPA are noted in the following paragraphs.

Uncertainty in Demand for
Product or Service

The projection of demand for a-product or service is, at
best, a highly uncertain process. Using whatever historical
data are readily available, one makes a projectionof demand
over time -- a best estimate of the demand.

A useful way of approximating the effects of demands dif-fering from the best estimate is to aggregate those costs thatare fixed with respect to volume and those costs that are pro-
portional to the physical volume of output. If x. i'. the percen4-
deviation in -olumeien:

.'Change in value of output.,for x-percent deviation.
xin volume (constant prices) is given by I- X (best

estimate of total value)

Change in cost fGr x-percent deviation in volume is
given by 1 X (best estimate of total variable cost)

Change in surplusflow for x-percent deviationin
volume is given by --- X (total value of output -

total variable cost of best estimates)..

* After-tax phange in surplus for' x-percent dqviation in
volume is given by (1-T) X--- X (total';value -: total

100
variable cost) where T is the tax rate.
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If the above is:"..te. fcr - yearly flows, .-..
rate of return or T-d.. to thn_ percent deviation i
volume cl bc died eadidy. ideally, an uper and -
probable li-mit o:f demAnd calculation should be made.

Uncertainty in Sellinq Price

Where a product or service is sold, the rate of return:.
(EERR) will Li sensitiv, to the selling price. It is neces-
sary to determine the efiects of selling prices that are dif-
ferent from the best estimate.

If the selling price is changed by y percent, then the
change in the after-tax surplus for the year is giyn by (1-
T) X( y ) X (best estimate- cL total sales revenue)

(100)

However, where ani accounting or shadow price is ;employ-
ed in valuation of outpuL, changes in market prices wi.ll not
necessarily affect the NNRR.

Uncertainty Concerning Cost
of Raw Material

Where there is considerable uncertainty about an impor-
tant variable-cost item such as fuel or raw material, one can
readily compute the change in the annual surplus by the rela-

..tion (l-T) X ( z ) .X (best estimate 'of total variable cpst).2
(100)

,cope of' Sensitivity Analysis

Because there are a large number of factors that can..affect the rate of return, the analyst should be selective

l/ Assuming that' there is no change in the volume of units
sold and that taxes are proportional to revenues. Allowance
Should he made for price elasticity of demand.
2/ Assuming that the change in 'price of materials does not
influence the volume purchased..
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with respect to factors to be tested for sensitivity. Thebasis for selection should be the degree of uncertaintyattaching to major factors and the relative importance of thefactor in the determination of the rate of return.

The techniques described above can be applied to theHERR as well as to the NNRR analysis. They can also beapplied when other criteria, such as the discounted presentyalue of.net beJts, are employed ih project evaluation.
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VIIX SUGGESTED FORMS FOR COMPILATION OF DATA
AND COMPUTATION OF INTERNAL RATES OF

RETURN

The principal concepts, estimating procedures and
techniques involved in CPA's have been discussed and illus-
trated in preceding chapters of these guidelines. Suggested
forms to facilitate compilation of data and computation of
rates of return are presented in this chapter. Hypothetical
inputs and outputs are employed to illustrate use of the
forms.

Schedule of Domestic Investment

The (hypothetical) numerical values in columns 1 and
2 of table 6 are coefficients to be applied in the pricing
of the several inputs; the negative signs preceding these
coefficients indicate that they refer to inputs. In a CPA,
the numerical values in column 1 would be the ratio of the
shadow prices to market prices of the various inputs and out-
puts.

The column headings "NNRR" and "BERR" refer to the
valuation for purposes of computations of the net national
rate of return and business enterprise rate of return, respec-
tively. The values entered on the right-hand side of the
form represent actual market price valuations (price times
quantities) of inputs in each year. In the illustration, all
investment is assumed to occur in years 1 through 4, with
outputs beginning in the fourth year.

Inputs requiring spec ia reatment in the computation
of thie raLe of return to them: onal economy include:
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Land. In the illustrative case shown in table 7, the
correcticn oeffic,ent. for lend is unity; i.e., in the illus-
tration, land _is Driced at its market value in the computation
of the aCR v,7e!l as the -uR. T11e NNIWJ{ comnuuatlon
should inclui c -- as ai annual innut -- the annual rental
value of the and' , or an estima;te of the annual net product
pttributable to the land in its alternative use.

Taxes. In aencral, both i-nternal taxes and customs
duties arTe o be exc.uic-c from inuts in computation of the

NNRR, but both are included in computing the BERR. The ration-
ale for this exclusion in the former computation is that taxes
represent the share of go..... rnment in the net income cenerated
by the project, and tha-t the total net income (and associated
rate of return) are -not affected by the way in which the net
income is shared by the~ caimants. -owever, some payments by
enterprises to governments are, in effect, payments for ser-
vices rendered. Special assessments against real property
are so'Metimes made to reimburse government for the cost of
providing water and sewerac service, road access or other
infrastructure for the use of the taxpayer. if, in the
absence of the governmentally provided service the cost would
be an internal charge to the project, it is appropriate to
treat the "szecial assessment" type of levy-as a real cost
in computing the NNRR.

Similarly, special taxes imposed to finance measures
to improve or restore the environment may be charged as a
real cost to the project, provided the source of the pollution
'is clearly identified with the project.

Subsidies. Subsidies are a receipt (or a reduction
in cost) in the computation of the BERR; they are assigned
'a coefficient of zero in computatior of* the NNRR..

Transfer uavm,:nt. Transfer payzents are, in general,
excluded from the NNRR calculation. Taxes, subsidies

and debt repaymcnt are cases .of transfer payments,
as distinguished frop payments to the owners of factors of
production to compensate them for the contribution of the
factors to current outai±t-

At the bottom of table 6, the domestic investment for ai
illustrative chemical plant are summed by years -- as they will be entered
in Lhe computations for the business enterprise and the net. national



rates cf return. l:'7 tct-Is for the forMCr a obtinn r-
the sirple d o', -_: h,,:ach of. th
annual ...... . .. "r- ot:i . NO U 5 t.. c- t
necessarv c .-- orr-.-ction coo :icie"'I-

(colunu P' 2) v ,, )" 1rlinuts. This means that
market prices .

In t o va ationi for purpose-- cf comouting
the NI4RR, Markot_ prices ;rr a4.ustad to conform to shadow
or accounting orices. PO:,'o a.. :Srments are made in the
hypothetical ca..e:

1. The account:in;-, .-ia rate for unshilled labor
..is set at 80 .... r. he market vace rate

It should be note] ,_., this is an arbitrary figure.
used only f(,,r v, purprses in this particular
case. The oriL',, ,ort g the selection of an'
appropriate s5adK , Cq -o ony particular situation"
are discus .... _ ,' i t.p <,_) -i imp.

2. Customs diLj <fA n imports are not real-•

costs from tho vi. it of the national economy,
and hence have d co -rction coefficient of zero;
i.e., they, are o;, te from the cost of imported
components of i mt. The,, would also be
omitted from NN±RR c'r,- 'l-ations of imported values..
of materials, supl.es nd services used in pro-
duction.

3. Accounts receivable (less accounts payable)
are exactly offset elsewhere in the economy by
an excess of acco zit:s payable. Uence, this item
does not give rise to iny net ;mrking capital
requirement in Ithe ,:con'crny as a whole.. For simi-
lar reasons, cash reserves do not constitute a
real cost. Zero Correctior: coefficients are used
for both categories.

4. The value of foreign exchange is estimated to be
udevaliud by 20 percent;,. therefore, for calcula-
tion of the NNRR, c.i.f. prices are increased by
20 percent,
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Table 6. Schedule of Domestic Investments for C,
Proposed Chemical P!.rt

Year

Investricnt NNRR BERR 1 2 3 4

(1) (2) (2) (4) (5) (6)

>:J xed
-.1d .................. -1.00A /  -1.00 100

~.o/-1.00 100 50 U
7>bor, skilled, bldg.. -1.00 -1.00 100 500 2u0
...bor, unskilled,
:]dg ................. - .80 -1.00 100 400 300

,,.i_, building........ -1.00 -1.00 300 2,100 1,000

:u, mcstic freight ...... -1.00 -1.00 65 134 140

j)-ty on imports ...... 0 -1.00 309 138 665

,;( ]!1(2stic insurance ... -1.00 -1.00 32 15 70

,I ganization expense. -. 00 -. 00 75 25

Wcrking capital

Doiestic material in-
ventory .............. -1.00 -. 00 195 ".1 )4

-oreign materials
dluty ................. 0 -ii 00 .39

3'?inished goods inven- b/ ""400
tory ................. -1.05-. -l.00

Accounts receivable
rn.inus accounts pay-
able ................. 0 -1 00 237

Cash reserve.......... 0 2;000 51

Annual investment from
viewpoinlt of

Business enterprise .10
(BERR) ............... -1,081 -3,312 -4,846 -645

National economy
(NNRR) ............... 752 -3,094 1,845 614

a7 See the Tdiscussion of alternative treatment of cost of 
land in

N'I.R computation.
b/ Coefficient of 1.05 to reflect import content of one-fourth 

of

Ifinished goods inventory [1/4(1.20)+3/4(i.00) = 1.05].



The NNRR domestic investment input for year is
calculated as follows:

Actual Real value'

value Correction of input
(BERR) coefficient (NNRR)

Land ..................... 100 1.00 100
Skilled labor (construc-

tion).................. 100 1.00 *100
Unskilled labor (construc-
tion)............... 100 .80 80

Other construction costs. 300 1.00 300
Domestic freight ......... 65 . 1.00 65
Import duties......... 309 0 0
Domestic insurance ....... 32 .1.00 32'
Orgapiz.ation expense...... 75 1.00. 75.
Working capital (total).. 0 0 0

Total.................. 1,081 752"

Computations for other years are made in the same
manner. The domestic investment in the finished goods ;
inventory in the fourth year is 5 percent above the market
valuation to reflect the overvaluation of 20 percent in the
import content (25 percent) of the finished goods inventory.



Schedule of Foreign Exchanqe Costs

The cOmpi1:atic-n -f data in tale 7 follows the same
format as that. i thole 6. in the case used for illus-r-1-
tive purposes, the accounting rate of foreign exchange is 20O,
above the official rate; i.e., the correction coefficient to
convert actual to real costs of foreign inputs is 1.20.

As in the case of'domestic capital inputs, the cor-
rection factors are applied only in the summation of inputs
for purposes of NNRR computations. For this purpose, foreign
exchange costs of capital inputs in the first year are valued
at 3,783.6 (3,153 X 1.2); for the second year, 1,336 X
1.2 1,603.2 etc.'-

The adjustment in the c.i.f. prices of directly imported
goods and services for overvaluation of the domestic currency is
comparatively strair.,i;fonard, given the estimate of an approximately
accurate shadow price for .oreign exchange. In principle, the. value
of domestic inputs (capital or operating) should be adjusted also to
include a shadow price of the import content of inputs purchp--e d or
domestically produced. T This has been done in the case of the
finished goods inventcry, shown in table 6.-- It would also be appropri-
ate -.o make a similar adjustment in domestic freight expenses to*
reflect the undervaluation'of the import conte:J of the iihvestment in
railways, highways arid road transport, as well as the import content of
current inputs of fuel and supplics. Calculations of the foreign ex-
change component included in such local procurement are quite often
complex and difficult. For convenience, the analyst might initially
lini- such calculations to those inputs in which the apparcnnt import
content is a significant component of the cost of the domestic input,
and the particular inputs are, in turn, significant components of the
total project inputs.
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Table 7. Schedule of Foreign Exchange Costs of a Pro-
posed Chemical Plant

Year
Investment NNRR BERR 1 2

Fixed

Equipment ........ -1.20 -1.00 3,088 1,307 6,665

Foreign freight.. -1.20 " -1.00 65 29' 140

Engineering ...... -1.20 -1.00 1,145

Working capital

Foreign materials
for inventory... -1.20 -1.00 182

Foreign exchange
Scomponent of
investment

Business enter-

prise (BERR) .... -3,153 1,336 -8,132

National economy ,7(NNRR) .......- 3,783.6 -1,60.2*-9,758.4
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Aternatively, a general adjustment might be made for broad
categories of projects, based on sector studies of the average import

content of inputs in the sectors in which the projects are found.

The separation of investment inputs into two categories,

domestic and forei _ (tables 6 and. 7, respectively), is advisable,
Separate projections will facilitate consideration of foreign .ex-
change recuirements and possible external financing, as well as.
the domestic resource inputs appropriate to the project.

..Projected Op~rating Stateient

The illustrative operating statement shown in Table 8 corresponds --

in a general way -- to the conventional profit and loss statement.
It will be noted that the statement shown in table 8 begins with
year h; this asslumes 3 years will be required for construction
during which there will be no output..

The NIR and BERR symbols and the correction coefficients.
have the same meanings as in table 6 and 7. Several of. the individual
items in table 8 merit explanatory comment.

Depreciation. While conventional profit and loss statements

.recognize depreciation as a cost and profit as a residual, neither

item is recognized explicitly in the computation of either the

BERR or 1ITRR. The total cost of assets is entered as an input in

the year in which acquired; -to record depreciation as an additional
cost (input) would involve double countitng.

Wage and salary payments to foreign personnel. It is assumed..
that one-half of the salary is paid,'n foreign, and one-half in.
domestic, currency. Thus, the correction coefficient applied.in the

calculation cf the NNRR is 1.20+1.00 = 1.10. For calculation
2

bf the BERR, such payments are entered at market rates.

Unskilled labor. The correc.ion coefficient is 0.80, for the
same reasons explained in connection with table 7.
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d L- ~.ri a].s. The co.rection coefficient
.'261 ihc, :s.a&e as in table 8, to reflect overvaluation

,,f C*W .1 CU'.LetICy.

.,' cvat on of i £c _ Cwx,_natinq"

The annual net operatiing surpluses will differ,
CD endinq on wheth-r the concept refers to the business
en..erprise, or the national economy.

Business enthrrise annual sorplises. The BE surplus
-the rv e stotal costs, aclusive of

dcpreciation. For year 4, the computed sur-plus is 8,833

(4,446-1,330) = 5,717; for year 5,: it is 10,292 - (5,300-
1,330) = 6,322, and so on for subsequent years.

IMUR annual surrluses. Computation of

tlje annual surpluses, viewed from the standpoint of the

national economy, requires the application of other correction

coefficients. For year 4, the actual costs, correction coef-

ficients, and national economic costs are as folloWs:

Actual Correction National eco-
costs coefficients nomic (real)
(BERR) costs (NNRR)

.eorign personnel ........... 1.10 64

*Skilled workers% ............ 414 1.00 414

Unskilled u.orkers ...... 100 . .80

Taxes, payroll ............... 89 0 0
-Domestic materials and.

supplies ................... 1,396 1.00 1,396
voreign materials arid sup- Il or. .1.20- ' 222

plies........................1 2 -2

n o,:port duties ............... 16 0 0

'"'ectricity ................... 256. 1.00 256

Insurance .................. 60 1.00 60

.iiscellaneous, domestic ..... 542 1.00 542

Total costs .............. 3,115 3,034



Table
8
. Projected Operating Statement, Propcued Chemical Plant

Investment 1 1 7 1 Year 10 i 1 i3  7 I T,nv.,o~. I 6 7 9 I 1 111 12 il 3TZ_ , Is
"oreign (Foneta-y Units)
perconnejW. ..... 1.10 -1-00 58 72 36 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Personnel,
skilled .......... -.100 -1.00 414 532 532 532 532 532 532 532 532 532 532 532

Personnel,
unskilled..........- .so -1.00 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 i0o 100 100 100 i00

Payroll.taxcs..,.. 0 -1.00 89 110 110 110 110 110. 110 110 110 110 110

Dom. raw m'atLer-
i's L .pplis.. -1.00 I00 1,396 1,854 2,040 2,040 2,040 2,0,0 2,041 2,040 2,040 -,041

for. raw r,.aer-
a13 &, GOplies.. -1.20 -1.00 185 220 246 246 246 296 246 24C 246 24& 24' 246

Duty ............... .0 -1.00 16 22 25 25 25 5 25' "25 25 25 25 25
Electricity....... -1.00 -i.00 256 372 408 40E 408 408 409 403 41 AG 402 408
Insurancc ......... -1.00 -i.C. 60 613 60 60 60 60" 0 f9 (' C3 60
Der.cLt ion ...... 0 0 1,330 1 330 1,330 1,330 1,330 1,33C 1,33C 1,33 0 1,33 1,?10 1,231 1,3i
Misc. dorfestic., -
.supp. i services. -1.00 -1.00 542 628 662 .662 62 6-2 662 iC2 62 662 662 662

Su-btotal of cost. 4,446 5,300 0,549 5,531 .5,513 .$,513 5,5i3 5,513 5,513 5,513 5,513 5,513

Sales .............. +1.00 +I.OO 8,833 1.0,292 12,805 12,005 12,803 12,805"- 12,805 12,905 12,8605 12,015 12,S05 12,805
Profit before
taxes ............ " 0 4,387 4,992 7,256 7,274 7,292 7,212 7,292 7,292 7.292 7,22 7,292 7,292

•Operating surplusas, viewpoint of%

'Buainess enterprise (BER ) f,717 . 6,322 8,586 8,604 8,622 8,622 8,622 8,622 8,622 8,612 8,622 e,622
Naticnal economy ( .NURR) 5,799 6,423 8,688 8,706 9,728 :6,726 8,728 8,728 5,728 8,728 8,726 8,728

a/ Hail assumed to, be paldln foreign currency.
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Initially, the market value of output is assumed to
reflect the real value to the economy. In year 4,. this value
is 8,833; thus, from the viewpoint of the national economy,
the surplus flow for year 4 is 8,833 - 3,034 = 5,799.

For subsequent years, the BERR and NNRR surpluses
have been computed in the same manner shown in table 8.

Summation and Computation of NNRR

The values of inputs and outputs derived in tables 6
and 8 are brought together, and the computation of the
intrc nal rate of return to the national economy is demon-
r'tixted, in table 9. The various sources of table 9 are
uxplained below, column by column.

Column 1. From table 6

Column 2. Column 2, from table 6.

Column 3. From table 8.

Column 4. Columns 1 plus 2 plus 3.

Column 5. This column shows new information: the
amount hy which the market prices used in valuation of out-
put overstate the valuation in terms of c.i.f. plus handling,
which is taken as the real value of output. The amounts are
subtracted from column 4 to yield a more refined valuation
-of the flow of surpluses accruing to the national economy by
shadow pricing output.

Column 6. Column 4 minus column. 5.

Column 7. From the table of discount
factors in appendix E

Column 8. Column 6 multiplied by column 7, by years.

Column 9. From the table of continuous flow discount
factors in appendix E

Column 10. Column 8 multiplied by column 9, by years.

Computation of the NNRR by interpolation is shown
at the bottonm of table 9.



Table 9. Suationnind Con.putaton of NM

.Doectic Fbreign Oper- ,TptF. un- Adjustments Adusted Din-ount Discounted Discom.t Dli-coitntedinvest- exchange atlng iajusted for price r'r s r -tr%r Surplus 'flow fautov r'li flowaent invest- surplus '-".urplus and other flow at 20% at 20% at 25i at "Year ment flow factors
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (io)

1 -652 -3,784 0. "-4,436- -4,436 0.8333 -3,697 O. OO -3,54?2 -3,094 -1,603 0 -4,697 -4,697 0.6944 -3.262 O.6O - 3, O6S11,603 -1,603 0.5787 -6,75 .510 -5,h .- 584 -527899 5,-205 4,951082 2,120 c.hc>36 1,80C
5 6,423 6,423 .1,339 5,484 O.4019 2,204 0.347 1,79T
6 8,688 8,68 1-253 7,435 0.3349 2,490 3.2621 1,9457 8,7e 6,7Q0 -1,253. 7,455 0.2791 2,031 0.0.097 1,563.8 8,-2a 8,T28 -1,253 7,475 0.2 2_ 1,739 0.16?8 1,2549 8,728 .8,728 -1,253 7,475 0.1933 1,449 0.3.342 1,C0310 8,728 8,Th8 -1,253 7,475 0.1615 1,207 0.1074 803

'. 8,728 8,28 s1,253 ,475 0.1346 3,00 o.359. 64212 8,728 8,728 -1,253 7,4T75 0.1122 839 0.0687 514.13 8,728 8T28 1-1,253 7,475 0.0935 699 0.0550 41114 8,728 8,728 -1,253 7,475 o.o779 532 0.044 32915 8,728 8,728 -1,253 7,475 0.o649. ,85 0.0352 263

16 689 .689 -105 584 0.054i. 32 0.0281 16.

*Presout 'vauo of discounte4jaurpluso floi:' +63,259. -156
* Itermal rate of ret=r to Niationali taono4 by. nerpolAt~o=

U • ,573+156) "
20% + 

.954)x5%
20% + 48% =214.8%.



Net Rate of Return tc the
Business Entterprise-

Computation of the net (internal) rate of return tothe business enterprise is made in the same manner as forthe national economy, except for adjustments shown in column5 of table 7 which are not applicable in the case of the
BERR.

The BERR, as computed from the illustrative case, isapproximately 27.6 percent. It is higher than the internalrate of return for the national economy as a whole because:(1) a shadow price is used for inputs requiring foreign
exchange; i.e., a higher value has been placed on importedinputs in the NNRR than in the BERR calculation; and (2) ashadow price (c.i.f. plus handlinc cost) is used for valua-tion of output in computing the NNRR but not the BERR. Asthe estimated domestic price of output is higher than thec.i.f. price, this adjustment contributes to the lower rate
for the NNRR.



APPENDIX A: MEASURES FOR PROJECT CHOICE

Estimated values of annual inputs (costs) and outputs.
(benefits) of projects must be aggregated in a manner that
wIll permit comparisons among projects. Those projcrs
which offer a greater excess of discounted outputs (bencfits)
over inouts (costs) (other things being equal) can be as-
signed a iiigher priority than those from bich lesser net
returns are expected. Since projects vary in absolute size
and in the timing of inputs and outputs, a measure nmust be
applied that will enable the analyst and/or decision-makers
to rank projects in terms of a common denominator. It's
assumed that the time horizon for projects being compared
are equal.

Three measures are widely used to make the comparisons

noted above:

i. Discounted benefit-cost ratios
2. Internal, rates of return
3. Discounted present values of net benefits.

Each of these measures has certain advantages -- and limita-

tions. These are briefly described below.

The Discounted Benefit-Cost Ratio

The discounted benefit-cost criterion has been widely
used in project appraisals but it yields results which can
be misleading. For this reason, caution should be exercised
in the application of this method of ranking projects. In
general, the discounted B/C ratio is a less reliable criterion
than the internal rate of return and discounted present value
of net benefits criteria.

One of the limitations arises from the degree of
grossness" -- or netting out of costs and benefits --

employed in the appraisal. The effects of netting out of
current operating costs from both the inputs and outputs
are shown in table A-i.
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Although the hypothetical case presented in table
A-I covers only a short span of years, the discounted B/C
_atio is raised by computing it on the net rather than the
gfoss basis. If the B/C ratio is greater than unity on the'
gross basis, it will always be raised by the netting out
.rocess illustrated in table A-i; conversely, if the ratio
is less than unity on a gross ba£is, the netting out will
always reduce the ratio.

Thus, the size of the discounted B/C ratio for proj-
*-cts will depend, in part, on the degree to which netting
out of items is aDolied. In practice, some analysts may
net out more (or less)-than others, depending in part on
their data problem. What is perhaps of greater importance,
different industries (and even different projects in the
same industry) may have widely varying ratios of current
cperating costs to total inputs. For the latter reason,
discounted B/C ratios do not provide a sound basis for
selection of projects that will make the maximum contribu-
tion to economic growth, i.e., projects selected on the
basis of this criterion will not necessarily yiW2d the
largest increases in discounted present values.-

j/ For an elaboration of the inherent limitations of this
criterion see Roland N. McKean, Efficiency in Government
Through Systems Analysis, Wiley: New York, 1958, pp. 107-113.
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Table A-I. Effects of Netting Out of Current Operating Expe-sZe
on Benefit-Cost Ratios

I. In Gross 'err-s

Discounted 10 pct.
Year Total Current Tota_

Yer inputs cot Toa Total Total SUrPlu-Sinputs outputs inputts flo

1 ..... 200 0 0) 0 182 0 -182

2..... 300 (25) 100 248 83 -165
3 ..... 50 (40) 200 38 150 112
4..... 100 (60) 300 68 205 137

200 (100). 450 124 279 155

Total. 850 1,050 60 . 717 57

Ratio of Gross Berefits to Gross COsts, both discounted at
10 percent 717- = 1. 08666Q

II. In Net Terms (benefits and costs reduced by current
operating costs)

.... Discounted 10 pct.

Yea 1it Net Net :et surplveYear inputs outputs inputs utp'its flew

..200 0 .182 0 . -182
2. 275 75 227 62
3. 10: 160 . 8 120 112

4e**** ,. ... 40 240 27 .164 137

100 350 62 217 155

Totals ...... 625 825 506 63 57

Ratio of Net Benefits to Net Costs, both discouitCd at

10 percent = 563



In -ernal - -aze of Return

The irternal rate- of retun criterion recorunended in

UiesC ui- -!1cs is not subject to these limitations. As
shown n the la:-t colmn of parts I and II of table A-i, the

' .urs lo'" (one basis for computation of the internal
rate of return) is indeoendent of the degree of netting out,

. -i e same whether inmuts and outputs are on a

yross or -lut basis. As the internal rate of return is
ecrual to the rate of discount that will reduce the algebraic
total of the discounted annual s'urpluses (deficits) to
zero -- or equate the discounted annual inputs arid outputs --

it will be the same (for any given project) whether gross or
net values are used.

It is also unnecessary to estimate, or select, in
dvance a discount rate in using the internal rate of return.

criterion; the rate of return on the project is derived from
the undiscounted values of inputs..and outputs, or the stream
of surpluses and deficits. When internal rates of return
have been computed for a number of projects, the projects
can be ranked on the basis of the computed rates. However,
at this stage, the computed rates should be compared with
the best estimate of the marginal opportunity cost-of capital.

On purely economic grounds, only those projects with internal
rates- of return equal to or above the estimated marginal -
opportunity cost of capital would- be selected for more detailed

feasibility studies and/or implementation.

The internal rate of return criterion is also subject
to li-iitations. In the first place, it embodies the impLicit
assumption that th-Ie stream of Surpluses yielded by the
project are reinvested in another project and earn the com-
puted internal rate of return on the project being analyzed.
To the extent that this assumption is unrealistic, the
actual rate will diverge from the computed rate, even if
all estimated costs ard benefitsrof the specific project
appraisal are realized.

A second limitation of this criterion is that it may
yield indeterminate results; i.e., there may be no discount
rate, or two disccunt rates that will equate costs and bene-
fits. Two rates will result when the stream of differences
betw.,een costs and benefits changes from negative to positive
values, and subsequently becomes negative.



Although it is not a serious limitation in practice,
the internal rate of return calculation yields only a
single, unvarying rate cf return over the life of the proj-
ect -- if the computation yields a determinate rate.

Discounte2d Present Value of Net Benefits

ConcepLually, this criterion is subject to fewer
limitations as a guida to project evaluation than either of
the two criteria discussed above. It does require, however
the use of a predeteinined discount rate reflecting the
marginal opportunity cost of capital. The discount rate
also be varied over the life of the project, a proceduru
which may be desirable in certain circumstances.

Given estimates of the value of inputs and outputs
over the life of the project, the discounted present value
of net benefits is derived by applying the appropriate dis-
count factor to the difference between the value of output
and input for each year, and adding (algebraically) the
discounted values. The sum is the "discounted present
value of net benefits." If this value is positive the pioj-
ect merits further consideration. As the computed dis-
counted present value of net benefits approaches zero, the
internal rate of return on the project approaches the rate
used in discounting.

The discounting of net benefits, i.e., the value of
annual outputs minus the value of annual inputs, is
especially useful in evaluating alternative and mutually
exclusive projects. In this application, the stream of sur-

pluses (deficits) for each of the alternatives is first boin-
puted; then a third stream of annual surpluses (deficits) i-s*
found as the difference between the annual surpluses (de-
ficits) of the alternetive projects. The stream of annual
differences is then discounted; if the sum of the discounted
annual differences is positive, the preferred alternative is
the project with the larger (positive) stream of discout-ted
surpluses.
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Comparison of Computations

A comparlson of steps in computation of the three
criteria is oresented below, with reference to hypothetical
data shown in tables A-2 and A-3.

The assumed values of inputs and outputs are shown
in columns 1 and 2, respectively, of table A-2; the stream
of annual niet benefits (undiscounted) is shown in column 3
and is obtained by subtracting column 1 from column 2.
Discount rates at 8 percent per annum and 15 percent per
annum (from table D-l, appendix D) are shown in columns 4
and 5. The discount rates are equal to 1 where r is• . (l+r}

the rate assumed, the marginal opportunity cost of capital
and n is the number of years.

The annual values of inputs and outputs shown in
columns 1 and 2 are multiplied by the discount factors-in
column 4 to obtain discounted present values of inputs and
outputs (at 8 percent), shown in columns 6 and 7. (Column
8 is not required for the discounted benefit-cost ratio
computation.)

The discounted benefit-cost ratio is obtained by
dividing the algebraic sum of column 7 by the algebraic sum
of column 6. In the example, a ratio of 1.08 is obtained,
with a discount rate of 8 percent.

The annual values of inputs and outputs (and the
resulting surpluses and deficits) discounted at an annual
rate of 15 percent are shown in columns 3, 10 and 11, re-
spectively. At a 15-percent rate, the discounted benefit-
cost ratio is .98, i.e., less than unity.



Table A-2. Computation of Discounted. Benefit-Cost-Ratios and Present
Values of.Net Benefits

• Valne of Discount factors Discounted valucs: 8% Discounted values: 15

Inputs Outputs /8pt 15 pct. Inputs 1 cutput rps/'IruJu.us 1 rpsSurplus- per year per y'ear
(4) (5) (6)_______ (7) (8 9I1)

1.... 10,000 0 -10.000 .9259 .8696 9,259 0 -9,259 8,b96 0 -8,696
2.... 5,000 3,000 - 2,640 .8573 .7561 ' 4.22 2,572 -1,715 3,781 2,268 -1,512
3.... 5,000 7,000 2,000 .7938 .6575 3,969 5,557 1,588 3,288 4,603 1,315
4.... 5,000 8,000 3,000 .7350 .5718 3,675 5,880 2,205 2,859 4,574 1,715
5.... 5,000 8,000 3,uo0 .6806 .4972 3,403 5,445 2,042 2,486 .3,978 .1,492
6 .... 5,000 8,000 3,COO .6302 .4323. 3,151 5,042 1,891 2,162 3,458 1,297
7 .... 5,000 8,000 3,000 .5835 .3759 2,918 4,668 1,751 1,880 3,007 1,123

8 .... 5,000 8,000 3,000 .5043 .3269 2,522 4,034 1,513 1,635 2,615 981
9.... 5,000 .8,000 3,000 .5002 .2843 2,501 4,002 1,501 1,422 2,274 853

10 .... 5,000 8,000 3,000 .4632 .2472 2,316 3,706 1,390 1,236 1,978 742
Total. 55,000 6:QOO 11,000 30,001 40,906 2,907 -29,445 28,755 -685

.Discounted benefit-cost ratio (8%) = = 1.08.
26r,755.

Discounted benefit-cost ratio (15%) -j, =.9
" n445i c .98

t/. minus (-)'figure indicates dpficit.



Table A-3. Interpolating for Internal Rate of Return

Undiscounted Discoumte6 at

Yeabenefits 5  ' 13 pct. 14 pct.bnf __-per year per year

1 .......... -10,000 -8,850 -8,770

2 .......... - 2,000 -1,556 -1,538

3 .......... 2,000 1,386 1,350

3,000 1,839 1,776

5 .......... 3,000 1,629 1;557

6 .......... 3,000 1,440 1,368

3,000 1,275 1,200

8 .......... 3,000 1,128 1,053

9 ........ 3,000 999 224

10 ........ 3,000 885 810

Discounted
present
value ....... 65 -270

Internal Rate of Return, by interpolation:

IRR = .13 + .01( 650.
(65+270)

= .13 + .0019

= 13.2%

a/ From table A-2.
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3 ir~ila " '- a-:ors for a nu=mber of projects wouldprovide a basi- r ran*inz; no oroject on which the dis-counted ben t '- ratio is subs,antially less than 1.0
would normal'y be considered acceptable for more detailed
prc)ject studies, or for iMDlementation on the basis ofpurely economic considerations. A ratio value of less than
unity indicates an internal rate of return below the marginal
opportun:'ty cost of capital.

The computation of the discourted present value ofnet benefits is also illustrated in table A-2. As shownin column 8, the present value of the algebraic sum of the
annual benefits (deficits), discounted at 8 percent perannum) is 2,907 -- indicating this to be anacceptable proj-ect if the marginal opportunity cost )f capital is .8 percentper annum or less. However, at a 15--percent discount rate,the project does not yield a rate of return equal to that.available from other projects, i.*e., equal to the marginal
opportunity cost of capital. The obsz;rved results may begeneralized; if the. discounted present value of net benefits
is positive (assuming the rate of discount is equal to themiiarginal opportunity cost of capital' , the project is worthy.of further feasibility study or of whatever step toward
implementation is appropriate. Projects may be ranked orassigne, priorities in terms of the absolute value Of the"discounted present vajues of thei'r respective net benefits.

The direct -mputation of internal rateof return onprojects is cumbersome; a satisfactory approximation can beobtained by interpolation from discount rates. The proce-dure is illustrated in table A-3, with the basic input and
output data drawn from table A-2.

The internal rate of return may be defined as a dis-counted rate that will equate the stream of values of inputs
and outputs, or -- al.ternatively -- the rate of discount
required to reduce the present value of the stream of net
benefits to zero..

It can be seen that the internal rate of return issubstantially above 8 percent per annum (as shown in column8, table A-2, at 8 percent the discounted present value of.he stream of net benefits is 2,907). It can also be seen
that the internal rate of return is below 15 percent per
annum (as shown in column 1, table A-2). At a 15 percent



rate of discount the discounted present value of the stream
of surpluses is negative, -685. Bence the rate that will
equate the present value of inputs and outputs (given a zero
discounted present value of net benefits) is greater than,
8 percent but less than 15 percent.

The internal rate of return can now be approximated--
by a (usually short) process of selecting a..rate on either,
side of the anticipated solution and interpolating. This
procedure is illustrated in table A-3..

The approxima.e internal rate of return can be inter-!
polated as follows:

IRR = .13+ .03 ( 65 ) .13+.:0019
* (65 + 270)

= 132 percent per annum.
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APPENDIX B. PRICING IN PROJECT APPPAISALS

The "pricing" cf physical units of inputs and outputs
is a crucial step iri project appraisal. The use of inappro-priate, or inaccurate, prices in the valuation of inputs and

.outputs will give rise to misleading measures of the economic
benefits of proposed projects.

In aDpriising projects from the standpoint of their
contribution to national economic- growth (NNRR), the "appro-
priate" set of prices is that which reflects real costs (ofinputs) and real benefits (of outputs) to the economy. T , iasereal costs and benefits may or may not be accurately measured
by market prices. This appendix offers suggestions for iden-tification of those instances in which market prices are
likely to be unacceptable measuresof real costs or benefits,
and for the estimation of accounting or shadow prices to use
in place of market prices.

-. In the evaluatiotn oF projebts from the standpoint of"the enterprise, whether privately or publicly owmed, theappropriate prices are market prices, Pricing problems would
then be. related to:

.. -'Ci-rent ' v ersus projed6 ed' future- prices

. "Inf ldtionary'price trends

The averaging of prices to minimize distortions

What pice to use whe-nthe output of the project
exerts.a strong influence on market price.

Price Projections

If relevant and acceptable price projections (those
expec ted to prevail during the life of. the project) are avail-able from the central planning authority, the central bank or
other reliable sources, these should be used in a CPA. Thedevelopment of price projections is. likely to be'a critical.
task in the CPA. As an alternative when this task proves toodificult in the CPA is to price both inputs and outputs at
constant average prices for recent years, with perhaps some
adjustments where such prices are clearly atypical.. Ifthis is done, the sensitivity analysis discussed in chapter VII
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should include an' appraisal of probable prices changes ant!
their effects on the respective rates of return on the'
several projects.

In the case of large projects that can be expected to
produce significant effects on either the prices of inputs
or *outputs, an. effort should be made to. anticipate such price
changes in estimating future costs and benefits-; For example:"
'a large-scale grazing scheme that will, say, triple the,
domestic -supply of meat'and dairy products will probably .
exert a downward pressure on prices that should be taken into'.
account in estimating the value of future output. If the
same project will create a demand for,, say, twice the pre-
sently available domestic 'supplies of oil cake, the.probable
effects on input costs should also be taken into account.,

Accounting or Shadow Prices

In computing the net national rate of return. (NNRR),
consideration must be given to the use of accounting or,
shadow prices in lieu of, market prices in" the valuation- of

inputs and outputs. The estimation of an appropriate account-

ing or shadow price is by no means a simple task., Shadow pric-
ing should be undertaken only when market prices .of signifi.-
cant inputs or outputs are clearly inaccurate measures of
real economic costs of inputs, or of the "real" value.;(b:ne-
fits) of output. The real economic cost of a.factor of .pro,
duction is the marginal opportunity cost, i.e., the loss in-
output in the present marginal use, of an input that would
result if the marginal unit of the factor of production were
transferred to the project..

There is no completely operationally satisfactory' ,
method for estimating the real., that is, the shadow, or
accounting prices. Given technological conditions :of produc-
tion and patterns of. behavior of producers and consumers,
there exists a unique "optimal" pattern of resource alloca-
tion, and a related unique stzucture equilibrium prices
associated therewith. Such prices are opportunity costs, and
Are the appropriate ones to employ as shadow prices in project
appraisals designed to attain. optimum resourte! utilization
under- the given conditions. -

As a practical matter, however, the derivation of an
equilibrium set of- interdependent shadow or 'accounting prices
based on economic models is not likely to be feasible. There- -

fore, where accounting or shadow pricing is deemed to be"
necessary, a process of estimating shadow or accounting 'pric-.
from partial information is •:'generally employed.,
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Despite tha shortcomlinls of shado-w prices derived bypartial, ad hoc procedures such slhade, pricing is preferable
to exclus., r-eliance cn marklet pric.s whero the la-.ter are
clearly ir. ccu.at,. ,,asures of real costs and b2nefits, andwhere projects are being evaluat,2d in ,.-rms of their poten-
tial constribution to national econcmic rc-wth.

Th,- mrket Drices mcst frequcnt-].y found to be unsuit-able for use n estimation of the. N"P ' (as distinguished from
the profitability of the pro iect from the enterprise point
of view) are

1. Various interest rates, as a proxy for the
opportunity cost of capital;

*2. The wage rate of unskilled labor, particu-
* .larly in LDC's with high rates of unemploy-
ment and extensive underemployment;

"3. The official rate' of foreig-i exchange*

It's preferable if the project analyst is provided reliable shadowprices for major inputs (unskilled labor, capital, foreign exchange) by thecentral planning authority, central bvnk, etc. The use of such accounting or
shadow prices will conserve the time cf the project analyst.. If available,
such accounting prices should be srocified in the terms of references for
consultants' work programs. If identical shadow prices are used in all
project appraisals, a-hig her degree of comparability will be achieved thanwould be the case if each analyst attempted to establish his own set of
,6hazow pri :es. -.

Opportunity Cost of Capital

The marginal opportunity cost of capital proves the
minimum acceptable internal rate of return and the discount
rate applicable to the rEt present value calculation indetermining the econonic justification of the proposed project.
The measure. of that concept for our limited purposes is the
probable. or projected return on the alternative inestments
superceded or substituted by the contemplated investment.

There is no ned in these guidelines to outline the
controversy among economists as to the appropriate techni-
ques for measuring the marginal opportunity cost of ,pital
or take a position favoring a particular approach. '.ae
literature is replete., with substantial disagreement as to



- -....... Lt. ::anu at, io that mav:
ap t te sc.: l a easure.J Sugestions have included
rates of retur[i on equity capital, the ratio cf profits
before t.xes plus interest payments to the depreciated valuc
of physical a:ssets in constant prices, long-term yields on
goverlinmct bonds, etc.

Unles there is conclusive evid-in-e to the contrary,
w:e do sue L that c h rnimuum acceptable internal rate of
return neces 1.:-y 1or economic justiricatiun should be at
least 10 nercent. This L,:ight be modified downward if the
indirect b:nait, of the project appear to be substantial
:ut i,nt~f:_< ,:on is not Leasibie In those instances, Lho
analyst should clearly outline what efforts have been to
'erive approximations of such indirect benefits and the

rationale for inclusion.

The Accountinq Wage Rate for Unskilled
Labor

In principle, this accounting price should be based
on the net cost, to the national economy, of the input of
unskilled labor into the project under review. Assuming the
prju;i.t is be-ng evaluated in terms of its prospective rate
of return to capital, the net cost will be composed of
essentially two elements:

I.- The output of the worker in his present
ermployinent, from which it is assuned he
would transfer to the project

2. The additional consumption and other
demands on output attributable to
employment in the particular project.

_ "On Estimating the Economic Cost of Capital", prepared b'
J. K. Schmedtje, IBRD-IDA, Report No. EC-138. Oct. 21; 1965;
"On the Social Rate of Discount" by w. J. Babtl6l, American
Economic Review, Vol. LVIII, Sept. 1968, N. 4, pp. 788-802.

2/ The basic concept underlying this 3ection is fully d iscu:w,.i'
in Chapter XIII (The Estimation of thi Shadow Wage Rate) ot
"Manual of Industridl Project Analyses in Developing Countri,.--
Vol. II, Sr:cial Cost Benefit Analysis, by J. M. D. Little aniJ
J. A. Mirrlees, Development Centre, OECD, Paris, 1969.
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For the first of these components, totally unemployedworkers would :Ive a marginal opportunity cost of zero. Forunderemployed, unsk'-illed workers, the marginal opportunitycost will be something more than zero, but probably lessthan the going market i.Ige rate for the type of labor. For
the underemployed worker, the best estimate of the firstcomponent noted above can be made from the answer Lo thequestion, "By how much would the total value of output bereduced if the -v.rker were withdrawn from his present
(under) employment?"

The second component of the marginal opportunity costof unskilled labor is almost certain to be greater than zero,but less than the total± expenditures for consumption by theworker newly employed in the project. The underemployed --.and even the totally unemployed --- consume something. Froma broader welfare appraisal the additional consumptionaccompanying the employment would, of course, be a benefitthat would appear as an output as well as an input, i.e.,as a component of the marginal opportunity cost of the
labor. nal o rn cos o.. t

Where data exist, a rough estimate of the secondcomponent of the marginal opportunity cost of unskilledlabor may be made by comparing consunption levels of un-employed and underemployed unskilled workers with consumptionof fully employed unskilled workers, and treating the dif-ference as the additional cost of utilization of unskilledlabor in the project and is a component of the marginal
opportunity cost of the labor input.

The incremental, real economic cost of employmentversus unemployment or substantial underemployment may in-clude such elements as the resources required to providetraining; additional requirements for food, clothing andmedical care; the costs. of social infrastructure that may benecessary as the rural unemployed and. underemployed shift tourban jobs; and transportation to and from the place of em-ployment. It is only to the extent that the output of theworker exceeds these increments in the costs of his mainte-nance (plus any loss in real output in his present employ-ment) that employment of the worker will yield any positivereturn on the capital employed in the project..
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In LDC's large numbers of unemployed and underemployed
members of the labor force usually reflect the constraints
of capital shortages and the lack of foreign exchange -- as
well as structural rigidities and impterfections in the labor
zarket(s). Not uncommonly, money wage rates are established
in the urban industrial sectors (or in modern plantation
agricultural schemes) of what are essentially dual economies.
The money wage rates so established tend to become the "norms"
which employers in the modern sector are expected to pay as
requirements for additional workers are met, either from the
urban unemployed or the rural =,nderemployed." These norms are
often supported by unionized workers, and/or by government -
regulations or less formal policies. In fact', the productivit'y
of workers may well exceed their wages given the constraints
noted above on the expansion of employment; .but from the stand-
point o project evaluation in terms of the net reius-to
the economy, the relevant real cost of labor is the imrginal
opportunity cost of its employment on the project in question
not'the money wage which is necessary to put the worker in
productive employment.

Accounting o .Shad6w Rate of Foreir.
Exchange

In many LDC's,. the domestic monetary unit tends to be
substantially overvalued. .Thus, importedinputs tend to be
too cheap relative to domestic inputs; and. the values of
exported outputs, expressed in the domestic monetary unit,Are
also understated. These distortions can give..rise to serious
bias in project appraisal. The choice of technology (the-'
capital-labor factor relationship) is especially sensitive to
the foreign exchange rate. Under these circumstances, the
evaluation of projects involving substantial imported inputs-and/or exports of output, the use of an accounting exchange-
.rate will improve the basis of the appraisal.

One approach to the estimation of an accounting rate.
.of exchange is through comparisons between the wholesale,
prices of impbrted and domestically produced goods considered.
to be perfect substitutes, disregarding import duties and
internal excise taxes. Thus, if the price of 'domestically.
produced portland cement, for. example, is 25 percent above
Uorld market prices (c.i.f. plus local handling costs), the
presumption is that the ratio of 'the accounting exchange
rate to the official rate is 1.25/1.00, insofar as this one
good is concerned, If similar comparisons can be made for
a large number of .goods, or in terms of a broadly based,
representative wholesale price index, the resulting ratio
can be used as a correction factor to estimate an accounting .
exchange rate.
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Alte-rnatively, where there is a substantial volume
of foreign trade, "effective rates" of exc-hanqe for imports
and exports may he of use in .stimating t accounting or
shadow rate of exchange. Lowever, if inort licenses are
denied for significant quantities of important commodities,
the effective rate will be below the appropriate level for
the accounting or shadow rate of exchange.

An effective rate cf exchange on imports may be com-
puted by dividing the sumn of domestic c.i.f. cost of imports
plus all duties, port charQes, customs clearance and import
license fees, and penalty interest oIL deposits required to
obtain import licenses, by the c.i.f. value of imports ex-
pressed in foreign currency. A similar computatiQn may be
made to arrive at an effective rate of exchange for exports.
To the official e:change receipts from exports all subsid-
ies -- direct and indirect -- would be added, and the total
divided by the f.o.b. value of the export expressed in
foreign currency. In this computation, it is important to'
include all indirect forms of subsidy, including loans at
preferential interest rates, the profits from sales of
privileged imports available only to exporters, lower trans-
port and electric rates for exporters, etc., as well as
direct subsidies.

In many countries, central monetary authorities com-
pute more or less continuously what is generally called the
"effective rate of exchange." The method of computation
generally follows that suggested in the second alternative
above. Where available, these are probably satisfactory
bases for the estimation of the accounting exchange rate,
subject to the qualifications noted above.

For some developing countries, independent market
.rates of foreign exchange may be available from published
(or easily obtainable) quotations in free markets outside
the country. However, such market quotations should be
used with extreme caution, as tJey often reflect illicit
transactions or very limited volumes of exchange. Similar-
"ly, black-market rates within a country are not generally
an appropriate base for an accounting exchange rate. These
rates are generally set in very thin markets in which both
buyers and sellers are frecuently engaged in illicit trans-
actions involving high risks.
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Taxes and Pricing in tlie Net National Rate
of Return

In general, taxes imposed in the production process
should be excluded as costs (inputs) in project appraisal,
from the standpoint of the prospective returns to the econ-
omy. This applies to import and export duties, as well as
to internal taxes on commodities and raw materials. The
rationale for the exclusion is that taxes dc not represent
a social cost, as distinguished from a private or enterprise
cost of obtaining the output. In this context tax receipts.
are viewed as a share of the benefits of the project allo-
cated to government, rather than an economic cost.

Pricing of Outputs

Prevailing market prices, and price projections based
thereon, provide satisfactory "weights" for estimation of
the value of output if a project is being evaluated from the
standpoint of the enterprise rate of-return. But in most
LDC's, such prices are not likely to provide an accuratet..
measure of the real value of output viewed from the stand-
point of the economic returns (NNRR) on a project.-

In LDC's, markets for many products are highly imper-
fect, with prices set by few buyer!- and sellers, price deter-
mination by administrative action, the compartmentalization
of markets because of inadequate transport and communication,
etc. Prices in such markets are an imperfect guide, at best,
to the estimation of the national economic value of output
from prospective projects.

Where output will consist of marketable products (i.e.,
divisible goods which can be sold for a price) and such goods
are traded in world markets, the c.i.f. price (exclusive of
duties) provides a satisfactory base for valuation of domestic
output -- if a "correct" exchange rate is employed in convert-
ing the foreign to the domestic currency value. 'If both nons
labor inputs and outputs consist largely of goods traded in
world-markets, it may be useful to use world prices for the
computation of an NNRR, with domestic labor inputs converted
to world prices by use of the'accounting rate 6f foreign ex-
change.
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APPENDIX C. SUGGESTED FORMAT
FOR S UM t1AR Y 17VALUATION

The following is suggested as one possible format for
an evaluation um:nary. The summary should be designed toprovida decisio.--makcrs with an easily understood st-.-ement
of alternativa s and rccomilendations.

I. Techi.cd !.An lvrs s

A. Descr:iption of best alternative project in
terms of location, size, construction and
production procosses (technoloqy) and designed
capEcity

.B. Explanation of unresolved technical issues;,

recommendations for further engineering
investigations

C. Compatibility of technical characteristics
and

1. Managerial capabilities
2. Labor force
3. Climatic conditions
4. Environmental standards
5. Availability of machinery and equipment

operating supplies, power and transport

1I. Economic Analvsis

A. Demand and/or output projections

/

B. Estimated inputs

1. Capital
a. Foreign
b. Domestic

2. Operating
a. Foreign
b. Domestic
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A].though there is no completely satisfactory method
of determining "correct prices" in the absence of reasonably
free, competitive markets, the analyst should be alert to
the price distortions arising from such factors as those cited
above, from clearly temporary shortages, and from disruptions
in supply and inflation. By using accounting prices, rather
than actual prevailing prices, estimates can be improved in
these circumstances.

External Costs and Benefits

In chapter II, attention was directed to certain inputs, the costs
of which are not actually paid by an enterprise. The inclusion of such
costs is appropriate if the project is being appraised from the NZR} stand-
point because they are borne somewhere in the economy. For example, air
and water pollution may impose real costs on the population in the form
of illnes-es and medical expenses. Access roads and streets, water and
sewerage services and other infrastructure, to the extent required for the
project, whether or not the expense of providing them is actually borne by
the project.

An analogous situation exists with respect tc outputs
(benefits) on which an enterprise is not able to impose a,
price and, therefore, collect revenues. The extreme cases
of such benefits are found in the government sector:
.national security, fire and police, protection, education,
public health, etc.

In some types of projects, e.g., development roads,
the external benefits may be so important that the proposed
road can be properly evaluated only by consolidation with
-the land development schemes or other developments that it
will serve.
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C. Pricing assumptions

1. Output
a. Market prices
b. Shadow prices, if used'

2. Inputs
a. Market prices
b. Shadow prices, how estimated

(1) Unskilled labor
(2) Marginal opportunity cost of capital
(3) .:Foreignexchange.rate.
(4) Other, if used

D. The net national rate of return (INNRR)

1. The preferred alternative form of the project

2.4. Alternatives used in comparison, and character-
istics

•E. Sensitivity.Analysis

1. Range of probable NNRR

2; .Proposed measures to reduce risks and.raise NNRR

3. Recommendationsfor fur.ther-.study,. if necessary

:111. Financial Analysis

A. The business enterprise rate of return (BERR)
1. ° The preferred alternative form of the project

2. Alternatives, for comparison

B. Proposed measures to effect reconciliation of BERR
and NNRR, if required



I.. Other in Project Selection

A. Consistency with development strategy and policy
objectives:

1. Distributive effects
2. Regional pattern of development
3. Imrnort substitution versus export promotion
4. Employment effects
5. Effects on interindustry linkages, i.e., indus-

trial integration

B. Environmental effects

V. Recommendations

A. Rejection of project

B. Postponement of project

C. Modification and further study

D. Full feasibility study

1. Identification of those aspects, concerning
which available data do not provide basis. for
firm finding

2. Suggested scope of work for feasibility study

E. Design and finance

1. Qualifications
2. Recommended measures to enhance project

a. Government policies, practices and
administration

b. Training
c. Supporting projects
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APPENDIX D. CHECKLIST FOR THE PRELIMINARY
PROJECT APPRAISAL

Purpose

The purpose of .this checklist is to:

I. Suggest sources, and types of information useful
for the CPA;

2. Identify the elements requiring examination andassessment as background for the CPA; .

3. Note the principal factors to be considered in theformulation of the project and the testing of alternativeq.

4. Signal where further investigation, study andaction are required to help assure a successful outcomao ofthe project and to avoid likely pitfalls. Quite often, earlyknowledge about potential difficulties will permit arrange-ments that can eliminate or minimize the difficulty.-



Common Sources of Information

Basic economic data: Central. planning boards, Ministry
of Finance, Ministry of Public Works, foreign trade statistics,
central banks

. Sectoral economic data: From concerned ministries
and agencies such as Agriculture, Housing, Labor, Commerce
and Industry, Communications, Transport, and Power

" Marine Charts - Naval offices, and .hipping companies

" Meteorological Data - Hydrologic officer, airlines,
local highway and railroad engineers

Geology - Geological and mineral surveys,. mining or
extractive processing companies, well drillers, local high-'
,jay and railroad engineers

. Population and Commerce - Baiks, "local educational
institutions and businesses (utilities, manufacturing enter-
prises, wholesalers, importers, exporters), censuses and
special surveys.,

• Transportation - Airlines, Vehicle registrars, i ail-
roads, shipping companies, petroleum companies, brokers -and
agents.

Most of the sources listed above will be found in the
majority of LDC's. However, it will usually be advisable
to assemble as much information as possible from secondary
sources such 'as UN publications and country reports of the
World Bank and AID.

Review of Existing Conditions and Experience
Relevant to the Project

Which activities in the country resemble most closely
the proposed project?
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Has the experience with such activities been reviewed
with reference to important matters such as:

1. The causes of cost overruns and delays in
construction

2. Labor difficulties or labor practices that
affect operations (termination allowances, shift
differentials, holidays, overtime, etc.)

3. Government regulations

4. Restrictions on importation or disposal of
construction equipment

5. Performance of local contractors and
subcontractors

C. Rates of utilization of capacity. If signi-
ficant underutilization has been experienced,
what are the reasons?

7. Availability of skilled personnel for
management, construction and operation

8. Problems encountered in obtaining materials,

imported or domestic

9 . Reliability and availability of power output

10. Effects of climate on types of project similar
to those being appraised

11. Reliability and availability of transportation
and communication



12. Escalation of construction costs'

13. Availability of operating funds, supplies,
spare parts, foreign exchange, etc.

14-. Attitude towards foreign participation.

Can difficulties encountered in previous projects of
a similar nature be expected in the proposed project? Does
the project as planned assume that-there will be similar
difficulties? If not, what specific steps are being planned
to avoid or minimize such difficulties?

Engineering and Technical Data Requirements

Capital projects involve combinations, enlargement,
improvements and modernization of physical assets. Hence,
it is necessary at the outset of an appraisal to ascertain
that it is physically possible to implement a proposed proj-
ect, and to establish the physical characteristics of the
proposed project in sufficient detail to permit order-of-
magnitude estimates of construction and operating costs.
The required detail will be significantly less for a prelimi-
nary project appraisal than for full-scale feasibility studies
and the preparation of prcbid estimates.

There is no way to define accurately the precise amount
of engineering and technical study that will be required for
all CPA's. There are, however, guidelines which willassist
the analyst, if used in the broad sense. When the project,
or alternatives, have been identified, the following technical
data will be required.

~ 1. Has the planned location of the facility been justi-
fied in terms of the following requirements:
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a. Topography - is the terrain suitable?

bo Geology - is the area buildable, e.g.,
are faults present?

. ... . the flir:j itvy ! kl +r

noise pollution; safety :[actors; adverse
.- uz- .f z-,r,-,t hands7

d ::]'<]' ]]'l4 . '~4 ' - } ,.•"':fi> e ent area

xiailahle on a tirulv basis?

e. Best use - is this the best site - is
it too good for the nlinned use?

2*. Is zavcquate, jncai ;killed and unskilled avail-
ablr? 1Y' trifnng sac' 1 2.' available?

fl.7 U: .r
"  

I iJ'i. nc naterial (sand, gravel, cement,
fertilizersrteel) available locally? Is the grade adequate?

4. Ts sufficient water of required quality readily
available?

5. Is sufficient power or power sc.urce readily avail-
able?

6. Are the local building standards adequate and rea-
* sonable?

7. Are local manufactured products available? Is
quality adequate; are probable delivery times reasonable?

8. Is local construction equipment of adequate size
and perfoi iance available?



9. Are competent subcontractors !vailable?,

10. Is adequate fuel (cquipment) vailalle?

11. Are maintenance and machine sl.op facilities avail-
able?

1"2. What are the electric power characteristics:
vcltage, cycle, etc.?

If sufficient time or data do not pernit a reliable
answer to the above questions, the analy' t should qualify
-hi'-_ , byi assig&14ng a perenL c.n1 i , ri, . level or prob-
abi!1,ty of error factor to each significant point. For
exavr.le, if the available building material (cement, gravel,
and) has not been tested for standard strength and grade,

the 2r .... '. atwc wciild be reauired to estimate its quality
by "l- rsona1 inspection and by inspection of structures con-

tiuc %- tith tho material. He would thtr, assic;:i a pt-:cenL
factor reflecting his degree of certaint\ as to iLs quality.

Shaping the Project

What major alternatives to perform the same or similar
functicn have been considered and rejected on tb. basis of:

. Restraining circumstances (specify)

* Economic, engineering, institutional, and
attitudinal considerations (specify)?

Are there soile alternatives that should be considered
ii. latar stages of study of the project?

List the major sources of uncertainty about the proj-

ect arid how the project has been changed to cop'e with the
-nce:. tainty.
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Estimation of Costs

Describe:

Basis of costing of the project, i.e., prcposed
size and techaical characteristics of project as
these affect cost

Estimated level of cost in relation to other
countries; in relation to similar projects in
the country

Use of scaling

Major units of costing; costing by modules, and
adjustment of module prices to local conditions

Allowance for cost escalation during construction

• Allowance for training costs

Allowance for startup costs

a Allowance for substandard service facilities

* Allowance for other cost considerations.

What is the basis for deciding when to use importedmaterials, particularly when indigenous materials are avail-
able?

Describe the outer limits of estimated investment re-quired by the project and the factors that are most likely
to raise costs.

Enumerate the standards that have been adopted for
the construction and the operation of the project. What are
the other standards that were considered? Give the basis
for their rejection.
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Does the estimate of investment cost include invest-
ments needed to obtain services such as:

. Maintenance or improvement of public highways, water
courses or communications to service project

. Procurement or financing the procurement of railroad
rolling stock or improvements to track

. Purchase and supply of materials and equipment for
expansion or maintenance of water, sewer, gas, electric
or other utility systems connected to the project

Expansion costs of public institutions, including
medical services, to serve the project's population

Relocation of persons displaced by the project.

Estimation of Demand and Valuations of Output

The physical characteristics of the project will be
determined, in part, by the planned or projected output. In
this connection, the CPA is directed to:

1. Examination of the economic , demographic and
institutional factors that are expected to determine. the
quantities demanded -- if the output is to be distributed
through the market.

2. Assessment of the need for. services to be provided
through infrastructure projects where market prices are not
relied upon to control quantities demanded, e.g., education,
public health and (some) transport facilities

3. Estimation of the probabilities of the projected
needs or demands being realized

4. Valuation of projected output:
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a. At market prices

b. At accounting or shadow prices

5. Special problems of valuation for projects having
Outputs not soLi for a price

a. Indirect (external) benefits, e.g., linkage
effects

b. Indivisible benefits, e.g., improved public
health and environment

6. Selection of least-cost alternatives where
quantification and/or monetary valuation of output is not
feasible.

Organization and Management

Identification of Project Sponsorship

1. Policy-makers. Extent to which:

a. Policy-makers have participated actively in de-
fining the project

b. Crucial policy options have been identified
and are reflected in the definition of the proj-
ect

c. Positions of the policy-makers are reflected
in the definition of the project

d. Preliminary appraisa! provides the approximate
economic returns of different major policy
options.

2. Sponsoring entities. Extent to which:

a. Government agencies (central, regional, provinci-'.
municipal and other local) and quasigovernmental
o-ganizations participated in defining the project
proposal
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b. Private entrepreneurs or private promoters par-
ticipated in definition of project

c. International lending agencies and other foreign
sources, including consultants and equipment
suppliers, participated in project definijion

d. Other organizations, not designated as sponsoring
organizations, participated in definition of
project.

Organizational Structure or Form

1. Descriptic,. of organization proposed to manage and
supervise the project operations together with functional,
operating and maintenance organization charts, present (if
.pflicabie) and projected.

2. Relationship of the proposed organizational form
to the manageiial requirements of,the project.

3. Does proposed organizational structure reflect
the work and kinds of operating and maintenance activities
required to accomplish the project objectives?

4. Extent to which project involves unusual organiza-
tional complexity, and to which organizational structure
reflects the technology of the project.

5. Does project require Unusual organizational coordi-
native arrangements with other agencies and depend on effec-
tive interface relationships with other organizations in sup-
port of project objectives?

6. Extent to which organization charts reflect (a)
the intended legal or formal overall structure of the organi-
zation, and (b) the manner in which the day-to-day operations
of the organization are intended to be carried out.



Legal Arrangements

1. Description in general way of arrangements re-
quired to legalize the proposed project, including, as appli-
cable, laws to be drafted; governmental directives to be
issued or modified; agreements with central and local govern-
ment authorities to be negotiated; documents to be drawn up
between the government, international lending agencies, proj-
ect investors, and other entities; and estimate of time to
complete these arrangements.

2. General description of government authorizations
to be issued (e.g., inVestment incentives, subsidies, tax
and import duty exemptions, price and tariff decisions, etc.),
and estimate of time to complete these arrangements.

Management Authority and Autonomy:
General Discussion

1. Will the autonomy needed for effective project
management be limited by the government's need for coordi-
nated development policy, by political factors, or by other
reasons?

2. Will proJect management be able to operate under
the preferred budgetary and financial arrangements?

3. Will the project management be able to exercise
control over the allocation and utilization of all resources
(men, money, facilities, equipment and supplies) approved in
the project?

4. Will the project management have necessary autonomy
in the selection of key personnel and in conditions of their
employment, or will undue interferences be likely?

5. Are limitations likely to be placed on the author--
ity of the management to make enforceable policy and operatic;
decisions required by the project in other areas?
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6. Which structural changes will be necessary in an
existing parent organization in order to operate and main-
tain the project properly?

7. Extent to which organizational alternatives have
been considered and the justification. (advantages and disad-
vantages) of proposed organizational form.

Availability of and Arranaements for Training
Required Managerial and Technical Personnel

1. Description of requirements for managerial and
technical personnel for the proposed project as defined by
the preliminary organization plan, including position speci-
fications, desired qualities, and salary'ranges

2. Indication of availability of suitable general
manager of the project and of other key personnel

3. Extent to which other managerial and technical
manpower requirements are likely to be met from existing
sources, domestic and foreign, public and private

4. Planned or projected arrangements for meeting gaps
between requirements and availabilities, e.g., executive de-
velopment and technical training programs, part-time employ-
ment of locally available managers and technicians, hiring
of foreign consultants as temporary executives and trainers
etc.

Availability of and Arranaements for Training
Required Skilled Labor and Meeting Unskilled
Labor Requirements

1. Description of requirements for skilled labor,
unskilled labor, and casual labor (if any) as defined by the
proposed work schedule, including job specifications, wage
rates and other provisions. In a general way there should
be manning tables which show the types and degrees of skills
required both for operating and maintenance functions, and
these should be tied in with the organization charts and job
descriptions in terms that fit the local situation.



2. !anned or _r e-d .. rran. cnts for eetincgaps betweCn rec2Ir men t _ prospective availabilities.

Availabi'-*, and Development of OrganizationalHeduarte r P..hvzca Fac-i-iies

1. General description of space, office, communica-tion and other equipment, and other facilities required by
the project organization

2. Extent to which proposed project organization willdepend on facilities provided by cooperating or subordinate
organizations

3. Extent to which new facilities will be required

4. Projected arrangements for meeting requirements
for organizational physical facilities.

Other Considerations

1. Degree to which the quality and traditions ofadministration of the project's environment are likely toinfluence the successful organization and management of the
project

2. Degree to which existing or pending legislationand governmental regulations are likely to affect organiza-tion and management of the project, including pending eco-nomic and social legislation, administrative rcforms, and(as applicable) such legal considerations as concessions,
conventions, franchises, rights-of-way, permits, licenses,
etc.

3. Extent to which social implications of the projectare likely to affect organization and management of the proj-
ect

4. Extent to which overall environmental factors
(international as well as national) are likely t6 affect theorganization and management of the project.
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APPENDIX E. PRESENT VALUE DISCOUNT FACTORS
FOR SINGLE PAYMENT AND CONTINUOUS PAYMENT

FOR GROWTH RATES OF 3 PERCENT TO
50 PERCENT
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Table E-1. Single Payment Present Worth Factors for

Growth Rates From 3 Percent to 50 Percent

Growth Rate
Year 3% 4% 5% BIC 7% % 10 12% 13% 14% 15% 20 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

1 .9709 .9615 .9524 .9434 .9346 .9259 .9091 .8929 .8850 .8772 .60 .8233 .8000 .7692 .7407 .7143 .6897 .0G072 .0426 .9246 9070 .P900 .8734 .8573 ,8264 .7M72 .7831 .7605 .75131 . E944 .6400 .5917 .5487 .5132 .17S0 .4444
3 .9151 .8890 .8638 .8396 . 8163 .7928 .7513 .7118 .6030 .6750 .6575 .5787 .5120 .4% 1 .4004 . .320 .2.1104 .88H5 .8548 .8227 .7921 .7629 .7350 .630 .6355 .6133 .5921 .5718 .4823 .4,01' .3j1 .2011 .2t03 .222 . 1013
5 .8626 .8219 .7835 .7473 .7130 .6806 .6209 .5674 .5.138 .54 . -1972 4w19 .3277 . 203 .22.30 .150 .150 . 1317

6 .8275 .7903 .7.162 .7050 .6663 .6302 .5645 . 5066 .40,)3 .4556 .432;1 .334" .2621 . 2072 .1032 .1328 .1076 . 0887 .8131 .75,9 .7107 .6651 .6227 .5835 .5132 .4523 .4251 .3qiG .3759 .2731 . 2097 . 1204 .1224 .691,9 .0742 .05058 .7894 .7307 .67t8 :6274 .5820 .5403 .4G65 .4!j39 .3762 .2106 .3209 .2326 .1578 .1220 .0906 .n678 .0512 .03909 .7664 .7026 .6446 .5D19 .5439 .5002 .4241 .3006 .3329 .3G75 .2"43 .1028 .1342 .q4o .06,11 .0484 .0353 .026010 .74M1 .6756 .0159 .5584 .5083 .4622 .3855 .3220 .2946 .26 7 2-72 615 .1074 .0,25 .0,197 .0346 .0243 .0173
it .7224 ..6456 .5847 .52G8 .4751 .4289 .3505 .21B75 .2607 .2260 .2149 .1246 .0859 .V58 .0366 .0247 .0168 .011012 .7014 -. 6246 .55S8 .4970 .4.140 .3971 :3186 .25f7 :2307 .207G .1869.1122 .0687 .012 .0273 .0176 .011 .007713 .6810 .6000 .5303 .4688 ..4150 .3677 .2B97 .2292 .2042 .102i .1R25 .0935 .C550 .0230 .0202 .01C26 .0 O0 .015114 .6611 -.5775 .5051 .4;23 .3878 .3405 :2633 .2046 .1807 .1507 .1413 .6'79 .0440 .625.1 .0150 .0090 .0055 .0U3415 .6419 .. 5553 .. 4810 .4173 .3624 w3152 ,2394 .1827 .1599 .1401 .1229 .0649 .0352 .0195 .0111 .C064 .0038 .0023
16 .6232 .5339 ..4561 .3936 .3387 .2919 :2176 .1631 .1415 .1229 .1069 .0541 .0281 .0150 .0032 .0016 .C026 .0015
17 .6050 .5134 .4363 .3714 .3166 .2703 .1978 .1456 .1252 .078 .0029 .0451 0225- .01!6 .O3Gl .0 33 .COIS .001018 .5874 .4936 .4155 .1503 .2959 .2502 .1799 .1300 .110 .0946 .050 .0376 .01n .,,9 .00,15 .0023 .0012 .0007
19 .5703 .4746 3957 .3305 .2765 .2317 .1635 .1161 .0981 .0329 .0703 . 0313 .0144 . 00 .0033 .0017 .0009 .OC0520 .5537 .4564 .376q .- 118 .2584 .2145 .1485 .]-137 .0968 .0728 .0111 .0261 .0115 .0053 .0925 .002 .0006 .0033
21 :5375 .4388 .3589 .2942 .2415 .1987 .1351 .0926 .0708 .0636 .0531 .0217 .00)2 .0040 .0018 .0]09 .0004 .000222 .5219 .4220 .3418 .2775 .2257 .A39 .1228 .0.42 .0680 .0561 .0462 .0181 .0074 .0331 .03!4 .0006 .0003 .003123 ,5067 .4057 .3256 .2610 .2109 .1703 .1117 .0738 .0601 .0491 .0102 .0!51 .0059 .002.1 .0 00 .000- .0002 .000124 .4919 .31901 .3101 :2470 .1071 .1577 .1015 .0659 .0532 .0431 .0349 .0126 .0047 .01 .0007 .0003 .0001 .C00!25 :4776 .3751 -. 2953 :2330 .1842 .1460 .0923 .0586 S 0471 .o37d .0304 .0105 .00?0 .CU14 10005 .0f02 .0001 .....
26 .4637 .3607 .2812 .2198 .1722- .1352- .0839 .0525 .0417 .0331 .0264 " .0037 .0030 .0011 .000,1 .0302 .0001 .....
27 .4502 .3468 .2678 - .2074 :1609 .1252 .0763 .0469 .0369 .0291 .0230 .0073 .0021 .0038 .0003 .030128 .4371 .3335 .2551 .1956 .1504 .1159 .0G93 .0419 .0326 .0255 .0200 .0061 .0019 .1036 .0002 .0001 ..... .....29 .4243 .3207 .2429 .18,16 .1406 A1073 .0130 .0374 .0289 .0224 .0174 .0051 .0015 .0005 .0002 .0001 .....
30 .4120 .3033 .2314 .1741 .1314 .0904 .0573 .0334 , .0256 .019r .0151 .00.42 .0012 .0034 .0001 ..... .....

31 .4000 .2965 .2204 .1643 .1228 .0920 .0521 .0290 .0226 .0172 .0131 .0035 .0010 .0303 .0001
32 .3883 .2851 .2099 .1550 .11,17 .0052 .0474 .0266 .0200 .0!51 .0114 .0029 .0003 .052 .0031 
33 .3770 .2741 .1909 .1462 .1072 .0789 .0131 .0238 .0177 .0132 .0099 .0024 .0006 .0002 .0001 ..... ..... ......
34 .3660 .2636 .1904 .1379 .1002 .0730 .0391 .0212 .0157 .0116 .0080 .0020 .0CO5 .0001 .....
35 .3554 .2534 .1813 .1301 .0937 .0676 .0356 .0189 .0139 .0102 .0075 .0017 .0034 .0001 .....
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Table E-2. Present Worth Factors for Growth Rates From 3 Percent to 50 Percent,KL Continuous Flow Compouided at Annual Rate

Growth RatePeriod 3% 4% S% 6% 7% 8 l O 12% 15o i07 2 51 3a, 35% 4 o% 45, 5 -0
0 to 1 .9854 .9806 .9760 .9714 .9669 .925 .9538 .9454 .013^3 ;141 .863 .6796 .b639 .P491 .A352 .P221ito 2 .9567 .0429 .9295 .9164 .9037 .e912 .8671 .8441 .8115 .^618 .7170 .67G .6399 .6065 57(r3 .54812 to 3 .9288 .9067 .8853 8C46 .8445 .8252 78 3 .7537 707 6.4S . 57,3 5205 .4740 4332 3072 36543 to 4 .. 9017 .8718 .8431 .8156 .7893 .7641 .7100 .6729 .6136 .5290 .4589 .4C04 .35:1 .3095 .2740 24364 to 5 .. 8755 .8383 .8030 .7695 .7377 .7075 .0515 .6008 .5336 .4408 .3671 .2I80 2lI .2210 .:189 .16245 to 6 .8500 .8050 .7647 .7259 .6894 .6555 .5922 .5365 .4640 3674 .2937 .2369 .1:.27 .1579 .1303 .1083
6to 7 .8252 .7750 .7283 .8848 .64'3 .6065 .5384 .4790 .4035 .30( .2350 152. 1427 .1128 .0899 .0722.
7 t 8 .8012 .7452 .6936 .C461 .6021 .5618 .4895 .4277 .35ci .2551 .18S0 .!402 1057 .O*06 .U620 .0438 to 9 .7779 .7165 .6606 .6095 .5628 .5200 .4450 .3818 .33%I .2126 .1504 *1078 .07R3 .057 0427 0321
9 to 10 .7552 .6890 .6291 .5750 .5259 .4815 .4045 .3409 .2553 .1772 .1203 .0a29 .051i0 .0411 A"95 .0214

10 to I1 .7332 .6625 .5992 .5424 .4915 .4458 .3677 .3044 .2307 .1476 .CK32 .0638 .0430 .0294 .0203 .01431I to 12 .7118 .6370 .5706 .5117 .4594 .4128 .3343 .2718 .2006 .1230 .077) .3401 .0318 0210 .0140 .00 15
12 to 13 . 69.t1 .6125 .5435 .4828 .4293 .3822 .3039 .2427 .1744 .1025 .0Ce1 0378 .0236 01.0 (097 .0063
13 to 14 .6710 .5889 .5176 ..4554 .4012 .3539 .2763 .2167 .1517 .0 oos .0493 .0:j- .0175 .0107 .0067 .0042
14 to 15 .6514 .5663 .4929 .4297 .3750 .3277 .2512 .1935 .1319 .0'? 2 .0394 .0223 .0129 ".0076 .O04G .0028
15 to 16 .6325 .5445 .4695 .4053 .3505 .3034 .2283 .1727 .1147 .0593 .0315 .172 .0096 .0055 .0032 .0019
16to 17 .6140 .5236 .4471 .3824 .3275 .2809 .2076 .1542 .0997 .0450 .0252 .0132 .0071 .0039 .0022 .001317 to 18 .5962 .5034 .4258 .3608 .3061 .2601 .1887 .1377 .0 S7 .0412 .0202 .0102 0053 0128 .0015 OOH
18 to 19 .5788 .4841 .4055 .3403 .2861 .2409 .1716 .1229 .075 4 .0343 .0161 .0078 .0039 0020 .001 .0(()f6
19 to20 .5619 .4655 .3862 .3211 .2674 .2230 .1560 .1096 .0;56 .0236 .0129 .0060 .0029 .C014 .0017 .0004
20 to21 .5456. .4476 .3678 .3029 .2499 .2065 .1418 .0980 .0570 .0238 .0103 .0046 .0021 .09(0 .00115 .0002
27 to 22 .5297 .4303 .3503 .2857 .2335 .1912 .1289 .0875 .0496 .Cl99 .0093 .0036 .016 .0007 .0003 .1)(02
22to 23 .5143 .4138 .3336 .2696 .2182 .1770 .1172 .0781 .0431 .0166 .0I06 .0027 .0012 .0005 .0002 .0)00
23 to 24 .4993 .3979 .3178 .2543 .2040 .1639 .1065 .0098 .0375 .0138 .0053 .0021 .009 .0o4 .0002 .000124 to25 .4847 .3826 .3026 .2399 .1906 .1518 .0968 .0623 .0325 .0115 .0042 .0016 .0006 .0003 .0002 ....
25 to26 .4706 .3679 .2882 .2263 .1782 .1405 .0880 .0556 .0284 .0096 .0034 .0012 .0005 .0002 .0001 .....26 to27 .4569 .3537 .2745 .2135 .1665 .1301 .0800 .0497 .0247 .0060 .0027 .0010 .0004 .0001 .0001 .27 to 28 .4436 .3401 .2614 .2014 .1556 .1205 .0728 .0443 .0214 .00r7 .0022 0007 .0003 .0001 ..... ....28 to 29 . "4307 .3270 .2490 .1900 .1454 .1116 .0661 .0396 .0180 .0055 .0017 .0006 .00)2 .0001 .....29 to 30 .4181 .3144 .2371 .1793 .1359 .1033 .0601 .0353 .01E2 .0046 .0014 .0u04 .0611 ..............
30 to 31 .4060 .3024 .2258 .1691 .1270 .0956 .0547 .0316 .0141 .0039 .0011 0003 .0001 ..... .....31 to 32 .3941 .2907 .2151 .1596 .1187 .0886 .0497 .0232 .0123 .003 .00u9 .0003 .000152 to 33 .3827 .2795 .2048 .1505 .1109 .0820 .0452 .0252 .0107 .002 7 .0,107 .0002 .0091 .....33 to 34 .3715 .2688 .1951 .1420 .1037 .0759 .0411 .0225 .0093 .0022 .0006 .0002 ............ ....
34 to 35 .3607 .2585 .1858 .1340 .0969 .0703 .0373 .0201 .001 .0019 .0005 .0001 ..... ..... ..... .....
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FOREWORD

The project analyst uning these guidelines should first readPart I, General Guidelines. it 1provides insights into key considera-tions for cz-pital project (CPAs) Jin rol sector. .

The transportaticn project guidelines deal expressly with thosematters reI_,.mnt to trais-rtortation projects. They tell the analyst howto thiak about a rroject in transport; what to look for; and h%,, to assureconsideration of' all cl,::i.,nts eL;senotial to a CFA. They assist in identifi-cation of institutional, ciltural, political, and other factors which canweigh heavily on a rojcct. They encourage concentration on big issuaesin broad ordrrs of ma i itdt:., le.-ving details End matters of lesserimportance to be explored possibly in a subsequent study.

ITe CPA is most efficiepf-ly undertaken by multidisciplinary tears,e.g., social scientists (economists, financial analysts, politicalscientists, etc.) and technical specialists (engineers, agriculturists,etc.). The structure of the individual multi-disciplinar team can onlybe detailed within a srecific analytical and nroject context. The termproject analyst or analyst, used herein,refers to a member of a team
engaged in a CPA.

iv



I. GUIDE=fI{ES APPLYTNG TO ULL TRAUSPORT MODES

Introd.uct a on

Tra~ncrt scsrvzcc~ is a nece~ssary -- Out nor, sufficienrt --preccnditjion :'or mos; eccnr:ic rieveLo7ent. ii...estment. in transport
fa-ilitie2 cu.J n czo uC ,ii: le, ai- cften too . ,rom rtion of the
capital available in ]e-u develo .d countriin. C en selection of
transport invect.;cnt. ,z-n _, ave lzge c!mounts cl- c -ital.

In concept, tYe , ' f 0 - , d . s not i" f r

.. o r .' ;.,: . it. przr, c 1 Ui i 2CU L je "-

of fact-finding and enal:ysis due to the characteristic- of tranzport, itLinte'.&pcden-ence with ozhe:r ecc :-o-ic .. ctorC. thflc2 wide dis.erzion *nf it.benefits, the multiplicity of puullc and private ,gercie_ involved in
providnir. t6ranrcrt ciJA, Jcc.i El s'vices, th \-ariety of traEn:;nor;modes, and th- need for interi.o-d:l integra 2on or t:e trensport cztem
and coordination between transport EanO other sectors,.

Steps in the Appraisal of Traiisort

Projects

Appraisals of transport projects include the following steps:

1. Identification -- in the light of mp.crc and sectoral
economic conditions -- of the need nd the particular objective or
objectives to be met. This Step includes estimation of the transport
demand to be si.tisfied; it nay also, in certain circumstances, require
the quantification of the transport project's role in a broader develop-
ment proposal.

2. Q antification of the physical inputs and outputs of thespecified project

3. Valuation of inputs and outputs, i.e., pricing of the
project

4. Computation of measures of economic return

*1..@
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5. Examination of alternatives to verify the selection
of the project.

6. Sensitivity analysis

7. Evaluation shmmary.

While the above steps are discussed as discrete tasks that
can b2 taken in the stated order,' it' should be recognized
that. in the course of carrying out these steps there will
be. considerable interaction. For example', in carrying out
step 5, the. analyst may find that other alternatives suggest
themselves, so that he may fi nd it necessary to return to
-;teo 2.

Definition of Project Purpose and
Znsideration of Alternative

Solutions

Transport activity-is useful only in its service to
rther economic, 'social, or governmental activities. Therefore,
CPA's for transport require considerable attention to the
general condition and development trends of the country's
economy. This is facilitated by an economic development plan,
and even more by a transport sector study and regional development
plan. If no such ready references are available, it is -necessc-
to collect from other sources sufficient information to understanct
the relationship of the proposed project to other activities
in transport and to economic development policies and strategy,
potentials and cdbfstraints elsewhere in the economy.

The transportation project usually is based on the
seemingly obvious solution to a problem. To judge whether such
a solution is the right one, the CPA must start with a definition
of the project's basic purpose. That purpose, for example,
is nct "to provide a highway from A to B" but "to facilitate
the production and marketing of specific crops" or to support
wIhatever other activity appears to need transport service.
Once the basic purpose is clearly defined, the project analyst
can examine alternative means of meeting the need and decide
whether the proposed project is the best solution under existir-
conditions.



Relationship of the Project to .."acro-
economic Vazriables ar:d Sectoral

Conditions

The demand for and the supply of transport ser,-v,-cs
are closely linked to macroeconomic matters.

Lack of transport can constitute a bottle-
neck to economic growth. Growth in the demand
for transport, on the other hand, is a. function
of the rate of growth and changes in composi-
tion of GNP.

* Planned changes 'in the s-ructure of the
economy, e.g., emphasis oi manufacturing for
export and the pattern of geographic distribu-
tion of production envisaged in the plan have
important implications for transport project
appraisals.

. The availability of government funds will
limit transport investments.

.' The government's monetary, pricing, and wage
.policies i.,ill heavily influence the costs of
transport construction.

. *The availability of foreign exchange and .the
realism of the exchange rate will affect the
importation and cost of rail cars, £rucks, fuel
and other items required for transport.

. Government policies- toward recovering the costs
of services will determine road user charges --
tolls, fuel taxes, licenses, fees -- affecting
the choice of modes by users of transport services.

The impact of general economic conditions, plans and
policies goes far beyond the few items mentioned. The rDrojz
analyst must view the project in relation to those macroeco-
nomic factors likely to impinge directly on the project.
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Fortunately, sector studies in transport are becoming

more common. They will identify key macroeconomic factors

bearing on the sectcr, as well as political, cultural, and

institutional matters of importance. They will help the analyst

to find the best solution by allowing him to see the project

as part of the entire transport system of the country or a

region thereof, or as part of a system encom-passing several

countries. A national transport sector survey will provide

such data as:

An inventory of existing facilities, includ-

ing their state of maintenance and their actual
and potential capacity

* The volume of traffic, its trend in the recen;

past (say, 5 to 10 years.), its indicated future

growth, and its relationship to capacity

* Organization and operating practices, regula-

tory and taxation policies,, and any other fac-

tors affecting transport activities

• Costs of construction and maintenance for

the several transport modes

Plans for regional transport development with-

in the country and with neighboring countries

Indications of constraints -- financial, physi-

cal, managerial, institutional "- which limit

transport development...

Exploring Alternatives

Wit a'correct, definitionl of thebasic need 'to be met

by the project and an understanding of the economy and its

transport system, the analyst can explore 
alternative ways

of meeting the need.* Alternatives that should 
be examined in-

clude the following:

. Rationalization of rate andtariff struc-

tures, tax sc:hedules or administrative 
regula-

tions to foster more efficient utilization 
of

existing facilities



* Improvements in maintenance, operation, or
adninistration to increase the effective capacity
of existing facilities

* Use of storage facilities to reduce peak trans-
port needs

' Use of a different wode of transport and/or
a different :touting of traffic which would serve
the purpose at lower cost'(see chapter II)

* Changing the'location (or even the nature) of
planned facilities generating the transport need

Changing _he lo.ation of 'the proposed ,trans-
port facility

* Modifying the scale or design stafdard-of the
proposed facility and providing its ultimate
capacity by stage construction over a longer
period of years

* A combination of two or more of'the alter-
natives indicated above. •.

Each of these alternatives implies inputs (costs) and
benefits, the latter in the form of' an added receipt or an
avoided cost. An effort must be made to place a value on
each.

Identification and Measurement
of Costs

The economic test for transport projects is their contribu-
tion to national income or economic development. The prefaned measure
used for the CPA is the net national rate of return, i.e.,
the internal rate of return on the project with inputs and
outputs valued in "real" terms (General Guidelines, chapter II).

As explained in the General Guidelines, the costs relevant
to these economic tests are the resource inputs required for
the project. These inputs must be supported by a reasonable
engineering estimate of the material, labor, and equipment
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inputs required for each element of the project during its life-
time. Wider margins of error are permitted in estimates for the
CPA than for the feasibility study. However, sensitivity analysis
should be employed in order to make explicit the effects of un-
certainties on the rate of return, to identify the elements
requiring more detailed investigation and to suggest appropriate
measures to reduce risks (General Guidelines, chapter VII).

In order for the costs of the physical inputs of labor
and material to be added up, they mustbe expressed in monetary
terms and estimated separately for each year of the project's life
to permit due allowance for the ,time value of money. (See the
section on discounting in chaptei III of the General Guidelines.)
In calculating the business enterprise rate of return (BERR), in-
puts are valued at current market prices.

As explained in the General Guidelines, the calculation of
the rate of return to the national econcmy (NNRR) requires that inputs
and outputs be valued in real terms. Where market prices are not
available or are not accurate measures of real costs and benefits,
shadow or accounting prices must be employed. The economic cost of
the capital to be invested in a project is the opportunity cost of
capital -- that is, the rate of return to be obtained by marginal capital
investments in the country, rather than the particular market rate of
interest which the government or other borrower may have to pay under
the special circumstances of the project, Unless the internal rate
exceeds the opportunity cost of capital, the project is not a profitable
one from a national economic viewpoint.

Use of opportunity costs rather than market prices may also be

indicated for labor inputs in countries where unemployment. or under-
employment is extensive, especially if there are legal minimum wage rates.

Expenditures or outlays 'which do not reflect 'the cbst
of economic resources to the national economy (but which are
merely transfers of funds within that economy) must be ex-
cluded from the computaticn of real"costs to the economy.
The most important examples are selected taxes and similar
levies, not only those separately stated but also those re,
flected in market prices; for instance, import duties
includtC in the domestic price of equipment and supplies,
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or fuel taxes,- license fees, etc., included in the expense of motor
vehicle operators and therefore in the private cost--- but not in the
national, econoaic cost -- of vehicle operation.

Finally, special care is needed to ascertain that all costs
inherent in the project are considered. In some instances, execution
or 6peration of a project involves 'external costs that dre' not paid by the
project, but that are necessaiy to achie e the pr6ject's purpose; for
example, construction and maintenance costs of an access road to a port,
airport or railway station, or costsTof additional equipment needed for
road. maintenance or for maintenance: of increased railway rolling stock.
Such costs are included* in ;the NNRR computation, but not usually in the
BERR calculation.

Where major elementst of cost cannot be' estimated with certainty,
sensitivity analysis (see General.Guidelines, chapter.VII) should be
applied. If the priority to be assigned to the project is highly
sensitive to the uncertain elements of cost, these sources of uncertainty
should be identified and considered as candidates for-further study.

Identification and Measurement
of Benefits

In principle, the valid measure'of-economic benefits from a
transport project is the net value added tQ the economy's-output
by the service the transport project supplies. Transport projects
pay yield substantialindirect benefits through the stimulus provided
to economic.development. The principal-difficulties in measurements
bf benefits arise from the .fac that the benefits of.many transport
rojects are widely dispersed among and -ithin other sectors of the
conomy that it is only feasible.to identily. and measure. them in an
pproximate and indirect fashion, The analyst should g:as far as he

ban in trying to quantify specific benefits, but selective judgments
are also called for.

Benefits can more easily be calculated for projects whose
benefits are not widely dispersed. Benefits can be traced
for a transport project designed exclusively or mainly to support
a geographically and. economically separate economic activity;
for example, the development of agriculture in,,'an entirely

undeveloped area or of market production in an area limited
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to subsistence farming, or the development of a mine or an
industry in a remote location. In such situations, however,
the benefits and costs of the transport project should --- in
most instances -- be consolidated with the other inputs re-
quired for and bsnefits arising from the development project.

The majority of transport projects are designed to provide,
and most often to improve, transport service for a variety
of economic activities. It is impracticable to trace all the
consequent net additions-to economic output that may be expected
to accrue during the life of the transport facility. I- these
circumstances, benefits resulting directly from the impx< 3d
transport service must then be used. Hlost important and most
readily measurable are savings in operating expenses and travel
time of freight and passengers which accrue to users of the
facility (or of alternate existing facilities relieved of conges-
tion). Reduced expenses for facility maintenance may also
constitute an important source of benefits. Reduction of.accident!
and of damage to goods, and improvements in service reliability,
convenience, and comfort also may represent real benefits,
although they are rarely capable of precise valuation.

All these benefits are directly associated with the
traffic served by the proposed new or improved facility. It
is assumed that they correspond to benefits arising for the
national economy because reduced transport costs presumably
will be reflected in lower prices of goods to consumers or
higher revenues to producers. Indirect benefits are. properly
considered, however, insofar as they exceed the mere reflec-
tion of direct benefits; that"is, when the improvement of transporl
Oondiions stimulates additional productive activity.

With-and-Without Basis for Esti-
Etion of Benefits

In order to assess-each of the benefits directly associated
with an improvement in transport service, two estimates must
be made: an estimat6 of benefit per unit of transport service,
and an estimate of the volume of traffic to-which the benefits
apply during each year of the project's assumed life. These
annual estimates are needed for comparison with costs because
the time pattern of costs and benefits is not the same, and
the difference in timing affects the present net value (or
net cost) of the project. Derivation of unit benefits and
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of traffic estimates differs ariong the several modes of transport
and is discussed separately for each mode in following sections.

Benefits for each mode must be measured by the difference
between the conditions that would prevail during each year
of the project's life with and without etecution of'the project.
That this is not the same as the difference between conditions
before and after execution of the project' is best illustrated
by the example of benefits arising from savings in.operating.
and maintenance costs associated with the improvement of a
transport facility (a road, railway, po't or airport) which
is now serving a volume of traffic-approaching its capacity.
If this facility is not improved or expanded, growing* traffic
will result in increasing congestion and rising operating Cid
maintenance costs. If the improvement project keeps these
costs down or reduces -them, the.'-cost' savings during each year
of tlea project's life are'measured by 'the 'difference between
costs on the improved facility and ti-ose which would arise
in the same future year in the absence of- the' improvement, 1"
not merely 'by the difference between present ind 'future costs. -

The with-and-without test applies not merily to the'
estimates of benefits per 'unit.'of transport service' but also
to those of traffic volume.' If 'traffic'increases are expected
because of general economic expansion in the' project's service
area;.estimates of 'future traffic must'be derived from gaugings.
of (1) the current traffic and (2) its prospective rate ef in-'
crease with and. without execution of the'project.

'Even without execution ofth'e'project, increased economic
activity will result in larger traffic volumes[. The new or
expanded transport facility may att'ract additional traffic
from alternate routes or modes and -may contribute. 'to the stimulation
of new economic activity. Traffic estiates, thus, must be
a composite of (1)' the. traffic' currently' served and its prospective
expansion :.(sometimes' Galled the "normal" traff ic), (2) any traffic*
diverted from or to the facility, and (3) any traffic newly gener-
ated by the availability of improved transport service.

1/ For a more extensive di cussion-'ofthis important'point ser-
Hans A. Adler, "Sector and Project. Planning in Transportation.."
World Bank Staff Occasional'Paper. Number' Four, pp. 45ff.
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Inere information on traffic volume is available for
a sizable number of fLast years, estimates of future normal
traffic -otim.. aro made simply from the assumption that
traffic will ccntinie to increase at the average past rate.
This J,. a }iauardouL o ;sumption unless it can b'e shovwn that
the rate of inar'jaac in traffic ha-s historically exhibited
a staL! itioIship to the growth in economic activity, and
that the historical rate of growth in economic activity can
be exr.ected to continue over the period of the projection.
Where these rc-lationsnips cannot be-shown and where information
on past traffic is noL sufficiunt for this kind of projection,
other bases for projection are required. These are. discussed
in the modal sections.....

Estimates of traffic diversion must take account of the
fact that the choice of transport mode and route is made mainly
by shippers and passencgers on the-,oasis of rates, fares, quality
and availability of service, and the particular reouirements of
the consumers of transport services, although transport operators
have some limited freedom to modify routingr

Newly generated traffic may add suh7stantial-ly to the bene-
fits of a transport project, but it need not. necessarily do so.
Although the project, may stimulate new economic development which
would not occur withQut it, the benefits from such a development
are not entirely attributable to the transport service improve-
ment because many other inputs are also required.

Traffic projections for particular modes, -and for components
of any single mode, should be made- in the light of the. anticipated
growth in overall traffic demands,-in conjunction with an analysis
of the transport network as an integrated supplier of transport
services. The constructio.,: of a,.. new- road link or a bridge,.
for example, can have an important effect Dn traffic growth
on not only connecting roads,, but.also ,on the traffic demands on
rail and port facilities.

If information on origins and destinations is available --
or can readily be collected -- it can be useful in developing
a basis for the "assignment." of traffic, present and projected,
to routes and modes that will-facilitate the achievement of
the most economical intermodal arrangements. This type of
analysis can be most useful in appraising the relative merits



of transport projects in terms of hour well they conform to
the expected spatial pattern of demand for transport services.

Economic -riteria

Nhen benefits have been identified and measured to the
greatest extent possible and values 'have been placed on the
estimatei, the annual value of these benefits should be entered
in, tabular form, such as that suggested in, chapter VIa]of the
General Guidelines . Tocether with estimated values of inputs,
by years, these data form the basis for the quantitative CPA,
in terms of internal rates of return to .the.enterprise and
to the national economy as a whole.-

The identification and measurement'of benefits from
transport projects involve numerous and difficult judgments.
Presentation and statistical manipulation of a ealth of data --

or of statistically expressed assumptions in lieu of unavailable
data -- axe no substitutes -for, incisive economic analysis.
As in other types of projects -- although.to a greater degree
because of the widespread diffusion of benefits -- CPA's in
transport involve more than mechanical computations. At the
same time, such computations, b'ased on carefullyade quantifica-
tions of costs and benefits, provide an essential element in
the process of project appraisal."

Divisibility and Timinq of
Transport Investments

Proposed transport projects often h'ave several separable
components. Each of these components should be appraised separatell
One component (e.g., one new wharf) may show a high net benefit,
or rate of return, and the second component (a second wharf) a much
lower or even negative one. Even though the net benefit of
the entire project (consisting of two new wharves) may seem
satisfactory, only those components that show a satisfactory
net benefit by themselves should be executed. Computation
of discounted present ne values for increments of investment
can provide guidance in choosing the most beneficial combination
of components in the project (General Guidelines, chapter v).
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Stage Construction

Very often, a component which does i-ot showi a satis-
factory benefit at the time of t~he CPA may do so at a latar
stage in thc economic development of the country. Proper LJ.;_ ng
of transport investn~ents may require stage construction; fo."

example, one wharf constructed now, with the second being con-
structed in 5 or 10 yedrs; or one stretch of highway or railway
line constructed at the outset and another after 5 or 10 yearr
or a lower grade road built first which will be upgraded latear.
Resulting increases in total construction cost may be far mora
than offset by the net returns to the capital employed in an
alternative project during the period of deferment. Computations
of the discounted (at the opportunity cost of capital) net
present values for immediate execution of the entire project and
for stage construction will provide guidance for selection
of the most economical phasing.

Lven if the opportunity cost of capital is as low as
10 percent per year (and in most of the less developed countries
it'is between 12 and 15 percent), a'million dollars invested

today must return $331,000 within the first 3 years. That

amount is wasted if the investment is made 3 years before it

is needed. Stage constructioh can often minimize such wasto

of capital, either by construction of part of the facility
initially and expansion of it later, or by provision of a low-
grade facility first and improvement of it when a larger tran-
port demand is td-be#.satisfied.
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n . I1TEPIIODAL C011PRISOUS

Compariscns of the cost .and benefits Of meeting identified

transport requiremncrits -- present and projected -- by. alternative

modes are an essential component of the project appraisal.

For example, shipments of oil products 'fros a refinery can be

accomplished by one or more of the follow:inc modes: roads, barges,

railroad, or pipeline. Ore moay be shipped by road, by rail

or by both modes or ih slurry pipelines, selection of the

optimum transportation mode or a combination of modes is 
dependent

on several variables. These variables are

Kinds of products to be shipped

* Expected economic life of the alternative
" '

transport facilities

Other uses for which the transportation

facilities can be utilized, e.g.,'transporta-*

tion of persons

. Distances for movement

* Quantities of the products
. to 'be moved .::-

in a given time .

- Value.of the product

. Impact of the alternatern
ioaes oi-general

economic development and national integrationo.

If the volume of shipments! isL large --and destination

points fixed and comparatively few in number, the- movement of-

refinery products from location -A to loca tion B. may warrant..

construction of a pipeline. On the other hand,- .a.railroad' pro-

vides flexibility for movement of other products 
and passengers,

thus providing a viable economic instrument 
to facilitate the

development of a region. Short distances of movement with

a diversity of destination points may 
warrant consideration

of movement by road transport on highwayst 
involving new construc-

tion or improvement of existing highway 
netviorks.' Railroads

and highways may be used to move other 
products and provide

passenger transportation links.
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A Silr,1ifecd forri of analysis that can be L:)c for single

oduc; roment 1. T: .. in "T cs ,: s ping
a2proUUct in 9!ar1 pc: unit ]_ m:easured on_. ".

....... i . Each C: c -
rcrev-c t a ,i c'Scr t rOP :C C for instance , rc' 12 ?L ,-
t7 (.) , 1, , n: (C) A .Or of Cj.c 2 .LX.E CC¢SC points

-:anu- . .I . ......... ts._ points a
_ i t refec:.blc from a cost standpoint.

Comprr :er n-.,e .nn..i must be 'made, r- cF1or-_ -- -f inter-
Fkodal tran:rtcton reor........in addition,
size of sh p n ,_.-, , cotal annual volume of tra c, perishability
t-f ccmrn'.odities, and speed. Discussion of these con.J, relation-
Fhins is beyond the scope of these guidelinws; j.o, ..
must be noted that careful analysis must be .. e and included
in support of the mode selected in the project propcsa!.

In LDC's those transport modes that facilitate overall
economic develop'cnt should b given carefu. c&;,si ono
Thus, a road miay be prefCrable'to a railroad .... and, in turn,
a railroad may be preferable to F pipeline because of c_ develop-
ment impacts of these modes. Cost-effectiveness can b- utilized
in arriving at an azsessment of tie most 'econeortica, £reans o!
providing the required transport service, including newl]y generated
traffic.

In the search for the least-cost mode for effecting given
commodity movements, attention should also b- directed to the
possibilities of economines (and diseconomies)*of using more
than one mode for the movement; e.g., a combination of highway
and rail transport may provide a lower total cost for the movement
than exclusive reliance on either railway or road transport.
The economies, of road transport, in handling -,mull lots over
short distances, and the cost advantages -of , ailway ship-

ments over longcr distances must be weighed against the .additional
costs of transshipments from one mode to another and the (probable)

losses from breakage and theft with Tmultimodja C hS"'."

The choice of one mode. over"another or a c6i.bnation

of modes should also take into account the c%,s3 of "d.strit.'-ion

associated with the Plternatives,e.g., warei¢'.nj, c' ..... IT

costs, the costs of capital tied'up for lDngec periods o~i time

in the use of slower .,u dcs, etc.



Points Of- Equali ' •Uni t Costs-
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Figure 1. Simplified Form of I nalysis for' Single

Product Moexrfints
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III. HIChAY PROJECTS

Intr oduction

Many of the special problems encountered in highway
project appraisals arise from the fact that highway facilities
are provided and maintained by some governmental entity but
are used for highway transport by relatively large numbers
of private and governmental operators for a great variety of
economic and noneconomic purposes. Economic appraisal needs
to take account of both fac:ility investment and operations.
Because of the separation of responsibility for these two aspects,
substantial research is usually required to collect the necessary
data.

The economic justification of. highway projects depends
crucially on the relationship of the highway capacity to be
provided (which determines the investment needed) and the volume
and character of the traffic to be served (from which the benefits
will be derived). The relationship of capacity to traffic
appropriate for LDC's differs from that applicable in advaiiced
economies because of: (1) the higher opportunity cost of capital,
(2) the lower labor cost, and (3) the greater uncertainty about
traffic development in the LDC.

The CPA for highways -- like other project appraisals --
should include an evaluation of (1) the technical feasibility
of the project, (2) the economic costs and benefits of the
project, and (3) the. financial feasibility. of the project.
Each of these aspects is discussed in the following sections.
In addition, the social criteria concepts outlined in Chapter
IV of the General Guidelines should be reviewed in the CPA.
rhe social consequences in regard to the probable distribution
of benefits is of particular significance for highway projects,
both the traditional user cost savings and the development or
penetration road project categories.

Technical Feasibility

While it is physically possible to build a road under
most natural conditions, it may be prohibitively costly where
conditions are unfavorable. In any case, the costs of construc-
tion, maintenance, and repair are heavily influenced by topographic,
ground and subsurface conditions. Therefore, the procedures
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and data erpr%: in site vl'ro and the conclusions rcached

shoul.6 !: texa.. .. cl in tkej "P.. fro!. tha standpcint of their

inf Iu.!mI on, : OIL-t, f te p. J .:t.

o . ,Lien shoulc"..d' liAe' a. revi-w. of the following
fac <i . (i) t. ocj$pIiv; i.e., .t]-e extent of flat ground and
slopos- (2) , especial1V bearing strength

and asc of cIc,;ovation and stabilizatidn; (3) :t-Arainage of. the

surfac. and su,!.urace and el-cva-on of the ,ater table; (4)

Weathor condi..tions, including ancunt and distribution of

precipiLaLiui); (3) clearing needIs concerning both vegetation

and structure.,; (6) availability of surface and ground water .

for C ti fl and construction use; (7) availability of natdral

and oessd con3Lruction materials ; and. (8) interfaces v.itl"-

existing or planned roads 'and hiiqa;v as..

Topographic maps cf a 1:500,000 scale 'are ufficient

for a CPA (although not for design and cohstruction planning)

but they should show contours at less than. 20-fo6t intervals,

and preferably at 5-foot intervals., to provide.adequate information1

on such features as ravines., low escarpments, roc!: knobs, and

sinkholes. Geologic maps,;especiaIly if made on a topologic

base. provide general information on Uih nature of. the landscape

the character and drainage of su)rjraes,
'.and the nature of*

tae foundation (distinguishing rocA, soils derived from rock

an'] transported soils). This inforfiiation can be refined by

the use of soi1 raps.

Where the -area is not abcessible'.to ground:survey pa'rtie
.os

and nap) information is inadequate, 'it may. be supplemented or

even replaced by clear stereoscopic aerial photographs. 
The

features they show can be interprLLed-to provide much informatiofi

useful in arriving at order of magnitude estiriates of construction

costs.

A more detailed discussion of tdil types, the availabilit'i

Of water, and. construction materials commonly, associated with

various types of terrain is presented in appendix A.

Traffic Projections-.

Traffic estimates are a .ky element' ±in"'ny highway 
project

provide the basiS for:'. )1',determining theproposal. They provide the basiSlg.the



highway capacity required, (2) quantification of the benefits
Lo be expected from its utilization, and (3) evaluation 'f

'-ne adoquacy of the proposed project. To measure benef'ts,
f_.timatcs of prospective traffic demand must be made br Lh with

.d witout execution of the project, as is described in the
_:ction for all transport modes. These estimates need to be
ilt up from separate components representing normal, diverted,
cenerated traffic.

All these estimates must be developed by a combination
L expcrienced judg:nent with careful analysis of a sizable
,ount of traffic and economic information. If all of the
-cessary traffic information has been collected completely
.d reliably for a few years -- origin and destination data,
tailed traffic counts by type of vehicle, purpose of trip,

. nd hourly, daily, and seasonal variations -- the analyst can
-:oceed to relate each of the various traffic components to
is economic or social determinant -- such as business cr pleasure
ravel, delivery oi specified products, etc. -- and can estimate
*fe prospective volume of each type of traffic on the basis
- economic data indicating the probable -rate of growth in
.c relevant economic activity. Traffic. not directly related
,j a specific activity usually can be, expected to grow with
he income of the relevant group of travelers or consumers,
,though not necessarily in direct proportion.-

But information in the required depth and detail is
.>ldom available in LDC's. The analyst must rely on a
A.nerally less satisfactory data base in developing pro-
; :ctions of future traffic. Correspondingly greater
,sponsibility, therefore, is imposed on the judgment of
alysts preparing and appraising traffic estimates.

There is no substitute for at least a minimum of traffic
information which can be provided by classified hourly counts
nd O/D surveys for a week or two at a few stations. The design
-f such a minimal survey should be based on.a discussion with
informed people (local police, highway and other officials,
*trvice station attendants, regularly traveling bus and truck
:rivers, etc.) on the general characteristics and composition
f the traffic. After the survey, further- interviews with



similar sou-ce - , and especially with managers of relevant enter-
prises, should be un.dertaken to determine how representative
-the survey period traffic can b tssumed to have been. Techn.L!u,.5
for traffic u-tmation suitabl. for. use.in LDC's.ar.q presented
in appendix B.

.Preparation and appraisal-of-traffic estimates cannot
be limited to a series of routiine statistical procedures. Traff Pc

analysis requires an understanding of 'ach .significant traff ic
stream, its variations and composition, and the economic factors

that generate it 'and tiose that will affect it in the -Zutur-
Such an understanding often wil..r~v:al alternative ways of .,.t-
ing the prospective traffic 4cmand,.in:mor. economical ways.

D1/

Economic justification of any highway project defends
crucially on the proper relation of the proposed design standard:.

to the prospective traffic demand;....The.refore, for .the.CP.A,
it is necessary to assess the proposed design standards -to
ascertain that the proposed facility is neither overdesitined
nor. underdesigned in relatioxk'to, the.proected traffic demand.

Design standards have many compone'nts.. Most" .iuporta'nt
are. the width and surface characteristics of the "traf fic lanes.
and shoulders, horizontal- curves and.vertical grades, 'and, sight
distances.. These characteristics determine how fast a givexn
vehicle can safely and conveniently travel over. the highway'
under- various traffic conditions ad, therefore,' 'also the number
-of vehicles the. highway can accommodate in, g%ver, period" c
time -- i.e., tile highway'.s, capac4t...

The most extensive and thorough engineering research

on the relation of design characteristics:to highway capacityj

has been conducted in the United' States'. . Many of its results

are readily applicable to conditions :elsewhere,. -since they
are concerned with physical' rather. than economic relationships.

l/ For detailed tables showing relation of capacity to gcometri.c

design characteristics for rural roads and urban streets in LDC':;,

see appendix C.
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it d.es not follow, however: that the design standards recommended
to r.eet a given traffic demand in the United States are appro-
.... i lso f'r fC'r;. Costs of capital are substantially higher

i i.e cou ,Lri-.; pr')uctivity, on the other hand, is lower,
- K '. ..... ~1,i ,, d convenience in highway travel

, A.it vWaue. Por any given traffic demand, therefore,

.: .. ricirrc2 used in LDC's generally should be lower than

U5, ; ii tll! IT: I it'd States.

In ro7.e;i.ir , t'xafflc demand to highway capacity, both

:>..~. , ~1 !Doi.r j of traffic need .to be considered. The

', Liar- ,:-,p,,,,"n ,oF slower-moving heavy vehicles, the
-' k ical capacity of a highway of given

2. i; 2<;o, the larger the proportion of heavy vehicles,
.* hiwd:r w tl h e design sLandard have to be to permit the
::: i a ra, travel speed for a given volume of traffic.

Eo1e t oIr of des.ign standards should be made with a
• ,-c w o th. ,,£.:3},. ties for, stage construction. Those basic

,, of Ili- xri,K thiat can be upgraded only at a dispro-

, Lr.i.Le <;,'iJ , if at- all, should be designed for the capacity

1.,j' Lu ly ie ,Ied, They include the alignment, especially
tii. ',rj;rir . and viertical curvature; the right-of-way; and
.4 ..... ~:,b ,r-. r 1 fvid2 the eventually required roadway-formation

wi,<W? .r,. ~.!rci.s that should be defn,.rred until the larger capacity
.:act.ua'/ L2Cr.hd include part- of the pavement width, the

Ahouldsre slabilization, and some miscellaneous features such
y uaidxails, headwalls, fencing, lighting and slope protection.

IM-T out lay irrolved in providing them later will be somewhat

' .,,d,.., .but I(- ,:u)St. dif£erence will be'more -- often far more.--

:,hnm ffset by the saving in capital cost resulting from the
,Jo:Fex ral ,

The significance. of savings -available from stage
corstruction is illustrated in table.1. The opportunity
.-r,5t of r.Ppital w-qs assumed to be 10 percent,.a net

,;winif w,,Ys found to r.ePsult from building roads initially



TJIc I ""avings Obtainablc. F'rt St--e CoiVsuructiOn

Type of c nstruction Cost in U.../mile __ _ _Saing

Amrount- Frr:nt value- Smiile percent

Ninor road (up to 400 ADT)
In tially to fu.l standard 68,300 68,300 - -
C'.- 2 tandard icwcr for 5 yrs. 73,300 61,100 7,200 10.5
., -. -r lo.e.r for 5 vrs. '15,630D 60,900 7,400 10.8
Oncari iover for 10 yrs. 73,300 53,GOO 14,700 21.5
.:o stainda.ds lower for 10 yrs. 75,600 51,900 16,400 24.0

Two-larc. hiqh'-!ay (up to 800 DlIV)
Ini '. _lil, to. full standard 107,300 107,300 - -

Oinc: st.:id.)rd !c..'er for 5 yrr. 115,900 98,400 8,900 8._
T';o s,.anar.-s low.r for 5 yrs. 120,700 .97,200 10,100 9.4
One andard lower 'Lpz 10 yrs. 115,900 87,600 19,700 18.4
Two st nmd-a rds lower for 10 yLs. 120,700 82,.700 .24,600 22..9

Fc'ir-laric lhigjhway (over 800 DIR.)
T:hitia._; to full standard 153,000 183,000 - -
Onc stan-iard lower J-or 5 yrs. 219,700 173,500 9,500 5.2
Two standads le;er for S yrs. 228,200 168,200 14,800 8.1

.e lower lor 10 yrs. 219,700 144,900 38,100 20.8
'to :ztindazds lo-ez for 10 yrs. 228,200 121,800 51,200 28.0

e./ Th cos fir.st shown above include, alternatively, (1) the amount required
for initially con'strucLing the road to the full standard indicated and e.-pec2d
t. be evanruail:' required, or (2) the amcurkt required for initially cons tru.ct;ing

e. ba.ic .l- e ; _0 : the -.. stan d.a.- rI but t. Oeferrable Olo ents only to -he
tc2:to:-t ,.._-z- . . opcrai- .ng the rcod a' one or two stanI- aI:ds lo.-j 'r plus tile amount" L 2 "] fo : 10 y e a rs .

_ ~iroc~ fOYu :jra'_-,, to full sta:viard -.Eter 5or 10 years
b/ The e -i:-:;e ,at v caliuesr shown represent the um o h i Jts Plus c-L ,, i n i i a I ,p e n d i u r e s p u t h

Cwt r3 P. vCa.lc if su:.s.,-qur.nt ] .,,g cost ,, with the lc.tt,-r discoxntod to the
V) c .',,; ,: .at I0 n ,2rcc:.nt 1. - yc<,,O

"'-' : [ -' ;, ! 1 :l : i 1. ' I ; '. ' . . 2 t >: l .! . , I-U -
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only one standard lower than those needed, and upcrading them3
only 5 years later. The saving will be larcer wiere the cost
of capital is higher.

Apart from checking for the internal consistency of
proposed design characteristics, the CPA should apply two tests:
First, the traffic volume for which the road is designeCd should
be compared with the traffic forecast, in ternis of average daily
traffic volume (ADT) for less heavily traveled roads, and in
terms of design hour volume (DIIV) for more heavily used high-
ways. This comparison will show whether the traffic volume
for which the road is to be provided will be reached within
a reasonable number of years. Second, it should focus on the
operating speed that is anticipated. Too low a design speed
results in inefficient traffic operation; too high a design
standard involves a wasteful capital investment.

Construction and Maintenance Costs

Cost estimates for CPA purposes are best provided and
checked on the basis of modules. The appropriate module for
both construction and maintenance of roads is che cost per
mile. Cost estimates per mile, however, are meaningful only
if it is clear that they cover all cost elements, are properly
related to the characteristics of the project, and are based
on reliable information adjustedI to reflect local unit prices
of materials, labor, fuels and.other components in the cost
modules.

In order to be complete, estimates must include the
costs of (1) planning and design, (2) purchase of the right-
of-way, (3) initial construction, (4) subsequent upgrading,
and (5) adequate maintenance. The best sources of information
on all cost elements are records of recent and comparable exper-
ience in the same country. When estimates must be based on
other sources, these should be clearly identified and the manner
in which original data have been adjusted should be explained.
For the purpose of calculation of the IfIRP, in a CPA, cost data
,also must be adjusted to exclude taxes and to allow for the
application of shadow prices as appropriate. (See General
Guidelines, chapter II and appendix M-)
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Constructio-..i Costs

The cost of construction varies widely, depending :n
the type of road and on local conditions. The amount of tradina
required, tbe width and thicl:ncss of the surfacing, the wo 7es
paid, the productivity of labor, and the availability of'rratrial'..
allihave an influence on construction cost. it is, however,
possible to give a ge neral average -of the cost for each type
nf road as constructed all over the world to serve as a general
.ndex of cost relationships among road types. Such data are

,resented in table 2.

Table 2. Average Cost. 'of.CoiAstructing Poads' in;
Flat Terrain (Based On oi Adjusted to Costs'

in 1968)a / "

-'(per -mile)"

b/ "Average cc:nstruction cost
Type of surface- per mile of road (24-

feet wide).

L7- nd-clay, untreated. 31,400'
Sandcla, teatd..... . . I36,800-

Gravel, untreated............ 45,000, r.. ........ - , 0

Gravel, treated. . 6 * : 6,00
Macadam, untreated.....'.. V.671,400
Macadam, treated (secondary .'..

.roads)C/ .................... 89,800
Low-cost bituminous mixtures..... 54,000
Bituminous macadam................ 110,500
Bituminous concrete '(prim'a.
roads-mediumtype).. ........-. " '131,000

Cement conc 'ete. ....... J. 0 .0.. 5

a/ Developed from Ralph . Parson'Coompany cost data.

b/ The volume -of traffic that'tan be. accommodated by these:

surfaces will vary a:coding to the geometry of the road. Uo

quantitative value for road capacity-can be given when only
the surface type is known. . :
c/ More data on thes;e types of roads are provided in tabic D-1.
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An illustrative set of estimates for several type of
roads in varied terrain is shown in appendix D, table D-.,.

A number of useful tables indicating order-of-magnitude
cost modules in some detail are presented in appendix D. The
values shcwn in these tables are averages which must be checked
a:ainst local unit prices.

The average prices shown in appendix D, tables D-1 through
D-5, have arbitrarily been assigned a location factor of 1.00.
Irictors for a number of geographic locations in LDC's are 1nricatec'
in table D-6. These location factors were develored frow actual
bid experiences and reflect all of the intangibles that account
for price differentials between geographic !cocations. If any
of the unit prices shown in the preceding tables are used,
they should be multiplied by the applicable geographic cost
factor shown in table D-6. In addition to adjusti, ents to reflect
country-to-country variation, correction factors for changes
in prices should be applied also.

Although the average cost information, percentage com-
position or costs, and cost differentials associated with
location are useful in the CPA, they have severe limitations.
It must be clearly understood that the use of such broadly
based averages in lieu of reasonably well prepared informa-
tion on the cost factors prevailing ii. or near the project
area requires a detailed explanation and justification.

Maiintenance Costs

Locally based information is even more essential for
the appraisal of maintenance costs than of construction costs.
Maintenance has a much larger component o'f labor cost and is
almost always carried out by indigenous (usually governmental)
organizations with local labor. Records on maintenance expendi-
tures require careful review before their end results can be.
used because they often fail to include all the costs of road
maintenance. Appropriate allowances for depreciation of machil.ery
and equipment used in maintenance, and an. allocation of adminis-
trative costs, are frequently omitted.
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Ar.,proxivte surface-maintenance costs I er mile for variot<
types of sur -cngs are shown in table 3. The;se costs are
based on valu _ , 'compiled from re-Dorts of-several highway organi-
zations in the U.S. and in other countries. In addition to
the eox::.nse of surface naintenance, the total c st* includes
such items as the cost of maintaining the base and the roadside,
the cost of betterments to the rcad, overhead charges, and
the cost of work on drainage structures and snow rerdtoval. Such
general items will cost :from $865 to$!,73Q per mile per.year.

Table 3; Approxintate Surface-Maintenance Costs on Roads,

." Annual surface-maintenance-
Type of surfacing P cost per mile of road

'.(24 feet wide)

Sand-clay, untreated......... . I.$340to $2,70
Gravel, untreated . . . . . ... .2,010 ..to. 3 ,i120Waterbound macadam, untreated...... ,.i.'2130 to;. 3,30

Surface-treated types ......... •1,120. to :2,010
Bituminous road mixes............. .88.8.to -1:,520
Bituminous macadam. ...... .667 to, 1,360

Bituminous concrete................ .446-to . -.390.

Cement concrete.............W.** 335 to 667

a/ For estimated total maintenance .os; .t dd $865 to:. I, 7.30
to these numbers.

in int.rpreting maintenance costs, it i.s essential to con-..

sider the amount of traffic to which the viriouia surfacings are

subjected. For example, the maintenance c,)st of a hard-surface

pavement on heavily traveled highways could be about the samo as

those for sand-clay roads with Very lighit:tra fic. However, the

maintenance cost per vehicle-is much less for hard pavement than

for sand-clay.

The Benefit Estimates

Most of the basic.issues encountered in the appraisal of

benefits from road construction and.improvements are similar to

those raised by other transport projects.
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2:z:,:its (a-,1 costs) o- transocrt orojects proposed
L.c "1V' is,)iated economic develoo-

MIVlt '::an: 1, nr ot- d from, d, br-e. ts (and costs) of
te,.ir. reve Loo:ent. The benefis attribute, for examole,

tO an 2r:urai penetration (ur development) road cannot be
me an-Ii T-1 'Y c!ocated or assi tned to the road costs re-
quiresi if' -,-'- t ,. ro 1?Ct, fhe pet : ra Lio i .-oad can only betr . , itor'clatd elmeru: of ti-a total developmentp c.. .h .- 1 ii- t-hF ;'icelt~ira] penetration road

: ' 01 A i2 vallue, of agricultural
ouZr'i," oven 2,' iaboje the incr(ementai cosus needed to

-- 'eve of output..ZJ"

In the followin, di'3cu. son attention is focused on
th ju:ntceticn and valuation of benefits from road pro-

e.... ,;n.. to provide or improve transport service for a
va ]etv ofl v,,cvities already c~fl(!::td or presently develop-

a e c rea. TIiLia, economic effects
0 C sinspqorft service are widely dispersed, and accrue tothose who dc riot; as well as to those who do, make direct use

nf road. In estimatiag the benefits from the facility,
the CPA must be based on the benefits directly associated
with th ._ri icc, notably the savings of expense and of time
alCci1lti2 Lo ditect users of the rdai.<I Their expenses are
determined by the type of vehicles they use, the load factor,
the condition of the road, the terrain, the composition and
density oi. traffic, and the distances they travel. The unit
of transport service most convenient for consideration of'all
of these variables is the cost of operation per vehicle mile..

Since vehicle type is one of the variables affecting
road trausport cost, operating costs per mile must be con-
.sidered separately for various vehicle types. At a minimum,
a distinction must be made between light vehicles (passenger
.cars, small buses, and light delivery trucks and similar ve-
hicles usually built with passenger car engines and chassis)
and heavy vehicles (large buses,. trucks and tractor-trailer

1/ An excellent summary. of the methodology applicable to de-
velopment or penetration .road projects is presented in
Chapter IV (Estimating Benefits from Transport Investments)
of 'reparation and Appraisal of Transport Projects", U.S.
Department of Transportation, June 1968, Wash., D.C. 20590

2/ The direct benefits accuingi";in the first instance, to the
users of the highway --. particularly for goods transport --
may be disseminated to a much broader segment in the form of
reduced costs of goods purchased and/or higher prices for
goods produced, made possible by reduced costs of transport.
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combinati.onz). Tnv:rr.. are, of course, di-ferences arong light vehicles,
but they are not '.,Lnoz ... to be szz 'ii;.ficant. Thus, all -i:ght
vehic',ez - : r. . -+by a single cne ty ical of the treffic or,
better *by a we.,7hted 'averv3c of two or three ty es ridely used in the
service area. Differences among heavy vehicles are substantial, however,
and it ic "c-db'iabie to use separate unit values for two or three of these
types, provided that traffic irdnormazion is correspondingly detailed. Other-
wise, an average, htcever, should be based not only on vehicle types actually
u.sed in the service area; an effort should also be made to approximate the

proportion in which they are present in the area traffic and to apply corres-
ponding weights in co puting average unit costs. Special attention must be
paid to thc proportion of diesel-ppoered units; it often is significant
among heavy vehicles and in some countries also among lighter ones.

The effect of road conditions on operating cost also

bas- several dimensions. Iost important is the difference
among road surfaces. According to a World Bank Staff Paper,-2/

improvement of an earth road to a gravel road can be expected
to save light vehicles 22 percent and heavy vehicles from 30
to 43 percent of their operating expenses; corresponding savings
from changing a gravel road to a paved one are 22 percent and
from 26 to 37 percent; changing an earth road to a paved one
may save 39 percent and from 48 to 64 percent. Less dramatic
but still significant cost differences arise from the geometric
characteristics of roads. Rise and fall and curvature have

some modest direct effect on vehicle operating expense. In
addition, these characteristics, together with road width,
sight distance and surface condition, affect the speed at which

traffic can move and thus the cost of operation.

Operating costs also are influenced by traffic donditions.
The most important factor in the majority of LDC's is the compo--

sition of traffic: the proportion of heavy vehicles which
tend to delay all traffic movement, especially on narrow roads
and substantial grades, and the presence of nonmotorized traffic

(including pedestrians) which may impede t-affi movement even

more. in LDC's, traffic volume on most ro ids (except those

in the vicinity of the larger cities) is s.0low in relation
to the capacity of otherwise satisfactory roads that it rarely
causes any significant delay.

Widespread use of light diesel vehicles is almost always an indication

of preferential taxation on diesel fuel.
V Jan de Weille, "Quantification of Road User Savings," World Bank Staff

Occasional Paper Number Tw'o. p. 31.
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The effects of road and traffic conditions on the running

.ned and, hence, operating expenses of various types of vehicles

ha s been studied in many countries, most extensively and thoroughly

.Ln the United States. Although the published results must

.ie adjusted insofar as they reflect U.S. economic conditions,
Lti underlying physical relationships are generally applicable.

°;efect o' road and traffic conditions on travel speed and
~c~zumptinn of fuel and oil, tirc wear, vehicle life and

izt.±ntenance, and on time consumied in travel are virtually the
.ie in all environments but the most unusual ones (e.g., desert's
,z" arctic wastcs). However, the values to be placed on time
>:ved will vary greatly between countries. Prices of vehicles,

C-els, tires and lubricants will also differ among countries,
nzl the pricing of the savings in wear and tear and fuel con-
-_,ption m1ust take local prices for the valuation.

Some studies assign equal values to the time of all
i.ivers and passengers, based. on the assumption that leisure
time is as valuable as working hours. This view is not univer-*

;.lly accepted. Sonic regard it as. unjustified to assign so
igh, if any, a social value to leisure time in countries with

barge numbers of uniemployed and underemployed persons. The
value to be assigned to driver and passenger time saved should
be decided in view of local. economic conditions and the purposes
Jf passenger trips. It is recommended that the analyst exercise
,:estraint in the valuation of passenger time saved.

Vehicle operating cost data that may be found useful
in the absence of specific local information are presented
in appendix E.

In addition to the procedures thus far discussed, benefit
analysis often is also concerned witl travel distance. This
may be shortened either by improving the alignment of the road
that would in any event be used by the traffic, or by providing
a shorter connection for. tr'affic which previously was compelled
to use a circuitous route. Especially in the latter case,
distance savings may substantially contribute to the cost saving
b nefits of a project. The full cost of the trip over each

route must be computed and the difference multiplied-by the
number of trips. Comparison of total trip costs is also necessary
for computing benefits accruing to-traffic diverted from another
tnode.
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A-.?rt _rcm t-e t-n'-,ib!e savings to road users, improved
road service p_-ovides a vIc. :y cf other benefits to them and

t ,,c ..... " nc-c.ni ccmfoy-t -atnd convenience. Like the amount
allowcd for pasen:er time savings, these are benefits whose
soclia value in develIoping countries may be questioned.P
Less questionable is the benefit from reduction-of accidents
and dal-:.ae to goods; it is, however, a difficult benefit to
Mceasure.

In the assessment of:benefits, perhlaps the best pro-
cedure is that which confites.*the value estimates of benefics
used for the basic justification of .the project to those that
can reliably be established; other:anticipated-belefits might
be noted and the best estimates of their value provided for
use in the sensitivity analysis.

Economic Appraisal

The results of the economic appraisal should be sum-
marized in the form of the computed NNRR; this measure, based
on real social costs and benefits, will facilitate compari-
sons with similar rates for projects in other sectors, and
with other transport projects. Other measures may also be
computed, if desired, using the same basic data from the tables
described in chapter VIII of the General Guidelines.

Financial Feasibility

A review of the road tax situation in the country is
also needed in the check of the financial feasibility of the
project. Although added traffic generated by improved road
conditions will increase the government's revenue from road
user taKxes, these transfers of funds from road users to govern-
ment are not a gain for the national economy and play no direct
role in the economic justification of the project. They do,
however, make it easier for the government to carry the fi-
nancial burden resulting from the road investment, or at least
that part which arises from domestic expenditures. Moreover,
the way in which these transfers are effected Nill influence
the use of the facility and therefore the net social gains

i/ The inclusion of time savings for passengers in private motor
vehicles is especially difficult to justify as a real bene-
fit attributable to a highway project. in an LDC. Passengers
in buses less so, but is also subject to questioning. The
technique of "calculating time savings, adding up the minute,,
saved to derive the number of hours and than multiplying the
estimated hours by monetary value per hour saved, is con-
ceptually incorrect. Unless there are special reasons to do
so, passenger time saving s in private motor vehicles should
be excluded from the CPA for a highway or road pro ject in an LDC.
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ra'i.,d f _ t " project. The finencial enalysis also should

exea..ine ot-'.,:r I)cary rcz[urus :or covering .Qth domestic

and f.re. ;: exc.an7 co , and shoald relate the foreign exchange
requrezcen . to e LoUr, _y ''3 prozPecziv balance of payments.

Thvaluat ion S"'_n_ .rv

weLLL ':, th r c-u1-rtj':S 2.,*'aion should be su=anrized
'or '.r i )i to , .a31o.-L-ung authorities. Suggested
for;- t,1re :;r I ;i .. pe.-ui.x . u& til General Guidelines.



~. RAILWAY PROJECTS

introduction

The basic considerations relevant to all transport projects
are applicable, ii general, to the preliminary appraisal of
railway projects, with due attention to the particular charac-
teristics of railroads. This section ip designed to point
out the more important of thesc characteristics as they affect
railway projects and the. tasks of making appraisals.

Characteristics of Railways and Railway
Projects

Railway project appraisal is facilitated by the fact

that almost everywhere. a single organization is responsible
for the provision of both. railway'facilities and railway operation!.

In important ways this makes a CPA. for-railway projects somewhat
simpler than for highway projects.

iAmost fnvariably a sizable aount of bas-c data. on
railway traffic,. operations, and'costs is recorded in the course

of the railway's daily business. There is also a well-establishe
-l

tradition of periodic reporting and analysis of railway operating

results. These reports can be helpful even though their dependa-

bility and timeliness vary widely and the traditional forms

of reports and methods of analysis do not: always lend themselves

readily.to economic assessment.

Entirely new railway proje'cts"are not4frequently proposed.

.:ore often,' railway capital projects inv
62.ve .tension, improve-

rent, or rehabilitation of facilities and acqui.sition of rolling
stock.

The CPA for 'an improvement or rehabilitation project

inevitably will have to consider the physical- operating, and

conomic condition of the- entire system, although the project

proposal may be couched in much narrower termrs. IIst railways

in LDC's were built at a time when railway construction and

operating technology, as well as economic conditions, were

quite different from those:prevailing today." Management practi' z:
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ra-Oted in zhe railroad's early Cavs in --ntrnv casc-; .have chanced
too slowiv, if at all and ijprovement o the railWa.3 service
to the economy may deperid on mcdernisaio: of managexient and
operations as well as on invesutent of c--,itai in physical
facilities. In -Ec e::amination of alter-'tivos, this possibility
merits special atten;tion.

In LDC's matiy railroads were built Lafore efficient
... trans-crt .was available. These raJi ., -aaS r;1.Vi find it
6ifficult to maintain their' position n competition with road
t-ransport, even though that competition in many cases has been
5-rPedc-d by restrictive regulations favc2:! 7 railroads. Some

F these railroads no lcnger perform a vu.b scantial and useful
.ervice; new capital invested in their c. iiatien or improve-
ment is justified only if it can be decmLosrated that existing
and prospective traffic demands can be scr-d more economically
by rail than by alternate modes - usually road transport.
It does not follow, however, that railrondv generally are outmqded
They still are able to provide many, traisz.rt services at lower
vc-;t than trucks, especially in moving reavy bulk goods over
substantial distances and with reasonabi' . regularity.

Railroads in LDC's are generally ;.311 placed to provide
bulk service from production centers for l .-imary products to
eport points and to consumption centers -, hich have developed
in or near port areas. They also can s':r.-)y local transport
service to the areas they traverse if tl'se areas have not
been penetrated by the road network. Ho,:ever, as noted earlier,
railways constructed to meet the needs arising in an earlier
stage of development may not be ideally located to serve the
needs of a more highly developed interrnal economic struct-ure.
Nevertheless, while the economic sectors to which railroad-,
can offer the lowest cost transport .servi,c may be limite]
in number, these "sectors.. may continue to be of strategic economic
importance.

In most LDC's, projects to upgradea rail facilities,
such as installation of heavier,rails, si-*,-alling and comnunication
equipment, locomotives and freight and pa:.Senger cars, will
have a very high foreign exchange content. The CPA should
take special cognizance of the country's :bility to meet the
foreign exchange costs, from'.its foreign echange reserves,
expected current foreign exchange' earnin3,s: or from loans.
Because of the importance ofore nih!, utsr relative to total
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investment costs of such projects, .the use of a realistic, foreign •

exchange rate in the 4ricing of the i£6prted inputs is critical.
A shadow or accounting rate o. the exchange may be required
(see General Guidelines, -appendix B).. Prodcers of railway
locomotives, rolling stock.andequipment frequently offer credit
terns on the sale of their products.. In the financial appraisal,
if such terms have been proposed they should be carefu'.ly examined
in light of: (1) the projected'flow .of'funds'availablr for
debt service, and (2). the costs, including interest, o- alternative
sources of equipment. Favorable-credit terms -- 'extended grace
periods, long maturities and low nominal rates of interest --
may be more than offset by excessively highprices charged
for the equipment;. "free" technical..assistance Offered. in connec-
tion with equipment should also be. scritinized...for the. same
reasons.

,Technical Peasibility "

The physical "conditions -- terrain, soil types, drainage,
etc. -- affecting the feasibility-of the provision of a railway
line at reasonable ..cost are in many ways . similar. to. those .applying
to highway construction.. In ian appraisal.of..the teichnical°
feasibility of a railroad project,, attenti6n also needs to.
be given to the technical requirements of. operation after con-
structionis completed. These includenot .o.nly the "need for
additional rolling stock (which" usually must be imported) but
also the system's readiness to supplly the necessary technical-
and managerial manpower and. to maintain track and rolliig stock
efficiently..

Design Standards and.Capacity•

For the purpose of investfeifit anialysis, the capacity*
of a railroad is measured by the volume of traffic that it
can handle within.a given period and at lor .cost than any
other transport mode that is available (or cculd be made avail-.
able) to serve the same trdffic. Cost in this context includes
not only the expense of railroad movement itself but also any
other cost that will be incurred to supply the transport service
concerned (e.g., delivery to. and from stations) -and, whenever
it is significant, the 6ost.of'differences in.ime elapsing
between dispatch and delive.. " .
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Numerous physical and operational factors within the
railroad system itself affect capacity, and the many interactions
artong these factors provide opportunities for tradeoffs among
them. The CPA ai alyst may find that construction features
which involve a sizable capital investment may be replaced
by less expensive modification of other design elements or
by changes in the prevailing or anticipated operating practices
... g., in'provcd couplings to permit longer train units, or
btter signalling and communications).

Many railways in LDC's are limited to a single track
over most of their system. Obviously, capacity would be very
h;Larply increased by double-tracking of an entire line. However,
it may be sufficient to double-track a short section which

ir2rrcs especially heavy traffic or to provide more double-
,:-acked passing sections. Where the train control system is
:,k nodcd, signal improvpment to permit train movements at shorter
-ntervals may be the most effective and least expensive means
of providing the required increase in capacity.

The combination of track and signals determines the
number of trains that .can move over the line in any given time.
The same number of trains can move larger volumes of freight,
however, if train capacity is raised, which can be done in
a variety of ways. Train length in some instances is limited
T(,erely by tradition or institutional factors, even though engines
with greater motive power already are available or are to be
provided as part of the proposed project. Train length may
also be limited, however, by the length of existing passing
sections, suggesting their extension as a relatively low-cost
means of improving capacity.. In other situations, steep grades
or sharp curves may preclude the use of longer trains or higher
speeds; unless such grades or curves are too numerous, an improve-
ment of the alignment may be worth considering.!/

Longer trains may require stronger engines, but very
often engine capacity is not fully used. The removal of other

1/ In constructing a new'liie,'bridges or tunnels can provide an
alignment which avoids steep grades and sharp curves. The in-
crease in construction cost that is entailed must be balanced
against the increase in capacity and reduction in operating expense.
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constraints which preclude lonccr. trains, may make the use of

such trains feasible without new engines or with the new engines

to be introduced as part of the project under consideration.

In any event, removal of over-age engines and. replacenment of
steam engines by diesel units are indicated as. cost-reducing
measures on many railroads and will. incirlentally increase
train movement capacity. Length and' capacity ot trains are,,
however, not only functions of engine capacity,; but are also
affected by other equipment of the 'trains. Outmoded couplers
on freight cars may preclude lengthening of trains, and their
replacement by automatic couplers may need consideration. Goods

moveinent capacity, moreover,' is determined not only. by. train
length, but also by the size .and'-Ioading of freight.cars.

Tht.s many physical characteristics of ,rail line and

rolling stock affect capacity. "In~addition, however, operating
methods are an important factor. - If .freight cars are delayed

by slow switching operations or are used by shippers and consigne r

for unduly long periods for storage purposes, the railway's

capacity is impaired. The same is truo if engines or cars

are idle for extended periods because of inefficient' maintenance

and repair operbitions. -inadequate ancillary facilities --

such as switching yards, maintenance shops, roundhouses, warchou-,,:

and storage sheds, loading and unloading equipment.-- may limit

a railway's capacity, and their; improvement often is 'the..least
expensive way to provide the required:increase.in capacity;

The foregoing description of factors affecting a railway's

capacity, although not complete., should-.be,sufficient to suggest

the wide range of alternatives -to be examined in the CPA. If

a full-scale feasibility study is indicated as a result of

the CPA, the preliminary appraisal: can make.:a valuable contributi,l
by-narrowing the choices and spe'cifying the -critical areas

to be examined in the more definitive study.

In suxr iry, the purpose of a .CPA.i;,.-to find the particulwr

improvements that are most likely to yield t- highest return
those that will at the lowest possible cost enable the railway

to perform adequately that transport service which,.in its

service area, can be most efficientlyprovided.bY rail.
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Construction Costs

The costs of railroad construction, of course, vary widely
w¢ich local topographic and econor.ic conditions, and cost estimates
of any particular project must take such variations into account.
It may nevertheless be useful to the CPA analyst to compare
estimates with an illustrative cost schedule such as that presented

rn appen:dix F, table F-I. ' Although the data in the table
rrc based on U.S. conditions and prices, it may help the analyst
co'chec]: if any significant cost element has been overlooked.
- '.ces of manufactured items are apt to be higher if they must

be imported. Prices of land and labor, on the other hand,
;-hould be far lower in LDC's. How.ever, it is emphasized that
'h pricing of construction must reflect local conditions.
*.ere there is relevant local experience, the unit prices derived
therefrom should be used; if pzicing modules such as those
shown in appendix F .must be used, they must be modified by being
adjusted to local prices.

While railway projects will often involve some construc-
tion or reconstruction -improvement of horizontal and vertical
alignments, double-tracking, replacement of bridges, expansion
of marshalling yards or improvement of ancillary facilities --

most projects will involve,. as their important component, equip-
ment. As noted, locomotives, rolling stock, communication -
equipment and rails must be imported in the majority of LDC's.

For this reason, the pricing of these items can generally
be based on qnoted (or negotiated) prices in major producing
countries. This simplifies the valuation of major categories
of imports. The appropriate prices are c.i.f..plus local handling
(import duties are included in the •calculation of the BERR but
not the NNRR).

Operating • Cost Prolems

Properly focused and.factually reliable cost data should
be available to arrive at meaningful answers to a number of
questions of the following types:

. What kind 6f traffic can the railroad serve on
what routes at a lower cost tian other modes such
as water or road transport?
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. Will proposed investmentsfor rehabilitation
-and improvement make the railroad competitive for
the economic life of the proposed investment?

Will a proposed extension of line or increase
in rolling stock attract sufficient traffic and
serve it at low enough cost to yield a rate of
return on the investment comparable to what could
be earned in alternative investment opportunities?

The cost data needed to answer these and similar questions
are difficult to obtain for several reasons. Traditionally,
railway expense accounts are maintained on the basis of admi::is-
trative distinctions between separate departments responsible
for maintenance of way and structures, signals, and locomotives
and cars, and for train operations., station servites, etc.
The costs of a particular transport Service consequently are
distributed among all or most of these accounts. Moreover,
aid regardless of the system of expense.accounting,.railway
operation involves substantial joint costs that are difficult
to allocate meaningfully tb-particular services. It is equally
difficult to distinguish between fixed and variable costs.

The most effective method of obraining the desitable cost informa-
tion is statistical analysis. A classic example of an analysis, initiated
by Canadian railways and :extended to U. S. experience, appears in a widely
known study, The Economics of Competition in the Transportation Industries. 1_1
Unfortunately, this kind of analy-is requires great technical skill, and much
time and money. Therefore, it cannot be normally employed in a CPA in an
LDC.

Some of the leading concepts of statistical analysis
can be employed, however, in analyses of conventional railway
accounts to more nearly approximate meani:igfu5 cost figures
than is otherwise possible.. Such 'analyse,- will first break
up the existing accounts to allocate the expenses recorded
in them to operating elements,' using such measures of service
as train-miles, gross ton-miles, and locomotive-miles or

1/ John R.Meyer et. Al. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1959).
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locomotive-hours. Most of these allocations can be made by
the use of usually available operating statistics, although
limited field studies may be needed for the segregation of
some of the accounts. Aggregating the costs allocated to each
operating element from all relevant administrative accounts
yields a total annual cost and subsequently an average unit
cost for that element. Further analysis of these cost elements
can distinguish terminal and line-haul costs and, to some extent,
fixed and variable costs. Appropriate combinations of the
results of these analyses can yield rough approximations of
the cost data required. Although rough, such estimates are
far better than average costs based on global data (e.g., a
railroad's total cost per ton-muile of freight and passenger
service combined).

The recasting-of conventional railway cost data into
a form suitable for economic analysis (and project evaluation)
should ideally enable the analyst to answer the follw ing types
of questions:

W1-t costs will be incurred in supplying speci-
fied -s ervices- (ovement of classes of commodities
or passengers) between specified points? The
answers will provide guidance in the assessment of
alternative modal splits, and in traffic assign-
ment analysis for the railway.

What reductions in operating costs can be ex-
pected from proposed capital investments? Such
reductions reflect one of the important sources-ff
benefits from raiway projects; if signLficant,
such cost reducti is can influence the intermodal
split of traffic, perhaps yielding benefits from
relief of congestion and excessive maintenance
costs on highways. "

* Do rates and fares bear a proper relation to
the costs of providing the service? The findings
here will enable the analyst to assess the likeli-
hood that shippers will, in practice, choose the
least-cost mode, other things being equal.

If such an analysis has not preceded the project proposal,
the CPA analyst will. have td be wary of any*.operating cost
figures submitted.



Tra.rf".c a _rvenuc stimates

The'assecsrent of a railway's traffic 'and 'revenucprospecti
are close> intcrtwined. ot only will revenue depend on traf-
fic, but both will depend on the- rates charged to shippers
and pascengers. As pointed out in chapter' I, shippers and
passengers select the mode of transport they use, among other

things, on the basis of the charges'they have' to pay., The
railroad's charges, therefore, should be -generally in 1lne

with its cost, so that it will retain- (and perhaps regain)

the traffic for which 'it is the lovgest cost carrier and will

not pursue the traffic for, which it can compete only at rates
below its costs.'_/- Appraisal of 'traffic'and'"revenue prospects,
therefore, must- be based on at least some review of the rate
structure.

Some statistical informa'tion on'the Volhme arid' composition

of traffic is collected by .1st railroads. ' Usually,' however,
these statistics are-not as detailed as necessary for' traffic

projection. For this purpose, traffic should be broken down

by type of passenger (short-haul and long-haul, by class), and

type of commodity, and the origins and destinations of each

of these types of traffic should'be known. ' These statistics

may have to be compiled from original records generated in

the course of daily operations, such as bills of lading and

,ticket' records'. f full information on the 'traffic of at least

the most recent year cannot bc obtained, a simile of it may
-)be constructed from whatever ag,;regate statistics have been
-collected plus a sample - study of one or moreshort periods

-(selected and adjusted fc. known seasonal and -other variations),

station records, and such other supplementary sources as may
be available.

" Some classification 6f railway trafFic is an indispensable

'basis for any projections.2! Estimates of -uture traffic must

1/ For t:.ffic that the railway can serve by using transport

capacity which it will have ".,o provide in any event or .which it

can provide at little additional cost,' the incremental cost is

the proposed yardstick for the setting of rates.,
2/ The analyst should beware of conclusions based on aggre-

gate traffic data. To illustrate: At the outset of a 1967

study of the Malayan Railway, its management, the government and



be prepared by applying to each component of the total a growth
factor derived from economic analysis of the probable rate
of increase (or decline) in the relevant economic activity,
with due consideration for probable diversion of traffic from
and to the railroad. The prospects of diversion must be dizcernc
from the rate and cost analysis together with the basic trends
_n modal distribution of transport demand. If rates are in
reasonable relation to costs, railways generally can bo expected
to retain such bulk movements as those of mineral and agricultural
products exported in large volume, and of cement, petroleum
products and similar cargoes distributed in their service areas.
Where a reasonably good road network exists they are not likely
to remain competitive with road transport of package goods,
especially over short distances. Under these circumstances,
they also are likely to lose most of their passenger traffic.
These generalizations notwithstanding, local conditions may
indicate a less or more favorable outlook for the traffic of
a particular railroad, and these local conditions certainly
must be taken into account in the appraisal of any traffic
estimate. •

"Assessment of Benefits

The justification of railroad projects has traditionally
been made only on the basis of financial analysis: a comparison
of the railway's ,rojected revenues with its prospective
expenses, including its anticipated capital charges. It is
hA'4 sufficient, by itself, however, to justify an investment project.

the interested'public were most concerned about its loss 
of traf-

fic during the preceding several years and attributed it 
to ser-

vice deficiencies and truck competition. In fact, as disclosed

by a breakdown of total freight traffic by commodities, 
gradual

loss of large iron-ore movements due to exhaustion of mines 
was

responsible for the sharp decline in total tons carried and 
total

ton-miles, whereas all other traffic (in the aggregate) had in-

creased faster than GNP and faster than road trpffic.
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As explained in the General Guidelines, the principal
test to be applied in the CPA is the return to the national
economy. It must be basod'on real costs and real benefits,
viewed from the standpoint. of the national economy. The real
costs of a railway project sually are not very difficult to
measure. They are determined by adjusting the monetary out-
lays of the rail%.ay enterprise to eliminate transfer payments
and to replace mar:et prices by shadow prices where this is
indicated (General Guidelines, appendix B).

Valuation of real benefits poses more difficult prob-
leins (except for railroads serving a Single productive develop-
ment project and justified as part' of that project). Because
of the wide dispersion of benefits from improved. transport
service, the benefits that can be measured are mainly the diffez-
ences in social cost of transport with and without the execution
of the project. These differences may arise either from lower
costs of handling traffic that would be carried by the rail..ay
in any event, or from providing rail service for traffic that
otherwise would have to be served at higher cost by road transport
(or-perhaps even air service)..

The estimates of the raillay's share in the traffic
for which it competes with other "modes must be based on the
charges payable by shippers and passengers, as has already
been pointed out. In contrast, the benefits accruing to this
traffic must~be estimated on the basis of real costs. Where
the railway can serve traffic with existing capacity at small
additional cost, the incremental cost is the relevant measure.
But traffic that can be served only because of the proposed
capital investment has to share the cost of that investment.
The cost of serving it must be .compared with the cost of the
alternative mode of transport. The benefit estimate thus requires
knowledge of the cost of road or other transport modes.

i Where the railroad enterprise itselfZ (or perhaps another
government agency) provides some road transpL 'c service and
maintains adequate cost records, these records may supply suitablc
cost data for road transport or at least a basis for cost esti-
mates. Otherwise, road transport cost information may have
to be collected in the same way as that for highway projects
(chapter III). If trucking business in the area is reasonably
competitive, however, it may be justifiable to assume that
trucking rates charged to shippers are a fairly good reflection
of the trucker's private costs. In this case, they need only
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> adjusted to eliminate components which do not qualify as

social costs, such as taxes and estimated profits ove-r and
i.!ove a rate of return adequate to attract the required investment.
Tha onportunity cost of capital (see General Guidelines, appendix
F;) may be taken as the required rate of return.

In co:aparing r-,il and road transport costs, allowance
ti! st also be made for differences in service. Unless the rail
service is-provided from door to door (e.g., from a siding
Cit the point of production to one at the port of shipment or
Jhe storage place in the city, or vice versa), the cost of
L__-ansport to and from the railway station must be included
.ith the rail cost. If there are any ascertainable differences
2r. packing requirements or in damige risks, these also should
L taken into account. The cost of slower service for those
gcods where speed of delivery is of significant value is also
a relevant item in the comparison.

In addition to benefits arising from reductions in service
costs, railway rehabilitation and improvement projects often
are expected to yield reductions in, maintenance expense. i'he
recoignition of these as project benefits is appropriate in
the computation of national economic benefits, but only to
Lhe extent to which social costs rather than private railway
expenses can be reduced. The railway's saving in maintenance
expense may stem largely from the discharge of uns];illed labor.
unless these workers are productively employed elsewhere, there
is little gain in real benefits, although from the standpoint
of the railway's financial costs there is a saving.

Benefits from accident-reduction may be more readily

measurable on railways than on roads, since the railway is

apt to have rec-ords of accidents and their effects- so that

cost estimates can be made. These benefits can be substantial,
especially when improvement for safety's sake of accident-
prone lines or operations is a purpose of the project.

The Overall Project Appraisal

When best estimates of co6£s (inputs) and benefits (out-

puts) have been derived -- or when the accuracy, completen.nss,

and reliability of such data put forward in the project pruposal
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have been conf imed or modified -- the analyst is in a position
to employ the procedures for determination of net rates of
return expected from the project. The project should be evaluated
from the standpoint of: (1) the. railway project as an enterprise,
and (2) the railway project's contribution to the national
economy. These concepts are distinguished in chapter III,,
and computations for each are illustrated in chapter .VIII, of
the General Guidelines.

An accurately computed internal rate of return to the
national economy, based on adequate data and adjusted accounting
prices where appropriate, is the recommended measure on which
to base a judgment of the economic merits of the project. Howeer,
other (than economic) considerations may enter in at the level
of decision-making, e.g., the military advantages or the
vulnerability of the project, the- government's cormitm.ient to
the redress of regional imbalances in economic development, etc.

Where such noneconomic considerations enter, the quantita-.
tive appraisal in terms' of an NNRR - provides
a useful means of calling to the attention of*the decision-
makers the real costs to the economy that are involved in the
selection of projects on other than their economic merits.
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V. PORT AND WVATER TRANSPOR' PROJECT APPPAISALS

Introduction

In principle, water trahsport project appraisals do
not eiffer from those for other transport projects. The CPA
should be concerned with the same basic considerations described
in the General Guidelines and especially to those applying
to all transport modes (chapter I). Still, there are particular
factual and conceptual problems which stem from the special
characteristics of water transport. These are the subject
of this section.

Ocean Shipping

While the development of rail and road transport technolo-
gies have sharply narrowed the range of commodities and the
areas in which inland and coastal water transport can compete
economically, intercontinental cargo traffic is still predomi-
nantly waterborne. The only practical alternative -- air trans-
port -- is technically and economically:limited to commodi-
ties of high value and small bulk for which transport time
is critically important, e.g., cut flowers, perishable foods,
highly styled apparel, electronic components, etc.

By far the largest part of sea transport is carried
out by private and generally competitive enterprises. Even
where shipping is conducted by government-owned fleets, such
operations are generally conducted by semiautonomous agencies
following basically pompercial practices.

Yet, whether operated by private or public enterprises,

shipping services depend crucially on ports, and these today
are almost universally provided by public agencies. They are
the object of most CPA's concerned with water transport, and
the following discussion is therefore devoted to the appraisal
of port projects.
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Appraisal of Prcposals for Ocean Ports

The growth of sea t-affic and the changes in ship technology
tend to require improvement of ports almost everywhere. In LDC's,
moreover, accel.erated economic growth and changes in the structure
of the econory often create new and increased transport needs
that require 3imrp.ovemant of even those pofts which were a1equate
for the traffic of only a few years ago. Finally, mary loual
areas previously served through a more distant port, or throughi
ine in a for-eign cou'ntry, desire to have their own port or
to, attract direct overseas shipping to ports which thus far
have bsen used only for cotal service.

Physical Feasibility

Wiatever the tea!on for the proposal, the first issue
to be faced in the CPA is the suitability of the physical charac-
teristics of the location of the port project. Development
of a. new port or upgrading of a small existing port to a full-
scal e ocean port will result in wasteful capital investnent
if the location does n6 .par-mit satisfactory operation, attract
a sufficient volume of ship traffic. and leave room for future
expansion. L cnsiderable 'variety of physical and economic
factors require attention. Amcnq these are

. The depth of water in approach channels and
at the site of the proposed wharves

. The amount of dredging necessary to establish
.and maintain the required depths, based.on the
anticipated types and sizes of vessels that will-
use the port, and known or estimate4 rates af
siltation

. Hydrographic and meteorological conditions
currents, rainfall, .wind velocities -and. prevail-
ing directions, and other factors affecting move-
ment of vessels on and off the berths, handling
of cargo, protection of cargo, etc.

* Topographic conditions onshore and offshore,
as they relate to land transport links, storage
facilities, ease of access to.the port, and
protection of vessels.from storms while in port.



Iost LDC's can justify only one or a few general cargoports, It is essential, .therefore,- that port location be care-fully e,:amined so that ports will be located where constructionand maintenance costs can be minimized and interconnections
with land transport modes can be made efficiently. Alternative
locations should be considered, even for proposals put forw.ard
to expand or impcove existing facilities.

Proposals to upgrade local ports -- used 'in coastal
.,shipping or as home ports for fishing fleets -- must be examined
with a critical eye not only with regard to the natural con-
straints, but also with regard to the suitability of the location
with respect to the land transport network, to major oceanshipping routes and to the traffic generating cente.-.s in thecountry. While the lack of an ocean port m , y impose a criticalconstraint on development, provision of a ptIrt does not guarantee
a more raoid rate of development in its hin ,:erland.

The Role of the Port in the Tra:,Asport System

The hinterland; or service'area of arlport, is that regiani
or area which receives its, imports and dtsp ! .tches its exports
through the port. The limits of -he area ale set in general,
by the total private costs of transport beteon the port andinland origins (for exports) and destinatior~s (for imports),
relative to the costs to and from alternati% e ports.

Projects to improve the operation of 1fa port require
evaluation regarding the effect of the propc!sed improvement
on the transport network in which the port-iis a link. ' 'If,
for example, the critical constraint on movenent through theport is in the road and/or rail links of this network, a capitalinvestment to improve port operations will yield greater benefits
if accompanied by improvements in the more critical links of
the network, i.e., highways, road and/or rail transport.

Even more crucial;than the interaction between portand land transport operations is the influence of port service
on the cost of sea transport. Except for fuel consumption,
virtually all the costs of shiploperation are the same fora day in port as for a day at sea, and the added cost of loading
and unloading is a high proportion'of'thetotal"cost for mostgeneral cargo. That total cost, therefore, is sharply raised
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when the ship must wait until a berth becomes 
available or is

delayed in port by slow loading, i.ioreover, cost-reducing applica-

tion of modern ship technology involves high capital investment

,hich can be made to pay off only 'if the 
share of voyage tircie

spent in port is limited; hence, the less efficient the ports

on a trade route, the less likeiy is the introduction of modern,

cost-saving vessels by the ship operators.

Estimation of Capacity Requirements

The basic steps in estimiating the capacity 
requirements

for a port are not essentially different 
from those used for

other transport facilities. There are, however, factors that

complicate the translation of estimated tonnages into physial,.

1eqtirements (number, size and types of berths, storage and

transit sheds, and handling equipment)- These ccmplications

arise, in nart, because of the uncertain spread of containerization.

the rapidity with which ship size is increasing, and the possible

use of LASH vessels, as well as the differences in types of

general cargo, the balance or lack thereof 
between imports and

export tonnages, the quantities of cargo loaded and/or

offloaded ?er vessel, and other factors,

The following factors should be examined, 
in roughly

the order noted, in the-estimation.,of the required capacity:

The hinterland of the port should be estab-

lished, based on the existing or proposed 
land

transport network, relative costs of land trans-

port, and the location of alternative land-sea

links.

Traffic generating economic activity 
in the

hinterland should be projected by major 
commodi-

ties for export, and the. demand fo-: imports by

type of goods should be estimated. 
Some histori-

cal data on exports and imports will 
generally

be available, although these will require 
sup-

plementation by other informat ion in 
the projec-

tions, e.g., government policies to restrict im-

ports and/or encourage exports, the projected

rate of growth in income and population in

conjunction with "propensity to import," and

planned structural changes in the economy of the

hinterland,
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Total annual projected tonnages should be
broken down to reflect irregular movements
through the port attributable to seasonal
variations in production or demand, irregular
calls by.vessels, land transport bottlenecks,
and predictable weather patterns (such as
monsoons) that may disrupt the even floi.r of
goods through the port.

Given projected- annual: tonnages. and at.
.least a rough estimate of seasonal peaks, the
-next, step is to 'translati the traffic -into
physical facilities required. As suggested
above, this is a difficult and complex under-
taking. Nod Complete list of Specific factors
to be provided wi'ilbe:.applicable in all.-ap-
praisals, but Ithe following are among the
variables to be considered:

*-.Type of major-commodities. Bulk com--
modities (e.g.', grain,ores,'coal,.POL,
fertilizers*, cement)'require different"
and preferably separate'pcrt facilities.
than those suitable for general cargo..

--. Size.. fr-uency f'all'and loading and
unloadii,g equipment-on shore and on.
vessels.

-- "Typical tonnage*'per shipment..

-- Working days per.year and shifts.per day.

--. Efficiency of. port management rid long-
shoremen.' .

--.. Customs procedures for cloarance, of-.im-
"po;ts. and'.exports'

.T- Availability • and U'illizaticn of. liahters
for loading and"'aischarge' of cargo to.
*.private jetties,;

-- Containerized: (and 'pelletized) carge. as
percantages.'of the total.
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The influence of these and other variables on the n'urber,
size and types of berths, storage space'and other onshore facili-
ties must be assessed. In the absence of more specific informatici,,
an estimate of 1.0 to 1.2 tons of general per linear foot of
wharf per day can be used to arrive at a rough measure of requireci
capacity with no containerizatio;..

There is obvious need for port improvement when terth
capacity is no longer sufficient to accommodate ships promptly,,*rd bven more need when growing transport demand indicates
that more ship calls 'ill be made and port capacity must be
increased to forestall costly ship delays. It does not neces-
sarily follow, however, that the increase in capacity must
be achieved by providing more berthing space.. Frequently,.
improvements in port operations are a realistic alternative
to hoavy capital outlays for expanded physical facilities.

Cargo han.ling can be accelerated in a variety of ways.
Mechanical handling equipment may pay off by saving ship time
even where the labor cost of manual handling is low. Adequate
and'uncluttered space for. moving cargo -and vehicles -at shipside,
in transit sheds,'and throughout the pcrt area also can accelerate
cargo operations; the spatial organization of the entire port
area therefore deserves as much attention as the berth: capacity.-/

In most LDC's, moreover, the least expensiveway to increase
port capacity is the introduction (where it is not already
in use) of a second and,,at leacst during peak periods of traffic,
a third shift, even though shift premiums will have to be paid.

To assess what port f unctions' need improvements in
operations and facilities, a check'on the' fiming and c6sting"
of inward and outward typical cargo movements may; reveal the
performance 'of' each iink. On inwaxd cargo. e.g., a systems.
analysis should evaluate the relativ e adequacy-of berthing
space, cargo-handling equipment, warehousng. facilities, and
the inland transport network. The'ultimat_ destination of
cargo movements should be specified t'o" disti.nglish transit

I/ Special--Toading and unloading facilities for both dry and
liquid bulk cargo should, if at all possible, be located away
from general cargo ports, especially if the industrial plants dis-
patching or receiving the bulk shipments (e.g., petroleum re-
fineries, cement factories, power plants,-flour or sugar mills,
etc.) can be erected elsewhere at tidewater.
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cargo from other cargo movements. The number of po : charges,
the customs procedures, the degree of security and the record
of labor irregularities also should be looked inco. As. a
first indicotion of a port problem, the existence of liner
surcharges may be ascertained. On the inland transport side,
excessive and recurrent demurrage charges may indicate conges-
tion, but may also result* from imbalance between rates for use
of railroad cars and charges for warehousing.

The CPA for a port project thus has to pay attention to
many operational aspects, not merely to proposed construction.
All of these aspects need to be considered in the light of the
special network role of the port'in the transport system, :itsfunction as a link between sea and'land transport. The trade-
offs in terms of discounted values of costs and benefits can be'
evaluated by means of th& te-chniques described in Chapter V of
the General Guidelines.-

The Special Case of Container Operation

Provision of port facilities to accommodate container
service requires large- capital.. investments. and a lead time of
several years. Since it may affect the layout of the entire
port area (or an.important section of a large port), there is
a strong tendency to inqlude preparation for container.. servicein almost every port ..improvement projecr, Yet there still is,
great uncertainty as to wher if-ever, container service.will
actually reach many of the ports in TDC.'s, what. form it.will
take, and how much cargo- it will move.

Certainly, some years -will. pass bef oir'e the probability of.
one or another kind of container service to many ports in LDC's
can confidently be estimated. " The very costly port facilities
needed for full-fledged container service may never be used at
many of these ports. These facilities include large wharves
with special lifting gear'and high bearing capacity for the vehi-cles carrying large- and heavy containers to and from shipside',
plus sufficient backup area wi'th the same .bearing capacity for.
maneuver, as well as' storage -sheds where containers can be
stuffed and broken up.:-'.Less' 1costly facilities are needed 'formore limited occasional container, service, especially if only
smaller conI:ainers are used'..!/ Stage construction' also may beemployed to provide'for all possible future needs while reducing,
at least to some degree, immediate capital investment.

I/. Virtually all containers are 8 feet wide and high,. but their
length ranges from 10 feet to.34feet and their weight varies
correspondingly.
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Pricing Port Projects: Inputs

The costs of construction for new. ports, or additions

and improvements.to existing ports, will require engineering.

evaluations to determine such quantities as:

* The volume (and composition) of "dredging, and
.the nature of any work required-to clear approach.
,channels

Depth and quantity of piling, and the natur
;.of the sabsurface strata

. Amount of fill, giading andl ndpreparation
required for the port area

Number and size of transit sheds, storage
buildings and other structures

.Estimated quantities of materials for wharves,
roads, and other surfaced areas.

The unit prices applied to these physical inputs should
be based insofar as possible on local experience. In the absence
of such data, prices in other countries can be used, with adjust-
ments to reflect local- conditions- insofar as data permit. Since
most of the equipment apd some of 'the materials used in port
constructiion will be "imported, c.i.f. prices will be appropriate
for- application to a substantial ]part of total inputs.

Economic Assessments of Port-"Projects,

Port projects have traditionally-been-jastified by a
purely financi.al analysis .in which pros6ective costs were compared
with estimate& revenues of the port agency. This is not entirely
Satistactory for the economic justification, aven if port
revenues are reasonably related 'to-the benefits accruing to
port users. In fact, the complex :schedules of charges to ship
owners, shippers, consignees, and other incidental. users of
port facilities almost everywhcre are products of history,
nodified from time to; time but poorly related either to the
benefits of port iisers or to the costs of the port agencies.

The principles of economic assessmeiAt of port projects
require a better measu~e of benefits to the national economy.
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The principal purposes of port improvement are to facilitate

maritime service and to reduce its cost by making cargo hanaling

mere efficient and-by shortening the time ships must spend in

port. It is not difficult.to mreasure the time saved by ships

when port improvement eliminates a need to wait for a berth

or to wait for the proper time to enter a port with limited

access. - The efficiency of cargo handling and the value of

ship's time, however, depend on the design of the ship (the

speed, the number and location of hatches, the arrangement

cf decks, etc.) and many elements of the voyage schedule, su'h

as the distance between terminals, the number of intermediate

ports and the circuity involved" in reaching thiem, the volume

of cargo available in both directions at each port, the nature

of the cargo and. the consequent revenue per unit of weight and

space.

The most practical measure of port improvement: benefits

to ship operation is that based on the assumption that there

will be no change, in ship type or voyage pattern and that the

port time saved can actually be used ,:o speed the entire voyage

correspondingly and o reduce operating costs by the appropriate

multiple of daily ship ' cost.

in estimating the. Saving in ship ti.te, the CPA analyst

will have to recall that benefits are to be measured with.and

witiout execution of. the pr6ject. .Consequently., 
the ship time

saVed will be the difference-of port tirne needed to handl.e..

the cargo volume. expected ,in each future year under consideratio,*
,when the total number of ship calls is apt to be larger because

-of growing traffic demand and when waiting time per call is

.apt to be increased-if port.capacity is not enlarged. 
Demurrage

charges which can be avoided with the project, but which can

-be expected to increase without it, are a major benefit of

projects to reduce congestion. The benefit estintate, of course,

will also-take account of.,any effect of the port 
improvement

on the cost of cargo handling.and the cost of inland transport

'if such effects. can be.confident.y anticipated. In addition,.

.any clearly expectable savings of the port agency in 
operation

and maintenance of port-facilities will have tcd be considered.

This method of estimating.benefits presupposes that

savings accruing to. ship operators will be passed on to the.

national economy. The validity of this assumption is clouded

by several characteristics of the general cargo shipping
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business.- M-ost general carqO raove in cargo liners, and
the operators of these ships on most trade routes n-r organized
in liner conferences. Although the restraint on competition
exercised by such conferences is not as .strong as may appear
at first glance, the adjustment of conference rates to savings
in a given port will not be forced by actual. competition unless
the port is also served by independent operators (on each of
its major trade routes if'there are-several). If this-is n.'t
ti) case, pressure from interested shippers and goverrment
agencies may achieve the reflection of cost savings in frcigjht
reductions, especially if both the available cargo volume and

the savings due to port improvement are large enough to suggest
the possibility of new service by conference outsiders. Until
freight reductions are achieved, however, most of the benefizs
from port improvement will be captured by the ship owners, wiho

are apt to be mainly foreign interests. The 'national economy

then will benefit only to the extent to which the higher'profita-
bility _'f; ,iip operation increases.the ship owners' interest
in pr.vidin(, good service at the port.2/ -"

Rates ' P ,i _ and
Era]Uatiuiit *W-_!aary

Internal rates of return should'be computea from both the enter-

prise (port authority) and national economy points of view. Accounting

or shadow pricing should be employed in the circumstances described in

the General Guidelines in the -computations designed to assess the project's

benefits to the national economy. The wide range of measures available to

.increase effective port capacity -- some of which require heavy. invest-
• ment, while others do not -- will make the'particular-measure that is

reczmnended sensitive to capital r. an ava1labjility.

. 1/ Although tankers carry approxinateIly hIf of all maritime

freight.and other bulk carriers about half of 
the remainder, they

are disregarded here -because these guidelines 
deal only with

the appraisal of investments in public transport 
facilities,

and bulk carriers are usually served by. private 
installations

especially in LDC's.
2/ Some possibilities may exist for adjustments 

in port charges

in such a way as to increase the share of 
benefits from port

.- na to the national economy.
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Suggested forms for the rate of return analysis and

topical outlines are shown in chapter VII1of the General Guide-

lines.

,nland and Coastal Water Traisport

Inland and coastal water transport now tend to be of

limited and declining importance. Nonetheless, inland and

coastal water transport continue to play an important 
role

in the transport networks of more; as well as of -less 
developed

countries. Although 'the vessels-engaged in this -form of transpcrt

are not generally the object of projects involving the 
public

sectcr, works to improve and maittain facilities for inland

water transport (e.g., dams, locks and navigational aids) may

be provided at public expense. In some respects, the economic

and financial considerations involved are analogous to those

arising in highway appraisals, for- in 1oth, the government

provides facilities that are used by predcminantly private

carriers. Thus, user charges may be applied to recover --

at least in part -- the costs 'of providing such facilities.

Water transport on rivers or lakes and along ocean 
coasts

is still the principal means of transportation for people 
and

go6ds in *a-reas where road constriction is extreme).' expensive

because of topcgraphic conditions or is uneconomic L~caU
-e

of low population density and productivity. It merits at least

an exploratory consideration by the analyst, for it 
may well

be the nost efficient means of providing better 
transport service

for an area where an unduly expensive road project 
is proposed.

Motorized craft suited to the particular. physical"conditions

and traffic needs may provide a satisfactory solution 
and may

require far less capital than.a road.

Inland and coastal water movement also remains an 
economic

mode of transport for liquid and dry bulk cargoes, even 
in

areas where road or rail service is available and 
even in highly

developed countries.' -Such bulk myements usually 
are private

or quas igoverniental operations, of the enterprises 
concerned

with the goods (petroleum, mining,-ccment companies, marketing

boards for agricultural products, etc.). While the craft engagcd

are generally privately owned., .government expenditures 
on main-

tenance of waterway facilities may be involved. 
In any case

this mode should be considered as ,'; possible alternative when
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/ile same traffic. Where water rovement can be used from origin

to detinatin, and wherc speed -'f movement and perishability

are not important considerations, the lower cost usually attracts

the traffic.I
/

In the evaluation of inland- and coastal water transport,

it is generally possible to restrict the analysis of benefits

to those asscciated with the movement' of a fairly narrow ra'.C-e

of (bulk) commodities between a limited number o& origin and

destination points.

I/ coastal shipping of general cargo may-perhaps also he revi t'-

in some areas if container, service is divided into long-haul

operations between major ports-and short-haul service betWeen

major and satellite ports. See the section on container npera-

tion.
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Introduction

This section contains brief discussions of major factors

to be considered in CPA's for: (1) airports, including ancillary

facilities, and (2) aircraft. While air transport accounts

for a relatively small fraction of total passenger-miles and

ton-miles of cargo traffic, it is the most rapidly growing form

of transport, and therefore a relatively large number of projects

are proposed in this area.

Airports

The physical requirements for airports. are largely deter-

mined by the number, size and operating characteristics of

the aircraft using the facility; the number of passengers 
and

cargo tonnages; and the range of ground services offered by

the airport.

The first step in the appraisal of an airport project

is the assessing of the suitability of the proposed 
site. The

.principal factors to be considered are:

* 1. Characteristics of the terrain and size of area

available. Airports require comparatively large araso orea-

sonably flat land, and a larger area free of high 
obstructions,

natural or man-made. Soil requirements for runways, taxiways,

and aprons are essentially the same as for heavy-duty 
highways.

The area should be free of serious drainage problems 
and should

provide adequate space for passenger and cargo terainals, 
service

facilities, restaurants, shopping and parking. 
The total area

required must be determined on the basis of traffic forecasts.

2. Locaiion. A comprQmise is usually requi/red_.Ithe

choice of location. Although it is desirable that airports

be located close to the population centers they are 
to serve

in order to minimize travel time and distance from 
the airport

to origin and descination; other factors must also be considered.:

including:
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a. Heavily rl,.. lated areas, which must be avoided

.in approach a.1 climb-out areas

b. The location of other airports and their ap-

proaches, which is likely to be of less importance,

in LDC's than in highly developed countries

c-. Pollution, noise and air

d. The cost of land, which is likely to be iore

expensive in areas close 'to cities

3. Airspace requirements.

As the size of planes' and noise levels increase,: 
airports

tend to be located at a greater distance from the 
centers they

serve.

3. Access. Ease of access for motor vehicles must

be readily available or ,must,.be.provided in conjunction 
with

the airport project. -

4. Zoning. To prevent encroachment oi: future spade

required for expansion, and to prevent the erection 
of structL

that impair approaches, it is important that the areas surrour

the airport be zoned.

5. Length of runways and bearing strength. These'must

*be determined on the basis of the characteristics 
of the aircraft

expected to use the facility, the elevation, the 
length of

.the longest nonstop flight-of .planes taking off from the airport,

and climatic and weather conditions. Standard runway requirements

under varying conditions are available for most 
aircraft.

6. Navigation and communication equipment. Requirements

for these facilities will again depend on t ie type 
of aircraft

and the prujected number of. takeoffs and landings per hour

during average peak periods~and under IFR conditions. If the

airport is to serve traffic at night, the requirements will

be higher than if it operates only during daylight 
hours. Also,

if the airport is to serve major international routes, navigation

and cormnunicaticr requirements will have .to meet 
standards

for this type o service.
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In most I.DC's there will be 'only One or perhaps 
two inter-

national airports. Other airports in these countries may range

frum the cleared-strip class -to -fully developed airports capable

of accommodating small and medium-sized jet 
craft,,

Projecting Demand

Air transport is the fasfest. arid generally most expersivec

form of transport. Its use, even 'though subsidized, is theiefor .:

restricted to a relatively small segment 
of the population

for whom time is valuable and for whom the higher cost 
of air

travel is peiL.itted by their relatively 
high incomes. Cargo

transport by air is usually restricted to cormiodities having

high value in small bulk and/or requiring 
speedy transport

because of their perishable nature, e.g., cut flowers, style

goods, seafood, electronic components.

These characteristics ao'not, at firstglance, suggest

a hiqlh level of demand for air service within 
LDC's or to and

from other countries. .onetheless, air transport is important

in mrani LDC's for both objective and subjective 
reasons.

The fact that the amount oft.time saved 
by air transpcrt

iitcreases with distance and with the 
degree of difficulty c.-

countered by ground transport may justify, on objective groandi:

the use of such transport in LDC's. 
Travel to areas that arc

remote either because of distance or 
difficulty of access may-,

as a practical matter, 'depend largely 
on air transp--t.. Sub-

jectively, air service is valued highly as a syL, ol of progros, .

and of status in the :coipmunity of nations.

Both physical .and socioeconomic (e.g., 
government

colonization plans, if any) factors need to be considered 
in

projecting the demand for air transport. 
The assessment of

these factors is facilitated- 1. it is remembered that the 'value

of time saving must justify the.high 
cost of-air service. It

follows that, other things being 
equal, ,internal air service

more useful in a large territory 
than in a small one. If the

more densely settled vegions.within 
a large territory are

separated by thinly populated areas, air service may in fact

satisfy a transport-c emand at a lower total cost than would

road or rail service, which would require large investments

carry it through long stretches where 
there would b,, no loc;;.

traffic.
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The same advantage of air service may be present even in a

territory that is not very large if settled or to be settled areas are

separated by topographic conditions that make road construction

inordinately expensive or unrewarding: Large virgin forests, hich

mountains, deserts, extensive bodies of water or swamps may

create conditions under which the use of air transport is in-

dicated even for relatively short distances. Where no such

conditions prevail, short-haul air transport is not likely

to be cost-competitive once reasonably good road transport

becomes available.

In projecting future demand for air transport, it is

useful to develop- separate estimates for each of the following.

ccmDonents, as each is likely to be influenced by. different

growth determinants in LDC's:*

Commercial passenger traffic:
-- Government officials
--. Businessmen
-- Individuals, normally in the upper.

income brackets, traveling for per-
sonal reasons

-- Tourists, local and internAtional

* Cargo traffic, by major categories of commodities

or indu:1trie.s :;rv_,'1_

* Demands by owners of private aircraft, used for

.pleasure- or :cus-;.ess

, Military requirement's as Kthey affect joint

civilian-miilita.y facilities..

TJhe fi.:st and sqcond of these componen'ts will 
be relevant

for the appraisal of proposed aircraft acquisitaions, 
as well as.

for airport projects; the third and fourth components of demand

are relevant only in the appraisal of airport Tprojects.

Projections qf demand by the various types of passengers

should be based on:

* Projected incrr- ses in;"personal 'incomes

* Anticipated growth in tfe- honagricultural

sectors of the e ;.-omy, by service* areas
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Assessment of the country's potential fCZ
touris,, both as 1 destination point and as a
ston-over for recional destination points. The.e
.factors can influence th.e demand for domestic as

well as international air service

Government policy with respect to official
air travel.

Iin projecting levels of future demand for domestic air

transport it is important to assess -- insofar as possible --

the pent-up Cemand, that is, the extent. to which present use,

of air transFort is limited by the available capacity ok planes,

or by. the lack of airports in potentially. lucrative oriin

and destination points.

Where some data on domeastic traffic between existing

airports are available, the potantial traffic on proposed route3s

m3ay be estimated by use of the "gravity model" explained in

appendix -B. Alhcugh -this technique was developed to cstiinate

interzonai trips by road, it can also be applied for air travel,

with appropriate modification of the coefficients.

Given estimates of the nrw-ber of passengers and cargo

tonnage enplaning and deplaning at each airport, the estimates

must be converted into plane arrivals and departures. The

conversion will require forecasts of seat capacities of planes

to be used,' load factors and frequency of service. These pro-

jections must obviously be made in conjunction with the 
planned

compositi6 n of the aircraft fleet.

Pricing of Airp6rt Projects

T!,e pricing of airport projects presents no special

problems; the procedures -- modular pricing adjusted for local

price differentials, shadow pricing where appropriate, 
and

separaticn of foreign exchange and local currency costs --

described in the General Guidelines are also applicable to air-

port projects. Hajor components for which order-of-magnitude

cost estimates are tQ be prepared include:

Land acquisition costs or annual rental value

and costs of 4ite preparation



* Engineering and design costs, usually 
involv-

ing a heavy foro-e.jn exchange component

* Runways, taxiways and aprons

* Access roads, driveways and parking areas

* Hangars, aircraft service-buildi n s, fire and

rescue facilities

. Passengcr and cargo terminals,f cluding.space

for restaurants, shops, cuttoms 'facilities and

possibly hotels

. Utilities: water, telephone, electric power,

sewerage and drainage

. Fuel storage and service facilities

. Fencing, landscaping, 'blast protection

6- Communication and..navigation eguipme
n t

Iko-urement of Benefits

The time saved by passengers, and 
the shippers and consignee

of air freicht, constitutEs the source of the benefits of air

transport. A meaningful valuation of these benefits in a form

'suitable for uze in computation of standard measures of economic

feasibility is extremely difficult, particularly 
in LDC's.

The prospects for the' cblputati9n 
of a meaningful measure

of financial feasibility 
'are somewhat more promising. Airports,

at least major ones, are usually 
operated by semiautonomous

bodies, so that expenditures 
and receipts attributable to 

its

operations are identifiable. 
M ajor sources o revenues include:

* Landing fees, servicing charges, 
storage

charges and other receipts from 
airlines

Airport exit '"taxies"'" paid,'by
" passengers

. Admission fees to observation 
decks paid

by airport visitors



Rental receipts from concessionaires occupy-

ing terminal facilities

Income from use of land areas reserved for

future expansion

Government subsidies.

Although the ultimate benefits of the time saved by

air travyl are difficult to value, che monetary costs of delays

to aircraft operators and passengers have been computed for

airports in the New York area. These are shown i. table 4.

Table 4. Estimated Cost of Delays to Aircraft Owners 
and

Passengers

(dollars per minute)

Kennedy I LaGuardia Newark

Delays Airport Airport Airport

Ccmercial carrier arrivals..! $14.13 $11.18 $10.24

Commercial carrier departuresi  9.38.. 7.28 6.34

General aviation arfivals.... 1.30. '1.36 1.38

General aviation departures. . . .180 .86 .88

Source: A. Carfin and R.E. Park, The Efficient 
Use of Airport

Runway Caacity in a Time of Scarcity (Santa Honica,

California: The Rand Corporation, 
1969), Table D14,

p.206.

As congestion develops oris anticipateo, 
the appraisal

of projects to expand airport capacity 
can be appraised in

terms of savings in time (due to reduced delays) and thus in

terms of reduced costs. The techniques useful in the estimation

of the value of these savings are 
essentially the same as for

road transport and for the reduction 
of delays for vessels

in ocean ports.

Two elements are involved: the value of the reduction

in aircraft operating time, including the cost of the crew,
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,i time lost by passengers. As suggested in •connecti.on with

the measurement of the value of ti' e in road transport, restraint

,ho_ be exercised in ulacing a value oif passenger time saved

1'y the avoidance of dehltys.

The establishment of a new airport may also require

sOessment in terms of its rol.e. in, the general econorlic develop-

'rlent of a region or service area. Sugc.estions..made elsewheru

.n thcse guidelines are relevant.in such cases.

Selection of Aircraft

Once the general. i-,.agnitude of prospective traffic has

been estimated, the appropriate 
type of serviCe must be matched

to it. The volume of traffic that can be haidled depends .on

t.-o factors, the size of the. aircraft employed and-the frequency

(jf tfips made. Generally, L larger and faster,, the aircraft.

lie lwer is its cost per available seat-nr.. However: the

cost per passenger-mile depends heavily on the proportion Of

-potentially available seat-miles actually utilized; that is,

fin the ratio of actual to potential aircraft service time and

on the ratio of occupied to available seats (the load factor).

As a result, few internal routes 
in LDC's justify th'e

employment of even the smallest 
of the modern jet aircraft.

These aircraft have the lowest cost pet available seat-mile,

but they provide far more seat-miles 
per day than the traffic

is likely to utilize,* Capability of airports 
to -handle jet

aircraft is also a constraint."

Although the more heavily traveled internal routes will

require the use of turboprop equipment (availabi.e in various

s;izes), still smaller and slower propeller polanes (also 
avail-

able in various sizes) will -suffice where prospective 
traffic

volume is light, important as 
it may -be -In assessing the charac-

teristics of different types of aircraft, 
it is necessary to

recognize that tne cost of necessary ground.- 
facilities rises

when larger and faster aircraft are employed. 
Although smaller

planes are slower, their 
speed advantage over ground 

transport

is still large, especially 
where the need for air service 

is

due to difficult ground conditions 
rather -than to long distance.



:n thc design of the orerating pattern, the frequency

f ,or.c 2nr aircraft routinT must be paired with the chosen

ucr: o2-uitn nt. Uhere a ;ert,' ic' volumc of traffic is antici-
:;: , scr :, 'on demand (suoh as taxi service) may be the

At a somewiiat higher traffic volume, a few

:--ip c.'..;k rather than several per day may be scheduled,

Sthe .q.mnt may also be etoployed on several adjoining

w r*n .g routes. Even if traffic justifies service once

1jY ,or ,till more frequently, it may also be necessary to

Cie sir e aircraft on more than one route -o obtain satisfactory

To assure dependable service, more than one available 
air-

i.s neces-Isary. Preferably, a spare -should be nvailable for

V,? wleneve h- an aircraft is out of service, although the cost

;on.i large if the active fleet consists of only one or two

.Aane-s. Service dependability also requires purchase of a

.. - --prtus supply at the outset, as well as its regular nlain-

-,.MMc C. Postponement oE the purchase of spare parts until

{y are urg ently needed may save initial investment cost,

h}ii it is apt to prove very expensive in. the course of operation.

Provision also must be made for regular maintenance

and overhaul. WThether thes{e activities need to be conducted

I,- tL3e carri.er itself depends on the availability and costs

. alternatives. Facilities for major maintenance require

ne e .invctrienF A small carrier will do better to have

.:ecui pment mai.aine1 by a larger airline, by a facility

.iD iishd jointly by several neighboring carriers, or by the

c.i1 of a manufacturer, if any of these is available

.thin manageable distance and" is equipped to handle aircraft

n. the chosen type. The cost importance of such arrangements

riikes it necessary to consider them in advance when the aircraft

type to be used is selected.

Engineering estimnates of Uie cost involved i. any 
particu-

]Lc equipment and service pattern are not difficult to secure.

They should include, of course, the cost of ground facilities

thiat need to be provided for the proposed service. Attenti.on

I:ceds to be paid to the fact thaat much of the cost of any air

Cervice in a less developed- country must be paid in foreign

cxcharlgc. Equipment of all kinds must be imported; in most

countries fuel must also be imported. In addition, foreign

E,taff is likely to be employed in a variety of capacities, 
and



dco'estic personnel capable of filling 
managerial and technical

positions, including those of skilled workers, .ay require

training abroad. In any event such personnel are among the

country's scarce resources for v:hich a shadow price rLy be

a more apprcoriate valuation than the wages and salaries they

are exoected to receive.

'Once an estimate of the total cost has been provided

for any given equipment and service pattern, 
the resulting

transport cost per unit of expected traffic can 
be readily

computeu. The CPA analyst may, however,, require maore than

one such set of estimates if more than minimal traffic is expected.

Since there may be some elasticity of demand 
and since the crost

of service depends on the volume offered, deinand 
and supply

may be matched at more than one level. Some government subsidy.

may be required in any event, but it i5 not necessarily lowest

at the most modest 
level of service.

The CPA can be made. more, useful to decision-mak
e r s if

it includes a set of (discounted). costs corresponding to each

of several service levels. Such service levels may be described

in terms of the number of terminal points 
to be served, the

frequency of service, the speed of service, 
etc. Alternative

combinations of inputs to provide specified levels of service

should be earamined to -determine the least-cos.t combination

(General Guidelines,- chapter V).



APPEDDIX A. PRINCIPhL C19..AC'.iL:UTICS OF

TYPES OF TELAn'.S-_ .A1 D SOILS

Different surface and suhsurface conditions are associateL.

with each general type of te.rain: the alluvial plain, the

terrace, the bedrock plain, the hill and mountain. Because

less developed areas embrace a vide variety of terrain' types,

a brief analysis of the suitability of the general terrain

types for road location should, be. helpful to the CPA analyst.

Alluvial Valleys and Coastal and Interior
Alluvial Plains

Alluvial -alleyd and -oaztal and interior alluvial plains

contain extensive flat land and require-little or no gradingo

When grading is required, the ground is, usually soft and _asily

excavated. Because of differen-ces in deposition and source

of the alluvial material, the more suitable areas having better

drailnage and coarser soil can be e;,pected at the margins of

plains where alluvial fans spread out from the foot of bordering

hills and mountains, long streams which are bordered by natural

levees, and along the coast' On dunes and sandy 
beach ridges.

Some plains areas -are poorly drained and underlain by

fine, silty, or clayey sbils which are 
hard to stabilize and

may be subject to heaving during freezing weather. Their water'

table is generally high, and flooding possibilities should always

be considered. Obviously, swamps, bogs, and marshes 
are to

be avoided if possible; they involve an expense of time and

labor not feasible for most road projects..

Streams and beaches may be sources of s.nd anid gravel

for construction if suitable nearby 
rock has providedl source

material to the streams or waves. Usually, :river aravel is

most abundant in stream beds close 
to hilis or mountains of

hard rock, but is practically nonexistent 
in the deltas at

the outer edges of wide plains. Beaches on coral islands are

composed largely of coral sand, not of common quartz sand which

is usually lacking. Water is usually obtainable from nearby

streams or lakes, except in arid 
regions. Ground water is

also usually obtainable in alluvial 
plains without difficulty.
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Iatural Levees

The natural levees of large stroams ray' provide acceptable

road sites, except wh2re flood conditions are nrevalent or

exterisivc. Their soJ are coT,-.osed of coarser materials and

7!: normally better d-,fained th an those of the lower land on

aoedjoininj flood nlain. The sand composing the levees may

Lo A' fine and silty to have bc.iring power, although it is

.;ual.v h~"tLcr ri i-is resoect th-an the soil of the surrounding

Th:ea. AigJnment of 'i.ciiways i_, necessarily limited to the

•li rection o- eiongation of the levee$ and fill might be -required

_ o widen the levee. Fill is; not practicable where streams

~i:c actively cutting into their banks, except for temporary

nstallations.

Alluvial and Jlarine Terraces

The flat areas which in places bordcr alluvial plains,

continental coastlines, or "islands' can sometimes 
provide ex.cellent

ites for road construction. Since their surfaces are above

• :1e adjacent stream, lake, or ocean level,. 
they are generally

iel'l drained and free from the danger of floods. In alluvial

terraces, the water table is normally low-and drainage is generally

easy to establish where natural drainage 
is not sufficicnt.

Pep Lh of the bedrock varies with the type of terrace. The

i in objection to terraces as road sites is the frequent presence

of steep-walled valleys and ravines, which occasionally are

-so closely spaced that they cut the surface into small segments.

Cravel and sand deposits suitable for 
use asconstruction material

underlie. many terraces and are usually 
obtainable from bordering

escarpments or ravine walls. Hard rock may also be exposed

in cuts or in nearby hills and mountains.

Dedrock Plains and Pateais

High-level bedrock plains or plateaus, 
underlain by

flat-lying rocks or developed by 
erosion on folded or massive

rocks, may be superior to adjacent 
lowlands as road sites,

especially where the lowlands are 
poorly drained or offer poo:

foundations. However, the flat plateau surfaces may be 
intricatcly

dissected by ravines or may contain 
minor relief irregularities,
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I!ch as the scabland type of topography on lava plateaus and

s 4.vrikholes and oinnacles on some liestone-capped plateaus.

suc-. -a5,rccnq cjnerally requires rock excavation.

47 .... cos arc' naturally wel1 drained, and if they are

ye4, cood dr..inage ean easal v be established Fou"ations

irc generally good.

The residual soil cover on bedrock plains may 
vary consid-, <~ y i t:i<;,.r~e s ;:' :h -~i°h~xd ' :"d : 1 the unlerlyvin~q

c Uhe aq2 o-d .coloqic history of the plateau, and the

SICLtic conaitions. On recent lava flows, the residual soil

, be var thin or entirely lacking. In other places, particularly

,.-i the tropics, the mantle may be so thick that grading does

,, reach bedrock and the finished foundation is on the soft,

dual material. The bedrock under plateaus and high plains
also be covered by thick deposits. of transported materials

.,h as falls of ash or coarser fragments ejected from volcanoes,

.ess, dune sand, stream-distributed gravel and sand, and glacial

. Such foundations vary greatly as to suitability. Some

*rn:_;ist of well-drained coarse soils, such as the fragmental

ineous r-oc] soils and sand dunes and the sandy, residual soils

d,:eveloped on granites. Other -foundations have poorly drained,

i.e soils, such as the clayey soils developed in place on such.

:ooks as limestone and shale, and the plastic, -clayey soils found

III some areas of glacial drift. Loess and other silty materials,

• i,!n undrained because of underlying impervious beds, may be

xiject to frost heave.

Rock suitable for construction is usually abundant on

bedrock plains and plateaus: sand and gravel are usually locally

,-vailable. The distribution" 
and arount of surface and 

ground

water available are highly irregular.
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APP1h'DI:: D. SUGGESTED TECIiI(OUES FOR ESTITIPTING
TRAFFIC VOLU..hU AID DISTfIZDUTIO'!

Where information on tz rtc-vol~umes for a sizable number

of past years is unavailable, r,,ore generalized projections of

future traffic can be developed by the use. of partial inforLiation.

Iases for Trtffic Projections

The following sources may be used' .s bases for 
tra'ffic-

projections:
* Growth of traffic in another region in the

same country with a previously co pleted, similar..

transport project

Rates of increase in traffic in one or more

(preferably neighboring) 
countries at similar

stages of economic. development.

. Statistics reflecting the growth of relevant

components of the country'S gross domestic

product (for exzniple, ti-e rate of increase in

traffic involving movement of agricultural exports.

to ports may be projected on 
the basis cf *antici-

pated growth in production of these commodities)

. Census figures showing population growth

* Annual increases in vehicle registration

Annual increases in national road mileage

. Annual increases in highway fuel consimption.

These sources may be enamined for cori..iation 
with traffic

growth in the service area on the basis 
of past performance.

In forecasting, it will be helpful to establish the range 
of

estimates fcr high, medium, and low growth 
rates. For longer

term projections, the governmental goals 
and policies relating

to regional land use and development 
should be considered.
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In tranrlating market demand, into traffic estimates,
the basic parar.mctezz arc meast.red in terms of the following
volumes:

* Annual traffic (vehicles per year)
. Monthly traffic (vehicles per m.onth)
• Average daily traffic (ADT) (vehicles per day)
* Peak hourly traffic (PHT) (vehicles per hour)

Annual traffic is the total number of vehicles expected
to use the highway in 1 year, ard is used for determining annual
travel, estimating expected highway user revenues, and indicatino
trends in volume, especially un toll facilities.

Average daily traffic (ADT) is the general unit of measure
used in reporting traffic on a highway and is the annual average
daily traffic. It represents the total traffic for the year
divided by 365. ADT is helpful in determining the demand for

service by the highwcay, evaluating the traffic flow with respect
to the overall highway network, developing the overall highway
network, and identifying localities where new facilities or

improvemen;.s to existing facilities are. necessary.

Peak hourlyi traffic'(PHT)' is used for determining length
and ma.gnitude of peak pericr'S, evaluating road deficiencies,
and establishing traffic controls and the geometric design
of roads and intersections..

Composition of' Traffic

Traffic cornpos±tgcn--c-an-generally be classified into four

categories:

* Trucks
-Passenger vehicles
M . otorcycles

* Bicycles

For purposes of geiierai .s.udics, it is. customary to

consider the traffic mix to consist of trucks and passcngcr

vehicles, with motorcycles being classified as passenger vehicles.

Light delivery trucks such as panel or pickup trucks may also
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be classified as passenger vehicles.,. All buses, single-unit

trucks, truck combinations, Vehicles weighing 9,000 pounds

or more, or vehicles having- uA L tires on the-rear ale can

be considered trucks.

Truch traffic is expressed as the percentage of total

z raffic during the design hourly volume. Most trucks operate
3te-idily throughout the day, with the result that the truck
.:a-, seldom coincides ith the passenger-car peak. For gencral

.,timates, the customary procedure is to consider truck traffic

:o be 15 pcrcernt of ADT in the absence of specific data indicating

different composition.

,oecial Components of Traffic

In an evaluation of traffic projections.for-industrial,

:omrercia!, or agricultural developments, producti
on rates

Can Le translated into highway traffic-volumes'by the estimating

of the type and capacity of the transport.vehicle. - If.considera-

1-ion ..s given to the seasonal characteristics of the production

aJcility (such as crop harvest), annual,.: monthly, and daily

i-ratfic volumes can be projected. These volumes can be superimposeC

on a traffic chart along with other estimated traffic volumes

to arrive at total traffic for the'route segment. This chart

U ually is presented with the months of the year as the ordinate

z.nd the rm onthly percent of annual traffic as the-abscissa.

t_ this way traffic is displayed as. a function of time and

% ,.iations from the average..are readily distinguishable.

Distribution of Traffic

The generation, distribution,, and assignment 
of traffic

Zre basic to traffic estimation. From studies previously mentioned

10/, statistical analyses of GNP. data, sinilarity comparisons

vithin and between countries), an idea. of --he-, airount of traffic

that might be generated can be.developed by rue consideration

of the specific uses of lands being served by the highway project.

Some land-use centers that generate traffic are 
residential

areas, business districts, commercial areas, and 
agricultural

areas.
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To ~ iuz the estimated traffic, the simplest mathe-
matical method that riay he iused is the gravity model.!/ The
gravity model -.- basect on the theory that traffic generating
areas attract traffic to them in proportion to their own size
(in termts ol. copulation or economic factors) and inversely
in tprepo~crtio t'tic square of the distance between them.

The basic gravity formula is given as follows:

YPi AP2

T1-2 dX.

Where T 1 -2  number of trips betw een areas 1 and 2

P1  population of area 1.

P 2  population of area 2

d = distance between areas 1 and 2

x = some rower of d, .frequently 2.

K = A constant used to adjust the different dimensions

used in the formula land to weight the attractive-
ness of the area.

Another method for estimating future traffic distribution

between zones i.; based on the assumption that future distribution

will be similar to present distribution and will be influenced

n.-iinly by Zon(! size. Future trips generated in each zone are

computed by ,nultirplying present trips by a growth factor based

an statistical studies, and trips are then distributed among

zones in accordance with the attractiveness cf each zone.

The step requiring the most judgrent in traffic planning

is the assigjning of the estimated traffic to aLternative modes

and routes bet.ween pairs of zones. No.general.'.v accepted method

has been developed for assigning trips to alternatp modes of

transportation. This is highly:dependent on local existing

1/ Because tJe development often entails a break 
with the past,

1matha!.laticaJl r" "t" ; bs ... on ,,i:~t: - diat,: :iiould be ui;e.. -ith

caution. This is pzrticularl' true wt..-re transpor facil.iLies

Len" up new areas.
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transport facilities and access to then. In the assigning of
trips to specific alternative highway routes between origins
and destinations, both travel times and'travel distances can
be used as criteria in selecting- the, preferred route.
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APPIDIX ,.. DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND CAPACITY:
INERUR.BAI ROADS A14D URBAN STREETS IN LDC's

The number of vehicles thkat a road or street can ac-

commodate at specified running speeds will dep.nd on the terrain,

the physical characteristics of the road (running surface,
shoulders, horizontal and vertical alignments and sight distances)

and the composition of the traffic, especially the proportion

of the traffic accounted for by heavy vehicles.

The relation of these variables is shown in tables C-I

and C-2 for interurban roads and urban streets, respectively.

These tables must be considered as illustrative, not as guideposts.

The standards for each country should be designed in the light

of its own conditions -- its cost of capital and labor, its

rate of economic growth, and its topographic characteristics.

Whatever standards are set in a country should generally be

maintained to permit efficient road construction, maintenance,

andadministration, as well as efficiency in the traffic use

of the country's highways. Individual road characteristics'

may have to be modified to meet particular local conditions,

but such deviations from national standards should be exceptional

and the reasons for them should be made explicit. The CPA

analyst should receive the information needed to refer 
to national

standards and to appraise any deviation needed because 
of local

conditions. Where no national standards have been developed,

he may -efer for guidance to a sample set of standards *(such

as those: of table C-1 or table C-2) in order to judge whether

th proposed standards are internally consistent and 
in accord

with the expected traffic demand.
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APPEND4I': D. AVERlAGE COST MODULES: " II.'AY
?11D STREET COOSTRUCTION

Several tables reflecting average costs e:xperience are
presented in this appendix. :The scarcity of data in most LDC's
may require reliance on genelali'zed cost data of this type.
If some but not all comoonents of costs are available, tables
D-3 and D-5 may be used to supplement local cost data. in
any case, the tables in this appendix can be useful as a chcck
7n locally developed cost estimates and on the completeness
of the list of cost components.

Should it become desirable or necessary to assess the
costs of a proposed project in greater detail than is possible
from the data in table D-1, the grading and drainage, the bases,
the surfaces, and the structures would each have to be divided
into subelements, and the unit price of each subelement would
have to be developed. Table D-2 gives these subelements and
the unit prices associated with the cost averages shown in
table D-l.

It also may become desirable.to es'timate the total initial
cost of a road project from data based: on only a portion of
the project. To accomplish this, the percentages for the major
items of construction have to be developed. If a fairly firin
estimate is available for one major element, the total initial
cost of a highway project can therefore be estimated. Table D-3
shows the distribution of costs by major highway construction
item.

An important phase in the assessment of highway projects
is the estimating of material requirements so that domestic
sources may be geared to supply such mater..als. The usage
factors, :in terms of units of the various nteri.ils per million
dollars of construction cost, when multipli .O 1-y the number
of millions of. dollars in the project, will *generally result
in reasonably accurate estimates of material-requirements.
These usage factors are shown in table D-4.



Table D-". Estimated Average Costs Per Mile
Highway Construction on New Location

(in thousands of'dollars).

.4ype of terrain
Type of c nstruc- Fla ..

tionFl 
R l l i n g '  mountainous

Secondar" - 24 ft.

Grading and drain-1
age ................. 32 42 101

Base and surfacing.. 15 15 16

Structures ........ 42 45 S8

Total .............. 89 102. .175

Prima ry

.24-ft. medium type

Grading and drain- .

age .......... ... 48 65

-Base and surfacing. 36* 37 39
.Structures ......... 47 49 63..

Total;.........- i31 151. 256

24-ft. hich type I
Grading and drain
agde............... 55 71 166Base and surfacing. 102 104 110

Stu ue... .. Il 54 56 '0

Total ............ .. 211 231 346

Four 2ft. ! nes-

Gra '.ing and drain- *
a c. ................. 251' 296 531

Ea...-: 2 -urfacing 217 220. 225
311 •317 348

Total...........779 83 1,104

.:it s of surfacing:
b;tni. s sur-ace treatment on 8" qravel base'

and shoulders.
.. .~ary. mndi. -,2" bituminous plant mix .,edium surface on

V. macadam* base on 4" grcvel subbase with_
6" gravel shoulders each 6 feet wide..

High tv-pe - Average of 3" bituninous concrete surface on '18" of
•-e and s,.bbase and 9" portland cement concrete sur-

:-'- on. G" gravel base, each including necessary
s!houlder conztructon.

Sourcat Der,*I: from Deoartrtent of:Transp6rtation, Fi:deral High-

wa" Ac inistration, aureau of Public Roads Source Data.
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Table L-.2. Bi,.e Bid Prices for Major Items on Highway

Construction Projects, 1968

J a/ Weighted average

Major itoms- Unit contract unit price

G-adinq ,nd drainage
Road',' \ , ._.. ra~Ttionl:

-Cubicyard $ 0.77

Co;!, on.Cubic yard .57

Unclassified ............. Cubic yard .74

Solid rock ............... Cubic yard 2.17

Culvt:t nice:
Clay- 6" diameter ....... Linear foot 2.68

c.ced concrete -

24" diameter ............ Linear foot 9.0 -

Cor :ugatei steel -

24" diameter ............ Linear foot 8.35

Base-, 6n. surfaces

Bases;:
Gravcl and clay gravel... Ton 1.80

,,acadam or stone..,....... Ton 2 63

Portland cement concrete. Square yard- 4:48-

Bituminous plant mix. Ton 5.84

Sufaces:
Bituminous concrete........Ton 6 77

Portland ceuent .......... Square yardd/  4.76-

Pavement reinforcement. Pound .117

Liquid bitumens:
Pr> - ,

', tack and seal..... Gallon .183

Struc t-uioes

Structural concrete--..... Cubic yard 71.81

Structural reinforcement... Pound .131

Structural steel ....... Pound .249

Steel H-piling ............. Pound .136

Prestressed concrete
.-bLams :

36-inch dpth............ Linear toct 17.76

45-inch depth ............ Linear foot 20.95

a T otail cost of major items is 65.3 percent of total. contract cost

Weighted average thickness is 7.0 inches.

c/ Excludes costs of reinforcement and joints.

d/ tWeihted averacge thickness is 8.8 inches.

e/ Includes bridges, box culverts, retaining walls, tunnels, etc.

f/ Includes superstructure concrete, substructure concrete, and

concrete for foundations and footings.

Source: Derived from BPR Source Data.



Tabll l-3. Distribution of Costs for Hi-ghway Construction

Items

Al primary

Mjor iUs Rural 
U rban Total

-..-- ercent-

Grad~o- rci dr'inae

Roadwav cxcavation: 
8.6 657.7

.or r .... ..... .. . ..". ...9 5 6 .3 87. 2

nClaIZ ied................... 18.9 1.8 16.0
Unca-id led ............... , 0.9 .1.0 1.0
Solid roc ............ . .

Culvert pipe: 0.. 0.1 0.1.
Clay - 6" ..................

1

Reinfrccd concrete - 24".. 0.4 0.3 -0.4

Coirv.ated steel - 24 ...... .

Subtotal ...........
3.5 2.1

ases and ,urfaces

Bas "s 1.8 54
Gravel and clay .gravel ...... 

3.8 3.0

Macada z or stone ........ . . 05.

Portland cement concrete- 0.2 0.9 ..
-i -n~ phl n".4.6 2.6 3.8

iBituminous plant . ...

Surface 7: 7 4.4 6.4

- tw'irous concrete..... 11.4

Portland cement concrete.' . .2.2 10.3.
......... roi~c2.3 1.6 2.0

Prime, tack, and seal ...... 0.7 0.5
37.7 25.4. 31 .7

Subtota .................

b/

Strucuralc/ 12.4 23.3 16.8

Structura! concrete- 4.1' 8.0 5.7

5tructural reinforcement ..... 6.0 14.6' 9.5

structural steel ........ .... .0.9 2.2: 1.4

..... I H-piling ...............
prestressed concrete :-beams: 0.1

36-inch depth ............. .0.1
45-incbh dcpth .............. 20,.3 0.3

pt .. .. o~

6ubtotal ....... 
23.... 33;8

Total........... . 100.0 100.0 100.0

.iXatio of total amount bid 
for

major items to total amount 68.0 60*.6. 64,9

bid for all items............. ."
continued--
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Table D-3. Distribution of Costs for .Highway Construction
Items continued --

a7 Excludes costs of reinforcement and joints.
E/ Includes costs of bridges,. box culvertsi retaining walls,
Tinnels, etc.
E_/ Includes costs of superstructure concrete, substructure

concrete and concrete for foundations and footingsi excludes

cost of -eiiforcing steel.

Source: Derived from BPR Source Data.



Table* L-4. tsage Factorc for Ascertaining Amounts of Materials
and Labor for Roads

Number of units

Unit per million dol-
Items lars of const uc-

tion cost-

Cement (exclu:2es cement in
coher~e .r )........... Barrels 1S,200

Dit rn'u . t eriL!....... Tons 933
Aggre'q2.e5:Z "

Pu:cnhased (by contractors) Tons 49,000

produced (by contractors).. Togs 35,000

Steel:
Strucrural (shape, plates,
H and sheet piling) Tons 183

Re!nforcinq (pave. ent and,
structurai reinforcement) Trons 232

Culvert pipe (corrug ated .
metal and struccurai
plata, pipe arches and
arces)...................... Tons 20.

Misrellaneous -oint de-
vices, tubular piling,
etc .............. I ........ Tons .24

Concrete poino (§lain and re-
infc':cecr T.................. Tons 369

Clay and ti1e ...... I.... Tons 11

Luw.>reT (,PL ,ub(r productseXCe Board feet 54,000p~e~ 4_.'e 1 ... r ) ....... B a d f e

Ti-l q_ 'KIc................ Linear feet 1,C00
P ../ ......... Gallons 131,000
Exp-'--(xc2dcs weights

f " fu )...... Pounds 43,000

e-r a t )......... Linear feet 10,400

Gur (i . ........ Linear feet 4,200
'" i" types) Linear feet 840

Corz: r, d t c r u .1 " ncu Lvert Pounds 220
a-,st , ipe ............... Tons 5

- c _c:'tc in place) Dollars 9,J00

Liqhti-ng (complete in place). Dollars 7,70C
L r ........................ :an-hours 2,000

} -o -y, preliminary engineering ant construction engineer-

ng costs excluded.
b/ includes sand, qravel, clay gravel, slag, c-rined stone, etc.

used for all hicghway construction including bases, subbases, 
con-

cretc surfaces, bituminous surfaccs, structural concrete and drain-

ace w -rk.
c/ Fuel and lubricants for equipmCent and trucks. Grease converted

io callons on basis of 8 pounds per gallon.

*;ourcc: Derived from McGraw-Hill Source Data.



Table D-5. Dist-bvtior. of Costs fcr Materials, Labor 
and

Equjpr,_nt for Highway Projects

All primary

Rural Urban Total

-----..-- percent

........... 4....3 2-.7 3.6
Arqate ~. . . . .. 9 .1 8.3 .8 0,7

3itu :n :/..................... 2 .'0 0.4

.utcr......................... i 0.5 0.i

'.'iIFr iling 0.1 0.1 0.7

:c';, wed steel culvert pipe. 0.9 0.3

F, ...........t.e.... 3.5 4.7 4.0
_ruc u te............. 2.6 6.1 4.0

co ncrete ............ 3.7 6.8 4.9

*t ,- ebitum1i-nouS paving
S ........... .... 4.0 2.7. 3.4

A .gg,, , roucCCrF/. ..... . 0.6 0.2 0.4

ConcTWIt culvert pipe ......... 0.8 1.5 1.1

"'0...................... 0.1 0.1

2'4scrI , 'i~o u s stee]........... 0.8 1.6 1.2

................ 0.8 0.2 0.6

,.~4:,o[ ,g............t ... ......... .1 1 3

... ............... . 2.2 0.2 1.4

i _~2c.L -e ;portel........ . 2.1 9.0 4.9

TIotal umiteriajs- -. ......... . 44.9 49.9 46.9

:,a or .................... ...... 25.8 25.1 25.5

Fri~aipment, overhead, and
profit ......... .............. 29.3 25.0 2.

Total ................... . 100.0 100.0 100.0

~/Dos otinclude cost o f cement in feady-mix concrete or in

r-oncrete culvert pipe.
b/ Does not include cost of aggregates in ready-mix concrete,

,remixed bituminous paving materials, or 
concrete, culvert pipe.

c/ Does not include cost of bitumens in premixed bituminous

paving materials.
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Table D-5. Distribution of Costs for Materials, Labor and

Equipment for Highway Projects
continued--

d/ Does not include cost of reinforcing steel in concrete cul-

vert pipe.
e/ Includes estimated royalty payments only. Other costs are

Thcluded in items of "petroleum products," "labor," and "equip-

ment, overhead, and profit."
Costs of fuel and lubricants for equipment and trucks.

Source: Derived from McGraw-Hill Source Data.



Table D-6. Cost e.'s for Geographic Areas

Location 1 Fa tor t, Location Factor

Algeria................ 1.30 Jamaica ............ 1.20
Ascension Isea. ... .......... 2.5 Korea........ 0.90

Azort-: Kunsan........... 0.90

Lajes ............... 1.10 ,san. 0.90

Bahama Is ....... 1.50 Sou . 090

Bermuda ....... ....... 1.60 Laos.... .. ......... 0.80

Bikini............... . -..0 .Iiberia (W. Africa) 0.80

Bolivia ............... 1,70 Libya:
Brazil .. . . .. . .. -. 5 "i o ...... . 1 1

British Guiana ........ 1.20 .:Line Is:-
British Honduras ........ 1:.20 Palmyra ........... 2..00

British West Indies: - iMajuro Is.......... 2.40

Antigua ........... 1.40 Morocco 1.00

Barbados......... 1,20 Nicaragua.......... 1.00

Trinidad....... .... 1.20 i akistan:
Burma ............. ..... 1.40 ,We .......... o. , 20

Caroline -Zs:0 '2Pana ......... 2.00

Truk................ 2.00 Panamana......... 1.30

Ceylon.,, ...... . . . '0 PaParaquay .. . 1.60

Chile.' . 1.5C Peru ........... o.... .1.50

Christmas I s .2.20 Philippine Is1...-.1 0

Colombia....... 1.30 Ryuku Is:

Costa Rica.. a-. ... .1.00 ..Okinawa ...... 1.00

Ecuador ..... .... . 1.50 Saipan ........... . 2.00

E1 Salvador.• ... 1.00 Samoa .............. 2.20

Eniwetok.... 2,40 .SaudirArabia:
Ethiopia.&........... 0.90 .Dhahran.........'.. 1.50

French Guiana........ .1Q20 So aliland ......... .20

Athenai ........ I1.... l60 Taiwan..... 0.70

Iraklion .............. L. 1.10 Thailand:
Greenland: .; Bangkok, Sattahip. 1.50.

Ice Cap............... .4-00 Other-!area.. 1.80

Narsarssuak .......... .3.50 :zTinian (Marianas Is) 2.00

Sonderstrom ...... 3.10 -Trinidad (BWI)..... 1.20

Thule... ........... 3 "g- 50 Uruguay.......... ... 1.60

Guatemala............. . 1.00 Venezuela...... ..... 1.30

Iceland ............... 3.00 Vietnam:
India: Saigon areas...... 2.20

0.90 Other-areas....... 2.50

Iran: Volcanic Is:

Tehran ............... L. 0.90 Iwo Jima .......... 2.20

Iraq ...... ... . ..... 1.30 Wake Is............ ?.20

Source: Extracted from DOD'!Source Data.



APPEDDIX B. RELATIVE COST OF OPLIIATING AUTOI-.OBILES ON, V,IOU.
TYPES OF ROADS

Types of Roads

Vehicle onerating costs vary with respect to the types

o' roads on which they operate. For the purpose of the pre-

liminary assessment of proposed 
projects, roads have Leen classi-

fied into three types: high, intermediate, and low.

High-type roads are heavier, more durable and more costly.

They are commonly referred to as pavements. Portland cement con-

crete jPCC) , sheet asphalt, asphaltic concrete (A/C) brick

and the various block pavements are high--type surfaces. T1_1

high-type road is composed of a foundation with a long life

and renewable wearing surface that permits overlayment when

the oricginal surface needs replacing. High-type roads are

designed to support large traffic volumes of automobiles and

heavy trucks. The initial cost of high-type roads range from

two to ten times the cost of intermediate roads. However,

over the years, with heavy traffic, the 
decreased annual mdin-

tenance costs and the low.er vehicle operating costs may more

than offset the initial expenditure.

Intermediate-type roads are all-weather roads with fle::ible

surfaces and with a life expectancy of 5 to 15 years. 
Typical

intermediate-type roads consist of heavy section 
gravel and

broken stone surfaces (surface-treated or untreated) and bituminous

surfaces, road mix or penetration macadam. The untreated sur-

faces are suitable for traffic of 50 to 200 vehicles 
pc" day.

Treated and bituminous surfaces are capable of carrying mixed

car and truck traffic to a maximum of approximately 2,000 vehicles

per day.

Low-type roads are composed of natural soil, gravel-

coated earth and stabilized soil. Traffic on these types of

roads i3 light, and such roads are generally used to carry

vehicles to an intermediate- or high-type road.
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Cost of Operating Vehicles

For the preliminary assessment of highway projects it

is desirable to know the average cost of operating 
motor vehicles.

To develop an average cost, it is necessary co postulate 
the

types of vehicles that will operate over a highway. 
Accordingly

a composite car is postUlated. For LDC's it is assumed that

snaller and miore economic cars would be used. Therefore, the

composite car would weigh 2,500 pounds; it would travel 20 rviles

o.i 1 gallon of gas arid would use 1 quart of oil per 1,000 miles,

with a complete oil change every 2,000 miles; and it would

travel aboat 7,000, miles per year. The cost of. operating such

a car per mile,.is shown in table E-1.

It is recognized that prices for the various 
items compris-

ing the cost of operating a motor vehicle will vary from country

to country. it is, therefore, necessary for figures to be

generated that can be used to judge the 
general relative costs

of operating motor vehicles independent of licensing, storage,

interest anid insurance payments. The cost variables, therefore,'

consist of gasoline, oil, tires (and tubes), maintenance and

depreciation. A standard table showing cost estimating 
relation-

ships for the variables and the constants for various 
types

of road surfaces is developed in subsequent paragraphs.

Cost of Operatinq Vehicles Over Various
Types of Roads

Tractive Resistance

To determine the relative cost of operating vehicles

over the. three differentt types of roads described above, it is

necessary to determine the average 
tractive resistances, in

pounds per ton, for a vehicle speed of 35 miles per hour:

Surface type Tractive resistance

(lb. per ton)

LowO . ........... 160

Intermediate.. 10

lfigh o aW aa 70



Gasoline Consumption

If the gasoline consumed in traveling a given distance
on a high-type surface were 1 gallon, the corresponding amount

consumed in traveling the same distance on intermediate- and
low-type roads would be 1.2 and 1.47 gallons, respectively.
This gives an indication of the relative difference in cost
when only one cost parameter is considered. The cost of operatin
a vehicle on various types of surfaces for all cost parameters
is chown in table E-2.

Relative Ccsts

As previously stated, gasoline, tires, maintenance and
depreciation vary with respect to the type of road. The followina
tabulation shows these relationships. The lowest figure has
been normalized to unity for the purpose of comparison.

Item Hi Intermediate Low

Gasoline .......... 1 .1.2 1.47

Tires (and tubes). 1 2.2 2.89

Maintenance ....... .1 1.2 1:40

Depreciation...... :1 1.1 1.24



Table E-1. Cost of Operating Composite Automobile

Cost Percent
of

Item Approximate Per mile total

annual ()cost

0Y:. 0)

Gasoline ($.65 per
gallon) ...... a........2.21i200 

3.24 16.8

Oil ($.60 per quart).... "j 14.20 .22 1.1

Tires (and tubes)....... 83,00 1.18 6.3

Maintenance......... ... 236.00 3.37 17.4

Depreciation ..... 315.00 4.50. 23.3

License ................ 
25.00 .36 1.9

Garage or parking
space (Sl7/mo) ......... 204.00 2.91 15.1

Interest ... ....... . 15 .0 .... 4 11 1

~ 96.60 *1.38 7.2

Insurance1..........0 
13 .

Total ................ I,340.80 19o30 - -100.0*.



Table E-2. Relative Cost of Operating Automobiles 
on Various

Types of Roads

Approximate cost on three types of
surfaces

Item High Intermed-ate Low

----------- cents per mile

Gasoline (65 cents
per gallon) ......... 2.78 3.34 4.10

Oil...... ...... .22 022 .22

Tires (and tubes).... .80 1.76 2.31

Maintenance.......... 3.5 4.75 5.3'

Depreciation ......... 3.48 '3.84 4.33

License .............. -.36 .36 .36

2:.91 2.91 2.91

Interest. 2.14 2.14 12.14

Insurance ........... 1.38 1.38 1.38

Total. 18.02 20.70 23.58



COS'T S : WILT AYS

Najor coL:poneni.5 of railway construction costs are pre-
sented in this a;pendix. The unit cost estimates are based
on experience in ehe United States at prices prevailing in
1968. Thus the unit costs are not likely to be directly applicable
in most LDC's. To the extent that the unit costs ref lect labor
inputs, the figures given are probably higher than those which
viIlbe encountered in most LDCs, although productivity per
-;-an-day --- as well as daily wage rates -- must be considered
in making the adjustment to local costs. On the other hand,
.i'nported materials, equipment, and the cost of foreign engineers
jind supervisory personnel are likely to be higher in the LLC' s
tean the estimates cited in table F-i.

Clearing arid Grubbing. Due to variations in the type
and dbnsilty of foliation, the price for clearing and grubbing
nay range between $315 and $1,260 per acre.

Earthwork. When the grading is light, fills are frequently
rmade from borrow pits (excavations near roads), and the material
in cuts is wasted. The price per -cubic yard then applies to
the sum of the yardage of cut and fill plus shrinkage. This
price is usually $2.00 to $3.50 per cubic yard for earth, about
$6.00 to $8.00 for loose rock, and $9.00 to $18.50 for solid
rock. When earthwork is heavy, care is taken to make the fills
from the material in the cuts. Excess Jil! ., disposed of
as directed and the contractor is paid accorc:ding to the amount
e:xcavated.:L/ Nuch depends on length of haul and on local condi-
tions. Projects in the proximity of cities and on lines currently
in use will ubually be more costly. As an example of the range
of costs, the cost per mile of grading for al] tihe railroads
.n a 191,733-square-mile diversified area wit.. i nopulation
of 15 million varied significantly, from 135,00"i to $93,000
"per mile.

Tunnels. The total cost of this item is affected by
many variable factors. Unit costs, however, should not vary

/ A higher amount may be charged for excavation work if the
Fontractor is also required to..construct embankments from the
excavated materials.



Cost

NO. Description of item -

Per foot Per mile

I. Rail, 100 lb. per yd.
@ $140 per ton ........... $4.65 $24,640

2 Spikes, nlates, bolts and
splice bars .............. ... ..40

3 Ties, 6"x8"x8' - 6', 22"
on center @ $5.15 each... 2.80 14,790

4 Ballast, 0.5C.Y. (crushed

stone @ $2.50/ton). 1.60 8,450

5 Labor 1.5 hours @ $3.85--
per hour .......... .5.75 .29,960

Cost for basic items...... 16.20 85,536

VARIABLE ITEMS3

Cost per mile

ITO. Description of item Flat Rolling Mountainous

6 . (:iearing and grubbing, - .

grading and drainage
(average prices) ...... $55,000 $71,000. $166,000

.ost of basic items..., "86,00 86,000 86,000

otal cost' of 1 mile of
track. 141,000 157,000 252,000

7 Land; right-of-way,
yards and terminalsa/. 60,000 60,000 60,000

.Total cost of 1 mile of _
track including landa7

(item 7) .201,000 217,000 312,000

A/ Varies according to location and land 
use. These figures are

Eased on a right-of-way 100 feet wide. This gives 12.1 acres per.

mile @ $5,000 per acre. This item, as well as others, 
must

be adjusted for local conditions.
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significantly. The average! o. :a large numer of "cases is' shown
in tabel F-2, condensed from Drinker's Tunneling, and updated
to reflect 1968 costs. All costs are for U.S. standards using
conventional mining techniques."

Table F-2.. Average Cost of' Tunnel Construction

Cost per cubic-yard, Average total cost

Ter linear foot
Material. Excavation iiasonryI4tr li laS inry

Single Double Single

track track track track traka0.k

Hard rock.. $60 $55 $120 $ 83 $700 ;144

Loose rock. 31 35 "90 104 ' 810 122

Soft ground 36 46 _. 150 105 1,380 1,880

Mails. Tons (2,000 pounds). per mlie of track equal

1.76 times the weight of rail per yard in pounds. An allowance

of an additional 2 percent for cutting and waste should be

made. The freight from mill to delivery point is frequently

a considerable gross item. The present mill price for standard

100-pound-per-yard rails is $140 per ton. Light rails are

$5 to $44 per ton more than the 100-pound rai.ls. Prices oz.

rail fastenings are about $1.40 per foot..

Crossties. Creosoted ties range in cost from $5.15

to $8.00 per tie.

Frogs, switches and crossings. Switulhcs in place will

cost from $2,000 to $4,800 per switch. The cost of a crossing

of two railroads will depend on the angle of intersection,

and will cost from $1,500.

Ballast. The cost of ballast uiazy run from $8,400 to

L$15,000 per ni'le for -he best of.broken stone. An ordinary
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average is $10,000 per mile of track. Quantities and unit

costs are given under the heading 9 rack layinq.

Track laying. This item includes tracklaying, surfacing,.

.and hauling track materials from the point of delivery to the
places where used. The contract price for track layinc alone

is frequently $3,500. per. mile' at present U.S. prices for labor.

However, there are many records of track laying by means of

special tracklaying cars for as little as $600 per mile. fDal-

lasting is sometimes deferred until the 'oad is in operation."

The surfacing may then be a -separate- contract at about $5,050 I,

per mile. Allowing an average, figure of $2,210 per mile for

the train service, the .total cost to the corpany-for these

items will average about'$7-150 per mile.

Fencing. The cost of fencing will average about $1,750"

per mile of fence, or about $3,500 per mile of road when both

sides -are ' comple'tely-fenced. 'Often only a small fraction of........

the. total length is fenced. '

Buildings and mis cellaneous structures. Station buildings

and fixtures average $6,650 per mile. Unit allowance for a

small frame passenger station is $15.50 per square foot; 
for

platforms, $2.10 per square 'foot.. The unit cost of six section

and tool houses averaged. $3.90 'per 'square foot of area. The

cost of water stations, of ordinary capacity will vary from'-

39 to 51 cents per gallon of' capacity. Sign boards cost $70

to $90 each, and whistle postsdmile posts and' railres ts cost

about $25 each. A Y'configuration :can take the place of a ".

turntable providing land is available. 'Using a radius, of 300

feet with 100 feet of track--"fori'the engine at the',tail of the Y,

about 1,050 feet of track p]1us three switches will be required.

The tail of the Y will require land for 400 feet from the main
track.

Turntables. This item may cost anywhere from $26,300

to $55,000. The turntable itself-,is made either of cast iron

or structural steel, or sometimes''oE a combination of structural

steel trusses with a 'cast-ironcentrt. . * ,r . .

Coaling stations. Coaling stations for steam railroads

may vary from a mere platform or, bunker from which tle coal

is shoveled into the'tender (al.though at a considerable co. a, t
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-_2.r ton) to the very elaborate and costly coal pocZcts in which

:,al is C2:.ositcd by coal conveyors or dur.ed from cars drawn

a inncline, and from which the coal slides through chutes

,) the Lenernr. The cost i1iust be computed for indivJiclual cases.

i. h pits 1i:ke"a. vary from a mere pit between the rails to

:n elabofat:, z-junct of a coaling station by which the ashes

Lm.-d , iatc- ly transported on a conveyor to an ash car.

'-,I irI crounds. Although the area of terrinal grounds

no n -i r ihan 3 or 4 percent of the total prop.erty area,

o 2o::t, r its cost per mile of road, may be mure than

-,l (ot al the renmaining ri'it-of-way. In an 80r000-square-

;-.].u x°ia -;e:ccd by a railroad, the valuation of terminal grounds

,.:s /1 percent- of the total valuation of all the line right-

-.wa, rgavel pits, station grounds and terminal grounds.

Misceljarneous. Shops, roundhouses, and shop tools and

'j.chinerv ,27zi vrage about 3 percent of the total cost of

t road. Snow fences, bridge ticklers, track: scales, mail cranes

.,;d bumping po ;ts- must be allcr :d for on all large roads, but

-.2.Cir relative cont is insignificant. For signals the cosL

iCc variabLe, dep)ending on the deqee of elaboratone!- of

-,_e -yc;tc,;.a, tihat averaje unit prices pcl mi.e of road would

Or:ly be misleading.

Tolerjraph line,. A connervative estimate is $4,400

;,r-. le c.L road L)r a ingle-wire line, or significantly less
A. ao.cr.; very chea p.

1'--i-c-irht n~n :ow, truIctic'i mauterials. This itow, apl~pies

.lt. .O-t. r - w. , t ;'i:, ,,,. l . material ,;ucli w.; -~ Ies,

j .I _ , , it fid w j ,t a, int, to 1 lpurcent of t.li cost of, the

i'tr.A:1 7. L.[, tlif it.umn if ignored , the fr.i Lia ncj added

C"~r'i LI. pqv-gei Io, Cohirjl o ncicu ara ut;ually U.5Lir.ated

i tltc7 {, 0J4:k' ' jiI- -ci thit tohLol OL' thu precud'Iin iLt:w;.

w itl 'j O Vc ' .I .J llli 11( l-, i.w1 l(4 3 ('U i l _ .5 t !V .(c . T h e )

*.t fll;rIxi'- ,. wIm ... 'I'jlio l d l , WOO ; w ill &"ODj ;,Illl - w rco nL.. l L
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organizational expenses. A minimum of 1 to 1.5 percent

of the cost of all construction work is allowed for organization-

al expenses.
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FOREWORD

The project analyst using these guidelines should first

read Part I, General Guidelines. It provides insights into key

considerations for capital project appraisals (CPA's) in all

sectors, and includes a detailed discussion of the methodology

for calculating the internal rates of return, the cost-benefit

ratios, and other relevant measures of the worth of a project.

For telecommunicattons projects, internal rates of

return should be computed from the viewpoint of the business

enterprise, and from the standpoint of the national economy.

These two criteria for project appraisals are described in

Chapter III and illustrative computations are presented in

Chapter VIII of the General Guidelines. The analyst should be

familiar with the conceptual and computational differences

between the two measures.

These guidelines deal expressly with those matters

relevant to telecommunications. They tell the analyst how

to think about a project in telecommunications; what to look

for; and how to assure consideration of all element- essential

to a project. They suggest.the importance of recognizing institutional,

cultural, political, and other factors which can weigh heavily on a

project. They encourage concentration on big issues in broad orders

of magnitude, leaving details and matters of lesser importance to be

explored in a subsequent study.

The CPA is most efficiently undertaken by multi-disciplinary

teams, e.g., social scientists (economists, financial analysts, political

scientists, etc.) and technical specialists (engineers, agriculturists,

etc.). The structure of the individual multi-disciplinary team can only

be detailed within a specific analytical and project context. The term

project analyst or analyst, used herein, refers to a member of a team

engaged in a.CPA.

ill



I. 2i'NTRODUCTION

Purpo@,e and Scope

These guidc11 ,7 :.c a-,plicable to all elements of

comon-carrier co7v,:ni7 o. stels, including investment

in outnide and in~i-Y - -)Iant, operations and mainte-

nance, manac ;mnt arI "-. ,:,_!1 personnel, operating procedures,

financial anaiys;is a;: :s planning.

Th:c r;insra- i -' d1kal extensively in chapter I

'4ith feltfircs of a .--. Iiclh distinguishes a PPA from
Vh0 Leaai.Lil tv :~u.'" < r,,,- of the CPA; and

the depthl of iaouiry K'; ree of sophistication of

a.a.ysi. that . The comments there are equally

pertinent to tfose iueLac for telecommunications and

should be -evie ca.

Certain economic :.cnccpts and tools are needed for

a CPA in teleccnnunrcatimc,- such as shadow pricing, sensi-

tivity analysis, discountin, etc. They are described in

the General Guidelines and are not repeated here.

Using the basic apprcach of the General Guidelines.

for CPA's, these guidelines will outline the, following:

a Data recu4.rcd :or preliminary appraisal

of telecoa,,unications projects.

0 ConsideratioI.s -.&fccting telecommunications

projects.

. Steps in conduc:t, ng .. CPA.

The analyst should concern himself primarily with

assessing the nced for iiiie pvoject, examining alternative

ways to satisfy the n ltwa(, i:i'ng preliminary estimates of

capital and operatinu co .i.s, quantif-,ing the identifiable

benefits and diScu-S-iin Lhc iicrits o*. various concepts with

reasons for selecting tho Iuroposed aplroach. The analyst

should seek to avoid the need to use co~cly engineering
investigations in tho CIA.

General Characteristics of Telecommunications

The needs met by telecommunications can be filled

by a wide range of services, namely:



* Mail -- local, inciercity and internationalTelephone -- icca , intercity and international

* Telegraph -- in crcit: and international

* Telex -- n... r1V alnd international
SSpecial servi -- adio, telephone, pay

stations, fnx , facsimile equipment and

automatic ansvo' [ ana recording, devices.

Although these cp1' e are not concerned with mail,

it is clear that the mu ' f mail delivery (reliability

and speed) will affect- , d and demand for other services.

These guidsliri{ -A.. ionly concerned with public services#

but it should be recocni'"i &i-at in situations of very low

demand and ivmportant comv:c Ons needs, alternatives to

public facilities exist -u the forn of individual radio

installations.

Telecommunications -projects-, like 
other infrastructure

projects, generally reciuire comparatively large amounts of

capital relative to direct employment 
generated; and the

labor force for such projects is generally one in which there

is a comparatively high pioportion of skilled 
workers. In

most LDC's, the equipment reouired for teleconufnications"

projects must be imported. In at least the construction,

installati.on and initial p;'a -es of operation, foreign labor

inputs may also be require-d.

In the early stages of development of the telecom-

munications sector -- and even at later stages -- proposed

projects may involve investment of oversized equipment capacity.

These characteristics necessitate that the analyst

give careful attention to:

. Thu possible IIced for the use of an accounting

rate or shadow rate for foreign exchange in valu-

ation of imported cavital inputs.

The availabilityof sTzills required for the

project, and the v2:oper wage rates to 
be used

in pricing both domestic and foreign labor

inputs.

The use of an appropriate rate for the

opportunity cost of capital which is 
especially

impoLLoxL because of the largo capital requiLe-

ments of tC2euL;LUIflh-i(atiO1sN JV'ojects.



Telecopm.unl c. ; nl, -in corrv.on with other infrastructure,

is.highly..........l........ . ,ther activities in the economy.

The return on investmn'nt J. _e-lecoamnuficat sfclte

depends greatly on the .el .of other economic activities.

Overinvestment in te lec'bmunicationS facilities may

result in relatively good service but a poor. rate of return,

L.e. , a waste of scarce resources. . Underinvestnent may lead

to traffic overloading and poor service. Because of miaintenla.ce

.,and other difficu lties, high operating costs may result,

aqain leading to low rates of return.. 
In addition, rates.

of return are sensitive to the, skills of .management and other

personnel, to the rate structure,, and 
to the quality, of plan-

Telecommunications facilities provide comon ser .:.es

to both consumers and to productive 
enterprises l such se-.

vices, therefore, are both consumers'-na'd 
producers'. goo, s.

F rom the standpoint of the role of 
telecommunication fac-'1ities

in economic growth and development, 
the two categories of

service merit different priorities. 
In practice it may prove

difficult to reflect this in the valuation of the benefit -

to be-provided by the project. However, as some portio-.

of the service hasa greater economic 
value than others,

pricing policy should be designed to 
reflect the government's

priorities on the categories of services to be encouraged

and those to:b disouraged That, is,-in- order--to -res train-,
demands on a limitedcapacity, higher rates should be imposed

on~nonessential (residential) users than 
on industrial and

commercial users where efficient communication makes.a more

direct contribution to economic development. 
. _

There is a special relationship in 
the telecommunica.-

tions sector between demand a-nd quality 
of service. The

economice value of the system is ,reduced 
for all concerned

if dernand is permitted to overload available 
circuits. Beyond

some point in traffic loa >ing, a system,s 
performance deteri-

orates extremely fast. Though it is difficult to' quantify

tne total loss from deteriorated service, it is still meaning-

ful for a target level of quality,to ie set., Systems planning

should be geared to .prevent performance from 
falling below

this level.

In many -- if not most -- LDC's, telecommunication

facilities are governmentally owned and operated. 
Where

they are not so owned and operated they are almost invariably

Wa monopoly, subject to varying degrees of government regula

tion. Moreover, the domestic service and thedomestic

" -,,.j i .,%.j ,, '. : . ., % Lw



co.-.onernt C- 'ot yezph~~ VilU~

as is th c e features have imDortant

implicatiorn.- fur va.ui cf S.ecific ally:

I C f tI Cu'u zr 'Iitratiely determined,
:ithFr direc~colyr yr

Difl erjnt urice: .a be f oished for the various

categCries of users.

Frequently, celeco7 m~znic az ns services are underpriced, posing
continuing fnancir£ nrorblems iicr r-int,.nance and for new additions. Another

freooe~it er-or J.- cin; mong, ccnreting telecommUnications services,

using u.necCnolea.c shifts a:-on. T heb pricing of services should be
cJnsidered in the CFA.

A -oarticula telecc~ne.,c ', o facility may be desired for purposes

of national defense or to nroMoJe ini 2gration of different regions of the

nation. In such a case technicues to determine the least-cost alternative

could be applied.



I',' .c'--Cc~ mzc De.,elioDmernt Strategy

Nati.ona and ,'icnal econcmicdcevelooment policies
have an io...nt infiu'nce on the total eI;and and the distri-
bution of : for teleco.mmunication .srvices.

The i'ate and composition of ,_oonomic growth
will greatly influence the demand for telecom-
munications. To take one case, government
emphasl s on fostering manufacturing and exports
will result in different telecolmunications
requir,ients than will comparable emphasis on
agricul-tural activities.

. Regional development plans of the country
will have large effects on the total amount- and
geographic location of investment in telecommuni-
caticns facilities.

• Government policies on exchange rates and im-
port policy will substantially determine access
to and the cost of imported equipment, supplies
and technical expertise.

Government policies on the pricing of tele-
conmunications services will determine not only
the revenues yielded by the system but also the
extent of excess demand, the availability of
internal funds for expansion of capacity, and
the pa.ter-n of use of the services.

The size of the government's investment budget
will help to fix the funds available for telecom-
munications.

* Growing emphasis on international trade and
investments can cause an extraovdirarily high
rate of increase in demand for international
telecommunications services. In turn, these will
exert an impact on domestic services, particularly
on its quality.

The project analyst's task is to appreciate and mea-
sure the links between macroeconomic matters and the project
he has to appraise. How will these matters affect the size,
timing, cost, profitability, and technical characteristics
of the project?



lations and significant additions to teuecorniuI - . -"

capacity be selected only after intrasectoral relationships

.-.re considered. For example, installation or expansion of

an urban phone system will undoubtedly create demands 
for

onc,-di. ... and international ccrnunications. Must these

rel ted systems be introduced simultaneously? Or, in the

matter of band use, should the project contemplate 
a band

width wider than that needed for one telecommuni 
cations mode

in .rer to accommodate another?

The vnry close interrelation between needs in the

!,!ariou3 form- of telecom unications suggests that, uy the

Lime a project is proposed, there has been an overview 
study

of the teleconununications sector. A comprehensive sector

study will provide the project analyst important informa-

tion on related telecommunications needs and availabilities.

It will:

-identify principal factors affecting demand for

telecommunications services, providing- historical data and

projected requirements.

* Describe the character, condition, and location

of the existing plant., including an inventory and brief de-

scription of the existing common-carrier and privately

owned facilities. (A list of typical system elements is

presented in appendix A.)

* Provide a description of the operating character-

istics of the system. At a minimum, it will include informa-

tion on the population, topography, climate, and economic

characteristics of the area-served; existing service to

cities, towns, and villages recorded in an area schematic

diagram or on maps; and indications of potential new service

Zreas.

* Describe the mual!ityf'of thet existing services.

(A list of characteristics relevant to the quality of'existing

services is given in appendix B.)- This has an important

bearing on the revenue of the system. Poor quality causes

loss of customer confidence, and therefore reduces use. Poor

service may also divert a customer to other possible competing

services, such as telegrams, privately owned radio circuits,

or direct messengers for short distances.



c.. n te -ZdeCuic - i-elcor-COMMan lcations training

institui-eS; if or"e: t a spccification of training pro-

,ra.. .s ry be rec(uire.. Pragrams which require foreign

ter- '.... should be subjected to the same evalua-

tion criteria. To the greatest extent possible, personnel

training should be coordinated with proj2c. implementation

in order to miniiaze future bottlenecks 'in requirements or

was;te where future supply may exceed demand.-

Provide historical revenue data along with past

a:nd present rate structures and an assessment of the ade-

quacy of revenues to meet current operation- maintenance,

and development costs. Government subsidies, if any, -bould

be noted and a determination made of the reason for 
thei:

existence. If a sector study is quite detailed, the revenue

structure will be analyzed in terms of basic 
charges, exten-

sion, private-linz rental, PBX, service connections, trunk

calls, telegrapn, telex, radio licenses, international

charges and uncollectible revenues. For applicable types

of charges, the analysis should attempt to determine if the

costs of providing the particular services are 
covered."

Include an analysis and recdmmaendations on 
manual

versus automatic operation of the switching, recording,

and billing functions in the system. The question of manual

versus automazt.c operation can easily be reduced to a deter-

inination as to which represents the least-cost alternative,

given the opportunity cost of capital and the 
shadow prices

of other factors in the country concerned (see chapter V of

General Guidelinies for type of calculation).

i :nclude an evaluation of the existing numbering

plan or the design of a new one. These factors will affect

the characteristics of proposed projects, and decisions

pertaining to them should, be.. available t. project 
planners.

* Analyze system users by type and 
location. Tele-

communications is a rapid-growth indus+ry because 
of the

increasing number of users, more intensive utilization,

and greater variety of communications facilities. Detailed

knowledge of the kinds of users and their particular demands

is also helpful for the purpose of rate structuring, a

subject to be discussed subsequently.

. Provide estimates of costs of physical resources

necessary for the implementation and operation of projects.



Only approximate estimates of costs will be available.

oata are readly availalie from manufacturers

for most tyoes of inside and outside plant Cquipment. For
system .nd : et pi~anrnini it will be useful to have data

I n fori;3..- to rapid cost. calcuiations. Examples

-,I suc-l " or broa,.t--4uge units are the cost of re-

c:uired ins]..: oi outsidc plant facilities per one thousand

urban or 1-Ci telephone surscrblcrs, the cost per mile

of v<ire or c[a]lc: in flat or hilly terrain, the cost of

;uicrowaV;.: tr nission per hundred miles of coverage, etc.

diiate the major respects in which the existing

..;ystem mieds 1',lifications, aparz from future expansion.

,ch mo. could embrace changes in the system's

configuration and also cover:

.1. Changes in schedules of user charges or means

for achieving higher rates of return that would

provide resources for future expansion and reduce

marginal demand that may be overloading the

system;

2. Administrative means of keeF:.ng demand down

to levels that do not overload the system if rates

themselves cannot be used to achieve a check on

overloading;

"3. l,-proved maintenance, inventory control,

changes in peisonnel policy, training or other

manacement practices;

4. Correction of imhbalances or deficiencies in

the sector (geographic, segmental, peak hour,

spare! parts, equipment, etc.)

. ProjecL future total *demand for services and coef-

ficients of intensity of traffic tor these services. The

distinction between "demand" and "traffic" is important.

The foruier teem generally refers to equipment requirements

which are necessary to serve existing and potential 
cus-

tomers. The latter term refers to the frequency and the

way in which the equipment is utilized. A comparison cf

the existing capacity and usage of the system with fore-

casts results in an identification of future requirements

for inside and outside plant. Projects should generally

cover future needs for a minimum of 10 years, but there may

be reasons for short-run programming to meet 
unusual near-

term requirements.,
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Trd fic ar.6 ::en'-'e dita should be available for:

1. Local t ' serviC'?, cities and towns

2. National toi, intcrcitV
3._ trna ti cnii i t ol1

4. 'T',-egrch, local and intercityJ
5. ryeeirat.h, interna'tiona.

6. LxAicx, inztrcity
7.. £e1lux, i ic nl
S. fopecial services.

Each of the above eight categories needs to be pro-

e,*cted cparate3 y because c' the differlent factors under-

.2-ying their respectivc rates o! growth. The typical pro:.-

ierLS faced by planners in developing countries are (34

the lack of historical data for local and intercity traffiC,

(2) lack oi- kno.iledge conccrningi the real level of pent-

up de-mand, even where suscriber waiting lists are kept,

(3) uncertainties with respect: to regional or industrial

development plans, (4) equiprlent-tra&ic relationships,

,A~d (5) the chL-nging proportional distribution of major

types of subscribers.

Identifv the constraints within which the project

Will have to be carried on. I.4any constraints arise at the-

national or -m:acro lewl. The analyst should be aware of

what macro and sector ulanners are doing that will relieve

constraints affceccting teleco,,.uliications systems, e.g.,

increasin-fl the goveriment's investment badget for the sector,

-a~ .....C~)l C, ations. If today's constraints
co-- easing _coreiqn exchange o-,_, ..

nt

wre likely to be removed by inacrocconoriLc developments,

tordav's rejetctd projeCt might become tomorrow's eligible

c1 ndidate. '!'1e Gene r a l Guidclin.-:s ncude a discussion

of those gr-egatcs and policies in a macro 1 lan hich can

affect sectors and projects.

Constraints frequently pl.acpaipq preects could be

.-,vch matters as shortages of inc sT,nt ;d cesing

o- imports cnd great delays in connec:,-o" therewith, endemic

.,!iortage5 of nmaterials, faulty ,lana.. and untrained

lsbor force, overly politicztl weight iii the setting of rates,

or threat of naionliZation of forceign-owned enterprise.

'The analyst will havO to focns on key constraints. It is

th e severity of the problem U-iat he must- isolate.

While it is not to be expected that all of the informa-

tion described above will be available from available sec-

toral studies or plans, the analyst should rely to the maximum
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extent po'zrsible on zu h 3ourcec. Where sectoral studics are not available

or -rE dcficint in a..ortant rf&:ectz, the anajyst rhou2 ident:y the

C.ata recrui:.-d to ' E' nzi r r'aizal cf the project. In the follcing
e-tion, chr steps in a CPA nr disciiued; when these steps invol'e eStimates,
i.a end ir.jecion t ; culd be understocd that if these are available

sctcr....... they shou.d be used unless they are deemed

1 . a*,quat:. The a,- y of' sucl drata shoufd be evatwued in terms of the

• -y u c:ray unpions, : ehoolc V and tirm.e3iness of the sector study.



Ill. z.i,. I:; THE !2AUTAL PROJECT APPRAISAL

As otii_ n the G nera! Gulidies, Ijpojcct prepara-

tion anJl app~il.-.; _onsira of the following:

1. de..t,7 --- ion of need for project and
catecgor- - project
2. .o.i von of Dromi.Ling physical resource
flow pli

, 'ci the project
I .w-on of the most promising alternatives

5. ur. '.in of rates. of ret-urn
. L2'11ty analysis of rates of retirn

'1. .Jton sumaary.

While tii _,bove steps can be discussed as disciutc

steps that wi ll occur in the stated order, it should be

recognized hat in the course of carrying out these steps.

there w hr] be considerable interaction. For example, in

carryin'j out. tcp 4, the analyst may find that other alterna-

tiives 'geJ-Ct LhemseIves, so. that he may find it necessary

to retul-n to step 2.

ident ification of Need for Project and
Category of Project

he need for the services to be provided by the. project

will be inricat.ed 1v the relation of projected capacity

to proj,.tnU! demand. Because of the substitutability of

x-aIns o.:. col:zu x.tcation, projections should reflect what

will ,2 de one in competing forms. .. An improvement in mail

,ervice, hoi: c-aiiip1e, will reduce -the demand for telegrams.

Similarly. improved telephone. service will Lffect demand

for tel(egram s-erv.ce. In projecting trends or using correla-

tions based on -the past, it is important to. allow for such
changes .

Unsatisfactory levels of -service -from existing faci'-

ities, excessive waiting time for ac:-ess to long-distance

facilities, long lists of potential ubsczibers, etc., indi-

cate that some kind of action is called for and may offer

important clues as to what kind of action is most-promising.

Where sector studies or surveys have established

needs for the future, pr where the scope of work controlling

the CPA identified the need, the analyst can generally take

this as given for the purposes of the preliminary appraisal.
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:Ho-..ever, no:Ojects may fal. into one of several cate-

gories, and . a st-bllshed need fcr, say, increased local

te!no .- ....-. does not necessarily determine the specific

.. o 5 t-est suitbed to r:cet the need. Established
:""l"'iIC

't3-O lservices may be met, generally,
: pr . Ii inr one of he following categories:

Original installatins

Aid-ti:ins to and/or modernization of

existinq plant

Imp rov_"J operation of existing facilities,

e.g-. _., better management, training, opera-

ta-C " I d intenancC manuals.

Each of t categories is discussed below.

Original Ins-tallations

Proji. c-s involving original installations are most-

.Likely to Ie encountered in rapidly developing subcenters

.n LDC'a. S'ch proj',cts may emerge as components of the

qoveramefnts program to alter the regional pattern of ecdnomic

developiient a. infrastructure to facilitate the exploitation

" mna o.- other natural resources at some distance from

existinc ; t-ELccommunicatiolis facilities; or simply to meet

.ong-feIt eeds that have gone unsatisfied because of 
budg-

( -- ary o-c nthk : constraints.

.- ab ;erce of established data in the service area

vill coiip<iic.. te the task of project appraisal for original

i.nstallatioas. The potential for general economic development

and populaLion, growth in the service area should be the

focus of thEL CP' If the original installation is designed

priiaarii~r to serve a new land settlement and development

scheme, or an industrial estate-worker housing development,

.It may bu advisable to consider telecommunications as an

ntcgrai .c~mponent of the overall scheme, rather than as
a separate "project."

Plant Additions

The major emphasis of these guidelines will be on

plant additions. Presumably, the analyst who prepares a

proposal will have. access to such historical 
information

as system demands, system peaks, and usage 
information,



a;,d will be well acquainted with the present system equipment

W and configuration. Any new additions to the system should

work effectively with the existing system. ,

For a plant addition,. required background infoiniation

will include:

. The long-range sector plan ,

. A near-term plan if one has been prepared

0 The most recent estimates of future system demands

. A discussion on requirements and deficiencies of

the present system.

Within this framework the analyst should probe the necessity

for the proposed additions to the telecommunications system.

What is the need to be first satisfied?

Improved Operations

Irprovements in -operating 'techniques leading to ore

efficient use of facilities and' personnel usually cor.uAnd. an

important position in operational studies.. They are no less. 
de-

serving of attention in 'CPA' s. ' The ne'Jd for operational i.provq

ments can' be the basis for proposals to- study and' make recom-.

'mendations through technical 'assistance channelsf'. It is

not.uncommon, _for' example, ..for, some ,developing,-. Countries
to have new or almost new telecommunications equipme n t that

is operated inefficiently or below intended .-capacity' levels.

Such a situation might be improved at" relatively low cost'.

by employment of technical advisers, to offer, training courses

and to prepare opeiating manuals.

,,Projected Requirements for the Service-

A project proposal which involves investment in facili-

-ties and plant must be based on existing and projected traffic

covering those geographic areas in w'iich talecoIniunication5
services are to be upgraded or newly supplied.' When.projec-
tions in a sector study are. resorted to, tney should be,

updated and verified by. using, the most recent projections.,
of relevant socioeconomic variables and. growth rates from.

the national plan. Where price changes are projected, for

a particular service one should .allow for any 'effects -on

demand that can be expected. Several' useful approaches..

to the development of projections are suggested below.

Telephone Services ,"

Demand for tplephone'service is influenced by general.

economic and demographic variables. ' Implicit relationships,



which might 1c explored for any given country include the

correlatio.i olu riuber of subscribers, number of instruments

or voluime of raf "fic with such variables as:

GIiP, incIud.ng per capita GNP and the wage

Fore.iCT, trade, imports and exports

* t]oncigr.citural domestic output and the

mgnlfc: u-ing share of this output

pGo-r consumption

* O~&)iio LIfii growth, including densities

and number" of households

* Litc:rac- rates.

His oriciA- attempts to obtain explicit relationships,

i.e., estimL: ioa fo-mulas with reliable coefficients, have

not Mt. Wit_'!I ;CI success in LDCs. The difficulties en-

countered in Qbtaining reliable statistical measures of

the relatiom:;.1iu of arowth in demand for service to growth

in the economy arise, in part, from:

* Slnpresslon of demn.nd by rationing of the

ava]_LI ,! !3ervice, i.e., the actual demand

is nt evi dent in statistical information.

"( . "lt," nature of investment in facilities

w i, vu :ise to discontinuities in the-growth

in t icOrIMXIuni cations services.

Long suhscw:vber waizing lists and overloaded circuits re-

sulting in [ sevico and frequent breakdowns curtail

demand. wI cas where expanded facilities have been imple-

mented, the-: o: is usually a quantum. jump in subscribers and

traffic %\'hlch evcittually stabilizes at a 10 to 20 percent

average anni]ai growth rate.

Inter.at. nal traffic, however, can sometimes be

estimated through correlating it ,Jith the ievel of foreign

trade or by fitting an appropriate curve.tc" the usually.

available historical data. Even here, quantum jumps may

be evidenced and, if so, historical data prior to the jump

should not be used for trend purposes.



In place pf such correlative analyses projections
of demand can be based on interviews of would-be subscrib-
ers. Interiviews are conducted* with commercial, industrial
and governmental subscribers concerning their future require-
ments, and a review is made of economic development plans.
This exercise is designed to produce generalized economic
growth rates applicable to variousg eographical area's of
the country. Existing use is then projected into future
demand using these growth rates; however,- if the intended,
service area is small, a "block-to-b lock" analysis can be
made, especially if a land use plan has been made. The
proportional distribution by class of subscriber is usually
a guessed-at e-,timate, with domestic subscribers accounting
for large,. and business and governmental subscribers smaller,
propojy-tions of the total.

The above methods, while widely used, should be con-
sidered as providing the lower limit of the long-range growth
rate. Almost universally, telephone growth substantially
exceeds growth of.other aggregative economic or demographic
variables. In addition, provision should.'be made 'for the
quantum jump, which might be reckoned as 25 to 50 percent
greater than the existing waiting list. This pent-up sub-
scriber demand can usually be satisfied within the first-
year or-two following completion of the project.

ehe foregoing suggestions for projections. are based .......
on the assumption that no constraints are imposed through
government policy to limit the total volume of service even
after new facilities are installed. If. stich. a policy does
exist then, of course, projections should be made.on the
basis of the policy assumptions stated in the.national eco-
nomic plan or sector study...

The second step, after projecting the number of sub-
scribers and instruments, is to project .local and 1on4- "
distance traffic volume. Local traffic is expressed in
the number, of calls per telephone per month and'usually.
varies directly with the number of subscribers. Historical
data in the country are used, ot are borrowed from a similar
country. Local traffic projections usually'follow the same
long-range growth patterns as demand. However, if sufficient
data are available, a time trend (covering, say, 10 years)
of the growth in the average number of calls per instrument
per month or year can be extrapolated.

Long-distance calls (national toll), on the other
hand, are generally projected in a matrix covering all pairs
of intended service areas. Here,;the forecasting:method

ti - : -'. .. . . x a. A . . : ,w #- 1 . . :: ,,,., 4 .~ -4.1.. A aa:i :..':. : i :.: i i . : : .- i.:!ii ..



o I gravity modeling is used. Models are based Qn well-'

established evider-ce that' the'volume of traffic is a function

of, the number -of iastruments or subscribers in each of the city

pairs and the distance (or square of' the distance) !between the

cities. Another variable, the tariff between:rtwo 
cities, can.

also be introduced. An article "Evaluating the. Volume of

Traffic by a Simpr- Formula"' published by A. Jipp in the

January 1110 International Telecommunlication Journal gives

the,, suggested Jipp model as the f6llowing enpirical formula .

that represents quite wel~l the traffic between European

K+MIM2

Wr2G

where

V Estimated volume of traffic between 
and M2

on selected date.

K =-.Constant for internatiol n al calls on selected

date.

W Frontier ob.stacle factor..

M =Number of subscribers (tel6pone inst-rrment-il.

r =Distance.

G Tariff.

One drawback to this formula is the difriculty 
in estimating

the factoriW. This factor represents political affinities,

currency restrictions, language differences, 
and custom bar-

riers. Such a factor is .not appropriate..to.. 
within country '

interurban traffic. 

A good fe t re of J'ipp's model is the infereqce, that

telephone traffic is dependent upon the' 
product (MO . 2 )of thhe..

number of subscribers at, each end 'of 
a route'. Logically, the.

traffic might be expected to follow this pattern since the

number of conversation paths~tween pairs, of talkers is equal

to M M 
.

A second traffic model* develbped by R. I. Hart, is

contained in an article "Traffic Foreckasting and Its Applicatio,

to the .Design of Communication Szitclite Systems," Intr-:
national' Conference oi'Satelli.s Communi ""ios, London, '"

. . . . - ..- ,... . : , II. .,.1...1. .. ..



-o~i lizes a different functional relation: -.

V =A+BM1 M2

Wahere A is a constant land B is a regression coefficient in

hich: distance between cities, tariff and any other factors
Influencing volume of traffic are taken into account. The

above function assumes a linear growth of telephone traffic.
'Lwever, most analysts have concluded that international.
'_affic tends to grow exponentially rather than linearly.

Neither Jipp's nor Hart's model 
may l be appropriate for

" ' recasting interurban traffic for a country having re fotivery

i telephones. However, they do suggest avenues of appr,,ach

fr' the development of a mathematical model applicable to
such circumstances. A model, developed by Kalmann Schaefer,
Checchi and Company, Washington, D.C., staff econometrician,
pzovided a solution to the problem of establishing a' completed

a ffic matrix and predicting interurban telephone traffic.

Schaefer established a high'degree of correlation
.(-anges .82 to .87) between'the product of subscribers 'and the

r. Uwber of telephone calls for each of. three -pairs of cities in
Chad, Africa. The correlation analysis revealed that as a

product of subscribers of two cities grows, the number of "

telephone calls between them grows at the same rate and at a

constant proportion. Mathematically, the* relationship is

expressed as follows:

Y =aN 1 N2 .

Y = number of telephone -calls be-twee, a pair of
cities

a = constant (determine.d to be 0.0208 in Chad in 1967'

N number of subscribexs.it, each city or town.

This relationship means that if the, number of telephone sub- •

scribers in each of two population centers and the constant a

can be established, Schaefer's formula can be..used .to predict
interurban traffic between these twocenters.

Telegraph

Generally, historical data on telegraph traffic are

available for internal and international volume, and.time

series projections are acceptable. For the purpose of revenue

Westimating, it is-desirable to disaggregate messages into

regular, special delivery, and night letters. The gravity

regu ar, p~u =. . #, ... -. . .. ... . .: :.. Ut



model explained above may also be used in projection 
of

required capacity. International' traffic requirements are

particularly sensitive to growth in the country's 
foreign

trade.

Telex

Telex (teletypewriter). services are used in businesses,

government agencies and embassies, with the former two types

or users generating internal as well as international messages..

Telex communication has experienced rapid growth in recent

"ears, and projections of either the number of subscribers

or traffic volume for any given country are 
likely to involve

a substantial margin of error. A conservative and very

rough rule-of-thumb for a developing country 
is that total.

volume will increase at an average annual rate 
of 35 percent

for the first 5 years and 20 percent per year thereafter.

Formulation of Promising Resource Flow PTans

A basic pattern of using forecasts of demand 
for

service is to place such forecasts in relation 
to increments

of additional capacity of a particular kind. 
This is illus-

trated in chart 1, where additional increments 
for feeder

cable for a particular route are charted in 
relation to

projected demand.

Because the balance of economic factors will 
differ

among different elements of the system (cables,. 
central

station, switching equipment), decisions on increments of

installation will ,jary.

In addition to increments of installation 
(size and

quantity), there are opportunities of tradeoffs between

increased investment and lower operating costs, 
equipment

with longer life or shorter life, or alternative 
locations

of facilities.

Some typical. choices faced by the analyst are:

. Aerial versus underground cable

- Conduit versus direct buried cable

* Two large trucks versus three small ones

* Linoleum versus terrazzo flooring

* Carrier versus metallic circuit'

. Expanded central office versus new center

rivo w lps versus: 10 years growth
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.:'i/ require new conduit reinforcement; the other, more caDie,

.jxi, in exisrn-i conduit. One method may provide foreseeable

,it*owth for 5 years; the other, 12 or more years.

Since ordinarily there are a large number of choices,

..ie analyst must exercise judgment on which alternatives

i* worth considering, based on compatibility with character-

..-=cs of existing equipment and local circumstances.

In considering alternative ways of meeting the forecast

,,inand, certain subchoices within the project can be made,

Lsensed on technical grounds. Others are linked with other

_, oices, pointing toward alternate projects.

In forlulating promising alternatives, 
the analyst

i-uist avoid using "rules of thumb" which may 
be based on

:;bstantially different circumstances. Developing countries

have, a substantially different structure 
of costs (foreign

,.:change, capital, labor), making it necessary that formula-

.-Lons reflect the costs of the particular 
country. In the

.rrnmulation process the analyst will make 
substantial judg-

Yents that reflect a "feel" for possible costs.

A limited number of technical considerations 
must

Ic.integrated in the formulation of alternatives. They include

,d knowledge of present switching equipment installed on the

:,vtem to determine its compatibility with proposed equipment,

.s well as the consequences of the new installation. The

slt;urc of a telecommunications system inherently involves

i message transmission loss of intensity called attenuation.

Additionally, a quick evaluation should be mtade of the amount

of attenuation associate-C with the proposed installation and

",Ae possibilities of noise.

Quality of service is a function of customer satisfaction

JLn establishing a successful connection 
and maintaining the

-Intelliqjibility of a message from 
its point of origin to

.Ls destination. Technical design of the system can compen-

:;ate for attenuation, including in some cases the amplification

of the signal to bring it up to acceptable 
levels. Other

• technical factors causing loss of quality involve the introduc-

L±on of such undesirable factors as.echo; singing; noise and



Another iportant technical factor is the provision

oC adequate power supply and the means provided for its

continuation in the event of interruption of the normal power

,-uOppy. Potential technical problems which cannot be evaluated
,:ifectively without extensive engineering work should be

',nrtcd out for detailed consideration in a subsequent feasi-

7).. iity study.

Pricing the Project

('inversion to Value Flows

At this point in the CPA it is important for the

,nalyst to be familiar with pricing methods described in

chapter II and appendix B of the General Guidelines. It

.4.. especially imtportant to distinguish between the pricing

of inputs and outputs for computation of the net national

-ate of return (where'shadow pricing may be required) and

the pricing of inputs and outputs for the computation of

The business enterprise rate of return (where shadow pricing
is not used).

Use of Costing Modules

In estimatcing costs, the analyst should avail himself

of typical macro-unit prices to the maximum extent possible

ior which reasonably representative figures can be obtained
vithin the country, based on similarly sized plants and fea-

tures. A knowledgeable extrapo*lation of existing plant
costs to present-day prices and an evaluation of the impact
of variation in plant parameters should :.e sufficiently
accurate for the purposes of the CPA guidelines. A construc-

tion cost index is particularly useful for costing facilities
and appurtenances.

Operating and maintenance costs should reflect local

labor costs and capabilities. The most important factor
in preparing cost estimates for CPA purposes is that the
same basis must be used for all the concepts being considered;
the differences in cost between the various concepts will

then point to the one with lowest costs regardless of the
degree of accuracy of the estimate itself.
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Typical quantities for the above unit prices are:

* Cost per loop-circuit of complete switching center

* Cost per unit volume of buildings
. Cost per kilowatt of exmergency diesel- or gas-turbine-

driven generator
* Cost per ampere-hour of battery plus charger

. Cost per channel of carrier equipment
* Cost per mile of pole line
* Cost per duct-mile of underground duct bank

. Cost per channel-mile of cable
' Cost per microwave terminal

* Cost per satellite ground station.

The estimates developed by the above unit prices w 
11 require

some. additions to recognize cost elements which arc 
necessary

to round out the order-of-magnitude capital cost esi.mates.

Capital Cost Estimates

The capital cost estimate should represent the 
total

installed cost, that is, include all costs associated with

design, engineering, construction and startup. The unit

* prices should reflect the shadow prices for imported equipmient

and for construction and installation manpower which may

have to be obtained from outside the country. Additionally,

for imported equipment, a separate item should be shown

for import duties, taxes and other charges applicable to

such items. These elements of cost are included in computation

of the business enterprise rate of return; they do not consti-

tute costs from the standpoint of the economy. It is recom-

mended that allowances for contingencies be added and 
identi-

fied as such, taking into consideration the degree or uncer-

tainty in the cost estimate based on local conditions.

From the national point of view, shadow pricing of

telecommunications inputs is important because the foreign

exchange component of investment is usually large, and 
total

investment is high, relative to other factor inputs. In

this connection, shadow pricing of the imported content

of domestic inputs and exclusion of taxes on domestic 
inputs

should be unde:rtaken.

Annual Operating and
Maintenance Costs

The following costs would be entered in operating

statements, but in accordance with the procedures established
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in the General Guidelines, Would not be treated as costs

either froin the point of view of the business enterprise

or the national ecoeiomy:

* Interest on borrowed investment caoital
DepreciatiOn on plant and equipment.

Taxes on real property, if paid, would be treated
as a cost from the point of viet cof the business enterprise,
but not as a cost in the net national rate of return.

Fire and casualty insurance would'be treated as a

real annual fixed cost for both the business and the national

point of view even though the policy of the company is to

self-insure its property.

The operating and maintenance costs for each alternative
should also include the following items:

. Operating labor, skilled and unskilled

. Maintenance labor, skilled and unskilled
• General and administrative costs
* Maintenance materials and supplies

The operating and maintenance labor should include
the cost of supervision as well zas payroll extras to account

for vacation, sick leave, and other fringe benefits. If

significant inputs of foreign technicians are involved,
shadow pricing of foreign exchange components of wages may

be required. If money wage rates for domestic labor do not

reflect accurately the marginal opportunity cost of labor

inputs, these factors should be priced at appropriate account-

ing wage rates in computing the national rate of return.

In addition, the analyst should estimate the number

of additional people.required to properly operate and maintain

the equipment and facilities included in the proposed project.

General and Administrative
Expenses

In order to account for these items, it is recommended

that the analyst include an amount equal to some percent

of the operating and maintenance labor costs, including

fringe benefits and payroll extras, based on local experi-

ence. A typical allowance is aboult 25 percent.
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i..-ance materials and supplies are intended o

cover si : prts and other items of equipment as well as

]ubrLca a1.-, chemicals, paint, etc., to keep the 1 lant .n

good operaL.ing condition. Usually an appro;,imatC ficiure

of 0.8 [;Urcent of plant investment is indicative of adequato

r.aintenanct'- standards.

Economic L.fcetinmes

The period of time tbt equipment or facilities can

, ;.y ctd to be operated economically under projectei

rvc. is called the economic lifetime. The assumed

.o.C2 lif.etime of ecirpment or facilities has an impact

S u rat, :f return.. Assuming that equipment will be

ai n ainti ed and repaired with prper spare parts wherc

• ,cessary, the following economic lifetimes. 
are reconunero'ed '

as appropriate for estimation 
of outlays to be required

for replacemen.ts during the. period fur which rates of rcturn

are to be calculated.

Years

Buildings 
40

Switching equipment. 25.

Switchboards '25

Station apparatus . . 15.

..emote or emergency electric.
- .r t20.

'Microwave radib.equipment .12.-

.Pole lineo 25

Cable 25

'Undezgr.ound ducts .
Vehicles

If,"due to local conditions, the experienced life

of equipyi'fent in the above categories has. been.,found i.o be.

significantly less than shown, it is recommended th ae - the

shorler lives be used, with the cost of replacement (inciuding

labor) L:reated as an investment in the expected year of

occurrence .

Rate Schedules

As not-ed in an earlier section, '"prices" of the service.,

provided by telecorf.unications 
are, administrative1y deter.ined,

subject to the constraint thatthe rate 
for a particular

service cannot be set at a. level above that which. Vsers
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.. ±e willing to pay in order to obtain the service. As an

integral part of the CPA, the analyst should examtine the

rate structure in the light of the following criteria:

1. Does the level of rates yield revenues sufficient

,o cover total costs of the services to be provided by the

project, including a return to capital eaual to at least

1the marginal opportunity cost of capital and other factors
I:-. valued at their respective shadow prices? If not,

would demand for the service fully utilize the planned capacity

nf the nroject at rate schedules adequate to cover total

)sts as defined above?

2. Does the level, of rates restrict demand for the

- zvice to quantities (and service levels) that the system

*zan supply? Does the level of rates curtail demand to the

p-oint that excess capacity exists?

3. Do comparative rates for alternative (substitute)

.,ervices (e.g., long-distance toll rates for telephone and

telegraph service) reflect the relative costs of the alterna-

Sives and thereby provide users the basis for a rational

economic decision, i.e., a minimum-cost selection of a

communications mode, taking into account their needs and
.he characteristics of the alternate modes?

There is a tendency in LDC's for government to establish

.-ate levels and structures that do not meet the criteria

noted above. In particular, there is a tendency to set

rates below total costs (as defined above). Rates that

are, in general, too low have two major effects: (i) the de-
mand for the service(s) is stimulated beyond the systems capa-

)1ilities possibly necessitating rationing; and (2) the revenues
ge.nerated are inadequate to permit replacement of equipmeut,
riuch less to permit expansion of capacity to meet the rapid
growth in demand stimulated by less-than-full cost pricing,

The results are accumulated backlogs of unfilled demands, de-

terioration of service, and continuo.s drains on the general

revenues of government to supplement the revenues of the facility,

There is also a widespread tendency to underprice

the less essential uses relative to the uses which make

a more direct contribution to. economic growth.

Revenue

Revenues shoxld be estimated at the schedule. of rates

likely to prevail and at the schedule that the analyst has
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estimated to be appropriate for the service. 
Revenue, along

with costs, can be projected in worksheets such 
as those

suggested in the General Guidelines (chapter viII).

In the calctilation of the net national 
rate of return,

the problem arises of how to value the 
services to be provided

by the project. If rates likely to prevail are higher 
than

coSV;, !ncluding the opportunity cost of capital, 
the value

of scrvices can be taken to be at least equal to the revenue

sivce hhose usincu the service would riot pay for it otherwise.

ii this case, the calcu.ation of the net national rate of

seturn presents no prcblcm. One can even ask whether lower

.tas ~..;ulJ not add to the net national return, if there

,sill be unused capacity with the higher rates.

If the demand is fully satisfied at the 
rate likely

to prevail; then one cannot place a higher value 
on the"

service, since the marginal user values 
the service at this

rate.

A more typical and difficult situation 
occurs when

rcates are set at levels which do not 
yield revenues sufficient

to cover all costs, including the opportunity 
cost of capital.

In this case, we can be sure that the outputs 
have a value

for the marginal user that is at least 
as large as the rate

charged. An upper limit of the value of Such services 
may

be estimated from the "purchase" of telephone 
services that

takes plact. on an unofficial basis, e.g.,' buying and selling

of telepnone installations on a quasi-black-market basis.

A more valid valuation may be determined from a carefully

designed questionnaire answered by a representative 
group

of waiting customers and nonusers. It would seek to discover

the rate customers would be prepared to pay for 
various

kinds and frequencies 'of service.

Selection of Mst Promising Alternatives

The methods for choosing among alternatives 
that

are outlined in the General Guidelines allow a 
wide scope

in searching for the most promising alternatives 
in telecommun-

ications projects.

Telecommunications projects are characterized by

relatively large investments, long life of equipment, 
economies

of larger capacity ,quipment and substantial foreign 
exchange

requirements. These characteristics make the shadow price

of capital and foreign exchange relatively important 
in

choosing alternatives.
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Consideration of the value flows of the promising

alternatives may indicate that more than one alternative

is worth further consideration either because the choice

requires further study of important variables and/or because

different levels of service make it desirable to keep the

matter open.

Inasmuch as telecommunications systems historically

have had steadily incrpasing demands, they are faced 
with

the need for increasing their facilities to meet 
the ever-

larger demands. The analysis of the scale of a facility

should deal with the concept of size relative 
to require-

ments and spare capacity. Timing is tied to scale by the

length of time required for growth in demand 
to absorb the.

excess capacity.

By discounting the values of inputs and outputs 
of

installations of varying capacities, the optimum 
scale can

be ascertained; the. methodology is illustrated in chapter VI

of the General Guidelines. The benefits and costs of post-

poning the installation of a proposed project 
can also be

assessed by the same type of computation.

A sound investment policy places a limit on the 4arly

provision of unused capacity. Unnecessary operating costs

are avoided prior to the anticipated need for larger facil-

ities, and capital is not diverted from other 
projects.

Associated with the scale and timing, of facilities 
is the

economic feature whereby larger units usually 
can be installed

at a lower unit cost. The analyst should explore the implica-

tions of size, timing and financing in order 
to:

" Provide a suitable interval between. successive

projects
" Take advantage of increased effipiency

" Achieve lowered unit costs
" Minimize wastes in tying up scarce capital

in unproductive excess capacity

" Look for possible savings Ln manpower

. Provide adequate capacity fi.r system growth,

while at the same time avoidllg unnecessary

premature investments or large amounts of

spare capacity.

Compiftation of Rates of Return

For the alternative(s) that are indicated as worth

further consideratipn the analyst will compute the business

enterprise and net national rate of return as described

in the General Guidelines (Chapter III).
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Sensitivity Analysis of Rates of Return

The question of uncertainty in project appraisal

was discussed at lenqth in chapter VII of the General Guide-'

lines. Sensitivity analysis was recommended in cases of

high-cost inputs and high-risk elements. For telecoirumunica-

tions projects, the following items might be considered

for a sensitivity reveiw:

Imported equipment. This is a high-cost input

which should be adjusted by the shadow price of foreign

exchange. Variations in the:landed cost of the equipment

and/or the shadow exchange rate can produce considerable

variations from the original cost estimate.

Site location. For proposals involving location

of facilities at new sites there may be a difference in

the cost of site preparation or in the convenience and

accessibility of the site, or in the cost of bringing in

the outside plant installations. . All of these elements

as well as others such as cost of property, taxes, community

acceptance and special construction can be site sensiti ,e

and should be identified in the analysis.

Rate of capacity utilization. This could be a

factor involving a large unit (e.g., cable) with extra capac-

ity at low incremental cost versus a smaller unit with a

correspondingly shorter time interval before the need for

additional expansion. Overcapacity is often costly when

present value calculatio~is are used; therefore, the sensi-
tivity analysis should cover alternative demand and traffic
projections.

Evaluation Summary

In accordance with the General Guidelines (Appen-

dix C), an evaluation summary should be presented in which
the major findings:are presented for consideration.



APPENDIX A: TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM ELEMENTS

A listing of the more important elements in a common-

carrier type of telecommunications system is given below.

This listing covers inside and outside plant facilities,

system-improvement items and principal management functions.

These ele ments should be included in the required inventory

of a sector study and may be used for identifying possible

interface points in plant addition proposals.

Inside Plant

Buildings
Switching Equipment
Switchboards
Carrier Equipment
Transmission Equipment
Power Supply
Signalling Equipment
Recording and Billing Equipment
Test Instrurents
Radio Equipment
Satellite Ground Stations

Outside Plant

Pole Lines
Aerial Cable
Underground Cable and Conduit
Buried Cable
Submarine Cable
Coaxial Cable
Antenna Towers and Guys

User Equipment

Telephone instruments
Call-Directing Units
Private Branch Exchanges
Private Automatic Branch Excha.ges
Teletypewriters
Teletypewriter-Associated Equipment
Data Input and Output Equipment.
Facsimile Equipment



System imorovement

Plant Betterment
Protective Facilities
Operating Manuals and Procedures

Maintenance Manuals and Schedules

Training Programs and Classes

Maintenance Equipment
Test Instruments.

Management Functions-

Planning
'Rates
Accounting
Billing/Collection
Customer Services and Public Relations

Purchasing
Personnel
Legal
Engineering
Operations



APPENDIX B: TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM OPERATI -

CHARACTERISTICS

For the purpose of assessing the 
operating quality

of a common-carrier telecommunications system, a listing

is provided belowz of relevant characteristics. 
These items

;-e especially useful at the level of a sector study or

systems analysis. Such data as may be recorded or collected

.t.bli- the type and level of needed improvements from

cue v..Lewoint of both the operating company and the subscriber.

Furthexmore, these guidelines recommend that minimum acceptable

i of quality be included in the planning 
process whether

t.atnL planning be project or sector. A number of the items

beXow might be included in such planning:

" Grade of service required (lost-call probability)

" Number of completed connections 
in an average day;

peak day; below-normal day

" Average holding time, expressed 
in seconds per call.

" Number of completed connections 
during busiest hour

" Duration of short-term traffic peaks

" Daily and seasonal message patterns

" Waiting timne for idle channel on-peak

• Average time to establish a connection

" Tolerable dplay for subscribers

" Interfaces with other telecommunications systems

International circuits and traffic

* Time zone diversity.
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The project analyst using these guidelines should first read

Part I, General Guidelines. The General Guidelines provide insights

into key considerations as to the methodology for valuation 
of inputs

and outputs and for calculating the internal rates of return.

.It These guidelines deal expressly with matters 
relevant to

electric -power. They tell the analyst how to 
approach a power project

proposal; what to look for; and how to assure consideration 
of the

factors essential to an appraisal of a project. They suggest possible

institutional, cultural, political, and environmental constraints.

They encourage concentration wherever possible on big issues in broad

orders to be explored possibly in a subsequent study. The lead the

analyst through the input and output quantification 
and the computa-

tions of the estimated rate of return for the project, 
in terms of

which the desirability of future action on the project 
can be determined.

The CPA is most efficiently undertaken by multi-disciplinary

teams, e.g., social scientists (economists, financial 
analysts, poli-

tical scientists, etc.) and technical specialists (engineers, agricul-

turists, etc.). The structure of the individual multi-disciplinary

team can only be detailed within a specific analytical and project

context. The term project analyst or analyst, used herein, refers to

a member of a team engaged in a CPA.



mission and distribution of electrical energy. rower ,Yjeni -M.l= C
basic part of a nation's economic infrastructure. Electric power is

employed for the performance of essential electronic, thermal, and

mechanical functions in industIry, communications, and commerce, as

well as for % variety of purposes in the home. Electricity has cqp-

tributed to the phenomenal growth .in human economic productivity aud

to .enhanced creature comforts during thc last century, The m~iifoIA

benefits of electric service are' recognized and sought in the 1DC's;

in fact, increased productioh of electr!, power is often regarded as

an index of economic development and rising standards of living.'

Scope of Guidelines

These guidelines are appiicable to' all elements of electric

power systems, including investment in outside and inside physical

plant, operations and maintenance, management and technical personnel,

operating procedures, economic and financial ana.lVses, and system

lanning. "Long-range system planning" would encompass many of the

4 call"tml aspects included in these guidelines.

Using the bazie approach of the General Guidelines (Part I)

for CPA's, the electric power guidelines will cover the following.

. 7he relation of the project to macroeconomic variables.:
and national economic, goals and satrategies

C ontributions of sector studies to power project

appraisals

Political considdratons and power projects

The principal factors to be examined to disclose

the strong or weak points"of the project

,. The fundametal mechanics of project preparation

and appr4sa..

j.A summa ±tion of hard core data .quirmenits.



,,) '..~ofs ot Electric Power Systems

,]CrC power systems include relatively expensive
C'i- ore;. .I y are the epitome of a high capital-intensive
low ernpt-V:: ,i'c ype of project. The range of choice in the
irwe&c.'.L r LClsion-making process for altering the relative
i.nputs of lk,;hor ;,nd capital is very Limited. A listing of

typia1 elcctr':i.c power system elements and alternatives is
g-7 : V it 1 A'AIrT<:diX A...

Thc ,,S cal function of power generatlon is the trans-
Ao. CItri_ -- .t3c . prima-:-yenergy into electrical energy. Projects

Vi_ J ct)r are vry heavy users of fossil *fuels (coal,
S, c. , 5) alLn water for hydroelectric production, and

. = y I." . i3.u.c,.ear Luels.

,. _. 'cr sector possesses' its own system of transpor-
trc fl , form of transmission and distribution facili-
t . Thi- --av be for the purpose of conducting power to

ar.,as over a rural electrification syste- or a high
vC&tage, transmission network serving intermediate voltage
fcder Lr¢c' coaducting power fromone or more sources to
l,.-e ub-in areas. If fossil-fuels are used, electric power
utiliti', m,-ay A.so put heavy demads on the transport sector.
T." ....~' '>,eqrjis, rail transport- is- in turn, a heavy electric
power C 0 1 1ULL L .'

Another characteristic of electric power is the -con-

silerabLt' hourly and seasonal fluctuation in consumer demand.

This, combined with associated peaking problems and system

!oid 'durati,n curves, requires that the attention of the

anailyst be directed to measures of capacity in the technical
appraisal of projects in the power sector.

'eCric power is frequently supplied or distributed

th:,ou.,h -;e.v11r networks or grids.' It is often desirable
for int.connections to be made between them, thereby improving

the operations of both systems through the sharing of excess

capacity. S.ch interfaces and the -technical considerations

associated with i7':m .Are typical of the more important angi.L-

eering design problems encountered in the power sector.

The quality of electric service has an important
impact on the revenues and the rates of return earned by

projects.. If delivered voltage to the consumer is too low,

his equipment may not only operate at lower levels of effi-

ciency, it may also be impaired. Interruptions of electric

power not ofnlv reduce revenue but also result in loss of

customer confidence. If the supply is of poor quality ur

suffers f'r .quent interruptions, increased use of electric
power throug'h additional electrical appliances and facilities
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is discouraged. In tho extreme, major consumers may decide to invest 
in

their own electric supply system. - In the latter event the national cost

of electricity is increased, with the increase in cost. representlng 
an

izoediment to development.

The characteristics noted above have important implications for

project analyzis. First,* the heavy capitaI investment 
in such projects

requires a careful consideration of 
the availability and costs of funds

lor construction and installation. Second, in most LDC's, a very large

part of the equipment -- and some of:the skilled labor required 
in con-

8tr uction, installation and operation 
In the early years of the project 

--

must be, imported. If foreign currency. is incorrectly 
valued at tho tarket

prices, the use of shadow or accounting prices is of critical im-p"-tance

because of the large import content of total 
investment; if fuel is- 1 - -

ported, shadow pricing is equally hportant 
in the valuation of inputs

for operations.

In computing the project rate of return 
to the national economy,

shadow or accounting prices should 
be used in place of actuaal market

Pr~ices in pricing inputs and outputs 
when market prices do not provid

-t

an accurate measure of costs or benefits. 
Shadow pricing is discussed

in the General Guidelines (Chapters II, II and Appendix B).

The potential economies of scale available 
with large-scale

installations and the rapid rates 
if growth in power demands

experienced and expected -- lead to proposals involving the installation

of considerable excess capacity in the early years of project operation.

To prevent uneconomic commitments of capital, the analyst must eva2uate

the "cost" of different levels of excess (o:" reserve) capacity through the

use of the discoumtirg procedures explaiied in Chapter i: and Appendix A

of the General Git-elines.

As compared to relatively large 
and interconnected power systems

occurring in the more developed countries, 
small, .solated power systems,

in LDC's may require relatively 
greater reserve capacities for 

unscheduled

outages and maintenance purposes. 
This may be pLarticularly true when 

a

system has just ,stalled new and more complicated 
units of much larger

than customary size and con.iderable- time is required for the acquisition

of proficient operation experience.

'he high fixed cost -- and comparatively small variable cost --

mix of power systems poses special problems and opportimities in pricing

of output. These are discussed in a later section and in Appendix B.
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Decisions about the type, scale, location and rate
structure may be influenced by social, regional and politi-
cal -- as well as economic -- considerations. Economic rates
of return along with such considerations will form the basis
for final decisions. The CPA can point up the economic con-
sequences of different alternatives in juxtaposition with
these other considerations.
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II. pZ[L.AT _O .-IP OF ,PROJECTS TO KNCROECONOMIC VARIABLES,

NAT'OIIAL ! DCu1OMIC OBJECTIVES ANtD POLICIES

If a national economic plan exists, development goals

will have been established and national resource allocations

planned to achieve these goals. Power projects can be

affected in a nunber of ways by such a plan:

1. The planned rate of overall economic growth is

an important factor in projecting the rate of increase 
in

the demand for electric power...

2. The pattern of change in industrial structure

vuil3 i-fluence the future location of power projects and

the ia.initude of increases in power requirements. 
ror 'example,

a havV conmmitment to industrial development will impl'

Zzistc: growth in power requirements than a similar empharis

oa agriculture.

3. Policy guidelines, for invr-stment decisions may

.L'- '" certain restraints on power .,projects. For example,

nat~onl policy may place heavy emphasis on labor-intensive

Vrojacucs, on projects requiring small foreign exchange inputs,

on prujects that can be completed quickly, and on projects

lIJi a high rate of return. Some or -.l of these may

hava a constraining effect on power projects.

A ; If the, -national plap .l sO provides for regional

.:p.n, t, this. wil. clearly affect the spatial pattern

of F:uLwure power requirements and the location of projects.

as an essential component of infrastructure for industrial

deve1opment, power projects may be used to accelerate devel-

c;¢i-:l inspecified regions, but the economic possibilities

of such efforts will depend in part on the location 
of primary

r' nercgA resources.

5. Policy measures to limit imports and conserve

fon.eign exchange may influence the choice between thermal

and hydro installations,, and between the use of domestic

And imported fuels.

:~ Projected gove...nment revenue3 and current expendi-

wa;:e ill set the planne-.flow of government funds available

for direct investmen.tsrt.gd/Or loans for power projects.*

7. Policy-mpasures to restrain domestic production

,or nonessential consumers-' goods .e.g., -electric washers,

dric.,rs, re-frigerator ari air conditioners) and high import
duP.i.: )n,.appliances wilI restrain,17,the rate of increase

in x*.,-idential and co mercial power requirements.



if a national economic plan exists the analyst should
examine the implications for power projects. If there is
-no formal plan, objectives, policies and strategies will
have to be inferred Yrom such sources as budgetary documents,
the statements of government officials, "white papers"a and
the actual pattern of economic decisions during the recent
past. Whatever the source of his information, the analyst
should seek a perspective from which the project can be
viewed in the context of the general economic situation.
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III. SECTORAL STUDIES AND THE PRELIMINARY
PROJECT APPRAISAL

Project appraisals are preferably made in the context

of a sectoral plan or comprehensive study of the sector. 
If

such a plan or study has been properly undertaken, it would

include the basic elements of a CPA. Power sector. studies

are generally equivalent to the long-range systems "ianning

concept, long utilized by electric tower utility operations

in many' parts of the world. The analyst should examine its

contents in terms of the following considerations:

1. Do2s the power sector plan or study at.the national,

regional, and locl level include the following features:

0 Projections of power demand
0 Optimum methods of meeting demandbased n

engineering and economic criteria-
. Appraisal of indigenous sources of primary

energy
Integration of local ahd regional power
supplies into a national grid
Standardization of engineering and power.
supply characteristics
Optimum phasing of additions to generating
capacity and extensions of transmission,,_
and distribution systems.

2. Was the power sector plan prepared by professionally

competent engineers and economists, with proper balance

between the two, and with suffi-ernt objectivity to eliminate

possible bias in terms of recommended alternatives for the

supply of electric power? Was it sponsored by or were its

findings abcepted by international financing institutions?

3. Was the power sector plan *1eve2:oped in concert

with a national economic development plan: tD insure mutual
consistency and coordination of all ess.ential elements,

including projected growth; in demand, phasing of a.ditions

to capacity, regional and national priorities, the supply

of fuel or other primary energy from indigenous sources

or imports, etc.?



4. Assuming the existence of a power sector plan

meeting the above requirements, is the proposed project

in conformity with that plan?. If it is not, what 
rationale

or justification is presented for deviating from 
the plan?

Bas this been examined and approved by the authorities 
at

tne national level having responsibility for national 
plan-

ning, economic policy, and administration of the development

of the power sector?

5. Have alternative methods of meeting the prospective

demand for power been examined which might permit postponement

of the proposed project through improved use of present

facilities? Among these, the following should be considered:

Improved management and operation of existing
plant to reduce or eliminate interruptions in

service

Flattening out the daily and seasonal load

curve by shifting peak requirements to periods

of low capacity utilization through incentive
Fricing and administrative changes.

Load sharing through interconnection-with
other plants or systems'if required capacity
is available.

6. Has selection of the proposed investment been

based on equal consideration-of all possible alternatives,

including all the economic variables? Among these alterna-

tives are the choice of fuel; the source of fuel, the type

of generator, the size of generator, and the choice of in"

creased generating capacity versus interconnection.

7. Were the cost-estimating techniques and methodology

mployed for such widely divergent 
alternatives as hydro-

electric, nuclear, or fossil fuel, and interconnection versus

increased generating capacity, on a comparable basio? Are

underlying assumptions on future Costs of fossil'and nuclear

fuels equally reliable?-

8. Is the proposed 'technology adaptable to the techni-

cal capabilities and requirements'bf the contry? What

would be the effect of a different technology oR investment

and operating costs?
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9. Is the project fully integrated with all related
elements, and are these taken into account in estimates
of investment and operating cost? Are all elements of genera-
tion, transmission, and distribution taken into account?
Have possible additional investments in fuel production
and transportation facilities been taken into account?

10. Has attention been given to manpower training
programs required to improve efficiency of existing opera-
tions and to assure efficiency in the operation of new plants
at all management, technical, and clerical levels? Have
the costs of such programs been taken into account?

11. If a new plant is-proposed, has adequate provision
been made in both land and building structures for future
capacity expansion? The same consideration applies to the
planning of invest;%ent in transmission and distribution
facilities.

12. Have the economies of scale applicable to the
production of electrical generating equipment been fully
taken into account in the selection of generator size? U1avc
the economies of scale been fully evaluated against the
diseconomies of investment in excess capacity?

As mentioned previously, a power sector study normally
incorporates the basic elements of a CPA. If this is con-
firmed by the analyst, the next step is check the work that had
been done previously, perhaps bringing the project study up to
date or providing whatever the previous study lacked to upgrade
it to a CPA.

If a power sector study or plan has not been made, the
project analyst should identify the minimum informational
requirements for a preliminary appraisal as a guide in assem-
bling data. Much of the required data can be developed from
operating statistics from existing power systems in the country
and from population and industrial censuses. Comparative in-
formation for other countries at comparable stages of economic
development and with similar economic stz--x-tures may be useful
in providing benchmarks kor testing the reasonableness of such
generated data.
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IV. STEPS IN .TIE: CAPITAL PROJECT APPRAISAL

Project preparation and :appraisal consist of the following
steps:

1. Identification of need for project and category

of project

2. Formulation of promising physical resource flow plans

3.0 Pricing the project

4. Selection of the most promising alternatives

5. Computation of' rateg .of return.

.6. Sensitivity analysis of:rates of *return

7. Evaluation summary

While. the above steps canbe discussed as -screte
steps -that will occur in' the stated order, it 'should be
r-ecognized that in thp course, of; carrying out, these steps.Fo exapl, in*

there will be considerable interaction. For e4ample, in

carrying out step 4, the analyst may find that other alterna-
tives suggest themselves, and he pay find it necessary to
return ..o step 2..

Identifi6ation of Need for Project
and Cateqory of Project-

Evaluation of Existing Demand-
Supply Situation

The first step in the.appraisal is to re'iew the
*< :,=tirng demand-supply situation.. .This includes the demand
)r power (:average weekly and- peak) for recent years compared

:<.tl Jvh± aiailable capacity. : Specia! attention should be

V \,ven to instances where the available capacity was insuf-.
fUcient to meet demands. Based' on scheduled additions to
present capacity (less scrapping-), the scheduled capacity
(without further additions) can then be determined.

Of particular importance are indications of unsatis-
factory quality and dependability of electric service, such
as power rationing, "brown-outs," and the nuraber of industrial
plants and institutions with theit own generating e uipment
(usually a high-cost source of power). These indications



and info--a-ion o- uwavailability of installed capacity due
,o brcokKwJrs may indicate the need for improved maintenanc,'.
traini,,1u and other corrective measures involving supplemen-
..ary :Th,.,eslments. Correction of diagnosed deficiencies or
irprovernets in management can yield very high returns with
little ir.vestment and therefore deserves very high priority.

Miere there are sharp but short peaks in demand and
the p'aks can be directly related to industrial users, it may
be practical to require industries to reschedule their opera-
tions and thereby reduce their power demand. Suitably designed
rat. adjustments can be helpful in achieving such reduction.

It may be worthwhile to relate the existing demand-
supply situation to previous forecasts, indicating the under-
lying basic assumptions and endeavoring to analyze the raLionale
for substantial differences in the results, if any.

Demand forecasts available from a previous sector

study should be reviewed for completeness and timeliness

in the light of current conditions. Certain underlying

economic factors may have changed since the original demUand

estimates were made. The analyst should check the original

data sources and update or modify the estimates as necessary.
For example, a recent census may show populatiol growing
at a slower rate than was previously projected, or it may

be found that a planned industrial complex is materializing
on a scale different from that originally anticipated. The

CIPA should reflect the latest developments or plans in the

proposed service area.

As part of the review one should attempt to note

slippages in scheduled installation of capacity and the

current status of such installation, including uncertainties

in the completion dates..

Demand Projection

For the purpose of a CPA, it is very important that

future demand for electric power is projected as accurately
as existing data permit. Demand projections should be dis-
aggregated by class of consumer: domestic, commercial, small
industrial, large industrial, institutional, and govern-
mental. Each of these classes will usually have a different
peak loading period for which electric system capacity must
be provided. If the intended service area is large, estimates
should be made for subregions within the overall proposed

gco ra-,.ic service area.

Power projects that are original installations or
plant additions must-be reviewed for engineeripg and per-
formance characteristics in the light of the demand for



power for at least the next 20 years. This time frame is

:equired as a minimum because of the long lead time 
required

for constrtCcticn of facilitie: aiid the long economic life

of the equipment. The estimates for the early years will

3e most critical.

In many LDC's the principal growth in demand is as-.

.3sCated dirh requirement : arising in the industrial sector.

A project analyst, therefore, should be familiar with 
those

aspects of the national economic plan which deal with indus-

-trial (inclucing mining) development and with an industrial

uactor study (if existent). Of particular importance is

*he uype -- and timing -- of proposed industrial schemes.

In other countries rapid urbanization makes domestic

use an important part 'of growth of demand. In projecting

demand for electricity, it is necessary to analyze trends

in both the number of house connections and the usage 
per

connection.

Demand projections- for powee~might be developed in

several ways, each with its own logic and. limitations.-

For additions to exist ing plants, a basic approach

in projection of demand is-the extrapolation of a historical

trend. This involves fitting a curve to past data either

graphically or by the method of least squares. :The most

common form is a semilogarithmic curve which/in effect deter-

i ines an annual rate of increase over time. -  A trend is

the result of long-term, slow-moving forces and therefore

can be used where it is expected that such forces will continue

into the future. Where there are categories of demand for

which discontinuities in growth patterns can be anticipated,

it is better to exclude such past usage from the base and

cxtrapolated years and to project the excluded categories

separately.

The so-called sector approach projects electricity
demand either through the extrapolation of a trend for each

sector or the calculation of demand from national or regibnal

I/ See Annex III, "Summary of Some Main Types of Statistical

£rojectionsUsed in Energy Forecasting," 
in Methods ard Princi-

Ples for Projecting Future Enerqy Requireiients .(New York:

United Nations, 1964), ST/EC7/i-nergy 2.
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plans, using coefficients. Such coefficients preferably

should be based on country experience, although they may

have to be taken from the experience of similar countries.

In projecting historical trends one must be sensitive

to changes in the future that will change both average and

peak usage (e.g., introduction of air conditioners on a

substantial scale).

it may be useful to project values based on past

data and to make adjustments for expected changes based

on information on plans.

AiLy segments of demand that are sensitive to deliberate

policy should be estimated on the basis of specific assumptions-

about such policy -so that estimates can be readily updated

as changes in assumptions appear necessary.

Another approach to projecting demand is to do so using

past correlation of usage with variables such as GWP; nonagri-
cultural gross domestic product; value ad2Led by industry, mining
:ind agriculture; national income; per capita income; population,

etc. It may be useful to use one or more of these variables
plus time as independent variables.. The relationship of demand
for electric power and specific independent variables can then
V- projected into the future using values for these variables

yen by the country's plans or based on what are considered
3easonable expectations.

An important advantage of using mathematical projections
is that one can also reiadily obtain bands of uncertainty based
oa the standard error of estimate of the projected demands.

Atypical industrial developments that are foreseen, e.g.,
an aluminum smelter, should be projected separately and then

b,- added to the originally projected series.

Peak load requirements differ widely among the various
classes of consumers, and it is necesnary 4o analyze past records

dn the country to determine the magnitude and timing for the

largest users in each of the classes. It is difficult to esti-

mate possible peak demand from new indusL 'ial undertakings, but

reasonably satisfactory estimates can be based on similar indus-

tries in the country or elsewhere. The project analyst should

be alert to the potential for large blocks of power requiretients;

he should anticipate -- if possible - the timing of these

deiands to assess the optimum timing of projects.



Chart 1 depicts the type of situation faced by a project

nlanner. He has a projection based on an extrapolation from

past data. If there is a large user of electriciLty scheduleL.

for future oreration, the projected demand might have a bulge.

The step-like line is the installed capacity less allowance

-or repairs and maintenance, with the last step representing

the scheduled.1 installation of new capacity. The estimated

upper anc! lo,-er limits of the demand projection are based on

comiputed standard error of estimate of a mathematical pro-

.'ection or on informed judgments of the range of prospects.

'he latter often is arrived at by adding and subtracting

percentage. increments, as estimated by the power company, to

t.he firm capacity defined herein under the heading, "Spinning

1c 'erve, Firm Capacity".

A comprehensive review of 75 projections of the demand
for electric power in various developing countries by the Sec-
tor and Project Studies Division of. the IBRDI/ indicates that
one out of three forecasts of growth in demand diverge by more
than cne-third from the actual growth; that is, if the actual
demand increase was 100, one out of three. forecasts of the in-

crease is either more than 133 or less than 67. There was nc
discernible tendency for the divergence .to be over or under
the actual increase in demand.

The study cited indicates • the need to reckzon w-th a sub-
stantial risk that demand estimates will be either too high or
too low.

In the situation depicted in chart I, additional capacity
(beyond that to be provided by the expansion already scheduled)
will be required by 1930 if the higher limit of the projected
demand is reali7orl, uld by about 1985-if" demand grows at arate
approximatirg the lower limit of the projection.

If a cPA for additional power were being undertaken in
1971, an important element of the appraisal wouldl be the deter-
mnnation of the latest date at which a decision on the project
mcst be reached if the projected requirement' is to be met.

A first step is to consider (1) different waysr to achieve
the expansion and (2) the amount of time needeO from the time
that the decision to go ahead is reached until -:he time power
is available from the planned project.. It may be -that certain
alternatives (say hydro) wuld leave little time to spare in

reaching a decision If 1980 requirements are to be met. Other

IBRD, Ex-Post Evaluation of Electricity Demand Forecasts,'
-'o. 79, Was -1hingon, D.C., June 18, 1970.



Chart I. Fc.recast of Annual Demand (MW) in
Relation to Capacity
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alternatives may parmit more time for a decision to be reached
and cornstruction to begia. '!,he preliminary appraisal can deter-
nine tne most prcm sing form of expansion and its reauired lead
time. This provides a provisional schedule for plant expansion
Iiich ds ajusted cn the basis of actual growth in demand in
,uub;ec:nt years. For example, the preliminary appraisal may in-

Ccirare that if actual demand develops as projected in the best
e: ;n-'ate, tLe dotailed engineering study should begin in 1974.
Tie actual date of such a study vould be adjusted at a later time
do .pcndi.ng on the gi-owth of demand actually experienced.

Identification of Types
o . Pro- ect s

-Then best estimates -- or a range of estimates -- of
existing and projected requirements have been prepared, attention
should be directed to the determi-tation of the general type
of project most appropriate in the circumstances.

An established need for, say, increased service
does mt necessarily determine the specific form of project best
suited to meet this meed. Projects fall into one of the follow-
ing categories:

. Original installdtions

. Additions to and/or modernization of existing
plant

0 Emergency measures

Improved operation of existing facilities, e.g.,
by better management, training, preparation and use

.of operazion and maintenance manuals.

Establishment or amendment of legal requirements;
e.g., review or establish interest rates for rural
electrification developments, amend boiler inspection
regulations to recognize modern methods aILd controls.
in the manufacture of boilers, etc.

in~l .7nstallation.

Proposals for original i.nstallations -: commonly put for-

ward as a pert of an infrastructure program for regional develop-

ment. The analyst will generally have a somewhat broader range

of choice in considdration of alternatives for projects of this

type than for projects involving additions to existing systems.
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T he poss .... o" servi~ng the area by the extension of trans-

mission 1'es crcx exi.;ting (or expanded) installations should

nt be ig'lDri(1. :1oreovez, the possible integration of the

original lns:-llation in future system netiwnor]s should be borne

i,± rind.

Plith ?%dd- it ions

BcatVsZO of the rapid growth of power demands in many

countri ;, -,ddi l"on, to existing municipal or regional systems

are the vnost tc:on t7pe of project proposals. Additions im-

pose tj2C:Lfcal i'_terface problems for a project appraisal.
Existing 2 &uipi-c< and its configuration must be well understood.

I. u ..... . nl -,. d t on i u a

....ii t o a system reauires new generating capacity,
the projrct a..w.t must evzluate not only capacity require-

mcnts but also Lhe possible kinds of generation (thermal, hydro,

etc.) and alternative fuels.

Formulation of Alternative Physical
Resource Flow Plans

Physical flow plans should relate physical requireiments

of resources to nceds. Appendix B outlines some of the special

technical considerations that will influence alternatives to be

considercd in electric supply projects. While the technical

aspects ii-posc important constraints on the selection of alter-

natives, the choice is for the most part economic, based on the

.least-cost procedures described in the General Guidelines.

Scale of Project

One of the most important tasks facing the analyst is that

of subjecting the proposed scale of the project to evaluation in

terms of econonilc and financial criteria. Although economies of

scale, rapid growth in demand, and the desire to avoid short time

intervals between additions have merit, the undeniable advantages

of early, large-scale installations must be weighed against the

cost to the nnritional economy of committing large amounts of

capital (and foreign exchange) to the creation of capacity that

will not b-e' 1 uly utilized for several years.

Alternative Oerational Features

In the comparison of the operational features of 
alterna-

tives it i*s important that recognition of the potentialities an,!

limitations of ecisting operations be considered. The CPA should

include a discussion of how a possible alternative 
will affect

system operation.



* . ......... .....
Peaking Versus Rase loadinq

If the new.capacity.is. to be used -for peaking'purposes,.
the primary objective would be reduced unit cost of the capa-
city and simplified operation, ,even at the expense of economy
of operation. On the other hand, if the added capacity is to
be used as a base-load unit, then economy of operation is of(! !paramount importance, and system operating practice would call
for the new unit to bp operiated' at full load for as long a
period as possible; 7

8pinnffi Reserve, Firm Capacifty.

.,A new generating unfit:will have arWappi-'c'fab1e*' impact'
:on system operating practices.-"' In -general, electric powe-.
systems are operated with firm capacity -equal to the . total"
generating capacity in the system- which. is. connected' and,
operating less the capacity of the' irgestopet'ating generat- -iPg: Wn t,1 Usually .. spinning- reserve/J is .also-:maintained f.. or'". .. ..
Use ,in the event.of'* a:.:nonscheduled loss' of 'an operating -

- generating unit.

Diversity of. Loads

Interconnections between separate' power systems : and be-,
tween separatu elements of.the same:power.system.. will of ten pay
a dividend, by taking advantage iof,.he diversity .of p eaklads.
of' the two systems. This is especi~liytrue if the interconnected
elements, are located in',different. time. zones or. have complementary
system load characteristics. In comparing an interconnection with'
additional generating capacity, the analyst should: be alert -to '
such features of load diversity and should account'for the rela-
tive advantages and disadvantages..

Generator 'Unit Priority.. Scheduling_

For peaking purposes, .it is possibletoutil ie. (.) . id~r,
less efficient units, (2) hydro units rwherq h'ere isai1inrum
availability of water,: and, (3) sjecianly'hstalle.d peakingunits,
such as gas-turbine-driven generators.. .. The anly.s. should not
develop detailed priority sched.ules.for* Systbm: operation, of'.
generator units, but an evaluation of the benefits and 6sts-, of'
operation and scheduling of the various alternatives in rela.-
tion to existing units should be.included.in the appraisal.

I/ Spinning resere is generating capaity that is kept running,is connected on the bus; and is rcady to supply electricity; 1,
immediately when needed. - . ,.
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Maintenance pqeuirements
The analyst should compare the maintenance requirements

for the various alternatives under consideration to highlight
their relative advantages and disadvantages.

Pricing the Project

Although it may be possible for the analyst to choose
among some alternatives on physical grounds alone, there will be
choice situations that will require pricing of alternatives be-
fore decisions can be made; i.e., the choice will involve eco-
nomic as well as technical considerations.

Conversion to Value Plows

Use of Cost Modules

In preparing cost estimates, the project analyst should
avail himself of macro-unit prices, or cost modules, to the
maximum extent possible. These should be reasonably representa-
tive figures obtained within the country. Such cost modules may
be based on similarly sized plants and features, with thc.exist-
ing plant costs extrapolated to present-day prices by the use of,
for exam ple, a construction cost index.

Typical quantities for macro.-unit prices are:

Cost per kilowatt of gross generating capacity
for thermal plants
. Cost per mile of transmission line for the
voltage being considered
. Cost per kilovolt-ampere of transforrmer
capacity

Cost per position for a switch yard
Cost per feeder circuit in a distribution

substation
. Cost per mile of primary distribution circuit
. Cost per kilovolt-ampere for seaondary dis-
tribution circuits.

The estimates developed by the atove unit prices will
require some additions to recognize cost elements necessary
to round out the order-of-magnitude capital cost estiriates.



The cost cf i cuim w.:! have :.. be apTroximated by estin-..L-
.."I'' t ,h -_ u.-i "I cos .- - t 0-:.Z._--' ' f z : , ' ¢ tv . V -.  d o r
by appronxating a cn b on spn a d neicht for an arch-
type darn. For a hvdroelectric station, the distinctive large
cost ite.a is the cost o 'e7 clam, r. item that is not present in
the thermal alternative._, E'icher tli& unit price can be made
broad enough -o accom.moCate the cost of penrstocJzs, gates, fore-
bays, tailraces. and powerhouse structure, or these items can
be estimated separately if so desired. Of necessity, the analyst
will need to include approximate costs for compensation in re-
moving residents and their habitations and in establishing alter-
nate rouues for railroads, power lines, coirununication facilities,
etc.

Other Cost Elements

Other elements for which costs should be approximated
include the following:

. Cost of site, including site preparation
* Cost of cooling water intake structure and
intake and outfall circulating water lines for
steam electric stations
* Cost of cooling towers where required
* Cost of transmission line rights-of-way
. Cost of special relay equipment, supervisory
control equipment, and conmiunications equipment.

The capital cost estimates 'should represent the total
installed cost, that is, should include all costs associated with
design, engineering, construction and startup. Additionally, for
imported eauipment, a separate item should be shown, for import
duties, taxes, and other charges applicable, to such items.

All allowances for contingencies should be tailored to the
local conditions. The contingency should depend on the degree of
reliability of the cost estimates *and should reflect the analyst's
valuation of the unknown factors. These unknowns should be

identified in the analyst's report and the contingency should be
identified as su-h. Factors which might infl ence the contingency
.nclude reliability of data, population growth. futt.re market

/ This iten, peculiar to hydroelectric projects,. is on the
• t-verage ,1>4uL 59 pcrcent of the total cost of U.S. projects...
h rigure varies considerably, both in thc United States and

i..A1-r coufi'ries, *eco ..in tb the locatio., and size of the
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demand and other.;. Qher_! the effects of these factors might

be large, tha reco:imondation should be matIe that they be investi-

gated in a later aand more detailed study. in hydroelectric proj-

ects, the two major uncertainties are likely to be adam consCruc-

tion costs and - ater flows.

Orcratilhg and maintenance costs which run over the life

of the project can also be approximated by the project analyst

on the !bzsis of such asnowledce a local labor costs, capability

and availability. in developing the cost of operation the fol-

lowing categories may be used:

* Operating labor, skilled and unskilled
i'aintenance labor, skilled and unskilled

* General and administrative costs
M Maintenance materials and supplies
Fuel costs.

.The operating and maintenance laoor should include the cost

of supervision as well as payroll extras to account for vacation,

sic]: leave, and other benefits.

Getieral and administrative e xpelses caa be estimated :s

a percentage of operating and maintenance labor; in lieu of'

available specific cost estimates a figure of 35 percen.t of the

operating an d maintenance labor costs may be taken for thermal

plants, and 25 percent for hydroelectric plants.

Maintenance materials and supplies are intended to

cover spare parts and other items of equipment (excluding

in'terim replacements), as well as the lubricants, chemicals,

paint, etc., necessary to keep the plant in good operating

condition. In lieu, of available data, an overall average

figure of about 1.0 percent of plant investment for both

thermal and hydro power stations may be utilized. For other

facilities, such as transmission and distribution lines, 0.5-

1.0 percenot of the capital cost should be used.

Fuel costs should be estimated on the basis of 
actual.

delivered costs at the site aud should bc calculated by estima-

ting the heat rate for the type of unit und.er consideration.

The source of fuel and possible alterrative supplies should

be identified. If all or some of the fuel must be imported,

then the analyst should highlight this situation.

The following costs should be entered in operating sLate-

nnts but, in accordance with the procedures established in the

Oceneral Guideliaes, Part 1, should not be treated as costs wheil

computing either the business enterprise. or the net. national

rate of return:
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* Interest on. bor.o:.ied investment capital
* Depreciation on plant and equiprient.

Taxes on real property, if paid, should be treated as
a cost from the point of view of the business enterprise but
hot the net national rate of return unless the tax is, in effect,

idintified wiLh the cost o27 a governmentally provided service

nhich, if not provided by government, would necessitate an ex-
r-ecliture by the project.

Fire and casualty insurance should be treated as a real

annual fixed cost for both the business and the national points

of view, even though the policy of the company is to self-insure

its property. insurance values are normnally based on assessed

values as determined by local and regional demands and economaies.

Therefore, a fixed value should be determined at the time of con-

struction through the aid of a local economic and real property
study.

Economic Lifetimes

-The economic lifetimes of equipment or facilities select-

,- frr e 1YLC, aiaj.ysib have an ii y.c- o". t L ra 1: of return.

Asstuming that equipment will be well maintained and repaired

with proper spare parts when necessary, the foll-:ing economic

lifetimes are generally used:

. Thermal electric stations 35 years
* Hydroelectric stations 50 years
. Dams 50 years
. Transmission lines, wood

poles 35 years
. Transmission lines, steel

tower 50 years
. Substations 35 years
* Distribution lines 25 years
. Underground installations 35 years

If, because of local conditions, the experienced service life

of equipment in the above categories is found to be significantly

less than shown, it is recommended that the shorter lives be

used, with the cost of replacement (including labor) treated as

an investment in the expected year of occurrence.
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AccountDn - Sh adow Pricin
of Inru-.,s

As has been noted, calculation of the net national rate
of return (NwRR) will. probably require shadow pricing of
several in-uts for a power project. The rationale for so
doing is explained in Chapters II, III and Appendix B, and
the methodology is illustrated in Chapter VIII of the General
Guidelines.

In countries where the domestic currency is overvalued,
shadow price adjustments should be made to the cost of im-
ported original and replacement equipment and to those wages,
fringe benefits, and travel costs of'foreign technical ad-
visors not paid for in local currency.

In the case of a high national unemployment rate, a
shadow price for unskilled labor is appropriate. Here the
pricing adjustment reflects the lower (than market wage rates)
real cost of such laborers. On the other hand, if administra-
tive and technical personnel necessary to the project are in
short supply and institutional or other forces impose a ceil-
ing on the money wages of such workers, a shadow price higher
than the zioney wage may need to be applied to obtain a better
measure of the rezl costs of using these workers.

Valuation of Outputs of Power Projects

The outputs of a power project consist of:

New or additional revenues from the sale of
electricity

Benefits external to the project itself.

Revenues from Sales of
Electricitv

Original facilities and additions to existing plant will
generally produce growing revenues 3ver tine as a result of
steadily increasing loads on the sy;stem. Such revenues are a
measure of the value of output.

Improvemen t of existing service, such as raising the
formerly substandard voltage levels in conswners' premises to
standard levels, can increase the r:o'm¢n cr:,it '.r:'ct].y.
Revenue projections should reflect such changes.
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Benefits External to Project

If the generation and distribution of electric power might. re2sult
in the utilization of rreviously dormant national resources or make pus-
sible a higher value added by industrial consumers, such beniefits or link-
ages are appropriate for inclusion in the value-of-output stream of the
project. However, this is true only if no change would occur in the sta-
tus auo in the absence of the project. One example is the utilization
of an existinj but untapped source of fossil fuel Suitable for a thermal
plant. if this fuel source is to be developed for the purposes of a steel
mill or for export, a linkage effect should not accrue to the power prn ject.
(For a more detailed discussion of the treatment of linkages and multiplier
effects of capital projects, see General Guidelines, Chapter III.)

A hydroelectric facility may give rise to such benefits as in-
creases in fishing or recreational opportunities or possible irri.vation
for improved aticultural production. The nation or region may gain
more than the electric power itself. Such economic gains shoulJ not be
included in the CPA unless the enhanced benefits are included as definite
elements in the total scheme (and, of course, costed out on the projtent's
input side as well). The value of economic gains that are unequivocal
and do not require additional investment or expenditures can be added on
a gross basis to the benefits of the project.

Another external benefit, that is a benefit that does not accrue
in monetary terms to the project, is the reduction in customer costs
attributable to the implementation of the project. Improved service
reliability will normally reduce the operating costs of industrial firms
served by the electric power utility.. Changes in the rate level because
of such system improvements are unlikely to be sufficient to assign all
these benefits to the electric power utility. Caution should be exer-
cised to avoid double counting of' benefits attributable to this type of
improvement.

In connection with rural electrification programs in the United
States, experience has shown that there have been benefits to other than
the ultimate user. Sales and services in connection with electrical ap-
pliances and equipment purchases which would not have been needed if
rural electrification had not been introduced is a primi exanple. Equip-
ment is now being manufactured for rural uses whereas before the advent of
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rural electrif.cation the rural user had to adapt equipment
develood for urban usars. The likelihood of unanticipated
uses devcICDin, was often present in the U.S. experience, e.g.,
mechaniation of manual ope,-ations, new industrial establish-
mants, etc. Mile aiternate energy sources may be available
the factor of ccmoenience and easy availability cannot be
discounted in evaluating the effect of electricity as a source
of ener> y in inducing the widespread use of new appliances and
equipmznt.

It should be noted though that the development of the
rural electrification sector in the U.S.A. took considerable
time. The introduction of electric power into the rural areas
in the LDC's will require extensive efforts at sales promo-
tion, appliance demonstration and similar endeavors to con-
vince the consumer that electric power means more than li'ht
to read or cook by. Too often these aspects have been treated
as insignificant or as givens by analysts. The contents oi
Chapter IV (Social Criteria) of the General Guidelines are
also particularly relevant to rural electrification projects.

Selection of the Most Promising Alternatives

In considering the various possible physical arrange-
ments, the analyst will have formulated alternatives that
appear promising. In this process attention is narrowed to
relatively few promising projects. By applying the techniques
of comparing alternatives and choosing the least-cost alter-
native as described in the General Guidelines (Chapter V),
the analyst will select one or possibly two alternatives wch
are most promising. Where the margin of difference between
alternatives is considered sensitive to cost estimates, it may
be desirable to consider a particular choice as open, to be
resolved at a later time by means of more detailed engineering
studies.

The concept of finding the least-cost alternative is
applicable to alternatives on equipment, technology, scale,
timing, location and variables.

The least-cost alternative conccpt is extremely useful
even where, as a matter of national or regional policy, elec-
tric power projects are operated with revenue schedules that
yield a present low rate of financial return, (BERR) say 6
percent. The decision on how the required amounts of power
are to be generated and distributed must-be based on the oppor-
tunity cost of capital to the economy rather than on the
financial rate of-return for power projects as a whole or the
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.'hich capital is borrowed. For example, suppose that
t :', _A policy prescribes a 6 percent financial return for

-)r j,cCs ard the question arises as to wheLhicr a large
.: or a smaller generator should be installed. If

c,, 'nrunity cost of capital is estimated to be 12 percent
1.-_ country, that would be the discount rate adopted in

i I t Ug C he Tast-cost soLutibn, assuming that benefits
- .- inLtical for both alternatives. If the benefits of the
.' ves are not identical, then the difference in surplus

aLOt.s (Ghapter V, Part I) should be utilized. If the present
:'aiuIv of the difference in surplus flows at 12 percent is
r.egauive, this indicates that the earlier invesLment required
by tha larger generator is economically inefficient at this
zira. Thus, even if a decision is made to sell electric power
on a concessionary price basis, a decision on the design of
tihe facility should be based.on getting a return at least
equal to the opportunity cost of capital on the investment
which is optional under existing polipy.

Revenues: Charges for Electric Power

Revenues should be estimated at the schedule likely to
prevail and at tie schedule the analyst has estimated to be
pr.,rrriate for the servica. The dual revenue flows are neces-

s oi:i' in this sector because'actual power rates (prices), being

al-)i.-iistratively deterrined, may or may not reflect the real
V.iuc- of output. Revenue, along with costs.. can be projected
in -.v:z.sheets such as those shown in the General Guidelines
(cheytar VIII). In the calculation of the net national rate
oC return, the problem arises of how to value the services to
be provided by the project.

If rates likely to prevail yield revenues that are higher
.±.," costs, includinU the opportunity cost of capital, the value

of services can be taken to be at least equal to the revenue
ba,:ause those using the service .ould not pay for it otherwise.
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In this case, the calculation of the net national rate of return
presents no problem.

A more typical and difficult situation occurs when rates
are set at levels that do not yield sufficient revenues to cover
all costs, including the opportunity cost of capital. In this
case, we can be sure that the outputs have a value, for the
marginal user, that is at. least as large as the rate charged.
The problem is to determine if the real value of the electric
power is higher for some or all classes of users than the actual
rates Li effect. If there is a waiting list for connection, or
if power service to connected customers is rationed by some non-
price techn-ique over long periods of time, these factors may
indicate that electric povier rates understate the real value
of the service to users and would-be users. in these circum-
stances a shadow or accounting set of (higher) rates is indicated.

By estimating the costs of the alternative sourcq of
supply, upper limits on the value of electric power might be
estimated for certain classes of consumers (e.g., cormiercial,
institutional, and industrial) who are able to self-supply
their requirements with their own diesel generators.

As noted aboye, "prices" for electric power are adminis-
tr,-tively determined, i.e., they are established by formula8
reflecting one pricing theory or another that has been developed
for public utilities. As an integral part of the CPA, therefore,
the analyst should examine the existing rate structure in the
light of the following questions;

. Does the level of rates yield sufficient
revenues to cover total costs of the services
to be provided by the project, including a re-

turn to capital equal to at least the marginal
opportunity cost of capital?

. If the project is to rely on private sources

for (nonconcessional) capital, are rates suf-
ficiently high to attract rmcessary funds?

* Is the structure of'rates such that it re-

flects the government's priorities with respect
to the essentiality of different categories of

users (e.g., residential versus industrial con-
sumers)?
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There is a tendency in LDC's for government to estab-

lish rate levels and structures that do not meet the criteria

noted above. In particular, there is a tendency to set rates

below total costs (as defined above). Rates that are, in

general, too low have two effects: (1) the demand for power

tends to outstrip the systems capacilities possibly necessi-

tating a power rationing; and (2) the revenues -enerated are

inadequate to permit replacement of equipment, much less ex-

pansion of capacity to meet the rapid growth in demand stimu-
lated by the low level of rates. The results are accumulated

backlogs of unfilled demands, deterioration of service, and
continuous drains on the general revenues of government to
o;upplement the. revenues of- the; facility.

The review of rate levels.-and structures recommended

above may indicate modifications in the valuati¢n of outputs

for power projects. If so, these should be prescnted as
alternative formulations of the project. (Rate structures

are discussed in some detail in Appendix B of these guidelines.)

If the project is to be subsidized in any way (perhaps

for social or political reasons), the analyst must still assure

himself that operational funding requirements will be avail-
able' from national or local treasuries hen needed to make up
for annual deficits. Lack of any type of current financing
can lead to an inefficient, a deteriorating, or even an
abandoned project.

Sensitivity Analysis of Rates of Return

The basic technique and rationale underlying sensitivity.

analysis are discussed in Chapter, VII of ttie General Guidelines.

In the power sector, the larger,. more technicalydifficult, and

more costly the project, the greater is the need for sensitivity

analysis.

The project analyst should bear in mind, however, that

the purpose of such an analysis is to isolate only those major

input or output elements which can very importantly influence

rate of return calculations if realized values turn out to be

substantially different from the best estimates used in the

computations of rates of return. The end objective of a

sensitivity analysis at the CPA level is to indicate those

project elements critical to possible further study. If the CPA is

favorable, it may be worthwhile to try to narrow or eliminate

the uncertainty concerning critical elements. For noncritical

elements thle CPA app.roximate estimates may suffice.
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Examples of possible critical elements should be viewed
with caution. One cannot know a priori with certainty exactly
what elements are critical to any given power project. The
following examples are put forward, nevertheless, because a
good deal of uncertainty is usually associated with them:

. Fuel costs, especially when fuel is imported

* Heat rate, as rel.ated to fuel costs

Site conditions, depending on the accuracy of
geological data

For hydroelectric projects, the height, founda-
tion, and spillway of a dam due to uncertain hydro-
logic records and geologi:al and subsurface
conditions

. Spinning reserve requirements

* Anticipated revenues, related to both the growth
in demand and possible future rate structures.

The project analyst should tecognize that there may well
be uncertainties that cannot be dimished by further intensive
study. In such cases, a proper sensitivity atnalysis in the
CPA consists of the presentation of values for those elements
or variables which span' the likely range of uncertainty. This
requires the attachment of the estimated probability values as
illustrated in the General Guidelines, Chapter VII.

Evaluation Summary

In accordance with the General Guidelines (Appendix C)
an evaluation summary should be prepared in which the major
findings are presented for consideration.
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APPENDIX A. TYPICAL ELEMENTS IN ELECTRIC POUER
SYSTEMS

To provide a uniform approach to the analysis of proposals

for electric power system addition-s, this appendix includes a

listing of typical electric power system Elements and alterna-

tives. The analvst may use this checklist to assure that the

elements in the proposed pioject comprise a complete systei. or a

relevant portion of a system.

Obviously, in a CPA, tine will not permit the gathering of all bf

the following information. The list is included as a guideline. Those items

of greater irportance axe followed by an asterisk.

I. Generating Plants

A. Steam boiler and turbine-driven generators*

1. Fuel type*
a. Coal
b. Oil
c. Gas
d. Nuclear

2. Fossil fuel storage (quantity)
3. Nuclear fuel care
.4. Condenser cool.ing water source (and temperature)*

a. Sea water; OF to OF__

b. Fresh water; OF to F

c. Cooling towers; dry bulb, -
0F to OF

wet bulb, OF to OF

5. Number of generating units. and s3-ze of each unt*

B. Hydroturbine-driven generator*

1. Dam type and height*
a. Gravity; feet
b. Arch; ____eet

2. Stream f low*
a. Maximuim cfs
b. Minimum cfs

3. Impoundment acre feet

4. Number of. gene-rating units and size of each unit*
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C. Internal-combustion-engine-driven generator*

1. Fuel*
a. Oil; gallons storage
b. Gasoline; gallons storage

2. Engine typew
a. Hp.
b. R.p.m.

3. Number of generating units and size of each unit

D. Grv;-turbine-driven aenerator*

1. Number and size of generating units*

E. Atomic energy generator*

II. Substation

h. Type of service*

1. Transmission step-up*
2. Transmission step-down*
3. Transmission switching*
4. Distribution

B. Equipment and facilities*

1. Transformer*
a. Type*
b. Number installed*
c. Size
d. Voltage rating
e. Tap changing under load
f. Cooling provisions

2. Sitchgear*
a. Voltage rating*
b. Current rating*
c. Breaker interrupting capacity
d. Number of breakevs installed
e. Number of air break switches installed

3. Structure, protection, et:.
a. Prefabricated
b. Custom designed
c. Metal-enclosed unit 'Lype
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III. Transmission Lines*

A. Application *

1. Voltl-1qe and requency*
2. Deliverecd !o,:r and power factor
3. Lenn
4. 2onuct c- ;ize and material
S. Nun c of conductors per phase

B. Physical. data

1. Structures*
a. Single circuit
b. Double circuit
c. Metal*
d. Wood*
e. Concrete*

2. Overhead ground wire*
a. None
b. One
c. Two

3. Right -o f-way
a. Character of terrain

IV. Distribution Lines*

%. Principal characteristics ,

1. Is new substation or transformer capacity needed?*
2. Linc voltage*
3. Length to most distant.proposed .load*
4. Total imediate load*
5. Type of azea scrved*

a. Residential-urban
b . c -c c, , e r z. I !
c. Light industrial:.
d. Suburban
e. Rural

6. Load distribution
a. Unifornm
b. Lumlpy
c. Sparse
d. Few large loads
m. Large industrial load

7. Potential for load growth*
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V. System rlanagenment and Operation*

A. Plant improvement

1. Generating plants
2. Transmission lines
3. Transmission substation3
4. Distribution substations
5. Distribution lines

B. Protective facilities

1. Equipment
2. Coordination.

C. Operation

1. Manual of procedures
2. Supervision
3. Training and classes
4. Load dispatching
5. Communications

Maintenance

1. Ilanual of procedares
2. Spare parts
3. Schedules
4. Supervision
5. Training and classes

E. Planning

1. Long-range
2. Near-term

F. Management

1. Staff
a. Legal
b. Planning
c. Public relations
d. Rates

2. AdTinistration
a. Accounting
b. Finance
c. Billing/collection
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d. Customer service.,
e. Purchasing
f. Personnel

3. Engineering
a. Studies and procedt=4
b. Design
c. Construction

4. Operations
a. Generation
b. Transmission
c. Substations
d. Distribution
e. New connections
f. Emergency service
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APPENDIX D. SPECIAL TEC1417ICAL CONSIDERATIOAS FOR
POiTrIR PROJECTS

..Physical Piant and Equirent

The character of the existing system will in many in-

stances dictate the nature and features of a proposed power

system addition. The age, condition, size and efficien y of

presently operating generating units on t'.,e system have an

important bearing on the features of any proposed additional

generating caoacity. Frequently, the proposed additional
generating capacity is intended to operate as a base-load

unit because of its greater efficiency. This permits older,

less efficient units to be operated fewer hours and as sup-

plements to thie base-load unit. Some of the older units may

be operated simply as peaking units that can be operated on

peak for a limited period of time and then shut down..intil

the next peakc. A thorough understanding of the efficiency

and operating conditions of existing units is mandatory for

the effective analysis of proposed new generating capacity.

This information should be included in the supporting data for

the CPA. Similarly, the existing transmission, subtransmission,

and distribution voltages represent a vital constraint on the

range of technically feasible alternatives in any extension of

or additions to these facilities.

For the purposes o CPA, the present system can be

thought of as comprising two basic categories:

The supply system, including generating plants,
transmission and subtransmission lines, and trans-
mission substations

. The distribution system, comprised of the distri-
bution substations and distribution lines.

For ease in understanding proposed additions to a power

system, it is recommended that a system diagram of the related
category be included with the CPA for the respective electric
power system addition. The supply system diagram should include
sufficient information for an understanding of the technological
and operating features, including estiwates of normal power
and reactive kilovolt-ampere flow on transmission lines which

have redundant paths.
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The distribution system diagram generally includes equip-
ntent infor-,ation on the distribution substation and data on all
outgoing di3tributiorn circuits to show circuit length, conductor
size, and sectionalizing End protection facilities. Almost
every project will have some imrpact, and the analyst should care-
fully analyzo the entire spectrum of operations to find and
bring to light such impacts. The following list shows some of
the things to be looked for:

* More efficient generation resulting in
rescheduling of generating units

* Fewer generating units due to an intercon-
nection or to a new unit of larger size

* Light load problems on a large new base-
load generating unit

* Greater flexibility in operation

. Reduced hazards

* Simplified operation.

The above list is far from exhaustive; it "is included to indi-

cate the types of influences on system operation that might
bring forth alternatives for comparison by the discounted sur-

plus flow technique.

It is possible that the effect of an alternative project

will be a deterioration of service rather than an improve-ment

because of the nature of the installation. For example, a new

substation may be installed on a subtransmission syste-i for sup-

ply of power to a large industrial customer. On peak demand,

this load may cause an additional voltage drop on the subtrans-

mission line, which could lower the supply voltage to the cus-

tomers on this circuit. If the resulting supply voltage is still

within acceptable limits, then there is no problem. However, it

is possible that coincident peak loads or a deinand greater than

estimated may create problems of low voltage. Alternatively, if

available transformer taps are changed to increase supply voltage

at certain installations, a shutdown of the new load may create

an unacceptable high voltage condition.
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The project analyst should be cartain that alternatives
ar'e. sound from an engineering point of view. Such technical
consideration i.:oul6 include a hnowledge of the interrurting
capacities of existing breahers on the system and the effect,

a,-y, o I proposed project Cn these capacities. A quick
calcu ation shouid b- sufficient to determine the extent of
-,"-y e ier'upting duty. if existing breakers have adequate
-1ap:ccitc t<_or aw:y added interruT)tin-j duty, tihis should be stated.
Cm the other h-ind, if cxisting breakers will be cvcrstresscd,
t'hen me.asures should be taken to reduce the duty by conventional
ez:,g nr~cxtincj techrinues, or.provisions should be made for moderni-
zation or replace'nent of the overstressed breakers, and costs
included for this r-urpose."

Another technical factor is the effect of a new trans-
mission line v.,hich may create a loop with other lines. A cursory
calculation should be made to arrive at a rough estimate of
the real and reactive power flow,_- and the advantages of any
imiproved voltages should be pointed out.

There may be situations in' which the supply of reactive
power is a problem. In general, it is desirable that transmis-
sion lines and generators carry only a' small amount of inductive
reactive power. If the lines or the generators -carry an excess
amount, considcration should ho, given to the installation 'of
capacitors or synchronous condensers to relieve this situation.
If a high voltage cable is being considered for installation, it
maiy supply too much charging reactive power. If large loads
which could seriously affect the artounts of reactive power on the
line are anticipated, power factor correctcrs should be consider-
ed %-Ahen arriving at the incremental cost of kilowatt desiand.

It is recommended that the analyst should include in
his cost estimate provisions for tap-changing-uncierloaG on the
receiving transformers on all interconnecting transmission lines
with i ichboring power companies and on all receiving substations
from no.w oenL.rating plants.

It is very important that suitable consideration be given
to the need for special protective equipment (such as carrier or
pilot wire relaying) so that necessary cost estimates for such
euipment are included. Also, if supervisory control equipiient,

:2 Reactive power is the amount (KVAPR) by which the current dnd
voltage are out of phase and z:epresents a loss in the system.
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load control equipment, or comnunications equipment is necessary
or desira'%le in the opinion of the analyst, then the associated
cost estimates should be included and the reasons for the instal-
lation explaine'.

Long-Range Planning

It is extremely important that the preparation of the

project be based on the long-range system development plan so

that the facilities that are proposed in a specific alternative

for preliminary appraisal will be compatible with existing, and

planned future facilities. In preparing the CPA, the aialyst

should point out the salient features of the proposal and the

way in waich the proposal fits in with long-range requirements

and plans.

Alternatives in Scale and Tiring of Projects

Two of the more difficult factors to deal with in ti-e

analysis of power projects are determining the optimui-, size

or scale of physical plants and the timing of their construc-

tion. Power system planners are usually faced 'j.ith ever-

increasing demands and the frequent need to add to installed

capacity. (Capacity here. refers to output of generating units

and to higher voltages on transmission lines, etc.) An impor-

tant feature of generation installation is that larger. units

usually are more efficient and can be installed on . lower unit

cost per kilowatt. Similarly, higher voltage transmaission lines

increase capacity by the square of the voltage ratio, wherea ;

costs are usually a more direct function of voltage.

Improved Ope rationr

ImprovelMents in operating techniqaies leading to more

efficient use of facilities and personnel merit high priofity

because benefits can sometimes be large and immediate. The

need for operational improvements can be the basis for proposals
to study and make recomuendations through technical assistance

channels. It is not uncommon, for example, for some developing

countries to have nimw or almost new electric Dower installations

that are operated inefficiently or below intended capacity 
levels.

Consideration of Alternatives

A preliminary appraisal of a specified power project

should point out alternative solutions without detail.ed tech-

nical investigations, but with sufficient technical rationale
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&.o reflect te ju0' gment of the analyst regarding the probable

technica' om econoinic feasibility of the alternatives.

_uipment

The following sections identify some of the technical-
-eatures of equipment that should be considered and, when appli-
cable, subjected to the discounting method to determine differ-

ences in suarplus flows resulting from alternative equipment.
The relevcnt technicues for corc.utations of diffcrence flows

;ire discus-0Ud in chapter V of the General Guidelines.

Alte-nztive solutions to a power production installation
•.ll. be influenced by the terrain and the type and cost of fuel

that is most readily available. However, the analyst should con-

sider the following questions:

. Can the plant operate on natural gas rakher

-chan diesel fuel?

Is stcan more cheaply obtained from gas or

coal boilers?

Is a gas turbine more practical and/or cheaper

than a steam turbine?

Size, NuMmber, and 9.es of.
Generating Units

For a proposal recommending the installation of additional

generating capacity, it is most important that the analyst give

consideration to various sizes and types of generating units and

their location and relationship to existing units in the system.

First, consideration must be given to whether the additional

generating capacity is to be installed as another unit in an

existing generating station site, in a new station, or at a

new site. The obvious advantages of installation at an existing

site include reduced labor costs, possible improved utiliza-

tion of transmission line capacity by fuller transmission line

loading, possible reconductoring of c[xisting transmission cir-

cuits, end improved reliability due to diversification if an

additional transmission facility is iastal Led.

If a new location is proposed, it is important that the

mew site and its availability be assured, it is also important

that the point of connection to the existing electriz 
power

system be identified and provisions made for the required trans-

mission and sabstation installations.
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On systems where there are many small generating units
and where load growth is rapid, it is possible that a signi-
ficantly larger sized unit may be considere"d as the next unit
on Lhe svstcem thereby requiring, a large amount of spinning
reserve to derive the benefits. of the larger unit 's presumed
lcwer unit cost and greater economy of operation. In such an
iis ance, it is important that alternatives include considera-
.:ion of an intermediate-sized unit for the next installation.
In assessinc this alternative, the oportunity cost of capital
and the rate of increase in deiaand ake Critical factors.

If peak capacity is a problem -if.e., the source of the
itee4, consideration may be given to peaking-type anits, such.
as gas-turbine-driven generators, which can starc up in a short

period of time, operate at full load during the peak period,
and then shut down until the next peak requirement. The choice
should be arrived1 at through a comparison or the discounted

stream of surpluses from installation of peak ing-type an(!

regular-type facilities. Restructuring of rates to shift peak
deiaahds to off-peak periods may also be considered.

.hen existing streaw flow conditions appear to warrant
the installation of hydro units, the analyst should include the

probable longer ti.ie of construction; the possible longer trans-

mission distance; the reliability of stream flow data,, parti-

cularly with respect to maximum and ininirmu flow conditions; and

the economic factors from savings in fuel and operating and

maintenance costs, as. well as from possible aditional losses

in transmission lines.

Coolinq Qater, Location

For a steam generating plant, it is important that an
adequate supply of cooling water. b- available. This-lis a prime

requirement in the selectior. of a site. The body of cooling

water should have sufficient capacity to accept the- therilal
discharge without ii-airi-.ent of the ecology. In adition, tne

highest temperature of the available cooling witer s_oul, be

determined in order to take into account the possibility of

larger condenser installation. ,Jhen cooling to%,,ers must be

installed, the wet bulb temperature shoul(d be deteriiiad.

Economic damages which may result from the plant's effect on

the local ecology should be included in the cost or input

projections.
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ruels

The cost of fuel is an important consideration on the
input side of a project. The dependability of supply should
be carefully explored, and Sufficient storage capacity should
xe provided for these fuels to afford some protection against
interruptions in delivery, If gas is available, its inter-
ruptibiliy should be evaluated and a suitable standby supply
of oil provided as backup.

Transmission Voltaqes

For proposals involving transnmission lines, a review
should be made of the AC-DC alternative and of the existihg
transmission voltages on the system to determine- their adequacy
in relation to the proposed new facility. As the distance which
power may be transmitted will vary greatly, both AC and DC current
should be considered. With new development in rectification and
conversion to alternating current, direct current might well
prove to be the most economical method for long-distance trans-
missions. If a long-range plan exists, it is orobable that pro-

"1~i! :--d i--S bn made cr-one or .'cre h cher voltages.

The analyst should be cognizant of such plans and should explore
the .reasons in the CPA for the selection of the voltage for
the proposed facility in the context of its relationship to
future system growth.

Providing the existing structures have the required addi-
tional strength, it is frequently possible to increase the capac-
ity of a transmission line by utilizing bundled conductors. The
additional capacity achieved in this manner is generally lower
in cost than capacity achieved from higher voltage or additional
line construction, but it does not provide the reliability that
a separate line would provide. These factors should be explored
in establishing alternatives for transmission line construction
and should be discussed in the CPA.

Transmission Line Tower: Single!
Double Circuit, Steel/Wood/Concrete

The type of transmission line towers that are selected
can result in significant cost differences. When planning for
load growth indicates substantially higher future needs, it is

generally possible to install double circuit towers with con-
ductors for only one circuit, thereby providing the capability
for a low-cost future increase in transmission line capacity.
A double circuit tower does not provide the reliability of two
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single circuit towers, .but the lar.ge cust savings may justify
a calculated risk. However, the decision must reflect the cost
of capital sunk in unutilized cap.acity and the length of timae
before the excess capacity will be absorbed by growth in demand.

Generally, wood structures are less expensive than steel
or concrete structures, particularly if wood is available locally
and steel or concrete must be imported. The benefits and costs
of the available materials should be explored and subjected
to standard discounting techniques to ascertain the most economi-
ical of the alternatives.

Plant Retirements

* ' If there is generating. capacity, a substation, or a trans-
mission facility that indicates the need for retirement, .. onsid-
eration should be given to any possible salvage of suitable
equipment and Paterials for future use. In addition, the alter-
native should include a discussion of the effect of such a re-..
tirement on the system and.thei.provisions, if any, for replace-
ment.

Rate Structure

In estimating the rate basis for the revenue of an elec-
tric power system it is important to recognize that the salable
quantity is composed of two par ts:

The amount of kiiowatt-.capacity-which must be
available to supply the customer' s kilowatt demand

" The amount of energy which the customer's equip-
ment consumes in terms, of kilowatt-hours.

Residental rcte schedules are generally structured to
meter only kilowatt-hours of consumption, with the cost of a...
kilowatt-hour being relatively high for the first fow consumed
kilowatt-hours and then decreasing in subsequert blocks of
kilowatt-hours. The industrial user, • on tne othe)r hand, gener-
ally is required to pay, in addition to kilowatt-ht'urs of con-
sumption, a kilowatt demand charge that is based upon his peak
demand for a 15-minute period or, alternatively, a 1-hour period;
this charge is then billed to the customer for an established
period, usually 6 or 12 months.,.'. regardless* of .lower kilowatt de-
mands during this period, oi even no demand for the rest of the
period. For this rdason industrial customers have an incentive
to keep their maximum de .aand at the lowe3t possible value.
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To arrive at the figure to be used for the kilowatt demand
charge in re ratl., it is necessary for the system to have estab-
4ished acrounting proce(1ures to provide the basis for the kilowatt

'demand charge. .or purposes of a CPA, the fixed investrment por-
tions of the proposed facility should be evaluated on an annual
cost hisis, and this figure should then be divided by the kilowatt
capacity of the facility to arrive at a figure for the incremental
cost of kilowatt demand.

The incremental figure obtained in this manner should be
compared with the established kilowatt demand basis; if the in-
cremental figure is lower, this should be used as an indication
that the new facilities will have a tendency toward lower rates
or increased profit margins or will provide a cushion for esca-
lating costs. If the incremental cost per kilowatt deiiand is
higher, this should be a danger signal that profit margins may
be lowered and rates may have to be increased, dependincT upon
the magnitude of the investment in relation to total syst.a in-
vestment. In instances where a facility may be subjected to
significantly varying loads over its lifetime, it is desirable
to utilize present-worth discounting for annual kilowatt demand
costs.

*0he variable charges generally include a portion of the
annual operating and maintenance costs, exclusive of fuel costs.

In the United States it has been determined that the variable
porticn of operating and maintenance costs exclusive of fuel
for thermal power plants amounts to approximately 35 percent
of the total. Local conditions can make a substantial difference
in this percent. In the absence of definitive data on the power

system being considered for expansion, this figure may be applied.
For hydroelectric plants the variable costs are usually neglected.

The sum of the variable portion of the annual operating
and maintenance costs exclusive of fuel (35 percent or the

locally determined figure) plus the annual fuel cost represents
.the total annual variable costs. In determining the incremental
cost per kilowatt-hour for the proposal being considered, the

total annual variable costs are divided by the annual kilowatt-

hours to be produced. These calculations preferably should be

made on a present-worth basis becausE generating facilities
are loaded quite heavily during the eacly portion of their life-

times, and are then loaded to a lesser t tent (possibly only for
spinning reserve) during the latter portion of their lifetimes;
other system facilities may be loaded in the reverse manner.
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The kilowatt-hour incremental energy cost - determined
on the above basis should be compared with the basis for the,
energy charge per kilowatt-hour.in existing indu-trial rates
to establish whether the increiiental cost is higher or lower
than the existing cost basis.
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FOREWORD

The project ana]yst using these guidelines should first read

Part I, General Guidelines. It provides insights into key considera-

tions for capital project appraisals 
(CPA's) in all sectors, with a

detailed discussion of the methodology for calculating the internal rates

of return, the cost-benefit ratios, and 6ther relevant measures of 
the

worth of a project.

T I set of guidelines ddals expressly 
writh those matters rele-

vant to agriculture. They tell the analyst how to think about a project

in agriculture; what to look for; and how to assure consideration of

the elements essential to a project.' They will assist him in recognizing

institutional, cultural, political, and other factors which can weigh

heavily on a project. They encourage himto concentrate 
on big issues

in broad orders of magnitude, leaving details and matters of lesser

importance to be explored, if 
necessary, in a subsequent study.

The CPA is most -efficiently undertaken by multi-discipli.rY

teams, e.g., social scientists (economists, 
financial analysts, poli-

tical scientists, etc.) and technical specialists (engineers, agr'icul-

turists, etc.). The structure of the individual 
multi-disciplinary

team can only be detailed within a specific analytical and project

context. The term project analyst or analyst, used herein, refers 
to.

a member of a team engaged in a CPA.

1.
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SI. INTRODUC2IOJ!

These guidelines are designed to aid in the

evaluation of agricultural projects for which a need has been

identified, or for which active sponsorship has developed.

The appraisal of projects in the agricultural sector

involves careful weighing of many factors. 
Of these, the most

apparent is the fact that institutions and national policies

supporting agricultural development are, in the final analysis,

frequently more important than the physical qualities and speci-

fication of the project itself. The project analyst must draw

a conclusion as to whether these institutions and policies

will strengthen, impair, or be neutral 
toward the project.

Agriculture requires much more than 
mere hard work.

There are many who believe that a successful 
agricultural ven-

ture depends solely upon a plot of 
land, an energetic an

( land-

hungry peasantry, and a moderately tolerable climate.. The. world

is blemished with thousands c-f unsuccessful agricultural ven-

tures based on the premise that a series 
of "farms" is all

that is essential for successful agriculture. 
Cultural-hazard

questions are rarely raised, and in 
addition many projects fail

because of factors external to the project, 
such as lack of

roads or transport, credit, and extension 
services.

The project analyst should not be 
wedded to the project

at hand. lie has several options: to do nothing, 
or to do some-

thing else. Chart 1 sketches the way the analyst 
should approach

the appraisal. lie should consider alternatives like 
6, Z,

and Ii, etc., and determine which results, C, F, 
I, etc., are

?referred.
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Chart 1 ..Logcfor.Appraising a Project

A _ _ _ _ _ _

Existing •r1 Farm Units
Farm Proposed' .With

LUnits : Project Project

Existing 1 Farm Units
Farm N eWithout
Units' PProject

G H ".

Existing 'Altnav Farm Units
Farm .lProject With Alterna-
Units Ptive. Project
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II. RELATION OF THE PROJECT TO N ACRICULTLURJ, SECTOR STUDY

A!TD TO MNCROECOOIIC PULAZ AND STRATEGY

Macroeconomic Factors

Agriculture does not exist as an economic enclave. In-

variably its development is influenced greatly by general eco-

nomic factors such as:

" The growth of W±qP, per capita income, and
population

" Export possibilities, demands from other

sectors, and the amount of capital available

for investment in agriculture

The development strategy of the country

The development needs in other sectors, in-

vestments in health, transport, education,

power development and manufacturing, which

are almost always required to make agricul-

ture more productive

The foreign exchange and exchange rate

policies that will affect .import costs 
of

inputs, export potentials, and import

substitution opportunities

Tax and price policies, which can cause income

generated in agriculture to be diverted 
else-

where, or outside income to be directed 
into

agriculture

. Credit costs and availabilities

* Policies on land tenure

International competitive developments 
which

will affect the markets for export crops.

The project analyst must keep these and 
other important

macroeconomic factors in mind and seek 
to quantify their impor-

tance to the project. He must identify still other hey factors

likely to affect the project (e.g., invesu-lents in infrastruc-

ture, such as roaas and water, which 
are vital to agriculture).
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The lmhrortmnce of the Sector Study

Ideally, th, CPA would have thc benefit of guidance from

a sector study. However, sector studcies are fr-quently not
found and, even iwhen avail.able, they vary greatly in depth,
coverage, and Cetail. Therefore, the kinds of information that

should be soughL will be described bulow.

A time series of area under cultivation,
yields per hectare, total production by
crop, size of livestock herds and total
output and sales of agricultural products

Measures of the income in cash and in
kind for farmers, which are useful as
ben chmarks. In many situations, earnings
from nonfarm activities provide an impor-
tant supplement to farm family incomes
from farmiing

An inventory of the soil, the climate, the
rainfall, and marets that are or can be
made accessible

' Needs for :i:oads and Other -infrastructure

Marketing facilities, including storage
'facilities

. Indications of the technological processes
that are employed and how they relate to
potentia.ly more productive (and profitable)
technological processes

'he levels of education of farmers, the

size of farms, the land tenure and institu-
tional arrangements (sharecropping, leader-
ship, credit patterns), and the availability
and shills of extension workers

W .ater and range policies

Policies designed to bring infrastructure
to the countryside

. The country development strategy and the
role of-agricultu:.e in it
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* Taxation and credit policics affecting

farm ownership and income

* Research and extension, facilities avail-

able to farms..

If this information is not available' from a sector study,

it may be available from overall country reviews prepared by

the IBRD, IP, AID, or other international organizations.

Useful sources of background macroeconomic and sectoral

economic data were cited in the General Guidelines. For the

needs of agriculture, the analyst should study agricultural

censuses or sample studies made in connection 
with agricultural

censuses. The census data available may be obsolete or may

be in insufficient detail for the 
purposes of the CPA.

If certain data are not available but are vitally needed,

the analyst may have to obtain data for a sample of farms which

can be used to make projections for the target locality. The

size of the sample will depend very much on the homogeneity of

farm units in the area with respect to the characteristics of

interest. The analyst is well advised to stratify farm units

on the basis of iriiortant variables (large or small farms,

hilly or flat land, irrigated or 
dry land). One can start

with a small sample and, based on the homogeneity of this small

sample, decide whether the sample should be increased and, if

so, which strata need a larger number 
of cases.
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III. BASIC CONiSIDEPARTICI;S NI/ APPRAISAL OF

AGRICUUL., LL PROJECTS

To a greater extent than is the case for projects 
in most

other sectors, the feasibility of agricultural projects depends on

complex relationships aniong such factors as nai..ural r :source5, th.:

cndowments of lay c nurbers of individuals (their attitudes, educa-

tion, cultural attachments and receptivity to n-w technologies and

values), goverr-ncnt economic development policies and practices,

and international markets.

Broad Tests of Feasibilitv

While projects in the agricultural sector can be rejectd on

the basis of one test, the decision to 
go ahead with the project

cannot be made on the basis of any single, simple test, economic. or.

physical. A number of tests are needed. These are:

Physical feasibility. Can resources be

organized for an agricultural project with the

chances of continuing productivity and success

being high? If the project involves major

construction such as irrigation or drainage,

do the works that have been designed meet the

requirements of the project, and can they be

provided and operated at reasonable cost?

* Enterprise feasibility. Can the projecG be

profitably operated as an enterprise?

* Institutional feasibility. Can the existing

or projected institutions develop the 
capability

to perform the functions required b y the prodert2

* Economic feasibility. Do the prospective

annual benefits of.project operation 
exceed

the pflua4 costs of project operation?

* Political feasibility. Will theinstitu-

tions and policies of the g6verrnent. permit the

proper organization and profitable operation

of the project?
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Int. rnar'iual feas ibility. Is the project
feasible when consideced in its international
setting, e.g., trade patterns?

These matters are expanded uponin the sections .following.

Factors Affecting Success of Agricul-
tural Sector Projects

It is not possible in these guidelines to identify every
principal factor important to the CPA. Instead, we will identify
classes of considerations, sugges- irig that the analyst prime him-
self to think of the relevant factors within each class.

Environmental Factors

Soils and Topography Data

The analyst must obtain the results of. field surveys to
identify or provide:

* An approximate estimate of the acreage. (size)
of the proposed development and at leasta general
description of configuration, slope,'crop or wood
coverage, drainage, etc.

* A general notion as to the basic fertility and
associated soil management problems

* The hazards to be encountered in the agridultural
proposal being considered. For example, is the land
subject to flooding? If the proprosed project in-
volves irrigation, can the soils be drained or will
waterlogging be a problem? Are thzre -any kno-,,n
chemical problems inthe soil,' such 'as high con-
centrations of salt, boron, or other harmful chemi-
cals? Whien natural cover is removed, will erosion
become a hazard, and'will' protection from erosion
be an unbearable economic burden? Is the topography
so rough that it either prevents suitable land con-
ditioning or makes its cost excessive?

These questions need initial answers as an integral part.
of planning. If none are so adverse as to make the project
demonstrably infeasible, the CPA can proceed.



Size and Sh7,r2 of 'Farms as
llavc .volVeC Ca i'oW

Exist

The analyst must be clear as to whether the size and

shape of the farms will.affect the project's viability. The

pa.ctice of dividing farms amoin heirs from. ,eneration to
generation as practiced in-many sections of the uorld has

weakened the agricultural sector in many countries. The

analyst may conclude that the project's outcome hangs on a

successful effort to recombine land. parcels into economically

viable and physically tillable fields and farms.

In some sections of the developing viorld, farm shapes

prevent the use of modern machinery and,. in some,: access to

a farm or field must be gained through, someone else's 
property.

The elimination of uneconomic .-sizes -and sjiapes. of farms •and

fields and the provision of access, to reconstituted farms, could.

do much for, and indeed be vital to, the success 
of some. types

of projects.

Temperature, Annual Extremes,
and Length of the Growinq Season

These factors largely determine the-crops, that can-be

_rok,.n anf: the combinations of -enterprises that can: be profit-

ably followed. As in -the case *of* soils and topography, good

preliminary data on these subjects should be available early

in the planning process. The sizd of farms will also be

miaterially influenced by these factors' For example, if the

growing season is so short that crop. selection is restricted

co grains, grass, and forage; it is obvious that larger farm

units should be established than would be indicated if the

growing season permitted the planting and production of fruits,

vegetables, and specialty crops.

Rainfall - Amount 'and Distribu-
tion and/or Availability of -. "
Irrigation "

These factors may indicate whether.. an area is suscen-

tible to closer settlement and more intensive use; 
whether it

is adapted to extensive livestock raising. alone; ..
and, of course,

whether irrigation is required; is available, or can be made

available to supplement natural rainfall.
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The Location of the Project
lith RusDect Lo Roads, Trans-

portation, and M~arkets

The location of the project with respect to roads, trans-
portation and markets must be given early attention in project.
evaluation. It is a prime determinant 'cf crops -that can be pro-
duced and sold. Generally, the more remote the project, the
less intensive will farming operations be,: and the.larger
will the farm unit have to be to attain reasonable goals.

Vegetative Cover

The species and density of the natural cover and the
likelihood of enctoachment of unwanted vegetation become major:
cost factors for range livestock operations or for. jungle-cle aring
where land settlement is contemplated.

Social and Institutional Factors

National Agricultural Policy,

Nothing is more important to agriculture'than th govern-
fl2nt's attiturie and actions toward the essential elements of
the project. The analyst must determine what they. are and are
likely to be. In some developing countries, for example, in-
fluential trading families ' control over the importation. of
agricultural products tends to limit domestic production of var-
ious commodities. On the other hand, shortage of foreign ex-
change may force a government to undertake and subsidize bv
high protective tariff or import quotas domestic production. that
on the surface -appears to be uneconomic.

Government policy is highly .important for. the success of
projects involving range livestock operations. Government policy
would have to be enunciated or developed- fixing the terms and
conditions under which the public range. could be used; what
kincls of livestock would be accepted on it; what individual-sized
herds and flocks would be permitted; whether use of the public
range should be conditioned upon the availability of a privately
owned or controlled feed base; and whether provision Tuld be
m7ade to supply essential credit, livestock markets, and advice
or, how to iT rove the quality of the 'herds, and the yield of
the animal.-

!-/ See appendix A for an example of the pervasive need for
government action and the importance of the government's attitude
towards a viable livestock industry.



The .illininess and/or Ability
of the Governr-ent To Support
Agricultural Projects

The project analyst must identify how vital the following
services are to the project and express a judgment as to their
likely availability and adequacy.

Training and extension service progrzrms. Agriculture har
become an acai-ity requiring training for even modest success.
Today's farmer must have kXoi0ledge of agriculture in general and
specialized knowledge of the particular activity in which he
wishes to engage. Additionally, he must be versed in credit,
marketing, management, and other related subjects. He has to re.
,n information from agricultural specialists and from research ar.1
experimentation best made understandable to him by an extension
argent or zan irrigation, crop oi§ livestock specialist. The analvs -

must ask whether these services are avai!able or what it will coi-
to create them.

Agricultural machineky and large physical projects such
asr irrigation and drainage projects require prior training pro-
grams for mastery of the operating and maintenance problems.
Trained reople must be available or training programs must be
unidertaken if agricultural projects requiring advanced shills are
to be undertaken.

Aqriculcural'exp6ri LLental stations and demonstration far-z,.i
The analyst must determine whether the project will have avail-
able to it the vital information on the best and relevant methods
of farming and ranching. Also, can the farmer readily obtain
answers to hundreds of practical what, why, how, when, where, anLJ
who questions? In a year of high calf losses, he must learn whyz,
if his grain seems to be growing entirely to stems, he must learr,
why; if he needs to increase the production of his pastures, he
must learn what can be done, what fertilizer' is needed, how much
should be applied, when it should'be applied, who can supply the
essential data, etc.

Agricultural credit'. "what credits are needed, when, for
how long, on what terms, and can the project meet them?

As agriculture has been modernized and has beco.iie market
oriented, machinery has increasingly replaced most animal power.
For this and other reasons, the need for credit has expanded.
Generally, farmers or ranchers cannot finance mechanization andt
other capital needs with their own resources. The need for
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adequate credit is a fact of life. It-must be. provided'-or agri-
cultural projects will 'e likely to fail. Three types of credit
are usually rccuired:"

. hort-term credit to finance the current crop
year's operations: seed, fertilizer and farm-
fazmily e:p.enses until the crop is -sold.- This.
type of agricultural credit is'frequently.provided
by suppliers and/or middlemen %:iho thereby acquire
a prior claim on the harvest. Ratds of interest
are frequently usurious. High interest rates,
together with the farmer's lack df freedom to dis.-
pos,. of his crop in the market and in. the marner
that will give him the greatest return, are highly,
detrim(ntal to projects relying on the initiative
of small-scale farmers. The amount may not be.
large, but lack of this type of credit is most
acutely felt by the low-income groups who have.
little or no savings upon which-to-draw. .Iithout
adequate short-term credit on reasonable terms,
agricultura!' projects cannot succeed and should
not be undertaken.

* Short-term credit eauiv'alent to a miniiaumof "

25 percent of the estimated gross crop value should
.be anticipated in proposed projects.. This .may. rise
50 percent in the case of projects requiring heavy.'
outlays for insecticides and hired workers to me!t,'
seasonal labor demands.

edi'um-term credit, i.e., loans:for p"rio "
generally longer than l crop year 'but'less than
3 years. Credit of this type may.bd required to
finance: the acquisition Of 'breeding stock, minor.
improvements required to enabie the individual
farmer to participate in the proposed project,"
and inexpensive equipment with a relatively short
life.

Long-term credit necessary to acquire major
machines with a life expectancy of several to
many years, or to carry out major improvements
of farm lands and buildings. The success of a
.project can be measurably- accelerated' with this
kind of credit. The amount needed will vary
with the project. If water is to be applied by
sprinkler and if farming is to be mechanized, the
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needs willibe higher than if more extensive
farming practices are to be followed. Farmers
on new projects are rarely able on their own to
invest in land treatment, farm buildings, and
farm machines having a life expectancy of 5 years
or mnore.

The effective use of the credit intendted for the intro-
duction of ncoi methods and the upgrading-of technology depends
uoon the farmars' receiving proper guidance. Credit agencies
rmiay provide technical information as a part of a supervised
credit program. Such supervision, and particularly servicing,
of =r-nall individual loans is very expensive per unit of money
loaned, -nd may call for more qualified supervisors than are
available. This is one reason-why credit institutions are
biased in favor of medium- and large-sized loans and farms, and
why the mall farmer. is often neglected.

The credit cooperative which assumes responsibility for
individual member loans is one device for reducing costs of credit
program ad-inistration, particularly for the small farmer. The
conperatives may also bring farmers together so that technical
.specialists from the extension service or the credit agency can
xwork with them efficiently on group basis. The CPA needs to
address squarely the issue of whether credits, particularly for
small farms, can be effectively used and serviced. The conclusion
rtay be that only subsidized credits can serve the farmer's needs;
if so, the cost of such subsidy must be expressly included in the
NRR (General Guidelines, chapter VIII).

Price suP/ports. Frequently the attainment of national
objectives can be facilitated by tae establishment of price sup-
ports to c2ncou:age production of a crop: or crop group in short
supply, or where such production nuld be advantageous from
the viewpoint of its impact on foreign exchange payments. Agen-
cies of government capable of providing and administering price
support programs should be available.- This applies equally to
livestock projects.-

The view is sometimes encountered that farmers are strong
traditionalists, not very responsive to price incentives. Such
ideas, however, have been shown to be erroneous in country after
country. The farmer must of course have access to the means of
responding to the price incentives.
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it should be recognized that any announiceinent of a price
support r.tEt be backed by the ability to maie it effective.
This is '.':e_

-, to involve purchases, storage, and sales of the
comrodit. ' a public agency or its designated agent. Reliable
inform ai supply and demand conditions is necessary to esti-
mate co: ,:1-_n:-ortin-, prices at relevant specified levels.
The costs -J; -onstruccing thu necessary physical facilities '?-

store LI 'ro, and of adinistering .the program are costs tc
ne ivclu,,' i the ca~cul,.+ Ki.on of the JJRR.

I nrotection. The CPA must identify the tariff
protecti >. ,ilable, or the subsidies to be paid on'exports. If,
#or cxar!, ,irm machinery and fertilizers have to comae front
foreign , their use can be encouraged or discouraged by
t he omov-i, o. tariff added to the cost of these-iterms. If imports:
are signi'±caut, tariffs can be an important factor and.shouldbe
reviewed :in- adjusted from time to time as circumstances warrant.
This is -articularly true when new fanning or stock-raising pro-
grams ars boing started or emphasized. Tariffs and-subsidies will

affect the husiness enterprise rate of retulrn, but they 'are ex-,
cluded ii. calculating the national rate of return (see..General
CuielinN;, chapters III and VIII).

Z tahli hnent of favorable policy on landtenure. .The

task for lhe ialyst is to judge whether the proposed project wil.

be facilitate< or hindered by the effects of government .policies-

with respect to the: size of farms .and land t.enure.:

, Land reform and tenure. Prograis., in this -area.-
can cruate problems of economic farw size,. Exces-"

-ive subdivision results in uneconomic holdings..
The project analyst will. need to.,identify whether
government actions on land. policy could have this
effect on the project under appraisal.

Land reform reauires a careful inventor' of.,
physical and other resources, .e., the land, water-
supply, fertility, management problems, and the crop
or crop)s planned. The planner can .then divide -the.

resource base into econoraically viable. blocks . The

size of holdings can be critical.. Units .that are

too small can make the project uneconomic. Larger
holdings will generally permit inure effective

managrement., efficient machiner y and more favorable

lines of credit and marketing. .Ccoperatives in

mach-inery, marketing, puchasing,, and related co-
operatives, can permit the advantages. of. small and
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famiiy-si7n farm holdings to be realized whil
retaininr. the economies permitted by larger
holdings. The analyst may find that land re-
forw along ,.Tith other changes are necessary
for the success of the project.

• Farm shape. The analyst must judge how the
project will be affected by farm shape as well as
size. In some sections of the %,orld, the practice
of dividing farmland among the heirs of an estate
leads to the fragmentation of farms into sizes
and shapes which preclude economic operation.
What is more, success may be impeded by the local
practice of surrounding each field with tree crop
plantings or adobe walls, thus making iL difficult
and costly to change agricultual practices. All
farms should have ready access for machines.

Provision and support of requisite aqricultural project
facilitie. or services. Does the project adequately identify
the nonprojyct (external) facilities and services that are
needed? Aiong these are:

Roads and highways' Farm supplies must be moved to
tie farm and farm produce must be carried to the marketplace.
The avai lolility and quality of roads and highways exercise a
tremendous influence on crops that 'can be profitably grown and
on the ccri.bination of enterprises that can be followed. Perish-
able conrmcdLties cannot be produced if they have to be moved to
market over rough roads and trails. Even if the project area is
ideally adapted to high-quality, high-value production, poor
roads and inadequate transportation and marketing facilities and
services may force the farmer to forego the production of hicjh-
value crops in favor of less profitable -- but less perishable
crops. The farm road explicitly created to make a project pos-
sible becomes a charge to the project in calculating the NMRR.
The benefits to other sectors created by the road should also
enter into the IURR.

..Markets -- Agriculture products require ready markets
that are equipped and financed to absorb production at fair
prices or t]he projec will either fail or be slow to succeed.
Can the farmers be made to be market oriented? Is there reason-
able assurance that they will plant for the market, produce for
the market, and offer the products of farm and ranch in. accept-
able quantity and quality for a given market? If they do, will
the market take up their products and at'a remunerative price?
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i the proper inf ormation about, prices, needs, and. qualities

likely to reach the farmer to quide his decisions?-.

*Markets must provide specialized services such .as.re-,,
C"-Aving the many small lots of dgri cultural .proauce.to be'combined

...dmoved2 in economic quantity to major- consumption centers ." A

-acrd z-e;vice i-; to Accept agricultural products of- previously

.-jno':,nccd quL' and hold thom for later.. dispositiof tO 'tI

* ~t~fld Colinrc-. This function is partiul~arly important in

* : ase oi Inonperishable crops such as wheat, rice, .Cor-and
g Y'~crains, alfalf~a and, cured hay,: and semiper~islable crops such

Where canneries or freezing plants. are contemplatedi as the

* ":arkat," the availability of large quantities .9f uniformly high-

C Lli .ty produce 'hiust be assured. Canneries' cannot b, ,made pro-
fitable on th bssofcasional offering!E: ofJ .frui t sor vege-

..ables of uncertain quity Al of ths os rations should

be made a part of,the *marloet analysis.

Communiain I The. importance- *ot. cozuiff~caifS.

increases in proportion to the perishabilitY and .specializatiofl .-

.,:f agricultural output. When specialty crops are ripe, they inust

te move d.. rap idI-- t_. tte marketplace-an there--be. equally -rapidly

;a:bsorbed. -Moreover, on~ce* these crops- are, comitto :t'any, mar-:-
ke, he dciion becomes almost iroc le. tiie analyst, mus

di;termine whether the producer will know where perishables -re,..-

needed and where market, prices are I favo~r.-6e.'- ,All .ih4s - idicates..
the need- for reliable pos:tal,.- te ehone...-.-an.C -elegrap h s rV . w: vices

Market information service --.,rrIce.,and roft can.:

be groatly af f ected" by; market-, in formation on. where, producti- can..

be sold and at'what, prices. .The, analypt must d t~rmiX1C,whether.
governmtent ageBncies- or private, p.rganizatlpns. exist -to ,ptrfporm
this service,

Leqisl,-tion .and control agen :ies., . project ,s -.suc~cesp-

* ~aY, depand importantly, upon rules and regulations- laid diown %by

the government, e.g.r ,the allocation of water-resources or graz-

'ig rights.. Are the -laws an!I: reg41at4,ons, .sufficient,-..and is en-

forcennent. effective?* Several-.mtters may . be. essenti'4 to thp

* project; the analyst,'has. to.. decide which are.. so-.

A.. water. code together, with -ani, organization, to adininis-

I' :. * '?

.te~roer Ifo m a l ~~ a ~ u plcs'-. , , . ,4 ,- ... J ~

tIe it The, ahte fare sho ud e.,has deish onsd. riorte of " >; us

and spcl out'imve3i ehonmihe ruity to ms. atr iosauiredo (entr-. A -.s t),

sh : oulncd det'ail' thandcs hofld thefr, llatdsiiorr,7n shulL teat, •
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• -ith both surface2 and subsurface water supplies and how each is
t-_ develoed n;]d used. Whatever the present coue, we nay now

. wit--:ssing dev.-looment of a totally new series of w;ater law
-noeiut'; ,jovrnIng ircdustrial and ajricultural uses, all" use of
':iter LOY- recreation, fish, wildlife, and esthetic uses. Soci-

,-;' rh to clean water will wdoubtedly force additional
:I:qe.; in ,ater law.. The project analyst must judge whether a

*-:o.ct 1:il be affecced by such changes.

There must be an organ'zation capable of administering
1..1a corDe. Does it exist? Does it do the job? Should the
w:aiion of such an agency be considered essential to the project?

A range code together with an organization to admin-

i.ster it. Wihere open range exists, rules governing use and
1;e rights niay Le essential to the project. Several satisfactory
:-t:-ge codes are available, e.g., the Taylor Grazing Act of the

Um ited States, together with the rules and regulations promulgated

>y the Lureau of Land Management, the F.A.O. draft (Allred, 1966)

prepared for Saudi Arabia. Is there an effective agency for
aa.ninistering the code? Is the need for one important to the

Does the project's success hang on the existence of a

land-use code and an administering agency? Is there a government

.ncr:vice equipped to work with farmers and ranchers in the preven-

tion of soil or fertility loss through erosion, seeping, chemical

.,erioration, overgrazing of pastures and like hazards and to

assure the availability of the land resource from generation to

u :neration? (Example: The U.S. Soil Conservation Service and the

' urkish soil conservation program.) The use of a resource should

CarrV With it the obligation to perpetuate the resource in usable

Social infrastructure. Farmers will not stay at their

farms and ranches indefinitely unless cney are provided at least

a few of the basic amenities of a modern society. The list

(I- desired services will probably include schools; medical, dental

,nd hospital care; a potable water supply and associated sanita-

tion facilities for domestic needs; and postal, telephone, radio,

and -- increasingly -- television services. Does the project's

Euccess hang on improvements in these services? Are they likely?

At what cost? Where?

Investnents made in the social infrastructure that are

additional to what would be made in the absence of the project

riust be considered as part of the project investment and should



Je included. a- costs of the project. Foz' example,- land develop-
ment schees to open new areas to settlement and agricultural

u ',4-11 r-e.uire a brsai rarne of social infrastructure
7. r - :n i e: t-trs are to be attracted to the area (e.g.,

scho!::; v-dica! fzcilities, and facilities for worship). To
t 'e t )q teat such investments could be avoided if the land
d,.vlo::. .nt zc-eFme (and move.ment of population into the area) is.
not und.=riakcn, the required infrastructure investment should be
cc, nsir.hred as beth financial and real economic costs of the proj-
ost.

r;h Farmeir

qThe farm or ranch operator's qualifications should be
judged in the. CPA. Native ability may be adequate in th& case
of range livestock operations but. may not suffice when the -pro-
posed project anticisates the conversion of herdsmen to irriga-
tion farmers. Moreover, the ability of. the farmer to acceptf -n
methods and to change his operations to meet. dharsing and -dve!-
oping ma2':et conditions stresses the need for literacy. "Projects
that call for drastic change in the traditional patterns of Tarm-
in- or ranching require careful attention to educational and
training programs.

Agriculture is strongly influenced by' tradition and
custom. Particular consideration must be given to" those customs:
that are signific_nt in attaining project success. Tradition may
decree that a farmer's wealth is in his camels, horses, cattle'":
goats, sheep or other livestock, and he plows any surplus income
he may derive into increasing the. size. of his herds or flocks.. T'O
attain reasonable success he must be- trati-,d to become market •
* oriented -- to sell his surplus crops and livestock and. to'mea'sure
his wealth in terms of his holdings of productive assets, including
bank deposits. Whenever custom impedes or tends to impede project
success, the factor should be identified for appropriate. considera-
.tion. Project evaluation is not complete unless these factors have
been identified and the possibility, probability and, cost of reme-

.dial measu2 es evaluated in rough orders of magnitude.

International Considerations.

Certain projects are particularly sensitive to inter-
national marketincg arrangements. For example, the success of a
project for the trowth and export of coffee, cocoa, and sugar
will hinie in great measure on whether international commodity
agrmcients control trade in thes products. If so, do. such
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agreements allow room for the increased exports? Trade in coffeeand sugar is today controlled by international quotas; cocoa isa perennial cardidate for an international commodity agreement.

Other kinds of international considerations will affecta project. For c amp le, an irrigation project may depend impor-tantly upon water originating in a neighboring country. Is thereany threat to the continued flow of water posed either by politi-cal considerations, or by plans in the neighboring country forwater diversion of usage for its own purposes? A livestock indus-try may require seasonal movements of herds into neighboring
countries. Is there a threat of border closure? Agricultural ex-ports may have to travel on the transport system of a neighbor-
ing country. Is there any danger of interference with that :ans-
port?

The task for the analyst is to identify the internationalactions likely to affect the project-. In the sensitivity analy-sis conducted for the project (see General Guidelines, chapterVII) due weight can be given to such considerations.



IV. STEPS IN THE CAPITIAL PROJECT APPRAISAL

Project preparation and appraisal consist of the

follow ing:

1. Identification of need for project and potential out-

puts, in relation to overall economic conditions and sector plans

and projections

2. Formulation of physical resource flow plan for the

project

3. Pricing the project: valuation of inputs and outputs

4. Examination of the most promising alternatives

5. Computation of rates of return

6. Sensitivity analysis of rates of return

7. Evaluation summary

While the above steps can be discussed as discrete steps

that will occur in the stated order, it should be recognized that

in the course of carrying out these steps there will 
be consider-

able interaction. For example, in carrying out step 4, the

analyst may find that other alternatives suggest 
themselves, so

that he may find it necessary to go back to step 2.

Market Demands aid Price Considerations

Considerations discussed previously, and Phase I and

Phase II of the checklist in appendix B, suggest the 
range of

potential outputs for proposed projects. In the agricultural

sector for each potential output item there must be 
an estimate

of the demand because output produced without regard to deman-a

can be disastrous. Here one must distinguish between two types

of market situations.

The first kind of market situation is one in which 
the

volume of output of the project is sufficiently 
small in relation

to the total sold that one can disregard effects of the output on

price. Conditions favorable to such insulation from the 
effects

of project supply are small projects, staple products, 
large

markets, nonperishable products, and use by processing 
plants.

The prices of products sold in the world market 
would often be

insensitive to the project supply.



The other ty:pe of market situation is one in which the
supply generated by the project is likely to exert a major effect
on the price. Condiitions that are co,,mionly associated with the
Latter type of market are large projects, local and/or small

Yd.rkets, seasonal markets and perishable products.

The variables affecting the 'Market are subject to change
_q design. An ,caniple is a st'all project that soecializes in
tomato production for a small local irar1et. It is possible
for such perishables to flood the market seasonally and to cause
a~sharp drop in price. Measures that will reduce or eliminate
the price drop are diversification, access to larger markets
(capital city, neighboring country), or the establishment of a
processing plant.

Because one can expect changes in demand-supply condi-
tions of particular farm products over time, wherever possible
the product mix of the planned project should be flexible, Proj-
ects that involve the production of one or two main crops are
especially risky.

The projection of price and quantity of potential outputs
provide a basis for estimating the economic merits of the proj-
ect. Particularly for nonstaples, the data available will be
quite scanty. Projection methods outlined in the General Guide-
lines will be used with particular regard to the effects of proj-
ect supply on price. Where projections are highly uncertain, it
is desirable that provision be made for initial diversification
and, if possible, potential shifts in output.

Formulation of Alternative Physical Resource
Flow Plans

A consideration of the potential outputs, related to the
projected demand for such outputs, will facilitate the assessaaent
of physical resource flow plans to meet the need.

The elementary unit of farm activity is the production
,-f a particular crop or particular type of livestock, etc.
1 ased on a technology which is available or could be made avail-
able as part of the project, consideration is given to what are
economically promising activities. As a first approximation, one
would calculate the profitability of a potential activity in con-
ventional accounting (or farm bidgeting terms) as is illustated
in table 1. Such calculations would be in terms of murket prices.
Projections such as 'that shown in table 1 would be prepared
for the various potential products.



'akinc into accolmt the size ef iar:in the project, one
ould project ior :ajor tines of farm units coverel by t11e proj-

ect a suit b:- mix of e ler ntirv 2ctivitics, with due regard
to their indivdual profitabilitv, aom}r'rientaritv andl comoati-
biity. Fac tors to be tak,2n into account i:: combining elementary
activities ini indi'jidiua! r=rn units are peak labor requirenents,.
beneficial crop rotations, use oE byproccts (such as mandre) anddivers ificat in needs. ecause Irhje rotLrti-_. combinations are
extrem-elv large in number, it is importar:t that the analyst exer-
cise judgmeinnt as to whnat combinations arc promising.

By providing projections for major types of farm units
and aggregating these for the farms of the project, it is r.os-
sible to arrive at physical resource flow plans for the farms.
In addition, the physical inputs and outpuLs for activities out-
side the individual farm units have to be [oriaulated. Activities
such as technical assistance, credit,. farm-to-market roads --
all the physical inputs that are required to realize the project's
output -- must be specified as part of a physical flow plan for
the project.

Alternatives may differ with res;pect to farm size, tenure
status, seed and fertilizer distribution and other inputs, crops
anid cropping patterns, processing plants, and the availability of
credit and ext-ension services for both landlords and-tenants.
For example, in irrigation, the analyst must consider tubewells
as alternatives to a dam. If *a dam is determined to be the most
promising, alternatives will still exist in phasing and methods
of construction, in the size and type of dam, and in how the
water is used on farms. In designing an irrigation .project there
pay be options to achieve additional benefits such as flood con-
trol, navigation, urban water supply,, recreation or power genera-
tion.

In land reclamation, the complementary activities neces-

sary for realizing benefits inherent in any agricultural project
and the size of the project are alJ, options that must ba consid-
ered..

Because rural unemployment and underemployment are ,:rn-
mon problems in developing countries, activities that requi,-a
relatively large amounts of labor during the whole year .ilj be
ecspcially attractive. Although one would pay special attew-:ion
to such activities, the technology assumed :0.;uld be based or
minimizing the cost of producing the product. given t-nhe pricas
faced by the farmer. Thus, there might be a srecial. interest.
in the growing of tobacco. because, in addition to having a gener-
ally favorable market, it makes use of a large .amount. of labur.



Proposed project Without proje

Item Unit Price or Number I Value Number

cost/unit of units or cost of units or

Gross Receipts
Cotton lint.. ............... cwt $27.50 3.40 $ 93.50 1.70 $46
Cotton seed ................. ton 45.00 .26 11.70 .13 5

TOTAL ................... 105.20 52

Cash Expenses
......... lb .09 60.00 5.40 50.00 4

Machineuse................ hrs. 1.00 4.00 4.00 --

Insecticide .......... acre 1e50 200 0--
Hoeing ............. hrs .30. 24.00 7.20 24.00 7
Fertilizer ....... ....... cwt 3.75 4.00 15.00 --

Dessication. .............. acre 3.00 :2.00 6.00 2.00 6
Custom Stripping..... ...... cwt.sc .50 14.16 7.08 14.16 7
Ginning ................. .. cwt sc . 14.16 .8.50 :7.08 4

TOTAL ...... .56.18 29

Returns over Cash
ses9........ ..........

Other Expenses
Interest on operatIng
capital .................. dol 06 4460 2.67 35.00 2

Depreciation on machinery.
and equipment ...... , ..... dol-. .27, 13-14 2.67 2.00
Labor ....................... hrs .30 20.00 6.00 30.00 9

TOAL.. . . ... ...... . 1 34 1

Returns Over Specified
Expenses.................... do. 37.68 11



In many situations important social co;
have a bearing on the project. For example, it may be considered
desirable for the project to settle more families. Such an alter-

native would have its own set of physical flows.

Pricing the Project

The nhvsical flow plans of the project will reflect
intuitive and rough judgements of what constitute promising sets

of farm activities, and of the nonfarm inputs that are required

to facilitate such activities.- The suggested physical flow

plans would then be priced in two parts: farm costs and income

and nonfarm costs and income.

Farm Costs ani Incor:-

Farm income in its simplest form includes receipts from

the:

Sale of crops, animals or animal products
* Sale of crop residues and pasture
• Price support or benefit payments.

In real terms, farm income also includes the value of

farm products consumed by the farm family, i.e., income in kind.

As will be discussed in a subsequent section, in the

computation of the net national rate of return, the shadow 
price

for- output will be the import price plus local handling charges,

allowing for the shadow price of foreign exchange.

The exrense side in its simplest form includes%

Cost of land preparation
. Cost of feed, seed, fertilizers and production

supplies

1 Calculations such as thos&shown in table 1 would be used as

a check on what are considered promising elementary 
activities

of the farm unit.
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• Cultivation costs
• }arvesting and marketing costs
. Transport and ztorage costs
* Other ser v 'ices purchased by tile farmer
* Land taxes and interest on Lorrowed mone:y
. Amortization of canital develomienn costs such

as spri1nklr systemls,- assigned project costs and
other obligations that are paid back over a
period of years.

Many of the costs incurred in agricultural projects will
col lsist of lbor input supplied by the farmer and f,,mily members.
zven though such inputs require no explicit money payment, the%
should be i:ncluded in the investnent and operating costs of.
t4-1e project at an appropriate accounting wage. On the other
heaid, sonle of the, explicit outlays and receipt., such as interest,
taxes and delit repayment on the cost side and subsidies on the
receipts side, are excluded from the inputs and outputs in com-
puting the N-14IRR or other measures based-on real. benefits to
the economy.

When each of the major cost terms. is broken into all of
its parts, tie list will be long and complex. For the-PPA, the
a-ialyst can a.oncentrate on getting approximate data for a limited
.ist of key:xenses, and can cover the remainder -;,ith a global
estimate which -experience in the country or elsewhere suggests to
be reasonably accurate.

lonfarm CosLs

In addition to farm costs, an. agricultural project may

include investments and expenditures that are public in nature.
As vras discu s.ed in the earlier section on infrast;:ucture require-
irents for projects, it is important to include all investment
costs that are made specifically for the project in computing the

net national value flow.

Selection of the most Promising Alterngtives

In considering the various possible physical arrange-
rtients the analyst will have Compared alternatives that appear

promising. In this process, attention is narro.ed to relatively

few projects. By applying the techniques of comparing alterna-

tives and choosing the least-cost alternative as described in

chapter V of the General Guidelines, the analyst will point up

one or possibly two alternatives that. are rost promising.
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In comparing alternatives, one often becomes conscious
of variations that one did not consider previously. For example,
the great irrrortance of reaching full production at an eariy date
may sugqust special measures to be uicdertaken.

-!i e analyst may find it worthwhile -to reformulate or
rdify tL .roject in order to improve it in some important re-

5zend Phasinq

The size and phasing-in of agricultural projects can have

a markec influence on both costs and returns. The size of large
irrigation projects should be determined, in part, by the ability
of the m-r.et to absorb the increased agricuitural production.
flost probably the hay, grain, and other nonperishable forage
crops produce:cd on a new 10,000-acre irrigated block could be
aisorbed by the market. It might possibly be able to hdndle a

conSiderable volume of semiperishales such as apples or potatoes.

But it is not likely that it could handle the added production

if the entire block were planted in perishables such as tomatoes,
peas or peaches.

The Means of determining -the optimum size of the .project..
are described in the General. Guidelines (see chapter VI)..

Computation of Rates of Return

Judgroent on the financial and eccnomic feasibility of the

project must rest on the analyst's quantified judgments on each

of the important factors affecting both the costs and the benefits

of the project. That is to say, all that hie has estimated up to.
this point is intended to permit him xo place valnes. or, the cost

of the inpuTs required for the projecL's execution ah'd on the.
outputs likely to be produced by the project. As explained in

chapter 1I and illustrated in chapter VDI of the G;.neral Guide-

3 nes, these costs and benefits must the, be expressed in rele-

vant terms: from the national viewpoint, -ri the net national rate

of return (vNRR.) ; from the farmer's viewpoint, in the business

Ceterprise rate of return or, alteria.ively, in the increase in

the farnmer's income..

In computing the net national rate of return, the import

pr:ice plus handling cost of the product should be use,! As the

unit value of the output. Therefore, if wheat can be imported

at a cost of $2.00 a bushel, that price should be used in calcu-

lating the value for purposes of the N~lRR, even though wheat may
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,7el1 domestically at a higher price. rlowever, if the official
late of ioreiqn exchange overvalues the domiestic currency, the
loer import price must be adjusted accordingly. In the example
cjivcn, if the real value of a unit of foreign exchange is 35 per-
',c;t highcr than the official rate, the alternative of importing
%,.ne t at $2.00 a bushel is equivalent to a cost of $2.70 for
;.,t-ional measures such as the net national rate of return. To
e'-ti:mate the opportuniity cost of the product, short-tern d(unping
:ices shc'ul-d not be used when such prices will not be available

a long-term basis.

If the proposed project does not yield a net national
rate of retulrn equal to or above the marqinal opportunity cost of

ra)pital, and equal to or above the rate on any alternative form
of the project that would meet the need, it should be dropped or

ixodified. :1o]lification to improve the rate of return -_iroht re-
quire a different phasing of investments and returns, a change

in size of farm unit or in technology used, or different credit

arrangements.

If the proposed project. is attractive from the national

ioint of view; (i.e., the iNRR meets the standards noted above)

but is not attractive from the farmer's point of view, measures

to provide incentives would be in order. These might be in

the form of price supports, tariffs, outright subsidies, or tax

eIxemlptions or credits.

It should be noted that the farmer's interest is analogous

to that of thu business enterprise discussed in the General. Guide-

lines. it. is useful to obtain the total flows of all the fainmors

zffected by the project. But in addition one should construct

t2Te flows of. representative farmers to determine the attractive-

n,-tss of the project to the individual farmers and to exartdne the

relationships of cost of inputs to outputs. For example, if the

c-ost of fertilizer is hiqh (because of protection) and the price

of output is low (because of price, control), then assumptionstI

c.tout the use of fertilizer (and yields) may be wide of the

mark. To induce cliange, it is important that price relationships

betw~een 4..pAs ,nd outputs are sufficiently attractive.

Tarif policies for agricultural inputs and outputs

as well as price support policies must be coordinated to provide

adequate incentives for farmers to produce at projected levels.

This is especially true if the project assumes a changed pattern

of production.
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Sensitivity Analysis

As explained in chapter VII of the General Guidelines, a
CPA should include the effects of divergence of values from the
best estimates. Rates of return on agricultural projects are
particularly sensitive to:

. Yields
-,....Prices of outputs (because the NNRR evaluation
for outputs is based on world prices, the prices
for which sensitivity estimates are relevant are
ci.f, prices)
i Length of gestation period and time needed to
reach full production
. Prices of major inputs.

Evaluation Suardnary

An evaluation summary of the findings should be prepared.
An outline for such a summary is presented in Appendix C of the
General Guidelines.
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APPENiDIX A. RA1GE REGULATIONS

An example of the essentiality of sound policy on range

matters i? provided by the case of the Great Nafud Sedimentary

Basin in r'audi Aabia. The government has enunciated a policy

favoring acir'cltural development which as vet has not been

-,L'ly -i .-Jw rtrd- In the case of the range resources of the

Great 'Naivd Da.cin, drastic conservation measures will be re-

quircd i. the resource is to be preserved even in its present

deteriorOC. condition, with a still greater effort required

if it is ±-ir be improved. Ihen dealing with nomadic herdsmen

who move vill across the range following clouds, rumors,

and an inborn sense of being able to find graze to maintain

their liv7estock, it would be of no avail to implement a policy

of range restoration without at the same time initiating a sys-

t -m of strict use permits and a drastic an( compulsCry reduction

of stockircT to the capacity of the range. Even tLnen, if con-

ii rvatioi L _. Usuiu werc to be initiated which, resulted in in-

creased production of forage, it would simply create a magnet

tIhat would draw Bedouin herders and their livestock to:the Basin

:crom all over the Arab world. This would quickly produce havoc

on the restored range. For a range project to succeed under

crnditions pevailing in Saudi Arabia it would be necessary:

I. For the government to enter into agreements

ith its friendly neighbors to establish strict

rules governing the movement of livestock across

international lines.

2. To organize a system of range permits which

would limit livestock numbers to the supporting.

capacity of the range.

3. To utilize the tremendous volume of forage

produced by annual plants. To do this, Bedouins

woul.d have to be settled in open feed base. There

they could produce cut hay that could be fed when,

because of the vagaries of desert rainfall, the

annual crop failed.

4. To abolish the present practice of grubbing

up range shrubs for firewood.
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5. To Provide for the acquisition of improved
sites, and to provide advice on how to breed up
the. quality and Productivity of. the livestock.

6. To provide a-collector system that could
accumulate for resale, in economic lots at the
larger central markets, small lots of hides,"
pelts, fleeces, and livestock..

A simple decision to restore the range is not enough.
These same general rules would apply almost anywhere in the
Middle East. Attacking only a single segment of the. problem
should be discouraged or be reason enough to eliminate-a live-
stock proposal from consideration. With it all is the require-
ment.for a trained cadre of specialists who can lead the way.

Prior--to initiating projects, governmental policy should
be clearly enunciatEd and institutions either strengthened -or
created to implement policy. The government holds the key to
both farmer and project success. Needed services generally can-
not be provided by a farmer himself or by several farmers acting
as a group..
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APPELDIX 3. RECAPITULATION AiD CHECKLISTS OF KEY
CONSIDERATIONS

A CPA for agriculture should seek to:

1. Assess the physical feasibility-of the proposed
project;

2. Establish that overall economic strategy and

policies, particularly in agriculture, will provide
support for the proposal;

3. Demonstrate adequate institutional support for
the project;

4. Judge the project in the light of relevant
international considerations;

5. Estimate the availability of farmers or ranchers
with sufficient training and experience to- man and

to operate the project;

6.- Establish all the costs and receipts of the
project including those costs both internal and
external to the project;

7. Finally, quantify the return of the project-

using at leabt the concepts of net national rate

of return and the business enterprise rate of
return, and such other measures as seem pertinent
(such as the benefit-cost ratio).

The checklist appearing on the following pages. can help

to assure the comprehensive coverage of the important considera-

tions for each phase of work. These checklists will require ad-

justment to fit the various kinds of agricultural sector projects

that might be proposed and will vary also from country to country.

They are provided here only as guides to the kinds of things

that can influence the soundness of agricultural sector project
proposals.

Phase I - Physical Feasibility

This phase covers an appraisal of the physical feasibility

of the proposed agricultural sector project. It is concerned with

broad judgments on the soil to be tilled, the quality and quantity

of the water supply, the climate, management problems, best crops
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and best combinations of enterprise, and also the proposed proj-

ect works. Basically needed is a finding that in the arca Leing
considered the physical realities of soil, topography, cli,,iate
(including frost and rainfall), and wat-er supply give promise of

being able to sustain the project. Also needed is a finuing
that the works proposed are soundly conceived and probably can
be constructed within the price estimates provided.

From the review of physical data, the basic engineering,

management, and physical problems emerge and are picked up as
cost factors in the economic analyses.

The checklist fcr Phase I must be adapted to each project.

However, the following general checklist d&-eF indicate the k.-. ds

of information needed.

Phase II - Institutional Consideration

The facts brought out in response to the checklist should

be supplemented by sufficient narrative to explain strong points

or weak points in these major areas and to outline suggested

remedial programs.

Projects could be turned down on the basis of the second

phase analyses. If a project is clearly a "no-starter.' based on

'Phase II findings, there is no purpose in moving on to Phase III.

If the Phase II review uncovers a major deficiency, remedying it

should clearly become a "condition precedent" to the making

of a development loan or the commitment of public or private

funds to the project.

As a byproduct, Phase II appraisals can assist AIL) or

other lending institutions in structuring a development lending
program for the agricultural sector. For example, the appraisal

of institutional factors may establish a lack of private lending

sources to supply production crecit. The development of lending

institutions would then appear to be a ripe candidate for develop-

ment assistance. For instance, if agricultural research is

not being carried out or is deemed inadequate, a development

loan might then be considered to establish an agricultural re-

search program and an extension program to carry research results

from this and other sources to the country's farmers and ranchers.
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Phase 7il1 - Economic Feasibili ["

In this phase, the analyst must demonstate that the proj-

ct is compatible with national goals and strategy. Often it is

difficult to ascertain just what these are, but the analyst

should nevertheless seek to identify then. The project must be

seen as conforming (or not) to the national purposes.

In this phase there must also be a means to bring together

costs and expenses so as to calculate net project benefits as de-

veloped in the General Guidelines. Emphasis must always be on

calculating the rt national rate of return, which 
can be com-

pared with the business enterprise-rate of return.'



A Three-Phase Appraisal of Agricultural Sector..
Project Feasibility

Phase I Phase II Phase III
Appraisal of the Phys4cal Policy, Institutional, Farmer Feasibility Appraisal
Characteristics of Projects and International Con- of Projects

siderations

Concerned with the adequacy Concerned with: Concerned with the eco-
of the soil, water supply, nomic feasibility of the
the engineering works, if any, 1. The impact of established proposed project. It
that are proposed, the size policy on agricultural seeks to convert the var-
of farm or ranch proposed, project. ious costs and benefits
In short with all aspects of associated with the proj-
the physical plant or with 2. The adequacy of established cct into measures per-
physical feasibility, institutions and services. mlitting a pr'eliminary

decision on the feasibil-
3. The availability of farm- ity of the project. As

ers and ranchers with suf- a minimun, should include
ficient training and ex- computation of business
perience to man the project enterprise and net nation-
and operate its facilities. al rates -f return.

4. The direct problems to proj-
ect success posed by inter-
national considerations.

.Note: From this step can come
a list of "conditions precedent"
and a preliminary outline of a
developmental lending philosophy
and program.



Phase I Checklist -- Physical Feasibilitl

Name of project

Location of project ____

Type of project, i.e., irrigation, drainage, etc,

A. General (in acres, hectares, or

1. Total area embraced by project

2. Total cultivable

3. Planned average size of farm

B. Thd Soil Yes No

1. Has area been covered by land cl&ssification survey!.

2. If yes, at what standard: Detailed , Semidetailed , Reconaissance __

3. What system used

4. Are major management or fertility problems present? (If yes, discuss on
attached sheet)

C. The Topography

1. Is project covered by topographic survey? M

A. Scale of maps _ :Are maps available?

3. Does topography present management problems? (If yes, discuss-on .--

attached sheet)

D. The Climate

1. Frost-free days in growing season _ Are early or late frosts a j
problem?

2. Average annual rainfall Average during growing season
Standard deviation of average annual rainfall

3. If irrigation project, what is source of water?



4. Is supply adeTuate for present or projected use? (If no,
discuss on separate sheet) E]

5. If irrigation water is to come from international stream, is it covered
by treaty? (If no, discuss on separate sheet) E:

E. Location, Crops and Enterprises
1. Is isolation a problem in management or marketing programs? (if yes,

discuss on separate sheet)
2. Adapted crops and enterprises

a. Considering all physical factors list:
Four best crops and yields Next four best crops and yi

Crpp Expected yield Crop Expected

2e

3.

.4.. 

*b. Considering all physical factors indicate best.combinations of enterprise.

2.

3.

4.
Yes IF. Land Tenure -- Farm size and shape

1. Will farms be of economic aize? Discuss.

2. Does farm size or shape pose major problems? (If yes, discuss on
attached sheet)
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Phase II Checklist

Considerations of Institutions, Government Policies, Farmer-:'
Capabilities and International Implications

1. As far as the place of agriculture in the economy is
concerned, is governmental policy regarded as:

A. Extremely favorable E-i
B. Favorable

C. Indefinite or unexpressed 1_1
D. Negative or opposed

2. Are the following programs (1) adequate, (2) present
but in need of strengthening, (3) inadequate, or,
(4) being developed? 1 2 3 4

A. Training programs:

(1) Farm or ranch operation and management - -

including use of modern farming techniques

(2) Project operation and maintenance

B. Agricultural e;'periment'stations and demon-

stration farms

C. State of relevant technological development

(1) Hybrid corn

(a) Continuing capability of ongoing
research

(2) Hybrid rice

(a) Continuing capability of ongoing
research

(3) Tobacc6 growinq --- - -

(a) Continuing capability of ongoing - ---

research

D. State of relevant markets

(1) Corn

(2) Rice . . . .- ..

(3) Tobacco

(4) Oranges - . . .

E. State of inputs
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1 2 3 4

F. Financial assistance

(1) Agricultural credit - - - -

(2) Price supports . . . .

(3) Tariff protection - . . .

. Chr .Lc eristics of land tenure

H; Infrastructure

-1 Roads - - - -

(2) iHarkets, processing plants, etc..- -

(3) Transport

(a) IIighwa-

(b) Rail - - -

(c) Air - -.-

I. Codes and administering agencies

(1) Water - - - -

(2) Range-

(3) Land use

(4) Wildlife --

(5) Parks and shrines -- recreation - - - -

J. Active sponsorship of projects-

3. The farmer Yes No

A. Are project farmers trained in types of farming -

proposed?

B. Are project ranchers trained in the types of 1
stockraising proposed?

C. Are snecial skills required in the operation
and maintenance of the project and the compli-

cated machines of modern farming possessed by
those who will man the project and its farms?

V. Tradition and superstition:

(1) Do traditions, customs and superstitions .- 1
tend to inhibit success?

(2) Are special remedial programs indicated? CD [
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Yes 4

4. International considerations

A. If water for an irrigation project is to be
taken from an international stream, are its L-J
waters covered by treaty?

B. Are grazing operations involving crossing of
international lines covered by treaty?

C. Are international problems present in either
procurement of essential supplies or in market-
ing farm or ranch products?

D. If 'C" answer is yes, are problems of sufficient
magnitude to require treaty resolution prior to
initiating project? Discuss.

Note: For clarity, reference each point discussed to the appropriate

topic on the checklist. For example, if the current situation

regarding point 2H(3) (a) is totally inadequate, but a series

of road and highway proposals now out for finance would rectify

this situation, suitable explanation should be given.
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FOPBWARD

The project analyst using these guidelines should first
read Part I, General Guidelines. It discusses key considera-
tions for capital project appraisals (CPA's) in all sectors,
1%ith a detailed discussion of the methodology for calculating
the internal rates of return, the benefit-cost ratios, and
other relevant measures of the worth of a project.

These guidelines deal expressly with those matters
relevant to water supply and sewerage. They tell the analyst
bow to thiink about a water project; what to look for; and how
to assure consideration of all elements essential to a project.
They suggest institutional, cultural, political, and other
factors which can weigh heavily on a project. They encourage
concentration on big issues in broad orders of magnitude,
leaving details and matters of lesser importance to be ex-
plored later in a subsequent study.

The CPA is most efficiently undertaken by multi-
disciplinary teams, e.g., social scientists (economists,
financial analysts, political scientists, etc.) and technical
specialists (engineers, agriculturistc, etc.). The structure
of the individual multi-disciplinary team can only be detailed
within a specific analytical and project context. The term
project analyst or analyst, used herein, refers to a member of
a team engaged in a CPA.

iii



I. IiUTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope

Water supply projects, broadlv defined, comprise facilities
to provide water for (1) agricultural purposes, (2) exclusively
industrial uses which may or may not,require fully treated
water, and (3) general use by private households, industrial
and commercial establishments, and public and private institutions.
These guidelines. are concerned primarily with the third type

of facility, and with sewerage systems for general use by the
community as a whole. Special facilities used exclusively

for treatment of industrial effluents arc excluded fro., tlhe

scope of these guidelines.

These guidelines provide, ground rules for selecting

and analyzing cnginering, and. economic data for CPA's in the

field. of water supply and sewerage. They should help the analyst

to evaluate the'need for a proposed project-and to make a

preliminary judgment as to the technical, economic, financial

and institutional soundness of the proposed project. The-need

for subsequent study, and. Suggested scope of woIk i1 oLae is
required, should be determined by thc CPA.

Chapter I of the General Guidelines describes the objec-

tives of a CPA. The General Guidelines also establish the

overall methodology and principles for: treating the technical

economic and other facets of a projLct0  Methodological matters

are, therefore , not repeated here. Rather, attention is fociised

on developing the. concepts and facts particularly relevant

to water supply and sewerage." The analyst is. given guidelines

to aid his search for alternative approaches to projects and

also to help insure that all essential iiformation for a correct

analysis is considered. The analyst should refer to the General

Guidelines, particularly chapters; III and VII.I, for guidance

on how to utilize the facts he ha.s gathered to. arrive at a

conclusion on. a project's worth.



These guidelines cover principal elementS of water _PP1 ,
and sewerage systems, including investment in outside and insic
physical plant, operations and maintenancc, management and
technical personncl, operating procedures, financial aln 1

-

and systems planning. A general description o the physical
7cmponents of water supply and sewerage systems, treatment
processes, and the environmental aspects of these facilities
is presented in appendix A of these guidelines.

The General Guidelines emphasize the net national rate

of return for a project as the preferred measure of its worth-
How does this rate of return compare with the opportunity cost
of capital and return in other projects? To arrive at that
return is a rather complex operation: all costs and revenues

must be measured; clearly identifiable benefits which do nut
yield revenues must be assessed and, if possible, assigned

values, shadow prices must be applied as appropriatei and bcst

estimates must be qualified with sensitivity analyses. These

tasks are particularly complex for water and sewerage projects

because there is no conventional commercial market price for

these services; they may' freely be provided or may enjoy partial
subsidies. These matters are discussed later.

General Characteristics of Ilater Supply and
Sewerage Projects

Water projects often are among the 'felt needs" of rural

areas. Particulary for towns and villages, but also for cities,

potable water has great appeal, and public demands for subsidizcd

water projects are extremely strong.

Sewerage projects cater primarily to urban areas. They

are the counterpart t.D the indoor supply of water. Users are

generally expected to pay the full costs of such projects.

Both types of projects, but particularly water sipply

projects, are sensitive to maintenance practices. lany coupitric:"

have invested enough in water supply projects to obtain, 
good

water, yet still do not enjoy a reliable supply of w1ho1eCo:nC

water because of inadequate maintenance.
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Both types of projects pose questions of tradeoffs involving
economies of scale, varying operational costs, foreign exchange,

and total investment. In making rational choices among alterna-
tives, the analy3t will find the least-cost procedures described

in chapter V of the General Guidelines fully applicable and straight-
forward.
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II. RELATIONSHIP OF MACROECONO!IC FACTORS AI*D SECTOR
STUDIES TO WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE PROJECT'S

Macroeconomic Factors

To a considerable degree, the capital investments re-
qu±vd to supply water and sewerage services are set by macro-
economic objectives and strategies. A few examples follow:

The rate of population growth will affect
the need for water. Acceleration of urban
population growth and rising living standards
intensify the demand for potable water sup-
plies and for sewage disposal.

. There may be a rapid increase in output in
water-using industries, arising from water
needed both for manufacturing and the disposal
of waste. If the economic development plan
encourages such industries, the plan will al-
so have to provide water.

* The country's balance of payments position
will affect the quantity and possibly the ype
of capital equipment available from foreign "-

sources of supply.

* The country's price stabilization policy --

particularly as it affects wage rates and the
cost of capital -- will affect the cost, timing,
and scope of water projects.

n'The country's policies regarding the genera-
tion of public capital for investment will sub-
' stantially influence the funds available for
water and sewerage projects.

. Water supply projects may be used by national
planners to help implement certain overall eco-
nomic objectives, including regional growth, in-
come redistribution, land development, and i, -
creased employment and income.
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Oth 2r macroeconomic factors will affect projects in

the sector. The analyst must juage which of these are likely

to exerL significant n. pacts on his project, anu must express

this judg-munt in his assessment of the project's feasibility.

Relationship to Sector Stud

An adequate water sector study can provide very valuable

background data for the analyst (see appendix D for checklist).

It will provide Such information and insights as:

* Strea flow and other hydrologic charac-
teristics for the purposes of surface water

supply and sewerage planning

* Geological characteristics and success or

failure rates of well-arilling programs for

the purpose of ground-water supply planning

* , An inventory of existing-water supply ands'":avj' trt.< h:1 ': .ac:i i1L..;: i.ncl,;'cdJ.:.'j their

design capacities and current throughputs

Present and projected populationi by size. of
community

Projected per capita water requirements by

community size, with a comparison of existing
capacities and future requirements

* Recent investment costs and current opera-

tion and maintenance costs by. type of supply,.

by systema capacity, by region in million gal-

lons per day (m.g.C.) and on a per-capita-served

basis

. Rate schedules and current revenues by

class of con:3umer (domestic, commercial, in-

dustrial, institutional, and governmental)

. Government subsidies (if any)I, with reasons

for their existence

• Current maintenance practices and problems
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. Personnel availabilities, with reconmen-
dations for cvorcoming any existing shortages
and for providing a future supply of the
specialized skills required in the sector

* Organizational deficiencies

. Levels and kinds of water pollution in
waterways and along coastlines

. Types and geographic incidence of water-
borne diseases

. Review of national policies, legislated or
not, covering the spectrum of water resources
management

If such data are not available from a sector study, the
analyst must decide what information is absolutely essential
to a preliminary appraisal of the project, and must formulate
plans to obtain it. He must gain access to information on
alternative water sources and on water requirements which are
realistic for the proposed service area. These are absolutely
required, even for a CPA.

The General Guidelines discuss useful sources of macro-
economic and sectoral economic data. For the particular needs
of water, obvious sources of information are public health
statistics on morbiditv and mortality rates for waterborne disease.,
meteorological and hydrological datai collecting networks; ground
water studies; and geological and topographic mapping.



III. STEPS IN THE CAPITAL PROJECT APPRAISAL

Project preparation and appraisal consist of the following:

1. Identification of need for project and category

of project "

2. Formulation of physical input and outputs for project

3. Pricing the project, including inputs (costs) and

benefits-

4. Computation of rates of return on the prdject

5. Examination of the. mosttpromising alternatives

6. Sensitivity analysiq of rates of"return

7.., Evaluation summary.

While the 'above steps can be dis'cussed as discrete steps

that will occur in 'the stated order, it-should be recognized

that in the course of carrying out these steps there will be

considerable interaction. For example, in carrying out step

6, the analyst may find that other alternatives suggest themselves,

so that he may find it necessary to go back to step 2.

Identification of Need for Project'and the
Category of Project

The value of.safe and dependable donest 3.c water supplies.

is widely recognized in relation to public health 
and economic

development. Nevertheless; the. vast majority of the rural ..

and even substantial portions of the urban -- population in

LDC's. do not have access .to 'safe .and dependable supplies of

water.

Local projects may germinate in any number of ways,

and the bases for the proposals will vary in their 
quality.

The project analyst should attempt a priori to determine the

extent of need and what kind of project is appropriate 
to meet

it. Sector studies, if available, ,mayprovide specific information.



on rieeds. i they are not available, the analyst will normall

prspare th, fu ;ntl projections on the basis of data available

fro"' ohtlle r ' ources.

In gneral, water supply projects can be classified

in,.( two categories: original installations and plant additions.

Original Installations

The provision of new water supply systems is usually

L~iited tY, the saler towns in a country and to villages in

'rai ;irefu. The project analyst evaluates a program to provide

p: ,able water which consists of sriall but possibly numerous

rroject.S. in preparing a CPA, the analyst must discuss and

. er arkaly -s on (1) the geographic alternatives, based on

e,.istin,g sources of supplies, population, potential benefits,

costs, etc.; and (2) the possible alternative sources ot supplY:

",-rfacc, qround, or the extension of a munici.pal system. Technical

factors, hence costs, vary considerably ariong alternative means

nf supplyincT the same need, and technically feasible alternatives

must be evaluated through rate-of-return calculations.

Pl.ant Additions

Every proposal for plant additions muSt be compatible

with the existing system. Within this constraint the analyst

should assure that additions 
reflect continuing advances 

in

the state-of-the-art.

Plant additions are brought about by requirements for

additional capacity or service extension into presently unserved

areas. In the planning of the original installation, consideration

may have been given to future requirements, 
and quite possibly.

the proposed plant additions will fit into this planning scheme.

In the case of unexpected additional requirements, new or enlarged

facilities nay be required that were riot part of the original

planning. For example, an area at high elevation 
may have been

considered unlikely for development. 
If that area is developed,

the supplying of water will 
require distribution facilities

and a source of supply. A pumping station and a large supply

line to the station may be required. This new requirement

is a unit unto itself, and its 
cost should be gauged against

the a'ticipated revenue. 
Some cities raa]he an additional charge

for water that must be repumped.
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ProjecLed _R_. 2uirer men ts

CPA's of water supply and sewerage systems require estimates

•.. deman cs on the systems. The usual method for arriving

, cted water requircmeents is to multiply a population

- .. ..- . or someC future t.ime :Derlod by s-flO selected daily

:. :[. iont expressed on a per capita basis. (For, obvious
.>;-,'j , avai lable data on per cap..'tb consu:lption in developed

LC;. cannot be used for developing' countr.res.) A water
• m nts schedule should be develo'ped for'the particular

through the use of available incountry sources. Data
. tainO from actual observation of aithdrawals troin
,:3tandpipcs orhand pumps, and from existing water depart-

,.L- ,..,ater production records.

It is very convenient for planning purposes and future

c29An 1:.o classify requirements by size of community. Projected

'e,,Jlments can be estimated On.a higher basis (if historical

,xm.'., -ates are not av ailable) that reflects higher per capita
ch%, Ation in larger urban areas by virtue of more widespread

i,:,:, oi: plumbing facilities and water-using -appliances.

hn exam'ple-of a: re u.reiiments sclhedule developed by a

Iuk! group for an African country is given in table 1.

Table 1. Estimated Per Capita Water Requirements by
Community Size

I Estimated per capita water reqairements a/

Co ,rni jz ity'- 
" i

1970 ' " 1980 1990 2000

, L;an 1,000 .. 5 5 5 5

]no 2,000 ............. 5 5 6

, ......... 7 8 9 10
00-0,000......: 8 10 11 12

0 0 0.--50,000. .. 14 16 18 20

00(,--00 1000. . • 18 '22 26 30

i00 000-500,000 ..... 24 20 32 36

iloice than 500,000... 30 35: 40 45

i ,ures are in imperial gallons per day. A 25-percent

fi ,tase was allowed for system leakages.
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lhe f J f.5 sin the schedules n.ly be laken as avergjes.
' 1,rc . b_" variations aoncr c.)m:,unities in the
n,-: m-C-- institutioos (hc2s o.a! s, schools, etc.)- T . .L l1. (h s1.a

_ora_ _ri. that choose to purcha s rather th.r. sclt-
, , titJ.r .htrer requirements. Project.ieons should tak' e into

c t nrlicici to be applied :;ith respect to metering,
1H7 1n-s.c- d Lser charqes. The latter may be an itportant

. .o , quantities requi'red from public systems
:or .n.ds. trial_ rurooses. At some rate levl industrial users
4..i2 movide their own sources.

With rcspect to industry, heavy water users generally
:'ef-supply their own requirements arid ther(.Core locate near
ependable sources of supply. Most industrial water returns

to the water course for reuse downstream hy other industries
or mlnicipalitJes. However, industries are the largest and
most se-rious polluters of water, and their waste-water discharges
compouncl the problem of adequate sewage treatment and disposal.
'Phus po.lut-nt-prone industr es are an important determinalit
of the demand for sewerage systems. In some cases such industries
ma", b2 required to provide their own facilities for treatment.
of ind ustrial effluents. This possibility should be considered
.n CPA's for sewcerage facilitics. If treatx:.ent of industrial

wastes is to be included in the propocCed public system, the
~ild :y~:; .ould be Particularly sensitLive to the kinds of industrial
connections there will be in the service area and the chemical,
thermal, etc., character istics of the dscharges.

The othei- r rements placed on a proposed scwerage
s. .... include those fronm domestic, coranrcial, and institutional

(schools, hospitals, etc.) users. These classes of users seldom
itpose sp-ecial problems on load forecasting, and analysts cart
iollow the simple rule that the volume of water supply tha-t
the utility delivers must be collected by the sewerage utility.

Development of Physical Resource Flow Plans

The physical flow plans should relate physical resources
to needs. Appendix A outlines some of the principal physical
elements that will influence alternatives to be considered
in water supply, treatment techniques, transmission methods,
distribution, pumping requirements, storable'facilities, service
connections and site selection.



Basic Physical Factors

Several basic physical factors i ifluence planning of
water and scwerage projects..

The most economical source of water is generally under-
g. n§, water because its treatment and. transmission are usually
les- costly than thosc for surface water. Undergrouncd supplies
sJ-o need treat-ment' other than chlorination. The disadvanta.ges
of ninderground. water are the danger of exhaustion of supply
afi, the possibility of a heavy mineral content that may require
spe±cial treatment.

Probable per capita consumption and growth 'of demand
zAer time will determine design requirements.. Distribution
storage reduces capacity requirements at'peak hours of demard
and suppiies a safety factor in the event of breakdotms. .Me .wg
of (.onsumer services is effective in.reducing waste.

Pressure must be designea to provide adequate servicr with-
out damaging plumbing. Where consumers are located at a great
vaciety of elevations, different pressure zones may be required.

The capacity of a pipeline varies. with the square of*
the diameter. Thuis,an increase in diameter will greatly; increase
the c-xpacity. For example, one 6-inch pipe will carry more
thi-in twice as much water as two 4-inch pipes. A'major portion.
o.f the cost of a pipeline is in the excavation, backfill and
paving.' It is less (expensive to install a 6-inch pipe than
to duplicate a 4-inch pipe after a'f ew years. ;' Pumping units
and filter capacity can' be installed as needed but the connecting
piping to a pumping station or filter plant should be'of sufficient
size to serve the anticipated requirements.

Street sewers normally cost much more than water mains
because of the depth of the sewer below the street surface.
Pipe is a minor cost; installation is thq major cost.'
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Pricing the Project

Conversion to Value Flows

At this point in the CPA it is important for the analyst

to be E'amiliar with the pricing methods described in chapter
I! and appendix B of the General Guidelines. It is especially
ijportant to distinguish be-tween the pricing of inputs and

outpurse] for computation of the net national rate of. return
( ,hare shadow pricing ;.y be required) and the pricing of inputs

and outputs for the computation of the business enterprise
rate of return (where shadow pricing is not used).

Us1e of Costing MIodules

For CPA's in the water sector, major input elements to

the various kinds of systems should be available in "prepackaged"

modules hich are "prepriced" in the local'currency.. Cost

estimating modules are required for construction and'annual

operating elements. These should be based on local labor costs

and capabilities. These modules help to establish quichly '

the approximate cost of a project, given the capacity or size

of the proposed service area.

Before examples of costing modules are provided, methods

by which they can be put together will begiven. One method

is to take the original costs of the existing plant-and, for

each of the capacity categories (50-100 m.g.d., ]00-250rm.g.d.,
etco), to raise them to present costs using an appropriate
construction cost index. Another method is to obtain current

quotations from suppliers for capacity-Tated elements covering.

the spectrum of plant sizes suitable throuqhout the nation.
One set should be done for surface watEr, one for ground water,
one for primary sewage treatment, etc. With data in this form,
one can e.:press new construction costs on a per gallon. or per
capita basis. For the latter, one needs, of course, .ah estimate
of daily requirements.

Annual operating, maintenance and administrative cost
modules, on the other hand, are obtained from the most recent
plant accounting statements of actual incurred expenses and

then, for each category of plant size, averaged over all operatin..,
plants in that category. This method is only feasible when

fairly reliable accounting practices are used in a country.
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If expenses are not properly recordeC, then estimates need

to be made for the various subelements in the module, including

the very important category of assumed operating labor require-

Although the second of the methods given for both the

construction and operating costs is tiie more difficult and time-

CoUswuiing one, it avoids the inciu-ion of past mistakes in

the pricing of elements. This is. especially true for countries

which historically have had poor planning.

Examples of input estimating modules in the water sector

ate

. Cost per unit volume of buildings

. Cost per mile of underground transmission and

distribution pipe

Purification cost per m.g.d,

Cost per foot for drilling deep wells .by type

of local, substrata

. Cost of pimpingper.thousand, gallons an'hour

Cost per m.g.d. for primary and secondary

treatment levels

Operation and maintenaie .cost per fl.g.d...

Operation and maintenance cost per thousanid,

persons served .daily

Village Water Supply Costin."

A unique consideration often' arises in the cost estimation

of rural or village water supply projects. This consideration

is the willingness of the local people to participate in some

type of cost-sharing arrangement. witi. t1e water development

authority. Cost-sharing may take the form of cmall monetary

donations or of voluntary labor where well-digging or earth

damming of streams is required. Unfortunately, voluntary labol

can play only, a miior: role.. in the. construction of systems that
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entail mcchanicfl we.!-di ging,tre atml n t an" s' Ok-age and pipe-

lal, in' , (other than trenching operations."

In the costing of such small systems, a project analyst

should not place too much c-,iphasis on a cost-offsetting allowance

dcrive- frciii" local co-triburions. This is because 'a-lgbodde a l

of the total cost of even thie most simples well is ' acc O u iited'

for by outside technicians who must site thoewel!, ' li n e " it-' - .

and supervise the building of a6purtehances a.d the:installz.ti-en

of.handpumpz, etc. Also, visits by'outsic.e technicians .. "-.-.

usually recuired for. continued maintenance and periodic testing

of the water quality.

Other Costs

There are possible project inputs or costs other than

those which arise% from constructibn Or operatioh butlays -. These

are the economic costs -- tangible and intaengible -- Whih.

may arise in conjunction with the construction or operati.on

of a project. The damming of a riv'er ana the subsequbnt flooding

of land to provide a reservoir for a nmunicipal water supply

provides an example." If the iriuiiated 1." nd had. a-value..Ln

an alternative use (e.g., agriculture), then. this.flOoodihg:"

represents a cost to society,. and the estiated.. loss should

be included in the"calculation of the net nationalrate of

return whether or not the monetary cost is charged to the project.

For municipal water supply and sewerage systems in LDC's,

it has been estimated that '60 to"7O percent of the tot.l. con--

struction costs. are accounted for by foreign-nmade equipment

and foreign tedhnital assistanc. 'Annual'.opdratio h a n d1 'mai n te n a n cc-

costs include a much sm.aller proportion "iC20 to 25 perceiit.-

of foreign inputs. These percentages will vary among countries.

Valuation of Output: Water Supply Projects

The 0ia tion :of output of water- supply *proj ects is..:;

rendered difficult by two characteristic conditionl:'

1." Treaeed water cpently .distributed .o a :.-eu

basis, or' und r' a scheduideof" prices desi gkdd : 'i 6 i th e r td' exact
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the full price consumers would be willing to pay nor to recover

the full cost of producing the output.

2. Treated water supplies and the sewerage systems

associated with piped-in, water yield external benefits acL:Uuing

to a wider group of beneficiaries than those consumers en3oying

direct benefits. These indirect benefits accruing to the cormunity

at large include reduced incidence of certain types 
of diseases

and improved environmental conditions.

As a result of these preceding characteristics, the

market price of water supply and sewerage disposal systems

can seldom be used as a measure of the total value of the services.

Where water is-supplied for either a metered or flat-

rate charge, and consumers have a free choice to utilize 
the

service or not, the value of the direct benefits of the output

can be viewed as being at least-equal to the.;revenues 
received.

If the demand for such services is greater than can be met

from existing capacity at the prevailing schedule of charges,

this is an indication that. consumers attach a higher value

to the service than the-prices charged. It is also a strong

indication that expanded capacity is justified 
on purely economic

grounds if the schedule of rates produces revenues 
adequate

to cover the total costs of p7-oviding the service, irncluding

a return on investment equal tL, or higher than the marginal

opportunity cost of capital. Where this set of conditions

is satisfied, the schedule of prices provides some guidance

in the valuation of output of water and sewerage 
systems --

at least insofar as the direct benefits are concerned. As noted

above, the total value of benefits will be greater than the

value of the direct benefits for which a price can be im'ose"

as a condition for receiving the service.

In the case of large-scale industrial ancl cormnercial

Users, the cost of self-supplying their requirements 
(by the

least costly means) may be a useful m2asure of the value of

the output consumed by these users. At son~e level of charges,

these users would choose to supply their own 
requirements as

an alternative to purchase; if this level 
can be ascertained,

it is probably a better measure of the value of the direct

benefits of the outi-it than the water actually charged.



As an alternative approach to the valuation of output
of water supply and 'sewerage projects, rat. may be. .
set at levels adequcte to cover costs and to. yield an internal
rate of return equal to or higher than the marginal opportunity

cost of capital. Then, by an estimation of the quantities
Cemanded at,'the predetermined schedule, of -rates, the..predeterminecl
schedUle of prices can be tested against, consumers'. (.subjective)
valuations, as- evidenced by their willingness. to. pay.. in_ .tis..
estimation it is iLportant to note that projected population
growth and increases in per capita consuiTmticn are taken into.
account. If this estimation indicates. a relatively..hig.h rate
of utilization of the capacity of the proposed installation,
the rate schedules used may be considered to reflect the minimum
value users place on the direct benefits provided.

Because the indirect benefits provided by water and

sewerage projects are large. (and difficult to value) and also
because government-- may decide -to subsidize users of .water and

sewerage services to obtain- the. maxiniuma of indirect. benef.it.s.
(and also to minimize costs -to "low-income groups), the valuatiop*
of all benefits -nay not-be practical. Therefore, computation
of rates of return, based .on these valuations will -not be -possiblo-
In these circumstances,: economic and financial feasibility-.
tests will be necessary for the- deterrination of; -the., lpast-
cost alternative form of the .poj-ect capable of meeting, the.
identif ied need.,

Given the least-coust alternative, decision-makers. will

have to judge whether the direct and indirect benefits are
worth the-costs.. -In arriving, at-this decision,.. consideratiol.
should be focused on.-

, Estimated value of --reductions in waterborni
diseases, mortality and.morbidity.rates. and
loss of working time

. The cohvenience -to-oUsers.of .the service.-

supplied'

. "Improved fire protection:

.- The comparati.ve benefits- from other projects
that must" be' foregone .if the...proposed water, sup-.
ply project-." is. under.taken....

Protection" and improvement of the environment.
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Some but not all of these can be quantified; fewer can

be expressed in meaningful values suitable for rate of return

(NNRR and BERR) computations.

Some approaches to quantification and valuation are sug-

gested below.

Health improvement may sometimes be quantified as a direct

benefit resulting from -an .increase in the number of man-days

of productive libor (including life expectancy) and also from

the reduction of medical costs associated with such water-

related diseases as bilharziasis, dysentery, and typhoid. Further-

more, a water supply system may considerably reduce the probability

of certain types of epidemics, particularly in cities.

To quantify the health benefits of water supply the

following formula can be applied for endemic diseases:

Health benefits =' [(total pop. affected) (proportion in
labor force) (proportion of labor force
employed)(disease incidence)(average
working days sick)] X (daily wage)

.This formula provides an. estimate, of the annual value of

economic benefits.

In estimating the value of benefits from the reduction

of disease, caution is in orderi because it is easy 
to err

on the high-side. The temptation is strong to assume that

large proportions of the population will become diseased 
and

lose working days, whereas in reality the incidence 
of the disease

may be quite low and the unemployment levels high 
in the particu-

lar water supply area under consideration. Therefore, recourse

should be made whenever possible to those records of the 
public

health authorities concerned with the types and 
prevalence

of waterborne diseases.

Although it should be possible to make rough estimates

of the effect of clalan water on the incidence of diseases and

the effects on earnings, such economic effects 
should be regarded

as partial and incomplete. The economic effects of health



measures (such as water supply and sewerage) are quite complex

and require consideration of interactions with mortality, 
birth

rates, productivity and resulting per capita income 
effects

over time. Tracing such interactions is beyond the scope of

a CPA.

Greater Convenience in
Obtaxning ,later

There are situations where substantial time is 
required

for families to obtain water. Where this is the case and the

project reduces this time, one might wish 
to quantify it as

follows:

Annual hours saved =number of families 
X time saved per

day X 365

It is unlikely that the savings in time 
has substantial

economic value, because water is generally 
carried by women

and children whose opportunities for gainful employment is

quite limited.

Fire Protection

If fire protection capacity is built 
into the water system

(such capacity normally requires pipe 
diameters of 6 inches

or more), the additional cost entailed may 
be offset by a reductior

in fire insurance rates over the life of 
the project. However,

rate reduction is also dependent on other factors, 
including

the type of building materials used in 
the particular area,

the distances between hydrants and 
buildings, :he type and size

of the fire department, fire prevention 
precautions taken by

building owners, etc. These factors must be considered 
before

an economic justification is attempted 
for the incremental

costs associated with fire protection 
capicity.

Valuation of Output: Sewerage Projects

Sewerage systems are almost invariably 
built with the under-

standing that they are to be 
financially self-supporting. 

Because

of cost consi
d orati cns, they are geographically limited 

to

areas of relatively high population 
density and of the economic

capacity to support such activities. 
Thus, assessments can
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readily bo levied against urban landowners, commercial enter-
prises and industrial firms which, -in turn, have a relatively
large capacity-to-pay for such services. In fact, collecting
rnzins can be installed almost on a "pay as you go: basis for
a city block-by-blcck installation schedule with immediately
payable assessmcnts.

Finally, retering is not required, and periodic billings
can be made on a real-property--by-real-property basis. Alter-
natively, the charge may be based on metered charges for water.
In the case of large industrial or commercial users, charges
-my be negotiated, taking into account any special costs incurred
in the treatment of industrial effluents. Payments for services
can easily be enforced by means of disconnection. In short,
the valuation of at least the direct benefits presents no great
difficulty in determining net national or business enterprise
rates of return to the project.

Very little attention has been paid in the past to the
nonrevenue or indirect benefits of sewerage projects. Ilain
drainage systems have been constructed in countless urban and
suburban areas for reasons of aesthetics, convenience, and
perhaps more significantly, public health maintenance. However,
another aspect of waste water -- sewage treatment -- has become
an increasingly important matter of concern, especially in
the last decade, under the generalized term of water pollution
control. Pere, economic and aesthetic considerations, in addition
to purely financial ones, are beginning to play a role in the
calculations of the real costs and benefits of sewerage systems,
including mains, storm drains and.treatm'Lent plants.

The nonrevenue benefits of sewerage and treatment systems
consist of the elimination or reduction of certain municipal
costs and of a variety of other costs borne by the general
population in the absence of. systems for handling waste or
storin waters.

Benefits accruing through the municipal structure include
the elimination or reduction of expenses associated with:

Night soil collectors engaged in conservancy,
transport and disposal
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* Public health crews to combat such nuisances

as rodents and mosquitbes

'Public roads cre 4s to replair roadways daxiged'
by rainstorms.

The benefits to society in a broader sense may consist

of the following:

* Economic cost reductions from the elimin'ition

of road traffic bottlenecks bv the installation
Obf storm drains. These costs can'be estimated

from techniques developed for. high\.!ay analyseb,

but it should be noted that heavy rainstorms are

stochastic pheromena', and the probability of oc-

currence must be included in-the ,analysis.

Flooding damage that could be eliminated by

sewers or storm drains.

, Elimination of private cesspool- ma'intenance;" in

the areas to be 'served.

. Recreational enhancement bpportunities- on local

waterways that are afforded by sewerage treatment.

Here, behefits should'be real rather than'merely

apparent, :and the same. calcula-ting precautions

hold as in the- case of water supply systems.-

. Aesthetic iniprovement of the community by 'he'

introductioin jf underground SeWers.* It is hardly

necessary to mention 'the quantification' problem 
--

faced here by project analysts. However, anyone

accustomed to underground mains who moves to a

city k'ith open trenches realizes-that substantial

aesthetlc benefits do 6indeed exist."

.. Human health improvement ahd the r'esul'tiny
- eco-

nomic gains from higher labor productivity and

reduced mortality and morbidity.

This last'ientioned., bnef it i's cusually onsidered the

one providing the most justification (other than revenues)

for a sewerage svste'm.- -However, it .is. d.ifficult .to document,

and, as discussed previously, can be done'only partially 
and

incompletely in a preliminary appraisal.



External Costs

Sewage treatment plants may depress the value of adcj,ceat
real estate, at least to the extent that residential use is
preclude. on zoning or aesthetic grounds. Th. cost can be
(Tiantifici by discounting thc acreace-value differential be.;wecit
average resi.dential land values and those for the particular
type of nonresidential zoning in thc" area adjacent to the p.ant.
The sim.nllfying assumption can be rade that the two types of
acreage values will appreciate at the same average annual rate
in the future. The discounting period should be the expectul
life of th e project.

Selection of the Most Promising Alternative

In considering the various. possible physical arrangements,
the analyst will have formulated alternatives that appear pro-
rising. By applying the techniques of comparing alternatives
and choosing the least-cost alternative as described in chapter
VI of the General Guidelines, that analyst will point up one
or possibl,., two alternatives that are most promising. In some
cases alternatives may offer both different levels of service
and cost that merit.considera.tion by the. decision-maker.

Alternatives can .take on various for.0: technical alterna-
tives, alternaztives regarding the postponement of the project,
alternatives involving a with-or-without evaluation, and alterna.-
tives as to the scale and. timing of the project.

With respect to technical alternatives at the level of
a CPA, considerations affecting the least-cost alternative
include the following

* For a new water project, a comparison of surface
versus ground water sources should be made. Ground
.water sources often involve smaller investments and
lower cost of treatment, but may be adequate sources
for a limited ti;ie period.

For extensions to existing systems, the same com-
parison should be made, especiallyif proposed ex-
tensions are far from the main transmission lines.
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For increasing the capacity of an existing sys-
tem, a cbmparison should be made of a new source
and treatment site versus expansion of the old
water;orks.'

For rural programs, a comparison should be made

bf mechanical versus manual digging. of wells in

terms of the long-rangd"effectiveness of this type
* of water source.

For a new sewerage system, a comparison shbuld

be made between service only to the high-volume

commercial .and industrial areas of the city and

service to include high--and low-density residen-
tial'areas as well (in the first stage).

* For new sewage treatment plad ts, i a comparistll
.should be rtmde of primary. versus secondary "treat-

rneP in the light of antip6lluti0.p olicies (water

quality .tandards)..

More detailed technical. consderatiois of alternatives

should be left to a feasibility study or'a ".fIha I;e nineering
study.

Scale and Timing ofx Facilities;

Variations in the scale and ti ingof proposed faclitie'
are two important aspects of alternatives. These two factors
are interrelated; in addition, they inf~luence the. requiraments
for financing the project. Inasmuch as water supply systems
historically have had st6adily increasing demands, they.are'
faced with the need for increasing capacities to: meet ever-
larger demands.

The choice of the scale and timing 6f water and eerage

system installations are influenced by the following factors:

1. Costs per unit of supplied water or treated sewage

tend to be lower for larger installations. These economies

of scale arise from both capital and ope rating costs, particu-
larly in che case of surface water systems.
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2. For the installation of facilities of a given type.

size and location, the total construction cost will generally

be lower if bbe cntire, facility is built at one time rather

than in phases over a period of several years.

3. Capital invested:in providing capacity that will

not be used for several years involves. waste equal to the net

output that the capital could have produced had it been invested

in some other project.

4. The rate of increase in demand for the services

to be prcvided together with the marginal 
opportunity cost of

capital will set the limits to the amount of excess capacity

that can be built into a. project'.

The factors noted-in 1 and 2 above are 
favorable to

construction of facilities on.-a scale to meet more distant

prospective demand, i.e., on a scale that will provide excess

capacity over a considerable span of years. 
On the other hand,

the opportunity-cost-of-capital consileration 
imposes a con-

straint on the scale-time decision, and 
the rate of growth

in demand operates as the decisive factor 
in the choice of

scale and timing.

This choice, involving "raOL:Wlbnsn 1 aivl. 2 o"

one hand and 3 on the other, can best be 
made by computation

of the present value of vatious-alternatives differing 
in scale,

phasing, and timing of installation. 
The methods are explained

and illustrated in chapter V of the General Guidelines. In

general, the lower the opportunity costof capital 
and the

faster, the rate of growth in demand, the larger the scale and

the earlier the timing that will be indicated by these compu-

tations.

Water and sewerage costs are very much affected by density

of population and the time it takes 
to reach the ultimate density'..

This suggests that orderly and full 
settlement, as compared

to sparse and irregular settlement, of new neighborhoods can

reduce costs of water and sewerage substantially.
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*Computation' of Rates. of Return

One proposed.project or more than one alternative'may.
,e.indicated by the preliminary appraisal...The .choice of the

,pecific a!ternative may depend on the gathering,of more informa-

ion on the level of service that is preferred.by. the decision-..
qaker. (It may be desirable to leave options open for the
lecis io~n-maker. ) •

The business enterprise rate,of return and.the.net national.

rate of return should be computed for each alternative (which

ias been reduced to its least-cost form). The BER!R will be
Dased insofar as possible- on market prices; the NHiRR, on- shadow

,rices (see chapters' III and VMI of thie. General. Guidelines) • -

Sensitivity Analysis of Rates :of Return

As described in chapter Vff of the General Guidelines,

the sensitivity of rates of return to various factors should

be determined.

Evaluation Summary.:

In accordance with thev General Guidelines. (Appendix c)
an evaluation summary. should be prepared. in: which the. major.
findings are presented for consideration...
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APPIHDIX' A PRIi1CIPA-L ENCIiNEEP ING ELU1ZEITS IN WATER

SUPPLY AIND SETIERPjGE SYSTENS

Principal elements in water supply and sewerage systems

. described below, including their more important technical
eaturez.

Sources of Water Supply

Lakes and Rivers

Natural lakes and rivers are sources of much of the
world's major water supplies. Lakes are usually fed by streams
.nd springs, and the inflow to the lake may vary with the

seasons; this results in variations in the elevation of the
water surface. In most cases lakes have an outlet through
which water flows away from the lake. The anount of the out-

low will be governed by the elevation of the lake's water
sur ace unless the outflow is intentionally regulated by man-
Tiladl control works.

The flow of rivers may vary widely with the seasons
or may be regulated by such control works as dams. The flooding

of land adjacent to rivers is a factor to be considered in
planning a water supply project. Some rivers dry up during

parts of the year or may be reduced to a very small flow. These
factors should also be considered in planning a water supply
project. If stream flow or water level data are not available,
an effort should be made to obtain general inforilation from
residents along the river or from observations of high water
marks from previous floods.

The chemical and sanitary ,quality of water in lakes
and rivers is important. Many lakes and streams are subject
to pollution from runoff, sanitary sewaje,.or industrial waste.

The type and degree of pollution will govern the degree of
treatment necessary to render the water suitable for its intended
use: domestic, industrial, irrigational or recreational. The

quality of the water may also vary with the seasons and may
be adversely or beneficially affected by storms. Records of
water quality should be obtained at an early stage in the planning
of a water supply project.. If.such records:are not available,
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samples of the water should be obtained and sent to a qualified
laboratory for analysis. A complete cycle of sanitary analyses
will require a full year or perhaps several years of testing,
but the preliminary appraisal-of a project need not be delayed
while this inforiiation is being obtaincd - Sampling and testing
should proceed during the planning and financincr stages of-
a project unless good records are alr.eady available.

Impounded Streams

.Lo maintain constant flow, natural streams require. regula-:."
tion by the construction of dams that will store water during
periods of high stream' flow and release it duri-ng periods °Of
low natural flow. The.- lake or reservoir formed by. the'constiudtion.
of a dam may he utilized a6 -the sourceof supply for, a water.'
supply project; in'fact, this- is usually the reason for 6onstructibr.
of the dam. The elevation of the water surface, behind; the-dam
may vary widely, and the intake- works 'for thewater--proje- t
must be designed 'to function at the. limits of contemplatedi-
water elevation. The amount of- water that'"iay-be -withdrawn
from an impounded supply is governed by the net safe yield.
of the drainage area above the dam.

The quality- of: the water in the reservoir' will- bel affected
by the degree of pollution in ;.the' inflow, ,subject to: the benefibial
effect of storage. When water is stored ior! periods of, time
(days, weeks, or months)., natural sedimentation will remove*'-
some suspended matter and will improve the sanitary quality.
The degree, of treatment should be governed by, theworstlcondition
anticipated in the quality of the-stored water atthe,point-
of intake to the water supply-,project. Obviously -an accurate.
determination of this factor cannot b'e obtained until't'the.'dAm
has been constructed and the reservoir has been in operation
for at least 1 full year. The design of the treatment works
should not be delayed' untilthis- factor.i-s determinedL, but '

fair estimates of water -quality ..can- be -obtained'from similar
experience at other iocations-augmented-by the applibation
of mathematical formula's.

Underground Water Sources

A major source. of water supply i~s. underground7, water.
This water is the iost econornca-1., source in most.cascs,i because
the water is at or near the point of use and no collecting
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works or long transmission lines are necessary. In many cases

the quantity of underground water that. may be obtained is limited,

and this source must be supplementcd, by water from other sources.
If water withdrawn from underground exceeds its replenishment,
the water table will fall and wells will need to be deepened.

As the water table declines, the"amount of water obtain-

able lessens, because most underground basins are bowl-shaped
and less water is retained in the deeper strata. If fresh-

water basins along the seacoasts are overdrawn to the point

that the water level falls below sea level, there is danger
of salt water intrusion.. This can permanently ruin an under-
ground source of supply..

Water from underground. sources is uisually safe for hurman

consumption because the water is protected against bacteriological

contamination, but it may contain a'hgh concentration of minerals

such as calcium or iron. Hard water may be softened and the

iron may be removed from solution, but the treatment process is

relatively expensive. Chlorie:.' i'" u:nu-.y a.,plied to ir.d-!r,-LL'";
supplies as a precaution against disease-bearing organisms.

The treatment of the supply. must be tailored to the chemical

and bacteriological quality of the. water..

.Reclaimed Water

Waste water from communities or industry may be treated

to produce water that is satisfactory for most uses, including

human consumption. Sewage may be given full secondary treatritent.,

and then may be filtered and. disinfected, to produce safe water

supplies. Much of the water withdrawn from* natural streams

is contaminated with waste products, but it is treated by modern

water purification plants, to constitute- a satisfactory, safe

sourcc of water supply. In areas of the world where water

is scarce, the use of reclaimed water 'is gaining in favor and

in some communities constituites the major source of supply.

However, treatment must .be thorough and.'complete, and this

may make reclaimed water more expensive than alternatives.

Desalination

The removalof minerals, especially chloride, from water

may be accomplished by any Of several' methods, among which
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are distillation, reverse osmosis, chemical precipitation,
and clcctrodialysis. All of these methods are expensive and,
except in rare instances, water %hich needs such treatment
should not be considered as the source of a co-.miunity water
supply. iTo further rctention of this source will be made herein.

Treatment Techniques

Sedimentation

ater carrying a great deal of suspended-sediment will
deposit most of that sediment when the water's velocity of*
movement is reduced. Colloidal particles carried in susfcen-
sion will settle out very slowly without the help of coagulating
chemicals. Whether or not chemical coagulants are used, sedimeLn-
tation is the first-step in water' treatment. 1,With the use of
chemical coagulants and proper mixing, a detention pcricd of:
2 hours or more should be provided to 'clarify the water. Care
must be exercised to avoid disturbance of the water durina.
the sedimentation-period. Provision should be made .to mechan-
ically remove the ettled matter from. the bottom of .the sed-
imentation basin. Settled water should be removed from th-
basins by being skimmed from the top aid then passed into .the
filters without any disturbance that wo\ild break up the floc
formed in the basin. The release of sr..all air bubbles below
the water's surface aLround the perimeter of the basin will
assist in preventing ice formation in cold climates.

Filtration

The filters are the heart of the w.ater treatxient process.
They remove the finely divided suspended particles and much.
of the bacteria from the water. Filters consist of- beds of
fine sand supported on gravel through whic!-h the' %.rater is passed.
Filtration rates of 2 to 5 gallons. per square foot per minute.
are customary. Back washing of the..sand in place cleans the
filters; filters must be Washed-when the'0head loss through
the filter approaches the depth of the filter' basin.

Disinfection

Disinfection is usually accomplished by adding chlorine,
a pcwerful oxidizing agent th.t. is very destructive to bacteria,
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to the water. Chlorine contact of 30 r.inutes. or more is desirable
with an effective chlorine residual. leasurement of chlorine
residual is easy and accurate with simple equipment. Although
there are other disinfecting agents besides chlorine, they
are expensive and less effective.

Sof tening

Hard water may be softened byr any 'of 'several processes.
The usual methods are the lime-soda chemical process or the
zeolite ionic-exchange method. Softening the entire water
supply for a comnunity is expensive and has certain disadvantages.
Careful consideration should be given to a proposal for softening
a water supply.

Transmission Me'thods

The transmission of water froma its source to its point
of use is an importait factor to be considered in appraising
a water supply project. Pipelines are usually employed for

transmission of water. Several materials are used for pipe-

lines, including concrete, steel, cast iron and asbestos cement.

Large-diameter pipelines are usually constructed of concrete
or steel. Cast iron pipes are expensive and are not made in

many countries, especially in large sizes. Asbestos cement

pipes have certain limitations in diameters over 24 inches.
Major feeder lines in distribution systems are frequently con-

sidered transmission lines and should not De used for direct
consumer service.

Canals

In some instances opeh canals are utilized to transmit

water over long distances.* Open canals should be lined with

impervious materials, usually concrete. Canals are less expen-

sive than pipelines and are suitable where the terrain is relatively
level or slightly sloped in the direction of the desired flow.

Canals should be fenced on both sides to prevent the entrance

of unauthorized persons or animals. The growth of algae or

moss frequently occurs in open. canals and reduces the capacity

of the canal. Growths can be controlled by Chemical means.
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Natural streams which cross the route of the canal should be
divert cd over or under the canal to prevent the entrance of
undesirable water.

Natural Streams

In some cases a natural stream niay be used to transmit
water. The stream should be relatively free from contamination
and should be of sufficient capacity to handle the total flow,
without flooding.

Conduits

The term "conduit" is usually applied to a composite
of all the elements in a transmission system. It may be a
combination of tunnel, canal, pipeline and natural stream.
In some cases pumping is necessary at one or more points along
a conduit. The hydraulics of a conduit should be carefully
calculated to ensure that the proposed conduit will transmit
the desired quantity of water and Viill deliver it at the proper
elevation. Treatment is usually applied after the water has
been passed through the conduit.

Distribution

Trunk Mains

A distribution system isa series of pipelines that
distribute water throughout the service area. Trunk mains are
large-diameter principal feeders that supply water to the grid
system of street mains at several points in the service area.
Direct consumer ser-ice from trunk mains should be avoided
as much as possible. Trunk mains should be valved at frequent
intervals to avoid the necessity of shutting down large sec-
tions of the distribution system when: repairs. are needed.

Street Mains

The water mains located in the streets constitute the
grid system that supplies customer seivice. Street mains should
be installed in ev'ry street..in which consumers' premises are
located. The mains should be'valved at frequent intervals
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to minimize Lhe nur-.Zer of consXricrs deprived of water when
shutdowns are necessary. Street Lmains 'should be interconnected
frequently and dead end.; :,:oiId be avoided. The design of
a distribution systcn, including the trunk mains, should be
checked by the hlardy Cross method before the design is finalized.,

Pressure Zones

When the terrain of a cormunity includes areas of extensiv
difference in elevation, it may be necessary to separate the
distribution system into zones designed to supply water at
the proper pressure for each zone. (If the entire distribution
system is operated at sufficient pressure to supply the hig;ier
elevations, the pressure at the lower elevations may be excessivc.
Damage to plumbing fixtures and abnormal leakage may result.)
A saving in pumping costs may also be effected. Although entire.'
separate piping systems are desirable, separation may be effect-.
by closing valves along the zone lines., A closed valve on
a continuous pipeline creates two dead. ends; there is also
the danger that a valve may be opened by mistake, which would
subject the lower zone to excessive pressure.. The use (f pressure-
reducing valves should be kept to a iciniqum because such valves
are delicate and frequently get out of. order. In some cases,
however, their use cannot be avoided without high expense.

Fire Protection

One of the purposes of a community water system is to
provide water in sufficient quantities for fire fighting. The
addition of fire hydrants will add little to the overall cost
of a water system, and the additional. cost will more than be
compensated for by lower insurance rates.. Fire hydrants should
be placed along pipelines that are.6 inches ornmore in diameter.
Pipelines that are 4 inches or. less in diameter provide little.
protection for fire-fighting purposes. Fire hydrants should.
be of an approved design and. should be. stgndardized for an
entire community.

Pumping Requirements

Transmission

Pumping is frequently necessary at the source of supply
or along the transmission line. All pumping stations should
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be equipped to serve the ma;-imum demand when the largest unit
is out of service' Pumps..may be centrifucal or reciprocating,
vertical or. hbrizontal shaft, and,powered by electric motors
or internal-combustion engines. The type of pump. and driver
must be selected to meet the specific conditions. encountered.
Centrifuoal, horizontal shaft, ele6tric-n:oter-driven pumps
are commonly used and are relatively trouble free. They may
be manuall; operated, remotely controlled, or automatic. Very
high-speed pumps should be avoided, pumps that operate -at- more
than 1,750 r.p.m. wear out quickly and are subject to. high
maintenance costs. -Although -high-speed pumps are usually".cheaper
to purchase,' thlis, sa-ih'g, is more thaiVoffset bynmcint6nan e.
and replacement* costs-.*- Salesmen- will"'frequently. try ".to •sell
high-speed' pumps, solel.y6n the basis of f'irst purchase cost.,

Pumping stations 6t'the intake-'from-a- lake o tseam
should be located at as-low an elevation ds possible to' reduce
the suction lift. -The-stationraust be protected againist flooding
by walls or embankments. Access for-repair and'naintenance
must be.provided; and stations containing large units should
be equipped with an overhead crane. Pumping stations along*
a transmission line may get thei'suction directly from the
pipeline, by pumping around a closed valve; or they'may 'get
suction from a receiving reservoir Or tank. Plump discharge
piping should* be equipped with a: check - valve and a control
or shut-off valve. Available suction pressure should be utilized
if possible.

Distribution Poimping

"If water-systems are- separated int6 pressure zones,
repumping to reach the higher -elevations is frequently. neces'-
sary, In some instances, pumping in. tle distribution 'system
is necessary to maintain pressure-withini a"zone " Pumping stations
should be .insulated to protect the neighbors from noise-_ If
more than one pumping station supplies a zone o *a single area;
there must be coordination .between' stations by - adequa'te -.

communication.

Ground-Water Pumping

Wells are pumped by multistage deep-well turbine pumps,
which are usually driven from the surface of the ground by
a drive shaft that extends the de-th of the well to the punmp.
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Dy:ive ,may be r,1ovided by directly.connected electric motor
or by internai.-co..ustion en-ine'through an angle drive unit
',nv Uells are pn., cIC,irectJy -into the distribution system,

c-llowing no tidre for contact with chlorine- if the well water
4s to be di-inf.cted. This may iesult in t chlorinous taste
clo-e to the well 'and inadequate disinfection. The use of
a receiving tank requires repumping unless the tank is high
enough ro supply distribution pressure. All the factors should
bu studied in connection with the design.

Storacie :Facilities

Reservoirs

Impounding reservoirs behind dams ..are rajor sources
of supply for many water systems. These reservoirs are usually
of large capacity and are intended to assure a supply of water
during dry seasons. Areas to be flooded with water should .
be cleared of all growth before water is impounded. The outlet
works by which water is withdrawn* from th6 reservoir should
be designed with outlets'at various levels so that water can
be drawn at depths suitable to the condition of the water.
Algae growths' occur at times on exposed water surfaces, and
provision must be made to treat' these growths with chemicals
as needed.

Distribution reservoir's are'iocated in the distribution
area at suitable elevations so stored water can be fed into
the distribution system to maintain"p'ressure. Such reservoirs
are usually earth embankments or concrete constructions and
nay be covered or open. The use of reservoirs will enable
the system Lo meet fluctuating water dem~ands without increasing
the supply from the source. They will also provide water supply
during temporary periods of outage at .the, source.

Tanks

Storage tanks for'water systeihsare'usually made of
steel or reinforced concrete, and may be located at ground
level or be elevated. Their purpose is t6 provide water storage
i~n the distribution system to meet peaLk demands and to equalize
pumping rates. They may also provide contact time for chlori:ie.
Tanks are usually covered to avoid the algae problem and to
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protect, the water from airborne pontamination. They are usuallyof much smaller capacity than reservoirs. In soime cases,. if..system dcnlands..are high, several tanks may be located at the
sa-me place. Several small-.or medium-sized tanks are more.
economical to .buiidthan one very large, tank.

,Rasins

Basins are in effect shallow reservoirs. They are seldomused because of their limited capacity, and because the shallowwater promotes the growth of bottom organisms. Although under
certain conditions they may be-useful, they are inferior to
reservoirs or tanks.

.Service Connections..

Service Pipes

Connectioihs bdtween the-street main 'and. onsumers' p rmise are made with small-diameter pipes., Service pipes should be
copper, plastic," or othqr corosion-'resistant inaterial. Thleconnecti6 'to the .iain is made with a. corporation 'cock that
includes a shut-6ft ivalve. In some.systems .the property ownerinstalls the entire service"line; In other Sgsteofs the utilityinstalls the service pipe from the main to the curb line orthe edge of the street, and the o.iner installs the remainder.
The corporation cock in the .street main should be installed
by the utility- because skill.,and special equipment are re-
quired to make.this cnnectionwhenthe, sg!e e t main is .under
pressure.

Water H*etefs

The meteriig"6f servi.*c6"6necfion" is hicjhly"desirable.
Without meters consumers will waste water; they will stop wastewhen they have to pay for all the water that goes through themeter. Studies have shown that unmetered cities use twice
as much water per capita..as,,do metere5 cities. It costs money
to procure, treat., f.and . distribute ater, and consumers'should
pay for, the water . hey us'e, . at.r. a
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Positive displacement meters are superior to turbine-
type reters.. SmalJ 1o.,;s are accurately measured with positive
displacement ietcrs, but mach of the water passing through
a turbine meter at low flow rates goes unmeasured. People
will £cr-n r, arn that the loss of revenue to a utility by this
practice can be very important. Compound nmeters should be
used for large services (over 3 inches).

Typical Sewerage System Elements

Service Connections

House Connections

Service connections for sewerage are usually provided
by the property oi-mer from the building to the street. The
connection into the street sewer should be made by the utility.
The connecting pipe should be not less than 4 inches in diameter
and should be of noncorrosive material. Vitrified tile or
-east iron are the usual materials. The connecting pipe must
slope downward toward the street sewer at all points. An opening
,or cleaning must be provided, usually on the consumer's property.

Industrial Monitoring and
Special Connections

Large sewer connections for industrial plants or institu-
ions must be designed for the particular need. In some cases
:itering of the sewage from industrial plants is required,
-hich calls for special meters. In some cases monitoring of
.ndustrial processes is used instead of metering the sewage
low. The water entering the planat is metered and a percentage
etermined of the part of the water flow that enters the sewer
..ystem. In some cases, such as-.in-a bottling plant, part of
he water goes out in the product-.

"treet Sewers

All sewers, except pump discharge lines, must be laid

)n a grade or slope. The slope is determined by a formula
,ased on the size of the sewer. The flow velocity of the sewagc
should be at least 2 feet per second to prevent deposition
f solids in the sewers. Access manholes for cleaning and
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maintenancc.rmust'be provided at"frequent intervals and should
always be placed at a change of'grade or alignment. Sewers
should be of corrosion-resistant material or provided -ith-
a corrosion-resistant lining. Dare Cement products do not
make satisfactory sewers because hydrogon sulfide gas will
attack the cement. .. ;The size 'of the sewer must be determined
by the anticipated flow requirements. '-Street se.ers-,should
be placed in all streets where occupied premises are located.

Collectors and Interceptors

Street sewers feed into collecting Lowers of relatively.
large diameter, and collectors feed into still larger sewers
frequently called interceptors. Sufficient grades must be*
maintained so that flow rates will be at least 2 feet per second.
Collectors should be:built of. corrosion-resistant material
or of concrete -with corrosion-resistant liring.:, Collectors.
or interceptors are,-used to convey- the% sewage to."the treatment
plant. or the outfall.. Design-must be.based on the -anticipated
flow rates.

Pumping*Requirements

Because sewers must be laid on a slope or grade, they

soon reach uneconomical depths below ground su,'face: in areas
of flat terrain. For example, a 12-inch sewer. should"slo'pe
about 2 feet per thousand feet of length. At 10,000 feet of
length the sewer will'be 25'feet deep, which means. that.the

sewage must be pumped approximately every 2 miles to maintain
reasonable construction depth- A sewage -pump isusually-of

the open impeller-type because of the solids contained in the,
sewage. ' Barscreening of'the sewage- ahead'of the pump is sometimes

necessary to remove large objects which would clog the pump..

Sewage in collectors andinterceptors.-.must.'sometimes be pumped,
and sewage.must frequently be pumped into the treatment plant.

Collecting chambers are sometimes installed ahead of the pumps,.
especially when screening is necessary.

Treatment Techniques

Primary Treatment

Primary treatment- con- sts .of screening. and. sedimentation,

with or without aeration .and'with or without chemical additives.
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Sedimentation takes plice in large tanks or lagoons and produces
a fairly cleor efnluent pLuZ raw sludGe. In plain sedimentation,
sa 'r[ce loadinos of 900-Lo 1,200 qallons per day per square
font of surface .,iith tank depths.of 8 to 1C feet are cor~non.

ludge raav be removed mechanically, or the tanks may be periodically
drainicd and cleaned.

Secondary Treatment

Secondarv treatrent'of sewage-f11ows the primary treat-
nm.ent described above. This type of treatment involves biological
action and produces a much better quality of effluent and sludge.
The activated sludge process is the most common form of secon-
dary treatment. It consists of extensive aeration of the sewaf-e
in t-e presence of activated return sludge, trickling filtration
and sludge digestion. The technicalities of the activated sludge
process will not be covered herein.

Tertiary Treatment

Tertiary treatment of sewage "is 'used only when a high-
grade effluent is required for special purposes or when treated

sewage is to be reused for domestic consumption. The process
involves extensive chemical treatment, removal of phosphate
and nitrogen, and usually carbon filtration. It is not likely

that tertiary treatment will be -used on, projects in developing
countries.

Disposal Requirements

TreaLd Effluent

The quality of the fihai effluent from a sewal e treatment

plant is usually governed by the requirements of an official
agency. The DOD (biological' oxygen demand) content and the

concentration of certain chemicals' are the'jmeasuring factors.

In the absence of governing regulations, 'the quality o F the
effluent should be such as not to adversely affect the ecology

of the area. If the effluent is to be used for agricultural,

industrial, or domestic purposes, the higher the degree of

treatment, the higher the cost will be. All the factors must

be studied in determining the type of treatment to be used,

keeping in mind the economics of the situation.



Sludge Disposal

Any degree 6f sewage treatment produces sludge that
requires 'disposal.: The sludge may be In licuid or solid form
and may or may' not be obnoxious, 4ependinc- on the degree of
treatment. The disposal of sludge is frequlently a complex
problem. Sludge makes good fertilizer, but chiemical fertilizers
are usually less costly to obtain and apply. Sludge must be
disposed of in the most econ;: mical method possible withou.
damaging the ecology of the area. Some common miethods of disposal
are incineration, burying, hauling to a place remote, from habita-
tion, composting with selected sol id wastes, using for fertilizer,

or disposing at sea.

Storm Drains

CombineI Systems

Many of the older cities of the world utilize combined
systems for storm drainage and sanitary sewers,. This type
of system is less costly than separate systems. In recent
years drainage ssftems have been separated in some cities,
but most Such cities still ]have a cobinatidn of both systems.
If economically podsible,: separate systems should be favored
for future construction. When 'a combined system overflow.s,
sewaqe may stand in the streets and contribute to health hazards.
During and following storms, tr'eatmant plants must frequently
be bypassed which results in the discharge of untreated sewage
into streams, lakes, or the ocean.

Separate Systems

Separate storm drainage systems are designed to.take:-
rur. off and convey it to the point of discharge keeping it
separate from sanitary'sewe'age. -This system eliminates the

hazards mentioned above. Surface channels are frequently utilized
for storm drainage, a less costly meais than buried pipe lines.

Storm and runoff re'cords are utilized in'designing a storm
drainage system. ItIis seldom economical to design storm drainage

systems to handle maxiium floods but the system should have.

sufficient capacity to take care..of 'normal storms.



Site Selection of New acilities

The selection of a ne.', sewjage treatment facility shou]i

take into consideration e follow-ing factors:

1. Sufficient area for facility and future expansion.

2. Adequate discharge facilities for effluent and/or
storage of fluids and solids for reuse (irrigation

and fertilizer).

3. Where possible, favorable elevation to allow gravity

feed or to minimize pumping.

4. Favorable subsurface conditions to preclude contamina-

tion of potable water aquifers.

5. Ihere possible, favorable location in relation to

prevailing winds.

6. Oat of the path of future civic expansion.

7. Reasonable distance from community and industry.

Each community has its cn individual problems and seldom,

if ever, can all of these prerequisites be met.

Adverse Environmental Effects

Failure to meet several of these factors can produce

adverse ecological effects, particularly when the 
system being

installed is not up to "big city" standards. Such systems,

with inadequate digestion capacity,..will create 
air pollution

problems in the vicinity of the plant and the "downwind" 
communit..

Further, water pollution probicms will result from 
the

inadequately treated effluent, which may effect the 
local ground

water supply, rivers and beaches.

To a lesser degree, the adverse effect on surrounding

property values is another factor to 
be considered, particularly

in the more developed communities.
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Solution

To forestall such adverse conditions,-there are but
few solutions:

1. Locate facility sufficiently distant to minirize
or eliminAte the problem.

2. "Upgrade' the system to improve the quality.of the
effluent and decign the surroundings to disguise
the facility. (Surrounding park areas, tree rows,
fences, etc.)

Each of the above will, of course, increase the cost

of the overall facility.

Where budcating considerations do not. permit the additional

expenditures, few, if any, actions can-be. taken, such as:

Enacting zoning restrictions to restrict residential
encroachment in the vicinity of the facility.

In any case the adverse environmental effects of the:
facility will have to be weighted against the increased cost

of moving or upgrading the facil'ity. A thorough understanding
of the problem which will evolve will help in the decision
on. which action to take.

Existing 'Facilities

In cases where expansion of..an".existing facility' is'
contemplated, it will*.be neces~sary"to. eigh the 66st of adequate

treatment against -the cost of 'moving 'the plant site"to a more
remote area.

Another important' factor 'to' considef is the problem
of flies, mosquitoes, and other insects which may adversely
effect the health of the local residents. The added expense
of medical precautions to prevent plagues, malaria, etc., should

be considered.
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In smaller villages and towns a series ofseptic tanks may
be the solution, providing the potable water aquifer is not af-
fected.



APPE.IMX B. CHECILIST FOR STUDYING EXISTING U1ATLR

SUPPLY ANJD SEWEIRAGE SYSTD!IS

A thorough study ,of .existing systems entails the following:

I. Water

A. Area scrved
B. Population served
U. cr c'i conumption c' J>afar l industrial usage

1). Leaklj: or unaccounted-for water
C-C. 7doa\1ac:y nd dependability of facii. tics

F. 1irtrahv ti on prc)ssu:e anr rontnifly

Sourc( os supply, dacv dependability, quality

ti ui: pz:n, storagje

J. Opcaratinq prroclccure and '. n rv!1-.ou

L,. l~et,-i 2eading, billing, (-:

IV and administra - -4r n

A. Area served
l E) P,,,t , i i (on serve(]

C. I".r '-,,.a productiont of sewage and industrial wastes
D, irfilt.r';,tion

F'. 1c'q:t'- -irid depPridability nf facilities, overloading

F C, ,! l-.nnsyt~em, stree t s"

C. Tr, ",n tor;,nrd trunk sot:crs
ii., Thin. in

I. Oppt ng nrocecdures an"' rxq:, i ;ion

J. Sewer cleaning and mr.aintenance schedule, adequacy

K. Method of payment for sewor 2:csrvice
L. Dcqrec of treatment, dispusal of treated effluent and

sludge
m. Effect of disposal on surrounding area

.i. Managetlefnt and administration
0. Financial status, indebtedness

II. Health and Ecology

A. Endemic diseases, waterborne, vector-borne, 
contagious

B. Typhoid, chclera, dysentery index
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C. Birth rate
D. Death rate, infant mortality
E. Medical facilities, hospitals
F. Climatological factors
G. History of disease in area, endemic graph, epidemics

IV. Storm Drainage

A. Rainfall and runoff records
B. Topography and usage of drainage area
C. Records of previous floods including flooded areas
D. Combined sewer and storm drain systems
E. Separate sewer and storm drain systems
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FOREWORD

The project analyst using these guidelines should first read

lart I, General Guidelines. It discusses key considerations for capital

project appraisals (CPA's) in all sectors, with a detailed discussion
of the methodology for calculating the internal rates of return, the

cost-benefit ratios, and other relevant measures of the worth of a

prolect.

These guidelines deal expressly with those matters relevant

to manufacturing. They tell the analyst hav to think about a manufactu-

ring project; what to look for; and how to assure consideration of all

elements essential to a project. They suggest institutional, cultural,

political, and other factors which can weigh heavily on the outcome of

a project. They encourage concentration on big issues in broad orders

of magnitude, leaving details and matters of lesser importance to be

explored in a subsequent study.

The CPA is most efficiently undertaken by multi-disciplinary
teams, e.g., social scientists (economists, financial analysts, political

scientists, etc.) and technical specialists (engineers, agriculturists,
etc.). The structure of the individual multi-disciplinary team can only

be detailed within a specific analytical and project context. The term

project analyst or analyst, used herein, refers to a member of a team
engaged in a CPA.

iii



X INTRODUCTION

Few developing countries can achieve rising standards
of living without .some expansion in manufacturing. Certain
Tr0.nufacturing industries are vital to low-cost inputs for

r. c .... ...... , other manufacturing industries are, needed to meet
basic consumption requirements that would be excessively
costly 'if filled by imports. 'Moreover, those "countries which
have achieved the most rapid rates of growth in the 1960's
have lcoked to the export of manufactured -goods to provide
the impetus for development.

Easily accessible, price-competitile natural resources
and infrastructure facilities aid industrial growth. So
do populations of a size large enough to provide markets
for efficientl'y sized factories.. However, these are only
aids to ic.jects in:. manufattring.:' Such- projects have'
their own exacting technical and commercial-requirements.
Their success hinges' very heavily. on national .economic policies,
and their fortunes are tied to developments in other sectors
of the cconomy and. in world markets.'

The:task. of these guidelines, is- to determine -the require-'
ments for a successful. project. The analyst must. judge whether
they can be met.

Wy Manufacturing Is More. Exacting

Manufacturing0,is perhaps'the most demanding field
of activity for developing countries.-. The'success of 'projects-
in the. manufacturing 'sector. will depend on several critical
factors, of which the following merit special-comment.

World competition. The manu-
facturing sector- is subject. to-.worldwide ccmpetition.''.In
this competition, appeal .to consumer; taste, changing technology,
comparative advantage-, .credit-and the abil-ity to maintain
standards of quality play important roles. 'The manufactured
goods of developing countries are in competition with the
products of experienced, talented, and well-endowed producers
of the world, unless these goods are shielded in the domesti.c
market. The shielding process,. however,' is" costly
to the economy.
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Entrepreneurship. Along with the ability to meet

competition, manufacturing projects require a high order
- a e p a2 ar:.l±_y, particularly in the early stages

of the enterprise. The starting of new manufacturing enterprises
requires persons who will be bold and innovative and who
will take responsibility for results. While every society
has such individ -ls, special inducements may be necessary
to get then engaged in manufacturing enterprises.

Management and the use of labor. Experience in
managing manufacturing activities is limited in most LDC's, and
yet success depends greatly on the quality of management. Also,.
the labor force is unlikely to be familiar with manufacturing
activities; in some countries it tends to resist the discipline
required by industrial employment. Typically, productivity
is considerably lower in developing countries than in industrially
more mature countries. Although wages are also lower, labor
costs per unit of product are not necessarily lower.

Demand and returns to scale. The demand for most
manufactured goods is sensitive to that part of income which
is above subsistence requirements. In proportion to population,
therefore, the demand for manufactured products is low in
developing countries because such a high percentage of income
is absorbed by expenditures for unprocessed -- or lightly
processed -- foods and other subsistence goods. At the
same time, costs of manufactured products tend to be high
because of the small volume of production. Particularly
for the smaller countries, the domestic market is often
too small to adequately support manufacturing activities
at levels of efficiency comparab'le to those in countries
with larger markets. Thus, the country may be faced with
.the choices of (l).abstaining from the development of manu-
facturing, (2) starting uneconomical production for a limited
domestic market, or (3) establishing manufacturing activities.
geared to foreign markets.

Preference for imported goods. Prejudice against
locally manufactured goods is a common Lbstacle faced by
domestic manufacturers in many LDC's.. .n part this reflects,
snobbishness on the part of consumers, because possession of
scarce imported items is a status symbol. Sometimes. however,
the prejudice is well founded in experience.

To overcome its initial disadvantages in manufacturing,
a developing country has to devise a suitable strategy for
the sector. This will be discussed in a later section.
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Some Characteristics of Manufacturing

":"~e rt. t ....g has nci... characteristics
as cci z2e. to other sectors, with7n itself it is an extremely:]/t L 1. v t~j L: r, .,.Lant has ito distarct technolcoy.

C L "1  consiaerably with zespect to the following
charac'reis tics:

,30L.,.a.i.I,,L o . teu.nnO.IcI! - so:me technology is
_iiy avaiiable, others are closely held.

ST :ai cc.ig requirement .- manurac".uring recjui3!s c-.r'T.;.. .
i . aliso a wi6e diversit- --z zkil.. The Tatl-er

- ~~ :oial it: d';ct'.s rthe tr. in r~oi~:it

L L.3LiU Js C.0 SCale - L.e i.Lnjns tr m size vary cor,ilder-..
i " p ~t Iial ~~Projects.

- '>3k '<£' u . 'I.u :'. tastcs and chnges in
technology make some lines of manufacturing more risky than
ot/herL.

.3iiivity Q mnanagement .- this is closely related
Le cw :ur tasues and changes in technoloqy, and also to
:,.e ;.~,, 0;,-,= production procesme,.

. ansirivitv to international competition - some
.Les; un LtL.LIuJ:ci'uring are very sensitive to competition

.~flo ,)Co~tu ni1 .cares of value to bu.lk, sensitivity to

aI.,,IpW:LuancU of fixed costs - some lines of endeavor
have vc-Ay iuLh zixed costs, making them vulnerable to underuti-
iization on. c:apacity.

b e!-uniclence oii other activities - industries vary
in their ( :upv-clence on other manufacturing, other sectors,
;-ud policits uf (overnment.

E kmp.loyment per unit of investment - industries
differ with respect to employment generated per unit of
investment.

* Exteinal-economies - some industries generate and
benefit from complempntary activities.

External diseconomies - such as pollution, noise.
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• Market orientation - industries differ in their

requirement for close proximity to -the market, 
or at least

for a close liaison ;.ith the market.

Raw material orientation - some industries require

close proximity to the raw material.

Imuortance of an Industrial 3trategy

Manufacturing is extremely sensitive to the form,

size and circumstances under which incentives are made available

to it. The incentives themselves will be very much influenced

by whether an inward-looking or outward-looking strategy

is adopted for manufacturing.

The inward strategy for industry undertakes 
to make

the domestic market for manufactured goods attractive to

indigenous industry by the use of- credit, subsidies, customs

exemptions for raw material, and protection 
of the domestic

market from foreign competition. An inward strategy tends

to create many industries covering a iarge variety 
of needs --

largely substitutes for imports.

The outward strategy for industry undertakes 
to make

export of industrial products attractive 
to indigenous and

foreign-owned industry by selective use 
of credit, subsidies,

rebates, technical assistance and other 
means. An outward

stratecgy '-cn3 to create fewer number of industries, but

those created are more likely to be competitive.

It is possible for a country to use both 
strategies

simultaneously, but to do so requires special 
care. The

danger that has to be avoided is that the 
output of a protected

industry will be overpriced and will saddle 
other domestic

industries with high cost inputs. Thus, industries geared

to the world market find themselves with costs so high that

exports are unprofitable. The project analyst must take

existing strategies as given but should 
point out their conse-

quences.

Certain strategies come about for:ad 
hoc and program-

matic reasons. A ccuntry may choose certain industries 
to

develop because of the desirability of 
giving employment

to a large number of persons, of building 
up a prosperous

industry on the basis of a natural advantage, 
of saving foreign

exchange, or because it is determined to 
create a given type

of industry that will over time have 
a comparative advantage.

Such decisions can take a variety of forms. 
A country with
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petroleum or natural gas could decide to create a petrochemical
complex. Or a country may decide to provide services and

incentiv:; that will attract light industry requiring relatively

large amounts of employment.

A strategy fmay designate certain types of industries
as promising for providing employment or achieving national
defense or regional 'development goals; still, the project

analyst seeks to ascertain whether a project has a favorable

net national rate of return. Industrial projects that do

not achieve high national rates of return contribute little

to economic growth and can represent serious obstacles to

future growth, even if they are consistent with declared
strategies. The CPA performs a critical function in making
explicit the real cost, in terms of foregone opportunities.

Each country must de6ide which industries, if any,

will be owned or operated by the government or by government

entities, and which will be privately operated or owned.
Government enterprises may enjoy certain competitive advantages

over private firms. Hence, private investments will be inhibited

unless clear ground rules establish a fair basis of competition

between the two enterprises. A CPA, should treat this subject

explicitly.



II. PERS12i7CTIVE FOR TIfl R:J"'T: ITS RELATI-Of TO
MACROECOWOMIC, P -. 7ITT ".7-,, CULTURL

:'cr ~~$AIND TO RV

Macroeconic,:i:.7 ... r3

The "' l "iI C.AtJ1~1id< l " ii' and indeed canno'->
overempns ;..... i iOCCOnOmC objectives,.
plan3, . .a o a 1 ,.cts f-a:ibility. The
analyst, J, (-.. i I u , L i:J 2 are of paramount
importa-i .... r,_ , . : . n _die calculations

.... ela:v z -L] c ' l'Jth. Of lie importance,
they wi . ' hi qun].u3; 'Jc...ts about the project:
The fol ,:! iiiu:tra'we ].- ... _ ..... -a few of the many

-acroecu;Ii4r:1 t.hat a . r a anufacturing project.

T -c cTrowLh of the eco, ,:,V -L.i terms of total
and p-r.caplita income, .5on'°lati:n, and exports

...... d.. Ve. str' Mr : the country', wi'th
partt-.lUr rega.-d to DCliL::" on incentives for iin-
port u rtiLuJiun a4id u:yo::, o manuactured good.s

.o iount of capi.i.le. for investment
in [. 1Ud t~ :y

* r:~ -iti o and Iu~:tdlt to be made in
health, transport, educc'tiom , ;-c,::er, forestry,
fishi.,=ie.:, and agriculture that mry affect a
proc'-L -in .fijinu-factu27_ng y; affecting the demand
for its outnuts, compectition for its inputs, the
infi-ast2ructure available to it and its efficiency
2ri (jceucJ.

* ;,., foreign exchange and exchange rate policies
that. will affect import costs and the development
of export markets

* Thx and price policies that will affect sales
and profits and that wil.l favor or discriminate
agadlst products of the manufactuxing sector

. Credit policies, costs, and availabilities
that will affect the funds available for invest-
ments in manufacturing

* Tariff policies that will affect competition
from imports and the costs of imported inputs
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Emphas1iS in the rnationl lan on r 4ional
developrrn;,t -- beth within z:.e country and with
ne~,Jor.: -- --.-....ons to unter into complemen-

tary agrc, :I: -:J in '..hich dcesi,:rated • lcilitis are
deve'lo:-.i . a19,] 1i:,s that w.ldl>:i!.1Ze inter-

industry linkagcjes.

The project anamW: must idencify the o, as well as

many other, macroccnomic factors and rgivc tn, m their due

weight in the CPA.

The Importarce of the Sector Study

An industrial sector study may provide valuable back-

ground for the project app:caisal. It will provide such data

and insights as:

* Measures 6f aggrecate income and other variables

closely related to the demazid for manufactured goods,

i.e., price and income ela;ticities of demand for

the outpuL of manufactured goods

A survey of capital markets and credit °institu
-

tions and the availability and terms of funds to

finance projects in the manufacturing sector'

An inventory of manufacturing facilities, poten-

tial sites, potentially useful domestic raw materials,

and markets that are or can be made accessible

Availability of skills, levels of education,
work habits, absenteeism, and -other factors re-

lating to the efficiency of the work force

* Information on costs of production within the

Cbuntry, within the sector, and possibly for like

projects; and coMParisons with costs of imports

Incentives available for both import substitu-

tion and export: projects, and the circumstances

under which projects qualify

Difficulties and assistance that can be

expected froml governmental and other. agencies
and institutions that must be dealt with

* Taxation and credit policies affecting industrial

enterprises



Policies on conditions under which foreign
investors can operate in industry

Experience in the country for like or related
projects, which will offer a valuable perspective
for the project under consideration..

Useful sources bf background macroeconomic and sectoral
econ~wic data have been cited in. the General Guidelines.
For the needs of manufacturing, use should be. made of ihdustrial.
censluces or of sample studies made in conjunction with these
censuses. If vital information is lacking, the analyst
may make direct inquiries, especially among suppliers and
customers. Such inquiries can "be quite informative because
there, typically are few significant manufacturing firms,
importers, and exporters in- an*;industry in the smaller developing
countries. However-,4n keeping-with the objectives of a

, the collection of primary data should be restricted
to that which is absolutely. essential to the appraisal.

Perspective for the 'xo. ject Appraisal

The analyst may not be an expert in hei industry'c cncerned.
To remedy his lack ofinsight and infor~nation, he must turn
to readily available and obvious s6urces such as:'

. Input-output tables establishing interinduistry
relationships in the country concerned or elsewhere

Identical or-similar projects undertaken in the
same country or in other countries

Different projects. which. drAw upon othe same kin.s
of,. materials, labor, and other factors, thus-reveal-
ing information on quality ana 'costs of inputs

Busiress censuses, trade teports, technical manuals,
and import.data, which may. provide .pertinent informa-
tion

. Information from engineering, management, and
business journals and catalogues that. sheds light'.on"
businesses and, projects of various kinds,

Population censuses from'which information may
be gathered on the size'and composition-of'the labor . .
force by age, sex skills, occupations, formal educa-..
t:.on-and"location
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. Intelligence 9athered from banks, businessmen,
trade associations, imzporters, and exporters involved
in the industry ur ncerned or generally familiar with
industrial conditions in the country

. Other source<, including government, that can pro-
vide information on actual or potential markets.

The Problem of Delineation

The factors to be considered in the CPA are only those
elements essential to a project, including its direct linkages
to other sectors. It is essential, therefore, to establish
the limits of a project -- to distinguish between the intern:l
and external elements of a project to assure that the computa-
tion of costs and outputs is all embracing.

* Those infrastructure services used exclusively
by the project are clearly internal and chargeable
to it: a power source, .an access road, a water
supply facility.

If the infrastructure is to be otherwise provided
(e.g., state-constructed road or publicly financed
electric utility), the CPA need not include as inputs
the capital costs thereof if the project is being
appraised from the enterprise point of view. The
cost of the purchased service (e.g., power) would be
included as an input in the project.

* When the net national rate of return (NNRR) is
calculated, the project must be charged with the
entire cost of the infrastructure, even if it is
paid for by others, if the project itself is the
cause for its constrition. If the project is one
for several users, then the cost must be allocated.
The analyst can then note that the NNRR would be
higher if the project were credited with side-benefits
that the specially created facility would bring to,
say, industries served'by a newly created port or
a specially built road.

* The BERR should not be Charged with the cost
of training workers, of subsidized (low-cost)
capital, or.of other benefits conferred on it by
the state. The NNRR must be charged with these
costs.
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* A manufacturing project nav be a link in a chain
of activities that is in the nat'-zre of a complex
(e.g., a metalworking complex). It should not be
presumed that each link must be included within
the project. There may be a rrorc economical option
to import.

. In defining the extent of capital requirements
for a project, the inseparability of certain
aspects of it nust be considered. Thus, in the
case of a metalwiorking complex where a foundry
supplies castings to two other projects, it may be
necessary to treat the two projects plus the foundry
as a single project, if the -justification for the
foundry depends on the success of the two other
projects. Where separability is possible, the so-
called test of differences provides a guide as to
the arrangement -- combination or separation --

that is best. (See General Guidelines, chapter V.)

The project analyst must ultimately decide the limits

of the project. There are no inelastic rules governing
the right coverage. How far does the project's influence
extend and, therefore, what costs and benefits must be considereil
The analyst must make clear how far he has gone. However,
the analyst can be fairly certain that the coverage for
the NNRR is wider than for the BERR.

Sociocultural Environm2nt

Attitudes, habits, and behavior patterns in the community

must be considered. Questions must be answered as to the
social structure, outlook of the population regarding indus-

trialization, working habits, and cultural taboos.

Development of a sociocultural environment profile

will permit judgments on the managerial and labor requirements
and will suggest suitable recruitment, training and personnel
programs. It will serve as a guide in predicting the success
of the proposed project in the particular locality and will
identify needs for an educational program to gain project
acceptance.

International Considerations

The CPA must discuss the hazards or benefits to a
project that will arise from its international orientation.



Some 7,anufecturifng projects will be extremely sensitiw.:
to internationa! considerations. The prices and availability
of some comn.Gdities will be affected by supply conditions
(e.g., for copper and nickel -- items frequently in short
supply). Exports will be affected by tariffs and quotas,
which can have serious effects on marketing possibilities.
Sanitary regulations and other constraints must be kept in
mind. Regional trade agreements, 'which are relatively new
developments, may create possibilities and constraints that
have not existed before. Is the project heavily dependent
.on imports or exports? Are the-necessary assurances present

or is the project open to risks from abroad? On the whole,
projects Leavily dependent on exports, imports, or foreign
capital are more hazardous than those that.are domestically
centered.

National Policies Toward Industry: Tariffs, Taxes,
DeveloDment Assistance

.Most developing countries provide favorable conditionz
for development of manufacturing- industries. The, form which
the government's aid will take.will depend on the government'-
views on these matters:.

Has it reserved certain industries."for: state
enterprise? If so, which?

* What rules has it laid'down for foreign invest-

ment and other forms of. foreign participation?

Is it oriented towards .import'substitution? If
so, what are the economic.and noneconomic criteria
employed?

Is it oriented towards export tf manufactured
goods?

..s-Are. special inducements offered. to manufacturing
enterprises utilizing domestic ,raw' materials or
domestically produced intermediate goods?

Has it expressed a preference for certain types
of industries? Labor intensive? Capital goods?
Consumer goods?

Is it seeking industrial development in cextain
regions of the country?
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The analyst should'try' to examine whether government
policies will bo helpful or harmful to.a project in these
respects:

Tariff protection and -tariff exemptions for inputs.,
Will the government grant tariff protection to the
project's product? This -generally permits the project.
to receive a higher price for its output than woUld
otherwise be possibleL.:

Conditions affecting the-ease of importing and the

availability of transportation.

T. 'ax exemptions.

* Guarantees, as for credits required for foreign loans.

There is a' large numbe£i. .f ways 'in which the actions
of government can influence the project. The analyst's
task is to judge the matters,:f-greatest significance and
to seek to convert them into measures of' impac-t on the costs
and revenues of the project. " Precedents for other projects
in the country will provide important insights.. The standing
and influence of the person organizing the project will
also have an important bearing on the matter.

Environmental Considerations

The effeFct on the environment must be treated as an
important factor in the CPA. Beyond a certain point individuals
cannot adapt fast enough to environmental changes. Typically,
disruption to the ecological balance is caused by pollution --
by solids, liquids, gases, noise or thermal output. Pelevant
effects can be on air, water, land, buildings, monuments, people,
plant life, or fish or animal life..

It is necessary to identify and estimate the kinds
and amounts of pollution, their duratidn, and their probable
effects. At the same time,-corrective actions to eliminate
or minimize the potential damage must be identified. ,Addition-
ally, the potential environmental damage must be estimated
along with the probable cost of'alternative actions. Such
costs, if available, would be:-ncorporated as an input 'in
computing the NNRR; they may also be an input to the DERR
if the project (enterprise) requires preventive or remedial
measures.



In some cases, the actual damage to the environment may
be tolerable from a single establislhuent. but cumulative
pollution effects caused by a series of manufacturing plants
may be alarming. Anticipation of future lifficulty in this
regard may influence the design of the plant.

A CPA may merely identify the dimensions of the problem
and suggest further study, particularly where damage and
remedial costs could be important and estimates have a wide
range of uncertainty.
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III. STEPS IN THE CAPITAL PROJECT AVPRAISAL

Project preparation and appraisal consist of the following:

1. Identification of the need.of th6 project, particu-
larly the demand

2. Formulation of promising physical resource flow piana

3. Pricing the project

4. Selection .of the most promusing alternatives

5. Computation of rates of return

6. Sensitivity analysis of rates of return

7. Evaluation summary

While the above steps can be discussed as discrete
steps that will occur in the stated order, it should be recog-
nized that in the course of carrying out these steps, there
will be considerable interaction. For example, in carrying
out step 4, the analyst may find that other alternatives
suggest themselves, so that he may find it necessary to return
to step 2.

Determininq the Demand for Output

The General Guidelines (Chapter II) discuss how one would
go about estimating the demand for products.

Since the sales forecast is critical for the project,

how soundly based is it? Factors that will help to determine

*the size of the market of manufactured products are:

Macroeconomic factors. These have already been
discussed.

. Size of market. As a benchmark, has the size of
the present apparent domestic market been determined
(imports plus local production less exports)? Are

special surveys necessary to sample local consumption?
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. Divit2ion cf market. Has the market been discretely

divided amcq:3 classes of customers by income, age,

location, etc? If the project is to produce an inter-

nediate g4ocd, has the market been identified by the

sources of dcerand?

* uarateed market. To what extent is there a

guaranteed market (captive user, replacement of

imports because of new import restrictions, firm

Lales contracts with, say, a factory requiring the

part or .raw material to be produced)?

. Competitive tests. What competitive tests have

been made and who are the competitors? Has a com.-

parison been made of the price for the product with

priCrS f imported products, after allowing for trans-

portation and handling charges to different destina-

tions in the country? Brand preference?

Price-demand schedules? Have these been calculated?
How sound is the basis for such calcula tions?

. Preferencc for imported goods. Consumers of

a developing country often show a strong preference

for importcd goods. Has the matter of domestic pre-

ference been competently addressed in the project?

Product design. What-is the basis for judging

the acceptability of the appearance, quality, and

technical specifications of the product? Replica

of existing.product? Produced to customers'.
specifications? Survey of. customers' wishes?

Stability of market.,. Are. there assured outlets
for a given product, or will it require frequent shifts

in volume and kinds of output to meet competition?

Market experience in other countries (particu-

larly those with similar income and.population
characteristics). What hias been the experience
there?

Sales outlets and distribution methods (particu-

larly for export markets). Is a qualified sales
force likely to be available, and can agency or

other outlets be readily established? Particularly
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for the export of manufactured consumer goods,
effective ties in foreign markets are extremely.
important.

A large number of factors will determine sales. The
project proposal, particularly if it is in preliminary form,
is likely to have covered only a few of such matters. The
aualyst mu3t determine whether the most indicative factors
have been considered adequately. Allowing for miscalculation,
!e must also determine:

What margins of safety have been allowed in
the calculations

What alternatives are avaiiable if 'sales should
fall below (or rise above) the projected level.

Formulation of Promising Physical
Resource Flow Plans

To compare promising alternatives in manufacturing,
physical flows must be considered. Ideas for alternative
flows will arise from engineering considerations bearing
on how the demand for the product(s) can be met; The aspects
related to engineering are discussed in appendix-A. Ultimately,
decisiun! on alternatives must be bas6d on determining the
alternative with the least-cost and/or the most attractive
rates of return, using the procedures described in the General
Guidelines (see chapter V).

A cormon difficulty with manufacturing projects in
developing countries is that for a variety of reasons a*
given investment gives rise to 'a relatively small output,
making the burden of fixed costs excessive in relation to
output. Project design can influence this in a number of
important ways.

The scale of the project should be appropriate for
the market. Planning for multishift operation is
extremely important'for heavy investments.

Where demand for a product is limited, it may be
possible to plan for a number of products to be manu-
factured, using the same plant'.
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-v nanni'nc an expcrt proqram, it is possible to
overco:n- th. Le:and limitativ'ns of the domen'stic
maket.

In manufactdring, consideration must be given to promi
alternatives involving different raw materials, sizes and scc
of jprojict, t-Ahnoloyy, provision for expansion, phasing of
gestation, and locationi. Because of the very large number
of possibilities, the analyst inust exercise judgment as to
which alternatives aie worth pursuing.

Pricing'the Pr6ject

The business enterprise'will calculate its rate of
return (WERR) based on market prices for both inputs auil
outputs.

To obtain the NNRR, inputs.and outputs may require
the use of accounting or shadow prices if. actual market pric'.-
do not provide accurate measures of real .osts and benefits.
This commonly applies to foreign'exchange earned or expendeA,
capital employed, and unskilled -labor and skilled personnel,
The value of output sometimes presents some problems. The
opportunity cost of the output is the expected c.i.f. price
plus handling charges. Where the output is not a standard
product, there may be some difficulty in establishing an
equivalence in. value. However', an 'even greater difficulty
is the difference in prices, depending on the exporting coun,.
the supplier and the marketing conditions. In general, one
should not assume c.i.f. prices that are temporarily depres.
because of dumping or'other short-term developments. Neithe,-
should one assume prices that'are* high because of unusual
circumstances. As a practical matter one may have to resort
to averaging of some kind.

Construction ofthe BERR'flow as described in the
General Guidelines will yield approxiinats cash requirements
to be supplied by all sources of finince, equity and loan
and the potential amounts availabl6' ,:.r payment of interest
and repayment of loan. Normally, the 2i.ative importance
of different forms of finance will be open-ended at the PPA
stage.

More detailed timing of requited funds would be under-
taken in later projbct studies when the relative roles of
the different forms of financing were more definite. This
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would take the form of cash flow projections on a quarterly

or monthly basis, detailed by major items, taking 
into account

t.he specific forms of finance employed.

Selection of the Most Promising Alternatives

While many of the physical alternatives that 
are possible

(see appendix A) can be rejected on the basis 
of engineering

L rlrideratLions, maity of the choices will require *a comparison

of cost. Where alternatives involve only current domestic

costs (for example, raw materials or labor utilization),

relatively simple comparisons are sufficient 
for the analyst

.to reach a decision. however, where one or more alternatives

t77elve a greater or lesser investment with varying 
costs

vIer the life of the project, the comparison of their respecrive

value flow 15 called for, as described in the General GuidelinCe

(see chapter V).

Computation of Rates of Return

A detailed example for a manufacturing 
project is given

in the General Guidelines .(chapter VIUI),. 
The illustrated tables

i.ndicate how one goes about calculating 
the business enterprise

rate of return and the net national rate of 
return..

The differences between the business enterprise 
and

the net national rates of return can be quite 
large in manu-.

facturing projects.

The business enterprise rate of return reflects 
the

return on assets employed by the projact 
and is of interest

'.o the owner of the business and. to the lender.

Actions to improve a project with an unattractive

BERR should be considered if the NNRR is favorable. 
Changes

can be made in training allowances, import 
privileges, tariff

protection and various other types of assLstanie.

Sensitivity Analysis of Rates of Return

How likely is it.that.the.estimated rates of 
return

will be realized? Are there controllable factors that can

have large effects on such rates? What are the effects of

the factors that cannot be.,controlled?
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An important tool for determining sensitivity of rates
of return of manufacturing projects is the so-called break-
even point analysis. by categorizing costs into those that
are fixed and those~that are variable, it is possible to
project profits (or losses) under a variety of conditions.
Figure 1 presents a graphic break-even analysis. One can
readily trace the effect of changes in price, volume, and
variable expense on a yearly basis and convert it into terms
of rates of return. For example, if production is scheduled
to reach 90 percent capacity by the end of the second year
and actual production Only reaches 60 percent, in many types
of manufacture the eff2ct on profit is very large. One can
also test the sensitivity of rates of return to the size
of investment and the.length of gestation pe ii. !ese
in turn may suggest desirable modifications in implementation
or production techniques.

High fixed coSts are associated with automatic equipment,
and this will tend to be reflected in the need for a large
volume of sales. On the other hand,- products requiring a
high labor input ten- 'to be.associated with lower fixed costs;
this in turn usually will result in the need for a lower
volume of sales to achieve a break-even point:. Specific anal yeis,
however, must be performed for given cases; generalizations
will not suffice. All factors must be considered, such as
the expected volume of sales, the amount and cost of labor,
the need for overtime to meet demand$ equipment requirements
and the like.

Where variables having a large impact can be affected
by policies or further study, sensitivity results can indicate
the desirability of further study or reconsideration of policies.

Evaluation Summary

In accordance with the General Guidelines (Appendix C)
an evaluation summary incorporating the major findings of the
study is suggested.
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Profit

T ,'..: ~'Total Expenses

'TI A. " Variable Expenses
Doss Bre k-Even Point

-I/f/II

~~t r 7 ( Fixed xe',

Quautity (Volume)

Figure 1. Break--Even Analysis
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APPENDIX A. *ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF A MANUFACTURING
PROJECT

'Th aspects of engineering variables involved in planning
a manufacturing project have to be settled in termvs of least-
cost alternatives rather than on'the basis of absolute engineer-

Product Definition andlDesign

Definition of the product must be clearly specified.
First the characteristics of the fiial product must be deter-
mined cn the basis of the nature of the market. Second,
decisions are required on which materials and parts should
be bought and which should be manufactured in the plant.

The plant may be conceived primarily as an assembly
plant and all components may be purchased. It may be a de-
liberate policy of the government to require a certain amount
of subcontracting. On the other hand, it may be that some
of the components cannot be produced on the outside because
qualified vendors are not available; .the company may wish
to retain and maintain control over the production processes;
vendors may not be willing to produce the product due to
inadequate profit margin or Yack of available open shop time.

Specific factors affecting make-or-buy decisions are
the available technology and equipment within the plant,
available qualified sources for procurement of needed items
on a competitive basis, desire to maintain or develop skills
within the plant, company or goverrnment policies for developing
outside procurement sources, available plant.capacity, opportunity
costs of rejecting an available, alternative, and differences
in the foreign exchange burden implied by the decision.

What is the basis of the decision to make or buy?
Are the decisions irreversible? When'ever possible, the analyst
should seek comparative costs.

The cost of parts to be purchased domestically is
likely to be surrounded by great uncertainty, and the preliminary
appraisal will have to work with a range of costs. For this
reason, it is desirable to considex imports as alternatives,
even if on a contingent basis.
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It is frequently necessary to nodify the p~oduct for
"Ct to be ,c ,omuatibl.e ,*: tt available manufacturinlg equipment.

Sometximes 'the prodct is modified for production by high-
s~~Speclalizca1 production equipment. The converse is

also true; that is, a product maybe designed for production
apn9eral nurpose equipmert. Thus, it may be necessary

ti mdfy thu cdc!Aigi to mieet available local production
equipmenZt. Con~equcntly, in' most manufacturing plants, some

~.zdm~ deiqr ~u~cins ara performed,

Defjiition *of Production Methods

The elements that contribute to thei':!fficiont .production
f goods are pro6-action equipment, plant layout and assembly

~pcric~ThP set LL~ctioa of equipment,- establishmtent of
Zissembly operatiors and the choice of plant layout is governed
primarily by the volume of output of a given product. however,
\,here quantit-i.,- of a product are small, more efficient equip-
mnit can be justified if the' plant is designed for' more: than

'i~pr , duc t.

Plant layout is characterized by the following threc
a-~ic typeis:

1. 'Production line where a produ&tion line is
established to produce "a single product.. Material flows.:

* prfogressively-through consecutive work stations of equipment
or assembly operations *arranged according to the sequence L

* of operations, such as is characteristic. for automotive plants.
The advantages of this method are reducedhandling of .material,
reduced material in process,* effective use of labor, more
effective production control.

2. Processlayou -alshbknow4n as batch layout or
job shop, wli -rca-311,perations are grouped together.. That
is, all similar ,equipment ,will be in~one area of the shop.
For example, lathes may-comprise one'area, milling machines
another, and welding equipment still another. Similarly,
assembly operations will be grouped b' like processes in
the same area. JAdvantages of ,a process-type layout are improved
machine utilization, th6 variety of products that-can be
produced by lot sizes, and allowance for, frequent product ,"*

changes.

,! ', i , : "i .  , -. , ¢L ] :'Y:- Y "7¢ .. - - ', , : " -;: - / i •  ' - " :- W Y. 7 -", :' .

¢ 7:  A) .i i

, : . - )i. / :; 7, : ' ,5": ,/: ~i: , ,, ; .. -. i : : . 7 :5 , ' .:. . , . ... .. .? -/41. . .4, :*. .. .A;
:[ :~ ('/ i .1.. '; t : .] ,: / ;, I7,% ,/--, ,."_: '/ ; ,.' - •..., .. :, ,[, ! [ . i ; / ; '
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3. Fi..(v.] e oliti'on layout -- where the material or
major compc:; zt re in a tixed' placel. Lquiprent, labor
and a-terl , are broucht to onie location. An examiple of
th.s kind! cif ];vC2:t i the refitting cr builc-ur of- a shop
in a drydoc'-..,'vntii'es of tIhis type of layout are (a)
hanlIJing of a lrc ,e- tem is rc:uced or eliminated, (b) changcs
in product bccn ca readily incorporatcd, (c) skilled
operators can comDlf2te their work at one point, and (d) less
total space is required.

A surcnary of the various types of plant layout is
given below:

pe of layout. Characteristics

Production High volume, single product
Process Low volume, many products, intermittent

demand
Fixed Large item, prototype, one-of-a-kind prod-

uct, sZtil workins; s;pace

Determination of specific equipment to be used is
Eaci.itatel 1Dy outlining the operations and equipment to

.De used in a manufacturing process planning sheet, such as
is shown in table A-1."

Table A-1. Illustration of Manufacturing Process
Planning Sheet

3peration Surmnary Sheet
Part Name: Gear
Part Number: XXX>: Xv . XXXXX

Operation Operation Pieces
number descrirtion Equipment per hour

10 Receive and insp5ect' Bench and Brinnell 120
blanks ".hardness tester

20 Rough turn and cut-' Monarch engine lathe 20

off

30 Roll stamp heat code #25 Schmidt marker 120

40 Break sharp corners, Speed lathe, dip 50
wash and oil parts tank



The type of machines required must b determined and
pri cc. Information on standard machinery is readily obtain-
i'l £r:. o fren manufacturers who are listed in the Tho.t s Re.' tr
of: .Mnufacturers for the United States or in like references
"for other countries. The analyst will do well, to obtain
catalogues from various manufacturers to compare processes
ian6 priccs. Installation costs can be obtained from engineers

L,: f. nc cquipmnent manufacturers. Through inquiry or by drawing
on experiencc in similar projects and using cost indexes,
it should be possible to arrive at approximiate costs of installa-
ticn and equipment, and at the lead time required for ordering.

Production Area

Design of a production area.is dependent upon the
bpecific types of product methods incorporated into the overall
production plan. The basic point to stress in the.design
of production areas is the concept of visible production control.
This concept is applicable to all methods of production as
it emphasizes adoption of work-in-process storage, aisle
space, correct material handling and proper flow of goods
'withc._ t -backtracking and--the- like-.

To achieve visible production control even in a.procCoss-
type layout, much can be accomplished to obtain a reasonable
straight-line flow of materials., An,.nalysis of the operations
will reveal that the-various production areas such as lathes,
milling machines, drill presses,. and other-equipment can
ba arranged with the objective of minimizing backtracking
of material through .the shop.- Also the aisles for moving
materials should be wide enough without work-in-process materials
stored on the aisles. Likewise, the production equipment
work areas can be arranged in proper geometric configurations
that will encourage neatness. In an orderly shop, foremen
and higher echelons of supervision will be able to walk through
the shop• and observe that neat, orderly work stations are
producing goods without interruptions. On the other hand,
work 'stations with material accumulating by them,.will provide
a signal of potcntial problem areas, because either the equipnent4,
is not performing properly or the operator cannot handle
the work to be processed on time.

Supporting Production Departments

In the design of a manufacturing'plant, consideration :
must be given to the proper location and space allocation,
of the functions that arCreither directly 9r indirectly require(
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in siippert of production. Typically such supporting function53

are maintenanC2, incoring materials storage, tool rooms and

cril,'; 'r.J si ed ocods storage, shippin, cafeteria service
an.1 power plant. Some of these functions, such as the power

plant, maintenance shop, or cafeteria, may be located outside

the pIC, t.. Si7ce of the plant, size of the supporting function.

relotvP .r~pcrtarn:e of the function to tile production area,
and oth(er related factors contribute to the location and spac.:

allocation of supporting functions.

Physical Plant

The physical plant is comprised of: production equipmern-

and the structure containing the equipment, administrative
off; -, ,;, warehouses,, maintenance shops, power plants and

the like. The size, type and complexity of the physical

plauL depends upon:

Scale of operations
Nature of operations
o eographical location

Thus, a small manufacturing plant may not require

a pow,4,r plant or may require only a small diesel engine to

satisfy its needs. On the other hand, an extremely large

automotiv assembly plant may require its own power plant

if the outside power sources cannot supply power in sufficient-
quantities.

T'he nature of operations will contribute to the needs

of particular facilities. Even a light electronics assembly

plant will. normally demand an air-conditioned environment

for the manufacturing area.

Geographical location, of course, requires different

structural considerations. A warm, humid. climate may impose

the necessity of an air-conditioned environrient to assure

an alert, efficient working force. This, in. turp, will imposc,

specific building construction to meet these needs.

Supply. Logistics

Materials for the production lines, spare parts for

maintenai.Jo of equipment, water for plant operations, and

other supplies must be provided at the right time and in-

correct quantities. Initial supplies must be made availabI
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to start the manufacturing plant, and plans must be made
to assure continuous flow of supplies to support production.

Thus, it is necessary during the planning phase to
i ec-tify the following:

items to be supplied
• L*arILLics to be supplied
* Preliminary candidate suppliers, e.g.,

wholesalers, manufacturers, utilities, jobbers
* Method of payment for supplies
• Cost of supplies and their shipment
* Method of shipping the supplies, e.g., air, w.ter,

rail, truck
. Method of inventory control over sU'pplies (quantities

to be purchased and stored)
. Unusual constraints in terms of tariffs, money

exchange and the like.

A total logistic plan in rough form must be developed
to identify the method for acquiring goods to sustain productic
_- an iitanne: . logistic plan is to be considered
an important part of manufacturing planning.

Distribution Needs

Consideration of the adequacy of planning for distribu-
Lon is essential in overall project appraisal. The analysis

of producL distribution requirements will reveal basic factors
rele.vant to plant location decisions -- transportation require
ments, handling requirements for shipping, warehousing needs --
.,nd will also force clear identification of expected marketing
lczations. The project should contain a description of:

Quantity of product to be shipped in a given
time interval: day, week,*month or year

Me tod for shipping the product, -such as unit
ioads, containers, type of packaging, or bulk
(as in mining products)

* Available transportation modes, and selec-

tion of proper transportation modes

* Kinds of warehousing or storage'requirements

Destinations to which the products will be
shipped
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* Taxes or duties that must be paid.

Aoain, the analyst must judge whether these matters
have been c:plored; if so, he must also judge the quality
of the zu uorting data. lie will need current information
on distribution mc,-thods, particularly for analogous facilities
in the country and elsewhere.

Plant Location

Analysis of the marketing areas, distribution requirements,
and supply logistics will assist in the decision-making for
plant locations. Obviously, the ideal is to be close to
the raw material and the markets; however, such an ideal
condition is not always possible. Many factors will influence
a plant location. Some of these factors are:

* Political climate or requirements
* Social demands
. Location of raw materials
. Location of the markets
* Taxation

L Labor costs or labor availability
. Transportation costs (raw material and market)
. Market demand
* pecial concessions.

A CPA hould quantify the national rate of return
flows and the business enterprise flows corresponding to
the most promis;ing locations along with other quantifiable
and nonquaxtifiable considerations. This task is made simpler
by the fact that the requirements of the facility often narrow
the choice considerably (close to port, pool of skilled
personnel, etc.). The procedure of finding the least-cost
alternatives can be used for choosing among contending alter-
natives, providing sufficient consideration is given to their
guantifiable and nonquantifiable considerations.

Proper plant location analysis must identify all the
r-clevant factors that were considered in locating the plant
in a specific locality. This will permit proper evaluation
f the merits of the proposed project.
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'f'. Fr'er ,:e r_" theoe guidelines presu ro:;.: :*at -he
analyst has i zr.-: .2.-,¢ege of Part I, Genera. .nc.s.
T.e basic con:e~ts rz-li-ablf. to prelirinary en..pr a5:' ~projects
in all seetorL, Ietailed discussions and illustrations of the
methods to 1,e e=7Dlo..- li valuation of project inputs and outputs,
the c_)futai.n Ji" iter'hal rates of return, benefit-cost ratios
Snd other r t.inen,, mpis'res of the worth of a project are presented
in the Genurai. t uidelix~cs.

Thes giuLdeline6 deal specifically with capital project
appraieals (CPA's) in the field of public health, including family
pilanning, with the emrphasis on the unique features of projecGs in
this field. They tell the analyst how to think about a public health
.pxoject; what to icck for; and how to assure that the critical ele-
ments essential to a yroject are considered in the appraisal. They
encourage concentration on major issues in relatively broad orders
of magnitude, leaving details and matters of lesser importance to
be explored later, possibly in a subsequent study.

The guidelines are designed to assist the analyst in
recognizing and assessing the significance of institutional, cultural
and political -- as well as medical, economic anO. finwicial -- factors
that will deterrine the feasibility of a project. The analyst con-
fronted with the task of appraising a public health project will

recognize early in the process that such projects do not fit easily
into the analytical framework presented in the General Guidelines.

Widesp'ead health care demands that the project analyst seek
the least-cost alternative consistent with the quality standards of
health obtainable and the resources available to the health sector.
4edical capital projects have to be fitted to a medical delivery
system -- a set of arranigements for meeting the total health needs of
a designated ponulation as distinguished from meeting the needs of
persons who merely contact a ;nedical facility.

The CPA is most efficiently undertaken by multi-disciplinary
teams, e.g., social scientists (economists, financial analysts, political
scientists, ete,) o.d technical specialists (engineers, agriculturists,
etc.). The structure of the individual multi-disciplinary team can only
be detailed within a specific analytical and project contexL. The term
project analyst or analyst, used herein, refers to a member of a team
engaged in a CPA.

Iii



I. DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC
IALTI-1 PROJECTS

• Role of Goverrnent

Public health projects may be .distinguished from most

commercial and industrial projects, first of all, in terms

of the degree of. governmental participation-.,. In most coun-

tries, including the.LDC's, somemedical services are provided

by-private practitioners -- medical doctors, dentists, labora-

tory technicians, hospitals, clinics, etc. .Charges are made

for such services where privately supplied. Governments fre-

quently participate, in varying degrees, in the provision 
of

such services by providing buildings, -equipment and medical

supplies. This participation miay be:in :-the form of expliciL

subsidy payments, tax and customs exemptions, og government

provision of land and other physical facilities.' While nediu2.

services of this type have an influenceon the general 
state

of health of the public, these services are, generally not in--

cluded in the scope of public health proe.cts"

In most developing countries private expenditures meet:

a small part of the total health needs. This is true even

where a significant portion of heal.th expenditures are made

on a private basis.

Public health projects -- the type o'rwhich these

guidelines are applicable -- are generally financed by govern-

ment, with only nominal charges, .if.?any, being made to indi-

viduals deriving direct benefits from the service.. 
There ar-

.several reasons for the "free" principle:

1 . Many, if not mos t, public health project benefitii

accrue indiscriminately to the population as. a 
whole, e.g.,

a mosquito eradication program,: an immunization 
project, or

a health:education project. Thereis no practical way in

which. a payment from individuals, can 1be exactedl, as a quid

ro quo for benefits received.

.2. Benefits. external to, the person receiving care are

often very: important results of health activities.. 
Medical

care and public health measures aimed at preventing* or reducin-

the incidence of infectious diseases provide a classic example

of external benefits. The rapid spread and consequences of

most infectious diseases (scarlet fever, polio,. diptheria,-

smallpox) and parasitical' diseases give t1e whole society a,

strong incentive for preventive medicine.



3. The benefits of a Project may depend on cooperative
action by the comurunity as a whole, thus requiring educational
progra ns id/or some form of authority to ensure conformity to
the patte.rn of behavior required to realize the benefits.

4. In LDC's the low level of individual incomes and the
marked ineqcuality in income distribution means that health ser-
vices would not be available to most of the population if left
to private suppliers. Yet the per capit. resources available
o L'DC's for health servic are likely to be severely limited

in the foreseeable future.-7

The Health Sector and Economic
Development

The health sector is intertwi.ned with economic develop-
Iment in complex and almost limitless ways.

H Health activities can reduce the incidence and severity
of diseases, reduce mortality and raise the general level of
Lhe health and vitality of the population, thus contributing
to higher productivity.

* Primary school "education is seriously handicapped by
poor health of infants and preschool children. The diarrhea-
pneuronia complex is responsible for a large proportion of ill
health as well as mortality of children.

* Parasitism and such diseases as mal-aria sap the
energies of the work force.

* The ill health of skilled personnel is particularly
damaging to economic development because skilled personnel are
scarce and costly to train, and their absence due to illness
disrupts production. Although skilled personnel can be pro-
tected against diseases such as tuberculosis, in the long run
it becomnc more practical to halt the transmission of diseases
throughout the community.

In some situations, a health program makes it pos-
sible to bring otherwise uncultivated lands into:production.

For projections see John Bryant, Health and the Developing
.!orld (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1969), pp. 48-51.
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People can be given a sense of control. of their fate
and environment, helping prepare a climate favorable to economic
development.

. Economic development will by itself, and certainly

in combination with well-conceived health projects, reduce
mortality. The reduction of mortality is, of course, a goal

that must be taken for granted. Rapid population increases
in some developing countries have-acted to minimize increases
in per capita income and welfare. This problem can be remedied
by the incorporation of birth control progriams in public health
projects.

Factors Affectirg Health Programs
in Developing Countries

Limitations of Medical Programs

Medical programs have limited value in the face of poor

nutrition and unhygienic and unsanitary living conditions.

Some of the major diseases of infants and yping children are

caused by malnutrition and are generally. responsible for about

half of infant and child mortality. The effective.prevention

of these diseases requires improved nutritioQn potable water and
more hygienic living conditions.

High Cost of Trained Peicsonnel

The cost of training health personnel varies widely de-

pending on the type and length of training. The physician is
the most co.stly to train, followed by the nutse and then by

other less trained personnel. The comparative costs of educa-

ting health personnel (given in table 1 for three regions) are

generally paralleled by the salary, costs of such personnel.

Therefore, the more health cases that less trained personnel

can assume, the more feasible does" it become for a poor country

to meet important medical fee ds'... The guidelines on Education
Projects Should be consulted. in regard to'.traiJnin.. aspects ,of

public health -prqjec.ts..

Proximity to Target 6pulation

Medical facilities must be relatively close to the tar-

get population. The us.e of -medical facilities falls off sharply

as the distance from the" target populatibn Increases. In most

countries reauirements can 'be met economicallyonly by the

use of small local facilities theit are xanned-'by auxiliary per-

sonnel and are only occasionally attended by a-physician or

other professional personnel.
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Table 1. Comparative Costs of Educating Health Personnel,
Three Regions.

Cost to produce one
Health personnel graduate (U.S.$)

Thailand

Physician ........ geese** 6,600
Nurse ............ ..... 1,200
Auxiliary sanitarian.... ..350

Last Africa
/Physi 'an-26-,000

Nurse . ....... . . ••9,800,
Auxiliary nurset/ .... 840
Medical assistantUi: . •1,260
Auxiliary sanitariaIW:!.. . 1680

Colombia

Physician / ............. 24,600
Nurse..... 3,00.0
Auxiliary nurs .1

a/ makerere University College Hospital.
/ ~Malawi. The cost of educating n.rses includes the

salaries of nurses added to the staff both for teaching
and to improve the quality of patient carre. This riakes
the cost per graduate unusually high, but it represents
what Malawi invested in the nursing ed.-ucational prograin.
c/ Universidad del Valle, Cali, Colobnia.
d/ Cost per graduate in 1968. In the two preceding years
in this development program the cost was $1_5 and $561.

Source: Costs from ministries of health or university
authorities. John Bryant, Health and The Develop-
ing W1-orld, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press),
1969, p'. 123.



ieed for (r?-t r ,se )f Less
Traineea :r,;cri.o.1 anc
Ine .. . .v' £ .. c

Gencrally rural areas get substantially less medical

attention tn-:n urban areas. However, even in urban areas wl.:>
segments of luaion have relatively little contact with n'-e-
ical fac it <cts. Given the small amount of resources availale

and tI:e :,.s [n edeical needs, it is therefore necessary tc

make substZatial use of less trained personnel.

Coincident with the .red to make the maximum possible

use of less :'killed pprsonnel is the need to make use of leL"

expensive formsc of care. The great disparity in cost among

different types of care in an African country is illustrate-

in table 2.

Table 2. Index of Medical Cost Per Case, by Health
Facility

(Dispensary cost = 100)

Health facility Li d&x of medical cost per case

Dispensary ............. .100

Health center .......... 243

District hospital..... 5,130

Regional hospital...... 10,435

Central hos.ital...... .22,609

The basic strategy must be to shift the preponderanc. •

treatment to less ski] led hands and to resort to the more e-

pensive forms of treatment (physicians, hospitals) on a hie-

selective basis. The potential ecodnomies in so doing are

dicated in table 2. A schematic diagrama of patient referra...

under this plan is shown in chart 1. Because of substantLi"

differences in availability of resources and other conside-

tions among countries, the mix of types of care will differ

from country to counitry. One would expect greater emphasis c..

the more expernsive forms in a country that spends 10.00 pe.:

capita p-,:r year than in one that spends $1.00.1 /

.17--t1s notewothy that an affluent country like the Uni,.:td

States is moving toward greater use of less skilled perso"]&!

to meet sharply rising demands for medica] care.



Chart 1. .Pattern for Low-Cost Public Health Programs
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eedl fojr jipaih Teams

Quality care requrs that less trained persied beo

supervised, instructed and led by the more highly trained pro

fessionals. This can be achieved only when the persons 
.artic.V

pating in health care are organized as team, led by physicians.

Aln"iliary personnel, working aloneI can ultiately proVide the first

steps of care for all problems and act as a filter,,referring

only a small proportion of cases to professionals -- those prob-

lems that require the skill .and knowledge' of professionals.

Role of 14anaqemen t

The explosive demand for health 
care poses serious na1iage-

ient problems, forcing a reorientation 
of he•-th. organization

and attitudes. Workable patterns of health care require detalle&

determination of case patterns, communication to the various

working, levels of the "health system. and coirection both in plan-

ning and implementatiO
n , all'within the context of a preponder "

antly- decentralized .systeinfdelvery ;f services meMany of

the basic management decisions and actions have complex inedical

aspects which require" deep, involvement 
and leadership by

physicians and nurses. Hbwe~er, the task 6f teana g gedent is

toodeeply seated to be the 
exclusive prerogat oi

dfessionals. Paiticipation in" janagernt must extend to

the auxiliary in a local cliiic'as 
well ast'to the physician

who visits the clinic onde' a month.

Educational Implications of
Low-Cost Health Programs

The achievement of effective c*.r~t1wcs-requires

teams heavily wei ghted' with, paraprofessionals 'dr auxiliaries.

This requires that the physician be oriented,i!trainled and moti-,

vated toward'leading'and rnana~ing'a. team rather than merely

oaring for patients in a hospital, cinic. or off ice. setting.

Medical curricula for the LDC's might be designed to .this

end.

Curricula should embrace the -education of all members

of the team, treated as an "'tegralwholec and shOuld involve

medical assistants, technicians and auxiliries as well as

doctors and nurses In addition to internship in hospitals,

there is a needfor supervised internship 
in decentralized

clinics in preparation for coping 
with the more typic.al

situation faced by nedical teams.
../~m,/



II. STEPS IN THE CAPITAL PROJECT APPRAISAL

As oulined in the General Guidalines, project preparation
and appraisal consist of the following:

1. 1T,! ntification of nsed for the project
2. Fornulation of alternative physical resource

fc,.i plans
3. P icing the project
4. E xamination of alternatives
5. CoMuutation of rates of return
6. ,rensitivity analysis

7. Evad.uation summary

railfi, the abova steps can be discussed as discrete steps

that wilI ocur in that numerical order, it should be recognized

that in the course of carrying'out these steps there will be.

considerabica ixnreraction. For example, in carrying out step

4, the analys;t may find that other alternatives suggest them-

selves, so that he ri-ay find it necessary to go back. to step
2.

Identification of Need for Proict

The staggering health needs and severely limited re-

sources of lcss developed countries make it urgent to have a

systematic i-my of determining how to deploy very, limited re-

sources.

Definition Of Tarqet Population

In mnEy developing countries there is a tendency to con-

centrate heaLtlh activities in large urban centers, with-very

uneven coverace of health needs in both urban and rural areas,-

especially tL1,e latter. It is desirable that there be an ex-
plicit definition of the target population.

Because major portions of health facilities must be

local, target populations must be estimated for localities
that correspond to local facilities such as dispensaries.

Population estimates from the last census must be updated

and adjusted for estimated future population growth.
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Determinatio n of Caseloads from
Major Health Proble:ms

it is necessary to define the estimated frequency of
various cases per thousand persons, including those cases not
presently reached that are proposed to be reached, classified
by type (severity, age,. class, and other significant variables).
Projections would be in the form ofa table listing the variouZ
health cases such ac tuberculosis, diarrhea,pregnancies,
pneumonia, smallpcx., diptheria-and malaria, with annual fre-
quencies of specific types under' each major case.

Since statistics on estimated frequencies- are poor or

nonexistent, considerabie'reliance.must be placed on the juCiq-
ment of kniowledgeable medical practitionurs of the country
for such frequency rates. Such estimates would-have to allow
for local conditions.

Definition of .Preferred Feasible Ways
for 'adinq ecific Health Problems

It is necessary to define the proposed method for han-
dling each major type or problem case, trading off "effective-
ness" against cost and bearing in mind the rneed to make rela-

tively little use of the more expensive forms of care -- pro-

fessional personnel, .hospital beds, elaborat&equipment.

Implied Aggreqate Workload Units

The estimated~target populations, the frequency of .

and the preferred ways of handling specific health problems
nave an implied total workload to .be accommodated by medical
r.rojects, exisLing and future.

Typical workload units might be:

* First.visits by patients
. Number of pregnancies
* Doses of drug X

Doses of vaccine Y
* Referrals to district hospitals, etc.
* District hospital bed days.

Because major portions of facilities must be local, esti-

mates of workloads should be for localities that correspond tc.

local facilities such as dispensaries. The workload require-

ments that correspond to larger facilities would be aggregated

for the groups of lpcalities served.
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Formulation of Alternative Physical
Resource Flow Plans

Decisions on the treatment for particular cases are
really a first level formulation of activities, forming a
basis for aggregating total workloads or needs. Taking the
aggregated %.rkload units that have been phased over time,
the aiialyst can consider the projects (type, size, phasing)
that can meet the stated workloads. A first step is to con-
sider existing facilities and personnel and deteraine how,
after deploying them in the best possible manner, one can
meet the projected workloads. This may require expansion
of existing facilities; new facilities; rearrangement of
personnel and functions; and additional personnel, obtained
by recruiting and/or training. The construction project in healt'.
thus grows out of the need to provide physical facilities to.
meet the workload requirements and has meaning only as an
integral part of all operations, capital and current, over the
life of the project.

Health resources used without regard to a coordinated
health plan are likely to be devoted to uses that are of
lesser importance, having the effect of depriving many persons
of urgently needed health services. Because of its fixed
nature, capital health projects that are not an integrated
part of a coordinated health plan can be particularly dam-
aging. In addition to the investment cost, the operating cost
of a facility that is out of balance with resources and reeds
can burden health efforts for many years.

Local Dispensaries

The size of local facilities will depend on the density
of the area's population. Areas of sparse population may have
a dispensary staffed by a single medical auxiliary or two.

In general, the physical structure and equipment-of local dis-
pensaries can be relatively simple.



Medical Education

As previously discussed, medical education should be
oriented toward the health needs of the country. This means
that such education should be concerned with the .training of
personnel as related to the projected conditions of health
care in the country. The numbers of different types of
trainees, the quality and the approximate costs (both invest-
ment and, operating) bf' training are derived from a .coordinated
plan, as discussed above.

In view of the general reluctance to setve outside the
capital city and other major urban centers, serious considera-
tion should be given to ways" of overcoming such reluctanc.
Possible measures are locatiorr:. of'the educational facility
outside the capital city, a strong effort to recriit students
whose upbringing is rural, and provision of incentives for
personnel to serve in rural areae.

While costs vary considerably among medical. schools, in
all cases investment costs and current expenditures are signifi-
cant. There-are substantial opportunities for both the reduc-.
tion of costs and the improvement of quality.

Since a considerable part of the costs of a medical
school consists of overhead, the investment cost per student
will decrease as enrollment increases. This fact suggests
that careful attention should be given to the 'start and phasi-
of medical schools. Over a period of a decade or so, a countr,
might profit from starting one medical school and bringing
it up to full capacity before starting another,'rather than
starting two simultaneously. Similar considerations might
.make joint planning by neighboring countries mutually attracti-,;

In considering whether to set upi Ia medical -school, a
smal 1country might consider such alternatives as :joint partic:
pation in a school with neighboring countries or the sending
of it,-- students abroad. The latter has the 'advantage that
the major costs are often borne by ,the country of study.

Tho, investment cQst of. a medical school. will be sensit:",
to the design, the method of construction, and the standard
of luxury or modesty-of residences and dining halls.
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Associated hospital facilities are an integral part

of a medical school. However, wien hospital beds are a part

of a teaching hopital, they are considerably more expensive

to maintain. Also, a larger bed capacity places an increased

load of patient care on the clinical faculty. At the same

tiute, if the physician and other team members are to be attuned

to relevant health activities, there must be greater emphasis

on internship in clinics and district facilities. Thus miore

appropriate training and cost reduction both point to lower

ratios of tuaching-a;sociated hospital beds than are customary

in the more developed countries.

Similar opportunities for improving the quality of gradu-

ates and'reducing cost can be realized by changing the style

of teaching. Greater emphasis on self-learning can foster

the very qualities and attitudes that will be needed in the

field -- initiative, self-reliance, and the capacity for inde-

pendent study. Styles of learning that place greater reliance

on students permit lower faculty. ratios.

There is a need for critical appraisal of incividual

pdrts of the curriculum, e.g., are 300 hours of instruction

3n anatomy required for' a physician? Questions can be raised

about elements that are costly andthat at-the same time 
de-!

tract from the quality of graduates. The equal emphasis on

memorization of Jmportant and trivial details has the 
effect

of diluting the retention of the important details.

The value of many time-consuming and expensive laboratory

exercises can be questioned in terms of their contribution to

a physician's skill, their heavy faculty cost, and .their pre--

erption of student initiative and attention.

Hospital Projects

Fspital projects are costly in terms of investment and

operating costs. The_ preliminary appraisal regards the work-

load as given. The physical resource .flow plan specifies the

construction, equipment and staffing by specialty that are

required over the life of the facility. These workloads can

be. met by additions to existing facilities, different-sized

facilities, and differences in construction and equipment. In

addition, even with stated workloads, alternative 
staffing

patterns may be worth considering. The latter may involve

cqualitative changes that compromise stipulated wor]zloads
to some extent. If Vo, this should be specified.
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Planners of health projects start out wit-h health needs
to be satisfied. Vithin the severe resource constraints that

are characteristic of developing countries, alternative ways to

mcet these noes must be formulated. Quality of care considera-

tions will loom large in the formulation and evaluation of alter-

natives. Difficult choices will be required. Alternatives that

re inferior au-!itatively may have to be chosen because they

are the only ones that can be afforded. However, there is ample

op',ortunitjy to formulate alternatives that are medically effec:-

t±ve znd ine-oensive. Hany of the inexpensive alternatives will

hove. slhort. gestation periods and modest investment, so that dis--

cxu tiilg. will have a small impact on the decision process.

In planning health projects one must overcome a strong

tendency to automatically associate greater cost with higher

cquality. Inventive and ingenious planners will find ways of

formulating equal or even better medical solutions that are

within the means of a poor. country.

Examination of the. Most Promising Alternatives

In considering the various possible physical arrange-

ments and flows to meet stipulated workloads, the analyst nar-

rows his attention to a.relatively small number of promising

projects. By applying the techniques of comparing alternativ'?.s

9nd choosing the least-cost alternatives as described in chapt-.r

V of the General Guidelines, the analyst will point up one or

possibly two alternatives thatare most promising. In somne

cases alternatives may offer both different levels of service

and cost that merit consideration by the decision-maker.

The demands of healthcare tend to outstrip resources,

so that it is common for rasources required by initially pro-

posed projects to be excessive in relation to what can be

budgeted, thus necessitating a reconstructed workload and

project.

Pricing the Project

Conversion to Value" Flows

At this point in the CPA it is important f6r the'analyst
to be familiar with pricing methods described in chapter II and

appendix B of the General Gidelines.-. It i's especially impor-

tant to distinguish between the pricing 6finputs and outputs

from the national point of view (whe re shadow pricing may be

required) and the pricing of inputs and outputs at market prices

(where shadow pricing is not used).
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Use of Costing Modules

The use of standardized dispensaries and the maintenance

of cost records can facilitate the couting of local facilities

District hospitals will be few in number, but will lend.l~- 'C odule pricing if one divides investment and

operating cost into fixed and variable categories. Certain

costs are best expressed on a per-patient basis; others are

best expressed on a lump-sum basis.

Comphtation of Rates of Return

Alternatives involving differing investments should be

evaluated by the use of the opportunity cost of capital and

other shadow prices, as described in chapter V of the General
Luideline

Most health programs will be designed to meet specific

htealih goals and will be justified in terms of the stated
goals and budgeted funds. Economic rates of return justifica-

tion seldum, if ever, are utilized to justify health programs.

Health projects covering personnel engaged in highly

productive activities could provide an attractive rate of re-

turn from the national point of view. For example, a program

for improving the health of emnployees of a steel plant could

increase productivity and reduce absenteeism, with substantial

economic gains. An economic evaluation -wuld be done on the

)asis of the situation with and without the health project.

Although it is possible to trace the direct economic

effect of health projects, complex long-terin relationships

involving the effects of health projects, mortality, birth

rates, productivity, employment opportunities and per 
capita

income make results based on direct effects alone open to

serious challenge. Because of thie complexity of interactions

and data problems, the computation of economic rates of 
return

from health projects is usually not recc~ended for preliminary appraisalS.



It is iecozmmended that wherever direct economic effects
can be estimated, such estimates should be given but recognizesa
as partial and incomplate.

Estimation of direct economic effects with and without
the project would take the following forms:

Cost of time lost = [(total population covered)
(proportion in labor force) (proportion of labor force
employed),(annual disease incidence) (average number of
working days lost per case)(daily wage).J

Cost of medical care = ((total population covered)
(annual disease incidence) (average days sick per year)
(medical cost per day)]

Rather than the medical cost per day, for sone types of
diseases one would use a cost per case multiplied by the esti-
mated number of cases.

Sensitivity Analysis

Major uncertainties surrounding the appraisals of health
capital projects are the amount and availability of current
funds to operate the facility in later years; the value of
the benefits of the projects; and the availability of the re-
quired personnel, particularly outside major urban centers.
It is useful to explore the probable limits of such factors and
their implications for the project.

One should ali.o explore the probable limits of capital

investment and the implications of such limits.

Evaluation Summary

In accordance with the Geeral Guidelines (Appendix C) an
evaluation summary should be prepared in which major findings are
presented for consideration.

The alternatives chosen will probably be based on a choice
of the least-cost alternative.

The cost of the 10roJect will be given in terms of market
prices (of budgetarj interest) and also in terms of shadow prices.
If more than one alternative merits further consideration, the
characteristics and cost of each should be given.

It is important that the relevant effects of the project be
deccribed regardless of whether they can be expressed in money terms.
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-.OREWORD.;

The project analyst using these guidelines should first read
z.rt I, General Guidelines. It provide insights1into key considera-

Ucris fcr c ?ital project. appraisals (CPA's) in all sectors, with a
-etuild discussion of the methodology for calculating the internal
rates of return nd other relevant measures of the worth of a project.

These guidelines deal expressly with those matters relevant
to education. They tell the analyst how to think about a project in
education; what to look for; and-how to assure consideration of all
elements essential to a p'oject. They suggest institutional, cultural,
political, and other factors which can weigh.heavily onea project. They
encourage concentration on big issues in broel orders of magnitude,
leaving details and matters of lesser. importance. to be explored later,
possibly in a subsequent study.

The CPA is most efficiently undertaken by multi-disciplinary
teams, e.g., social scientists (economists, financial analyats, political
scientists, etc.), and technical specialists (engineers, agriculturists,
etc.). The structure of the individual nulti-disciplinary team can only
be detailed within a specific analytical and project context. The term
project analyst or analyst, used herein, refers to a member of a team
engaged in a CPA.

1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

.The objective of these guidelines is to provide a basis

for appraisals of projects in education.

The main consideration is that education fit the future
nature and purposes of society. Educational projects can be

valuable simply because they produce educated persons. They

can also help to create more economic wealth. The CPA seek-

to measure whether they will do so.

Economic and noneconomic matters interact with each

other. The goal of adult literacy may be desired because it

is seen as desirable in itself, because it is a way of achievinq;

greater national unity, or because it-will have economic effectt

This relationship is sketched below:

Economic
effects

[~Dn{
Edc

Noneconomic
effects

If the CPA succeeds in calculating the rates of return

on investments in education, returns can then be compared with

returns from investments in other sectors or returns in other

forms of human capital.

The analyst might well feel that there is something arti-

ficial in the division between economic and noneconomic benefit:

in education; indeed, he would be right. However, some choices
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must be made between one project and another; they cannot all
be financed. Conseouently, insofar as one can Dut.even a tentative
measure of worth on the value of an educational project, it
is important to do so. One can still'allow faith in noneconomic,
nonmeasurable bcnefits to push-a project with a lesser or uncertain
return alead of a project with a higher one.

It is not too difficult to measure the costs of providing
educational services. Costs are'incurred by parents, by students,
and (typically) by governments .' For parents-, costs include
such elements as additional expenditures for clothing, food
eaten outside the home, transportation, and books and supplies
necessitated by school attendance. For the student, the principal
cost is the earningzs he might receive .if he lwere not attending
school. The government supplies teachers, administrators,
supplies, physical plant and equipment-,'heat, electricity,
etc. In private schools, 'a much larger portion of the costs
will be borne by parents, students and : ponsors. As noted
in a later section, insofar as the private rate of return from
educational projects is concerned, parents and students can
ass,2ss these costs against the value they place on the private
benefits.

All of these costs must be'included in the appraisa-l
of a particular project -- regardless of- who pays the costs --

if the project is to be evaluated from a net national rate
of return viewpoint., Fortunately,r'most of the costs (inputs)
can be valued in a straightforward manner, as they involve
market transactions at prices that can be determined. -When
necessary, prices can be adjusted to obtain mbreaccurate measures
of real costs. The one cost that cannot easily be figured
by quoting the market price is that- for the incuice lost while
the student is attending school. This requires an estimate,
which should be based on the actual reduction in output attribut-
ale to the student's absence from the labor force.

The valuation of outputs of educational projects is
not so simple; when education is publicly provided on a free
basis, the task is especially difficult because the analyst,
will not have the amount of feepaid (plus other costs borne
by parents and students) as a measure of the minimum value
to the parent and/or student;
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Insofar as education contributes to increased produc-
tivity, and insofar as hicher earnings measure this additional
contribution to output, a basis exists for estimating the economic
value of educational output. That there are other, perhaps
more significant, values arising from education is not questioned.

A better-educated populace may facilitate the achieve-
ment of national unity, produce greater works of art and litera-
ture, and contribute in other ways to the enrichment of human
life. However, in the appraisal of educational projects these
guidelines offer no technique for the quantification and valuation
of such benefits.

Nevertheless, the analyst can exercise a useful role
even if the total benefits of educational projects elude measure-
ment in terms common to other projects: he should prepare least-
cost alternatives to meet the needs of specified educational
projects, however it hap been determined that such projects
are to be undertaken.

Project proposals in education attract support for two
basic reasons. The first is the human desire for learning
and the political imperative to respond to it. The second
is the recognition that economic growth 'requires an increasingly
educated and informed population. The CPA should determine
whether the resources to carry on a project in education will
be available and whether they can effectively be gathered and
administered. It should also determine the relative gains
to the national economy from the use of scarce resources in
the educational project rather than in alternative investments.
And, insofar as quantification and valuation of benefits permit,
the potential contributions of alternative educational projects
should be assessed.

Project possibilities in education: have few limits.
Obviously it is not possible in these guidelines to chart the
way through a CPA for every possible project. Effort is there-
fore concentrated on developing a way of thinking about a CPA
and on impressing the analyst with.the need to identify and
test vital matters regardless of whether the project involves
bricks and mortar, institutionalreforms, or the training of
skilled minds and hands. An inquisitive approach is necussary
for an effective appraisal.



Since reservations bordering on skepticism may surround arate-of-return calculation for a project, the CPA might emphasizethe least-cost way to achieve a stated objective. Then, if a project
moves ahead because decision-makers want .it to, regardless of rateof return calculations, at least the project will be done efficiently.
The CPA should, therefore, give much attention to the least-cost
concept (see General Guidelines, chapter VI.).



II. PERSPECTIVE FOR THE PROJECT: ITS RELATION TO
MACROECONOMIC, POLITICAL, AND CULTURAL FACTORS

AND TO SECTOR AND MANPOWER SURVEYS

Macroeconomic Factors

No project, however smalil or.hcwever difficult the measure-
tent of its benefits, can escape the impact of macroeconomic
factors, and this is true even for projects in education. It
4s a fact that opportunities for educated persons greatly depend
ca economic growth, for it will substantially determine the
de-mands for educated persons. Moreover, the resources const 1 ed
elsewhere determine the resources available for education and
for the project. The project should, therefore, try to identify
the demographic and macroeconomic factors most likely to affect
the project. Among these are:

Population changes by age, sex, and location

The growth in gross national product and in
per capita income

. Regional development plans within the country
requiring basic new facilities in education

. The development strategy of the country

. The development needs in other sectors which
will shape the funds available for education

* Demands generated by Other sectors for per-sons of both general and specialized educa-
tion

* The foreign exchange and exchange rate poli-
cies that will affect import costs of items
required for alternative educational projects

* Tax and price policies that can affect the
availability of total funds and the cost of
items required for educational projects

* Credit costs and availabilities
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Imbedded2 programs in education and in other

sectors needing educational aids that re-
quire current and future budgetary and re-

source allocations

Sectoral emphasis that will emphasize the

need for vocational training in certain
fields.

The CPA should determine whether the project has adequately

considered these and other' macroeconomic factors.

Political and? socialGoals

Projects in education are uniquely sensitive to cul-

tural mores and values and to the political and social goals

of the country. Does the project proposal deal with such matters

as:

" Religious customs and goals

" Goals for furthering national unification.

* Goals for achieving greater equality of

opportunity among various segments of the

population

Identification and development of the- full

potential of children with outstanding
ability and talents-

. Role of the tribal leaders, of the matriarch

or patriarch

• Regional and tribal differences

Evidence of the society's adaptability to

forces of change and methods for reducing

clashes between the old -and the new.

Here, again, are factors that will affect the project.

Have they been adequately probed? Are there still others to

be considered? Were these other factors examined by experts?
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The Importance of the Sector Study

Ideally, any project in education should have emerged
from a sector analysis because each layer of education makes
sense only insofar as it is linked to other layers; e.g., a
secondary school project must be related to the primary schools
that precede it and to the activities of the students that
graduate (college or otherwise). Moreover, a sectox analysis
should relate the projected outputs of the edtucational system
to the other activities of the society. The sectoral analysis
will also have set forth overall objectives and the strategy
for meeting them; resources, needed and available; and considered
systems, including management and information systems, for
controlling costs, improving efficiency, and monitoring progress,
If all this has been done, then the CPA will surely have avaf-
able from the sectoral analysis such useful data as the follow-
ing:

Past Data

Data on literacy by age and sex group

A time series of the number of students in
schools of various kinds, capital expendi-
tures, and operating costs (see table 1
for illustrative format for operating cost;
a comparable table canibe drawn for capital
expenditures)

A description of curricula of the various
schools

Statistics on enrollment attrition in var-
ious schools and localities, ard the reasons
for such (see table 2 for illustrative format)

. Data on repeats in grade

Data on teacher-student ratios, numbers of
teachers, existing training schools

. Expenditures on inputs and outputs (school
leavers and graduates) of educational projects

* Data on employment gained by students

* Analysis of major problem areas.



Table 1. Enrollment ana Operating uost ot Educz.tion

f 1966 1 1967 -_ 1968f____ 1969 970 ____

Total Tober IubrberTotal st Total
cost Ncotl. cos N r cost j cost

Primary sciho6l

Basic cycle,
secondary

Other secondary

Military
Commercial
Elem. teacher
"Secretar'ial

College prep.

Higher educ.

General studies
.Teacher traim.
Social service.
Ilursing
Agriculture
Economics
Law
Denistry
Pharr-acy AD
Scier..es
Other

On the job
(by specialty)

Total



Table 2. Enrollment in the Educational System, Privat9 and Public, and
Attrition from Year to Year, 1966-1969i'

Classes finishing sixth Year of school
grade in various years

First j Second Third J Fourthj Fifth I Sixth ISeventh j Tota
1969: 

b/Number-of entering students. 95,37.2 50,994 34,876 23,384 17,791 14,677 7,698 /
Rate of attrition........... .47 .32 .33 .24 .18 .48

1968:
Number of entering students. 95,350 48,108 32,458 21,357 16,710 13,923 7,39:
.Pate of attrition......... .50 .33 .34 .22 .17 .47
1967:
Number of entering students. 93,287 44,948 28,612 18,655 14,390 12,065 5,635
Rate of attrition ........... .. .52 .36 .35 .23 .16 .53

1966:
Number of entering students-- 68,37,6- 34,869 23,099 15,358 11,880 9,988 *4,962Rate of attrition ........... . .49s/ .34 .34 .23 .16 .50

Total ............... 352,385 178,919 119,045 78,754 60,771 50,653 25,687
Cumulative .total ............ 352,380 531,304 650,349 729,103 789,874 840,527 866,214
Average rate of attrctirn .... .49 .33 -34 .23 .17 .49
Attrition of those startinc.. .49 .17 .11 .05 .03 .07
Cumulative attrition of those
starting ........... .... .... 4 682 .85 .92

a/ Basic figures were taken from a report on the schools in a Central American country.
F1 Based on 1968 rate.
c/ Estimated on basis of average for available years.

0



Projected JiZta

A tiorough analysis can provide guidance'in! converting
relevant pust trcnds and projections of manpower needs into
-a statemen: of educational needs and costs for the future 15
or 20 year5:

.,stimates of the number of "graduates" by
type and grade required to reet the pro-
jected goals of the society

The tiz'e gap that exists between the total
required graduates and the estimated num-
bers of such graduates available from the
existing and scheduled jupply. This gap
would be expressed as a phased requirement
for a flow of students and graduates

P ?rojected structure of the educational Sys-
tem (see table 2 for format)

Adaptability of various types of graduates
for different positions

.Projected policies on tuition," stipends -and
other measures that affect student selection

and retbntion (student merit, parents "means i

etc.)

Degree of fragmentation of skills that is

projected for various activities, with the

type of training and numbers that correspond

to such fragmentation. (e.g., paramedical
personnel,' engineering associates)

. Regional physical emphasis (rural Versus.
urban),.

* Orientation of general curriculum (agricul-
tural, commercial., industrial, general)

• Policies on education for ethnic, linguistic,
tribal, religious, or racial groups

. Decisions concerning reliance on national or

* international training resources":
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Deficiencies in the present educational sys-
tem which are to be corrected

An inventory of existing teaching facilities.

A sector analysis will have tentatively identified candi-
dates for project assistance -- capital projects, changes in
policies, training programs,_ etc. Indeed, the CPA may be concernel
precisely with a project identified in the sector study. Since
each project in education is closely linked with the next,
it is important that the project proposal clearly establishes
what these links are. One of the important values of the sec-
tor analysis is that it shows what these linkages are.

Other Important Background Considerations

Before proceeding with a project, the project analyst
has an obligation to ask whether the correction of deficiencies
in the existing system merits priority over the establishment
of a new project. In proceeding with the new project, he should
be especially alert to designing the proposed project to remedy
inadequacies that are characteristic of existing activities.
Too often new schools are built, more textbooks are made avail.h-
and more teachers are trained, while the existing plant is
underutilized or undermaintained or teachers are unemployed
or utilized far below their skill level.

An important factor that will govern projects in educatinr.
is what might be called "style." Perhaps the chief element
in style is the extent to which the student is expected --
and is given opportunities -- to exercise initiative. This
in turn affects the need for materials, vhe adaptability of
students as workers, and teacher-student ratios, particularly
at higher levels. Aside from the po-,'ntial savings in cost,
a style of teaching which relies on student initiative can
improve the potential of the labor force very substantially.

It will be a rare project, indeed, that can be just-
ified solely on the basis of the bricks and mortar or equipment
required. What activities elsewhere gave rise to the need
for the improved facility? How will the better minds and skills
created be utilized? What consumption and capital values depen2
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ci better minds and trained hands? For a CPA in education, it
1; essential that the project's backward and forward ties to
cther projects in education and to other sectors be described.
1-rtica!ar attention must be given to the relevance of education
z) the knoanl needs of society. Will the students emerging
(o:a s~hool. be trained to handle jobs that are unfilled? Or

ill tie education to be provided alienate students from the
In)es :f e- loyment opportunities most likely to be available?

In carrying out a sector manpower study and projecting
n.e i:di education, there are two extremes to be avoided. The
.rst extreme is to underestimate the educational requirements

J.. occupations, counting on greater learning and adaptation
t-.king place on the job than can reasonably be expected. The
o:her extreme is to overestimate the educational requirement
frr va: ious projected occupations by counting on schools to
pv'ovide personnel with ready skills, The, latter extreme requires

g_'eate. expenditure on education tlan is necessary and may
f;il to turn out graduates that are adaptable.

i discussing "t!ie linkage of schools 'and training with

roquired skills of occupations., one authority warns against
a:i exis ting bias toward overes imating .the required schooling
fur spucific occupat'ions, 1such bias being particularly
characneristic of experts from developed countries. "Few piannrE.,
o:e suspects, have any realization of how adept employers are
ix. uti-izinj half-trained men. Gearing plans for schools precisely

iv.to estimates of needed skills fosters the very rigidity that
.,tuld prevent flexible adjustment by workers to changing economic
c:.rcumstanccs.

'Use of Manpower 'Surveys and Their Relation to
the Educational System and the Incentive
arn~j Da::arndSup-,y SOrcture for Graduates

Because sector analyses often do not exist or are incom-

plete, special manpower studies may have been undertaken that

I U .ted Nations, .Educational, Scienti fic, and Cultural Organi-

Zction, International Institute for Educational. Planning, The

Sccial Context of Educational Planping, prepared by C.A. Anderson,

1-167, p. 17.
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will reveal. information vital to a CPA. They seek to relate
the output of the educational system -- "graduates" -- to various
occupations in the following ways:

* School.ing and. training that has been required
for various occupations

. InceniAlves and costs that exist for various
occupations, including the cost of education
and tr.-iining and tha increase in earnings
Lhat mi-ty be derived from education

Shortaoes and 'a.verages *of past "graduates"
of various ,kinds-in terms of potential oc-.
cupations and their relation to incentives

Degree of adaptability of *past "graduates,"
and indications of needed changes in cur-
riculum that will .make future "graduates"
more adaptable and capable of greater
earning power.

These censuses' represent limited attempts -- less compre-
hensive than those in sector surveys -- to relate outside fac-
tors to factors that ard' the responsibility of educational
authorities. If a sectorsurvey does not. exist, the special
manpower survey is a much-needed second best.

The' CPA should examine whether the project proposal
or the sector or manpower survey unheedingly projects the future
from'past data. In developing countries many emerging activities,
particularly in education, will have to differ substantially
in scale and nature from past activities. Changes in economic
groth rates, kinds .cf economic activity, and sccial systems
create new, untest .demands for educated and trained persons.
Historical relatio~slhips may thus be no. heralds of the future.
However, the past ma;ty reveal systema-i.c weaknesses that are
relevant for an appraisal of the projeuL.

Lack of Sector or Manpower Surve

If neither a sectoral study nor an educational manpower
survey 1s available-.to serve as background for assessing an
educational project, or if what.is available is inadequate,



Lere are a number of ways a preliminary appraisal can be carried

it. First, the scope of work that has been -given to the analyst.

ay provide specific guidance. such guidance may assert that

a strong and urgently felt need xists. The analyst is therefor,-

called upon for a CPA that concentrates'on the least-cost ap-

proach to the project, with some leeway granted as to quality.

The analyst would formulate and evaluate the various least-

cost solutions to meet the stated needs, using the procedures

for determining the least-cost alternative described in the

General Guidelines. .

When the scope of work d6es not give such specific guidant ,_°-.,

the need for a project may still be urgent, and manifest in

the light of stated government policy. -.7n this- case the analyst

could proceed on a similar basis' in.effe ct creating his own

scope of work with confidence. But in other cases. of a priori

demand favoring the project, the.project analyst will 
have

to determine such key matters as occupational needs to 
be filleC

foreseeable changes in required skills, factors affecting parent

or studt.nt motivation, and other factors-. particularly those

pertinent to the locality where tie project is to occur --

that will influence its success.
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III. IMPORTANT FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROJECT

Projccts in the educational sector canncl be Judged feasible
or 1,feazib'2 on the basis of any single simple test, either economic
cr physical. A number of tests are needed. It is vital, to assure
that key elemennts. affecting the project are taken into account.

Social and Institutional Factors: National
Education Policy

Nothing is more important to education than the government's
attitude and actions toward the essential elements of the project.
Is the prospective project compatible with the government's ex-
pressed or implied educational policies and objectives? The
essential elements will vary among projects, but the following
elements (and others) are indicative of principal matters that
should be considered in appraising the project.

. Institutional 'arrangements for control of the
type of facility and the sources for continued
financial support of the-activity'

" Scale of educati -al activities that govern-
ment authorities contemplate and provide for

" Student-selection criteria for domestic
institutions and for study abroad

* Goals on language use, particularly where
multilingualism is a problem

* Orientation toward continuing research and
evaluatioil of Cie existing educational
system

Means for irnLolving political, tribal#
religious,and other power influences in the
shaping and exccution of educational programs

Degree of openness to innovation in teaching
techniques, teaching arrangements, and cur-
riculum
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" Prestige and influence of senior officials
assigned to-the educational field:

" Assurance of funds to maintain and operate
the facility for the life of the project,
including necessary .supplies; assurance of
funds and administrative.poiicies to train
and retrain teachers necessary for the
project

Availability of funds to-'support.'p olicies.
on student selection '(tuit
stipends, etc.) . grant,

* Willingness and ability of:government t6
bring the required infrastructure to the
countryside

* Grant of flexibility to educational leaders
to modify the curriculum in accordance with.

• changing requirements'in the society

* Requirements that pr6jects in ali sectors
specifically identify traihing-and educa-'
tional requirements

Legislation and regulations to assure that.
those agencies which control funds and-have'
jurisdiction over personnel appointments
will work with and not against the project

" A voice in the principal planning qouncils
of government for a representative Of !the
-educational sector.

The Parent'.and Studeht.

Education begins almost completely under the control
of the parents and relatives of the child, and remains so for
a long time. Have sociologists and anthropologists looked
ihto the attitudes of parents in the coniunity toward the pro&::,-.

The content and orientation of the'curriculum
• may have to be modified to niake the project
more acceptable to the parents and students.



Adjustments may be needed'to account for
local, religious, or ethnic customs on food,
clothes, language, or on other aspects of
the culture. Do the modifications seem
apt ana acceptable to the country?

Does the project- ogcognize and respond to
parental attitudes towards the apparent
economic opportunities that are available
as a result of schooli.ng? Does the project
seek to prove to parents that their invest-
ment in education will pay off? If so,
how? Does the prcject go so far as to seek
assured job opportunitiesfor graduates?

Other Key Factors

Many of the factors already described that will shape
the.project and condition its success are external to it. There
are. other important matters having a direct bearing on the
feasibility of educational projects. These include the factors
discussed below.

Student and Teacher
Availability

The CPA must assess the degree of assurance' that can
be 'attached to the estimated number of suitably qualified students
available for attendance. Population density, familyand religious
considerations that may hold children on the farm, and transpor-.
tation problems are only a few of the matters that should be,
considered in assessing likely attendance. Furthei1more, there
should be some assurance thatconditions for learning (nut.rition,
time availability, health, financial support) will be sufficient-
ly favorable to attract students.

The availability of suitable teachers is s'etimes. mis-
takenly assumed. Candidates may not appear because such.condi-
tions as pay, location of jobs, hours and working conditions,
ad competing seasonal demands (particularly in rural, areas)
are such that potential teachers turn to other employment.
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Size and Location of Project

Accessibility to students and teachers 'may have an important

bearing on both the size and location of the project. Economy
,-,f a larger sized unit must be weighed against the cost and
convenience of. transportation.and.possibly~the cost of resi-
4cnce dormitories.

1.-lather and Other Seasonal
ecctors

The physical characteristics of the plant'should be

influenced by climate and other environmental factors. In
some climates relatively inexpensive construction can be quite
adequate. Weather will influence the need for transportation
and may also affect the school calendar. The latter will also
be influenced by peak labor requirements in .agriculture as

well as by holidays.

Health and Nutrition

Does the project give adequate. attention to these aspects
of student welfare? Are measures necessary. to prevent undue
absenteeism ani the spread of disease through the student body?
Is the provision of food a necessary condition for attendance?
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IV. STEPS IN THE CAPITAL PROJECT APPRAISAL

Project preparation and appraisal consist of the following:

1. Identification of need for project and category
of project

2. Formulation of alternative physical resource
flow plans

3. Pricing the project

4. Selection of the most promising alternatives

5. Computation of rates of return

6. Sensitivity analysis of rates of return

.7. Evaluation summary.

While the above ;can be discussed as discrete steps that
will occur in the stated order, it should be recognized that
in the course of carrying out these steps there will be consider-
able interaction. For example, in carrying out step 4, the
analyst may find that other alternatives suggest themselves,
s9 that he may find it necessary to return to step 2.

Projection of' Need

The scope of work for an educational project will generally
specify the population to be served and the nature of, the educa-
tion to be provided, A scope of worc fox a project may be
derived from a sector study, a manpocer sxurvey or a total educa-
tional plan, or it may be an ad hoc solution to a., '!felt need."
If a scope of work is* not prov-deTd-, the project analyst will
have to develop one appropriate to the objective. To the extent
that data ordinarily available from a sector study or a manpower
survey are not available, the project analyst must collect
such data on his own. *As an absolute minimum, he must dete3rine
the extent of the need to be met by the proposed project. in
addition, he must also determine the approximate budgetary
limit on capital and current expenditures that the project
must adhere to.
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It is important to specify as precisely as possible
the output that is needed, i.e., that ca abilities that are
desirable for students to acquire. The latter will be very
dependent on the employment opportunities expected to be avail5Y.t'.

Formulation of Alternative Physical Resource
Flow Plans

Based on the needs identified, the project analyst will
:.,rmuiate promising physical resource flow plans. These flow
plans m-st reflect some of the key considerations previously

discussed, such as social and institutional factors, desires

of parents and students, weather and other seasonal factors,
and health and nutritional considerations.

Instructional Methods and
Curr icu lum

Are institutional methods and the curriculum relevant

to needs? What is the basis for the judgment? Has adequate

scope been given to the use of mixes of teachers, audiovisual

aids and other equipment, programmed instruction material,

and correspondence course procedures? For example, for second:.:

schools in sparsely settled areas, expensive busing services

and teacher costs might be reduced very substantially by great 
--

reliance on self-study at home or in the resident village.

The scope for self-study is probably greater in developing

countries than in others because the possible and necessary

selectivity of the student body is far greater.

Television is a new but fairly expensive medium for

instruction. Experience has shown that the use of TV requires

a highly trained, well-paid staff in addition to 
regular teac-.:

and staff. There is also a cost for equipment, maintenance,

and operation. However, with the use of TV cartridges and

the availability of prepared coursesi the economics of 
educatio.-

al TV may change radically.

Intensity of Use of
Physical Plant

To reduce the apital costs of education, the multiple

use of the educational plant should be examined. Does the
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projcct cxanrine the possibilities of double shifts or of a
facility? 7v designed that it can acconuodate youngsters during
the day and adults at other times, with equipment suitable
for each?

Sed.rch for Alternatives

Does the project specifically address the issue of ways
A :himJ t-he project can be made less costly and can be modified

to increase the value of its output? Comparisons among alterna-
ive fo: m of the project are needed, with the rate of return

on the difference flow as a criterion for choice. Some alterna-
tives that should be explored are-

. Orientation of curriculum

Rural versus urban
-- General versus specific

* Large versus small school

Schooling versus on-the-job. training

Adult education' in addition to child education

Indigenous college versus college abroad

. Teacher qualification for various levels

. Types of buildings

Reliance on volunteers or peers

* Methods of selecting students

Teacher-student ratios;..

In the shaping of promising project alternatives, action
coordinated with the 'needs of other .sectors is called for (e.g.,

a change in curriculum consistent with local on-the-job train-
ing, the creation of curriculum coverage consistent with skill
required in specific fields).

A factor that should be given close attention is that
of enrollment attrition and its causes. Such attrition de-

serves close attention not only because :it increases the cost
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: '-.luiat:e, but because it c-an also provide important indica-
t.cy..; rc-;;trIdi.g -,L: idcriuacy cf curriculum and the effectiveness
of tc,:":c'-s. "Th,- aitrition rate may also reflect significant
ex,-ci ,i Cbtac .;Z e.q., difficulties in access to school
artrilurble to location or inadequate transport, family income

The possibilities for projects are limitless, and the
factors internal to the project will 'vary greatly.. It is simply
r: possible to list hiere the many fact6rs internalto a project
that will influence its success. The-essence of the CPA must
lv.v an reamination of what is represented as the case for the
F,-o ect; Lhe dept:h and quality of supporting evidence; the
r.ange of factor considered; the extent to which experience
in the. country and elsewhere has been drawn upon; whether general-
ized fa:ts and opinions have been used in place of special-
ized expertise, and whether alternatives to achieve a given
purpose have been examined.

Pricing the Project

Conversion to Value Flows

At this point in the CPA it. is -important for the analyst
to be familiar with the pricing, procedures- described in the

Gerurl Guidelines. In educational projects the parent-student
inteiest would focus on out-of-pocket costs (at market prices)
aid foregone opportunities (at market prices).. The ministry
of education would be interested in market prices for budgetary
purposes, but for national evaluation pruposes (NNIRR) it would
wake use of shadow or accounting prices for -inputs and outputs.

Delineating the Scope of
the Project

It is necessary to determine what :is embraced within
a project. For a privately owned project (e.g., a shoe factory),
the project embraces whatever must be paid for and whatever
is received in payment. Looked at from a national -point of
view, the project coverage may be quite different. The project

eybraces whatever resources are.consumed to make the project

possible and whatever benefits are realized, no matter who

pays the costs or receives the benefits. Also, because projects

in education are almost totally -publicly financed, these
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guidelines require that account be taken of all costs, boththose privately and publicly borne, and all benefits as well.

Guidance follo;s on how to delineate a project in educationlso that its coverage corresponds to the national viewpointjust described. (See chapter III of the General Guidelines.)

Parents and students pay for some of the costs of education.There will be current costs for tuition, etc., and anothercost in the form of earnings foregone by the student while!e ;- attr-r3rig school. The rate of return on the individual'sirvestment in education can be calculated in the same manneras later described in this document for the nation's invest-ment -- tile notable difference being that the individual wouldcalculate his costs and earnings at market prices instead ofat tile prices relevant for the net national rate of

Costs

T '"he project must be charged with all costs
internal to it. They should be divided
between capital and current costs -- the
bricks mortar, laboratory equipment,
salaries, current supplies, etc.

a The earnings foregone by students are a
cost of the project. However, these earn-ings should be shadow priced. (See later
discussion and General. Guidelines, appendix
B and chapter III.)

" It must also carry the costs of infrastruc-
ture -- roads, power, etc. -- expressly
created for the project (perhaps a power
plant or a road to some school or laboratory).
If the infrastructure was to be created any-way, the capital costs can be ignored, butthe charge for purchased services must be
included.

Similar decisions must be made on. matters
such as school lunches or health activities
which may be part of the school program. Ingeneral, if these activities- provide a kind,
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quality, or quantity of good or service which
would not otherwise be provided, the cost
should be included as part of the educational.
package. For example, if the society would
not feed the child except for his promise
of greater productivity when he is provided
with education, these ancillary costs would
be nart of the cost of education.

There may be investments that serve more than
one project or purpose; for instance, a print-
i.ng press that publishes school texts and
other material not related to the educational
project. If the cost of the press can be jus-
tified only insofar as both tasks are served,
S J]in ;,U1 costs associated with the second
tr- sk must be allocated to. the other project.

Establishinf; the Cost for Proj-
ect W;th Noneconomic Benefits

A country may propose an educational project because
of nonercono-irc considerations. For e:cample, society may prize

.persons with cultural skills or talents (religion, music, dance,
poetry). stidents can be oriented toward healthier personal
hygiene an6 better nutrition;. they can be given a sense of
national unity. and they can obtain greater personal confideCce
and a disc:.plined attitude Loward work (punctuality, responsi-
bility, etc.),

For projects totally or substantially justified by non-
economic be nefits, the project should find the least-cost (in
net national terms) form of the project and should make clear
what the cost is. It will generally be advantageous to determine

the cost of such projects at various scales o: levels of service

and meaningful qualities. The means of so do.;.ng are described
in the General Guidelines (chapter VI).

For this purpose the opportunity shadow cost of capital

must be as.umed. What is the basis used in the project for

the selection of that rate? Common errors are to assume that

it is the price at which the government borrows money or to

consider it costless .if it is received as. a grant. Concessionary

interest rates are not the proper basis for .setting the opportunity
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cost. if the same resources required for the project could
be employed at a high:!r rate of return in some other activity,
it is that higher rate of return which should be used in the
least-cost calculation for the educational project.

Benefits

In a consideratibn of benefits, natural counterparts
to costs appear.

In measurable economic teras, the increased
earnings accruing to educated persons will
be considered as benefits. The method of
measuring these increased ea:nings is dis-
cussed later.

Another benefit is the value of the services
rendered to other activities benefiting from
the infrastructure specifically created for
the project, e.g., farmers' use of a rural
road leading to and built expressly for a
school. The increased output or higher price
estimated for the farm product is the relevant
-benefit.

* Identifiable benefits from improved health
and nutritional services and-supplies are
another benefit'.

The output of a separate but intertwined
activity (e.g., printing) should also be
considered.

The increase in earnings of educated persons compared to
"hose of persons without education is a celiable indicator
of the value of benefits when it is 1eternined by market forces.
To the extent that present and prospoctive educated persons
receive payments that result from noniiarkat forces, earnings
may overstate the benefits of education. This qualification
is particularly relevant where earnings are determined by family,
racial or political connections or by class status, and where
the level of earnings is set by administrative government action.

A subjective description of the noneconomic benefits
of a project is properly included in the CPA.
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Meauring the Cost of Education

As previously discussed, there .are essentially two types
of costs that are incurred by a nation in providing education.
One obvious s:t includes expenditures for facilities, materials,.
and teachers' salaries, among other things. The other and
less obvious cost is that of the national production that is
foregone while students are in school. Does the project proposal
recognize these twin costs? How does it go about measuring
the latter in particular?

Production Forcqcne

While people attend school they may have to forego jobs.
If there is not a surplus of labor, some sacrifice-of production
will result from the withdrawal. of workers from the labor force,
or their delayed entry into it, because of school attendance.
This loss in p.:oducuion is a cost to the nation of providing
education, a cost that should be weighed against .the increased
future productivity of an educated, trained (or more easily
and quickly trainable) worker.

However, if students would be unemployed if they were
not attending school, or would be replaced by otherwise unemployed
workers of equal productivity, there would be no loss of production.
If the students would be replaced by workers of somewhat lcer
productivity, the cost of education would equal the productivity
of the students less the productivity of the workers that take
their place. Again, this assumes that there is a job available
for everyone, but this is very often not the case.

Practically speaking, labor is abundantly available
in developing countries, except for specialized1 skills. There-
fore, ccnsidering the rough orders of magnitude valid for a
CPA, it is generally not necessary for the project to take
into account the marginal productivity of labor in the student's
age-educational group in order to calculate the production
foregone. However, when the educational project deals with
persons of special skills, it would be relevant to do this.
The value of production foregone in this case has a special
element to it. The shadow price for skilled labor may be above
the market price for labor, while the wage of the replacement
labor may correspond. more nearly to its marginal productivity.
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Table 3. Earnings- Per Year by Age and
Years of Schooling

Years of schoolingAge ". 1

6-70......... 30 ........
8 9 50...

I0-1 . ... 75...

12-13......... 90 125 .....
14-15..!...o 110 200 225"
16-19 ......... 120.300 40 600 800
21-29 ......... 13,0 400 500 700 1,000
25-29 .... j180 500 600. 800 1,200
30-34......... 8 500 700 900 1,40

3-9....."200 500 900 "1,000* '1,600

40-44 ......... 200 400 900 1,200 1,800
45-49 ........ 200 350 900r 1,400 2,000
50-54 ....... 150 300 800 1,300 21.200
55-59......... 100 300 700. '1,200 "2,400
60-65......... 50 275 600. .1,100 2,200

a/ Figires are in units of currency and .ars illuitrative.
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under consideration z,;jd the existing facilities? It would
be meaningless to base cost estimates for a technical school
on the actual costs of a primary school.

Estimates of costs per student are best made in ter!-s ,f:

" Capital outlays for buildings, equipment
and site preparation

" Recurring expenditures for.teachers'
salaries and other operating expenses.

The cost per student derived from such seneral costs
hculd be calculated for the general class of education triat

includes the project being investigated. Has each cost component
Leen adjusted to take into account differences between the
111oject and the type of educational activities from wh.ch the
cost components have been computed? Thus, construction cost
:2r student may have to be adjusted to account for the size
a nd location of the project. Equipment cost adjust-entz would
5:ve to reflect differences in teaching methods. Teaching
cost per student may be changed to reflect deviations of the
project's student-teacher ratio. from the average.

Has allowance been made for the cost of teachers' services
that are not included in salaries? Generally the training
of teachers is subsidized by free or low tuition, and stIpends
.-nd salaries are set low to recapture some of this public c;pense.
T!us a teacher might have received a subsidy of $2,000 during
a 4-year teacher training course, and his salary during, his
.Jirst 5 years of service therefore would be $400 less per year
than* it would otherwise be. This $400 would be added to the
annual salary of the teacher in deriving the cost from the
-°itional point of view.

ienefits of Educational
Projects

As stated previously, measurable economic benefits from
cducational projects are the additions to the nation's output --
n*..asured by the increase in earnings of individuals -- attributable
to education and training. This difference could appear as
shown in table 3. If possible, the project should present
ia earnings table relevant to the particular profession or
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skill to br sup,]ied by the project. If, for example, satistical
clerks :_% being trained to become computer operators, by how
much car. their edr ings be expected to rise? The CPA should
discuS_ e" ac31eOuacy of the data used to establish the prospective
earninas cA'cedule. Is it based on different trends. in demand
f workr, anonrj industries?

Selection of the-Most Promisinb Alternatives

Within the scope of work provided or derived by the
project analyst, there will generally be alternative projects
to meet the specified needs. For alternatives that meet the
11-eds equally well, the procedures for determining' least-cost
alt!_rnativcs described in the General Guidelines (chapter V)
aP. y. There is substantial scope for increasing net benefits
by :radina lower attrition rates for higher out-of-pocket costs
p 'r student in attendance.

In addition, alternatives which do not 1%rovide levels
of service that are as satisfactory may have to be given seriousconsideration because of budgetary limitations. The project
analyst should be alert to these possibilities and should provide
the cost of such alternatives to the. decision-maker.

Computation of the Net National Rate of Return

In'seeking to measure the justification for a-project,the analyst should judge the project's worth in terms of the
net national rate of return. (See General Guidelines, chaptersIII and VIII). Relevant worksheets for amassing data on costs
and benefiLs and for deriving the rate of return a.e shownin tables 4 ind 5. The proper setting, down of costs and benefits
is of great importance.

Direct Costs

Table 4 illustrates how the direct costs of education
for primary school students could be shown, Cost data could
be drawn from, the experience of similar projects (with suitableadjustnents). These costs would be expressed in terms of their
relevant shadow prices (foreign exchang.e, *unskilled labor,



Table 4. T11stration of Cost ... for Direct Educational Costs
Based on Prototype Information 'An.iual Cost Per Student

Based on Shadow Prices as Applicable)

Direct educational costs Age of student

8 10 I

Building and equipment invest-
menta/.... .... * .......... 30 -24

Supplies and books at public
2 2 2 2 2 2

Supplies and books- at student's
expense. .... . ....... .. ....... . . 1 2. 2 2 *2

Teacherst salaries -'.......... 20. 25 30 30. 30 30

Miscellaneous...'......,***, 2 2 .2 2 2 2

Total current cost............. 25 30 36 36 35 36

a/ Based on prototype project. Investment is assumed to start the year
before entrance to school and the "salvage value" to accrue a year aftercompletion of the sixth year of school. Plant is assumed to have an 80-per-cent salvage value at the end of the sixth year, reflecting the 18-year
life of facility less use (60 percent) per first grades due to the dropout
rate (use= 1/3 x .60 = .20).
b/ All payments plus allowance for subsidized training costs.



Table S. wet Watlona et.rn an Prl'ary Sc!LO1 Graduates fr 1.COO Studentsa LteAxig IraL GCad. 3.

6tud.t Wta3..r L. ?ot1 IL b-tr Current F rifeorences! L aI

j-r of p~r. r -- . net

rats .crkers dea u ni 'a ±fVan" ft,9/ (12)i- earins(1) 1) (4 (5) (6) ) (9 (10) (11) (2 f1 ) 04)US
Pres...........0 1, .05 -25 -25,000 -30- -30,000 -30.00 1.00005-5 -500 -0 -. 0 -26,S00 .94387............ 0 6:2 .10 -30 -24,000 -30 -2,400 -26.400 .1441-240-26.40 

.?447.60 642 .10 -36 -23.040 -50 -3,200-2.4 .779. , .5 512 .12 -36 -18,432 -50 -3,072 -21.504 .67310....... .90 435 .13 -36 -15.660 -75 -4.694 -20.554 .600b11 ......... 392 99S .20 -36 -14,112 -75 -5,080 -19. 9 .53651 3......... .9975 391 .27 106 28000 4 5 3,710 27. 0 .47033 ......... .9975 390 .33 129 4 35 41.11 4,510 .427014.......-. .9975 319 .37 14S + 90 12,960 12.960 .311815..... .9965 396 .40 155 + 90 13.9"~ 13.950 .34091. . ,9:45 367 .42 163 '110 .9,340 29.,40 .304417 ......... .s5 386 .44 170 *180 30,600 30.600 .2716is ......... . 996S 385 . 11 1 11it..9965 365 .47 161 .130 32,80 32.520 .2417
.. .. .965 364 .50 192 4180, 34.560 -34.560 .316120 ... '.9944 313 .53 203 .270 54.810 54.810 .113521 .9944 381 .57 217 .270 56.590 59.590 .17272 .......... .9544 37 .61 231 .270 62,370 62.370 .15122..-..... .944 377 .46 349 4270 67.230 47.230 .137724 ......... .9944 37S .68 25S 4270 66,650 62.950 .112225....... .9935 373 .70 261 +320 63.520 03,520 .101626 .... ;.... .9935 371 .70 260 #320 83.200 63.200 .05r27 ....*. .9935 369 .70 25$ 4320 62,100 $2,400 .02521 ....... . 19935 367 .70 257 +320 62.240 62.240 .071129 ....... .993* 335 .70 256 4320 61,920 11,920 .061z0......... .9935 363 .70 254 "320 P11280 61,280 .042331,....... .9935 361 .70. 253 +320 60,960 60.900 .055633*. ... .9935 359 .70 251 4320 0,320 10320 .0497i3..... .9935 157 .70 250 4320 60,010 10100- .044334....... .9935 355 ?.70 249 +320 79,C80 79,610 .039635 ......... .9924 353 .70 247 +300 74,100 74,100 .03S336 .......... 9924 350 .70 245 4300 73,500 73.500 .031637 ... .992: 347 .70 243 +300 72,90C 72.00 .02623. .... 9924 344 .70 * 241 4300 72,100 72.300 .02S239 .......... 9924 341 .70 239 -300 70,700 :.700 .025.. .. .9909. 338 .70 237 .200 7,400 47.400 .0201

Prement values 439, 13
C~btLh

-  
ro acoo ' o [.of planning factors.

C I year.O/ taL.d from death rcom s of ountry or similar country. illustrative rates obtaLned fzcte 966 U Demogrnphic YearbooN, table 1, ne.at% Rates Sj;e fc for Age and Sax., rs."rLou-tr survival rstev used axr derived Zrom male death rates; Colombia, 1951.
For age 12. o1 olu 2 X columia 3 at. age 11.
Troe table 4.
laralngs for 0 years of schooing from table 3.i table 4 factor multiplied by 1.000.
Otained from table 31 difference between 0 and 6 years of acboolLng.
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and capital). See the General Guidelines for suggested ways
of esti-aating and applying coefficients to convert market prices
into shadow prices.

Actual Comn.utation of Net
£ationai ie turn

Table 5 illustrates how to calculate the net national
-ate of return for a project providing children with 6 years
of primary school.

For convenience, the computation was carried out for
1,000 students entering first grade. The age of the st'uuent
Ls listed on the extreme left so that all variables can b,
related to it.

Column 1, "Student Retention Rate," is. the rate at which
students from one class pass on to the next. Thus, in the
example, 80 percent of those entering the first grade pass
on to the second grade. Such rates and even lower ones are
not unusual in developing countries. The main causes of student
attrition are socioeconomic reasons, rather than death. Attri-
tion rates of students depend on local conditions.

Column 2, "Number of Students," is the number of student's
of the previous year multiplied by the student rc.tention rate
of the sare year. As can be seen from the example, which is
not an ecxtreme one, the impact on the number of primary s,:nool
c;raduates can be quite substantial.

Column 3, "Life Survival Factor," is determined by the
fcrs ula: 1. - death rate. The annual death rate, by age gro.1p,
is given per 1;000 persons for most countries in the United
Nations Demoaraph.c Yearbook. The death rites used for the
example were thIoseIt males" in ColombiA in 1951. For iustance,
in the 10-14 age group the rate is given as.2.5 (per thousand).
The comparable life survival factor for that age group is 1 -
.0025, or .9975. Where death rates are high and measures are
being taken to reduce them, one might project lower death rates
based on the experience of countries that had similar situations
come years previously.- T1,e United Nations Demographic Yearbook
can be very useful in this regard.
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Column 4, "Total Number of Graduates," is the estimatednumber of workers who have graduated from the 6th year of schooland have survived to the age given. For age 12 it is the numberof 6th-year students m'lltiplied by the life survival factor.For later ages it is the number of workers of the previousyear multiplied by the life survival factor.

Column 5, "Lahor Participation Rate," is the proportionof persons in the labor force who are employed. In the exampleit is implicitly assumed that the participation rate for graduatesis the same as for nongraduates. If this is not so in a substan-tial degree, a more complicated calculation is required inwhich the differential participation rates. are taken into account.

Column 6, "Number of Employed Graduate Workers," isthe estimated number of workers who have, graduated from the6th year of school, who have survived to the age given, andwho are'employed.

Column 7, 'Current Cost Per :Student," is taken' from
table 4.

Column 8, "Total Current Cost," is column 2 "oiultiplied
by column 7.

Column 0;, "Foregone Earnings Per Student," is the esti-mated earnings which students would receive if they were not
attending school.

Column 10, "Total Foregone Earnings," Js coltumn 2 multiplic-.by column 5 multiplied by column 9.

Column 11, "Building and Equipment Investment," is basedon table 4. It is assumed that a "seat" is supplied to each1st-year entrant. However, because of attrition as well asan assumed 18-year life of the facility, after 6 years theaverage investment has been used up by 1/3.x .60., or .20. The.60 is a rough estimate of the average use of seats per entrantover the 6-year period. The figures entered represent theinvestment for 1,000 entrants.
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Column 12, "Difference In Earnings Per Worker," is ob-
tained from table 3 and is the difference between earnings
of people with no years and 6 years of schooling.

Column 13, "Total Difference in Earnings," is column
6 multiplied by column 12.

Column 14, "Total Net Return '7low," is the algebraic
sum of column 8, column 10, column 11, and column 13.

Column 15, "Discount Factors, 12%," is a list of the
continuous flow discount factors which are applied to volumn
12 to obtain the present value of the total net return fl-,w.
If the present value exceeds zero, the return is greater than
12 percent. The discounting procedure should be repeated using
a higher rate, perhaps 15 percent; if at the higher rate the
present value of the surplus flow is negative, we know the
internal rate of return is greater than 12 percent but less
than .15 percent. Thc approximate internal rate can be obtained
by interpolation.

A number of approximations in the calculation of table
5 would be satisfactory for most preliminary appraisals (or
sector appraisals). However, depending on the country's conditions
(death rates, different living conditions of students and educated
workers) and the type of calculation (high school or professional
school), somewhat different procedures and refinements may
be required.

The implied assumption in table 5 is that the same life
survival factor applies tr' students and nonstudents. Because
of different living conditions (family, ttove7:nment support.
effect of knowledge), in some cirnumstances the survival lectors
for graduates could be markedly high,-. thdan for nongraduates.
In this case a more refined calculation m.ay be necessary (sepa-
rate life survival rates) or table 5 would underestimate the
net national return. In most circumstances this would not
be the case, largely because the high death rates lie outside
the most relevant ages.(6r50).
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In principle, column 3 of. table 5 should reflect disability
as well as deaths. In most instances this would not make much
of a difference.

Building and equipment investment (column 9) is cleerly
an approxirnation which is satisfactory v.here, as in primary
schools, it is not a large item.* For large one-time projects
where buildings and- equipment bulk large, .a more elaborate
allowance for building investments (like that shown in the
example in the General Guidelines) would be more appropriate,
along with more detailed student programming costs and benefits;
that is, the calculations would be done in terms of actual
students programmed rather than in terms of 10000. students
entering first grade.

Table 5 carries out the calculation for 35 years from
the' first year (age 6) to age 40. This underestimates the:
benefits somewhat. Although in principle the calculation should
be carried out for the lifetime of the worker, in the illustra-
tion the difference will be small, reflecting the fact that
beyond 35 years the discount factor at 12 or 15 percent becomes
quite snall and life survival factors also start decreasing
more substantially. Factors that would make longer periods
of calculation necessary would be lower discount. factors, lon ler
periods of schooling, and longer working lives with peak earn ngs
reached rather late in. life. All factors but the first would
characterize professionals, so- that in general we can, say tha:.
the more professional the training, the greater need for longer
periods of calculation.

For the project illustrated in table 5, at 12 percent,.
the present value of the net national flow is positive, indicating
that the internal rate of return is in excess of 12 percent.
If the opportunity cost of capital in the ecoxomy is 12 percent
or less, the illustrative project represents an economical use
of resources in that particular economy. Any benefits other
than those reflected in the increased productivity of. graduates,
as measured by higher earnings, would be in addition to thosc
reflected in the NURR. Such benefits would include not only
the unquantified benefits accruing to graduates and to society
at large but also partial benefits accruing to those who left
school before the 6th year.'
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Sensitivity Anaiysis

Sensitivitv analysis should be used in appraising many
development projects (General Guidelines, chapter VII). The

valu '.).actcd on tie outputs of the project and the cost of
inputs ay be sensitive to many factors. By judging the sensi-
tivity and the probability of the event occurring, the analyst
can prosnt con,'itional judgrents on a project's worth; he
-can identify kcy L'actors requiring more detailed study and
".n general can see3k to guarantee or safeguard the project against
.oflie types of risks. For example, if a project's worth would
be upset by a failure to have a sufficient number of teachers
available, greater emphasis would be placed on assessing the
availability of teachers.

Rates of return to educational projects are extremely
sensitive to the society's future.supply and demand for educated
persons and the opportunities for productive employment of
such: persons. These are reflected in the .values provided in
table 3. "

A project may be sensitive to other developments in
the rector or in other sectors. For example, how will the
demand for liberal arts graduates be altered by the rate of
overall economic growth or by changes in the make-up of the
national budget that are favorable or otherwise to the social
sectors?

if the dem.ands for the graduates are closely linked
to a specific event, such analysis. is relevant. Also, if the
availability or cost of inputs is highly speculative, further
analysis is again called for.

For certain types of. educati0nal. projects which recur
(such as primary schools), the cost liJ=i s (such as building
and current operating costs) are likely' to lie within a narrow
range. For such types of projects, one need not be concerned
with potential variations and there is no need for.sensitivity
analysis. For one-of-a-kind projects that are novel for the
country, costs are likely to be more uncertain and are therefore
riore likely to requ re sensitivity analysis.
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Since there is replication over time for many types
of educational projects, there is economy in having prototype
projects analyzed for sensitivity in a sector study. The project
analyst can make use of results from such sensitivity analysis,
perhaps modified by special local factors. This can free the
project analyst to concentrate on manners in which the orientation
and content of the project can give greater assurance of the
productivity of graduates.

It may be valid for the project to be subjected to continuL

ing sensitivity analysis providing for periodic evaluation
of previous estimates in the light of current developments.

Once sensitivity has been analyzed, the rate of return

on the project should be recalculated, taking into account

the likelihood of occurrence of the event that would signifi-

cantly alter costs or benefits. What begins as a rate of return

of 12 percent migLt then appear as 10 or 16 percent, given

certain assumptions on the events occurring.

Evaluation Summary

In accordance with the General Guidelines (Appendix C)

an evaluation summary should be prepared in which the major

findings are presented for consideration. In the presentation

of findings of CPA's in the field of education, it is especial'

important that the full range of extra or noneconomic benefitz

be placed before those persons who will make the decision on

the project.


